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Dear Teachers and Administrators, 
Students in the Honors Program in the College of Food, Agriculture, and Environmental 
Sciences at The Ohio State University are required to complete a project in their field of 
study. As a naturalist intern with Sharon Woods Metro Park and an Agriculture 
Education major, I developed my project in conjunction with the Metro Parks/ Annehurst 
Elementary Partnership entitled "Gateway to Greener Pastures." The ultimate goal of 
this partnership is to increase Fourth Grade Ohio Science Proficiency test scores at 
Annehurst Elementary by three percentage points through exploration and investigatio~ 
into science and natural resources at Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
The following project consists of lesson plans and suggested activities to complement a 
visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park. The lesson plans are to provide teachers and leaders 
with a starting point from which to launch a natural resource curriculum that will actively 
involve students in science-based instruction at school and hands-on learning at Sharon 
. Woods Metro Park. The plans aren't all-inclusive and leave plenty of room for activity 
additions and other lessons, which is their purpose. Hopefully the plans will introduce 
teachers to the topics, provide some background information, suggest related activities, 
and provide a sequence or order to follow in presenting the information. The objectives 
listed at the beginning of each section are based on a combination of the State of Ohio's 
Fourth Grade Proficiency Objectives and the objectives of the individual classes of 
Annehurst Elementary. A list of informative sources has been provided to supply you 
with additional information and activities. 
I encourage each of you to take full advantage of this project and the partnership. Sharon 
Woods and the naturalist have a wealth of information to share with you and your 
students. Best of luck with proficiency tests and enjoy discovering what nature has to 
offer. 
Sincerely, 
Anna I. Patterson 
Metropolitan Park District of Columbus and Franklin County: Batt~le-Da.rby Creek, Blacklick 
Woods. Blendon Woods, Chestnut Ridge, Clear Creek, Highbanks,lnniswood Metro Gardens, 
Pickerington Ponds. Sharon Woods, and Slate Run 
a system of regional natural-area parks 221:4198 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sharon Woods Metro Park in Westerville, Ohio, is bordered on the south by 
I-270, the west by I-71, the north by Annehurst housing development and elementary 
school, and the east by Cleveland Avenue. I served as a naturalist intern at Sharon 
Woods from March 31, 1998 to December 9, 1998. During that time, Gary Moore, 
Naturalist Coordinator of the Metro Parks and Dr. Beverly Good, principal of Annehurst 
Elementary School, drew up a partnership entitled "Gateway to Greener Pastures". The 
rationale behind the partnership was the need for the Metro Parks to increase community 
awareness of available resources and the need for elementary students to actively 
investigate science to improve proficiency scores. Due to the proximity of Sharon 
Woods Metro Park to Annehurst Elementary School, a partnership between these two 
entities was only natural. Therefore, the goals of the partnership are 1) To raise the 
fourth grade Ohio Science Proficiency Test scores three percentage points; and, 2) To 
increase community awareness of Metro Parks' resources. 
After the partnership was drawn up, the naturalist, Susan Boggs, and myself 
discussed the possibility of developing pre-information and post-activity packages to aid 
the teachers with the subject areas that would be addressed at the park. Most of the 
teachers have little experience with natural resources and have limited ideas as to where 
to start with instruction. Through my experiences with various school groups that came to 
the park for programs, I noticed that it was always beneficial to the students if they had 
been introduced to the topic of study at the school before they visited the park. This 
introduction to the topic of study created in the students a readiness to learn the topic. 
This pre-instruction is also beneficial to the naturalist because he or she can begin at a 
1l 
level of instruction that actually teaches the students. With the use of the pre·infonnation 
and post·activity packages, the teachers will be able to introduce the students to basic 
concepts and ideas on specific topics before visiting the park to gain the hands·on 
experience in that area. 
With the help of the naturalist, I matched the science course objectives at 
Annehurst Elementary and the fourth grade Ohio Science Proficiency Test objectives 
with current Metro Park programs. Many of the current Metro Parks programs address 
several science objectives relevant to the Science Proficiency Test and to the science 
curriculum at Annehurst Elementary. Therefore, the program topics chosen readily 
integrate into the science curriculum at Annehurst Elementary. These science objectives 
and current Metro Park programs are listed in the following pages. 
After the programs and science objectives were matched, I worked closely with 
the naturalist and the third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers at Annehurst Elementary 
School to match the programs that would be offered to the different classes at the school. 
In order to match up the programs, we looked at the science objectives for each grade, the 
general themes that ran through each grade, and the level of difficulty of the concepts to 
be taught in each program area to decide which classes would focus on which programs. 
Some of the programs lend themselves best to certain objectives whereas others don't. 
Due to time constraints on the Sharon Woods naturalist, grades kindergarten through 
second will participate with school volunteers in the Wilder Elementary School's Woods 
Walker Program. Third, fourth, and fifth grade classes will attend natural science classes 
at the park throughout the year. Each teacher in those grades will receive pre·visit lesson 
plans and activities to prepare the students for the hands-on instruction at the park and 
111 
post-visit activities to follow-up and reinforce the hands-on experience. In a cooperative 
decision made by the teachers, the naturalist, and myself, third grade classes will focus on 
Animal Adaptations and Herptiles, fourth grade classes on Habitat Exploration, Leaves 
and Trees, Pond Study, and Stream Study, and fifth grade classes on Forest Ecology and 
Deer of Sharon Woods. At this meeting we also set up the dates and times for the classes 
being held at Sharon Woods over the course of the upcoming year. 
After working to match up the programs to the classes, I searched through 
references and guides to find information and activities related to each area and its focus. 
I developed lesson plans to introduce the activities and tried to place the activities and 
information in chronological order. The main purpose of the lesson plans and activities is 
to introduce the teachers to the subject areas, provide background information, and 
provide a sequential order to follow when presenting the information to the students. The 
lesson plans aren't all-inclusive and have been prepared so additional activities and plans 
can be added by the teachers. Hopefully the teachers will take advantage of the activities 
and classes at Sharon Woods to instill in students a desire to learn the natural sciences. 
With the students wanting to learn, hopefully their proficiency scores will increase. With 
students visiting the park, hopefully parents of the students and the greater community 
will become more aware of what the Metro Parks have to offer. My part in this task is to 
inform the teachers so they have a starting place from which to launch a natural resource 
curriculum with hands-on observation and instruction in both the classroom and at 
Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
IV 
Introduction 
Gateway to 
Greener Pastures 
A Partnership between Annehurst Elementary and l\1etro Parks 
Metro Parks compose a regional system of natural area parks. Its formal name is the Columbus 
and Franklin County Metropolitan Park District. It is a government agency created in 1945 (Ohio 
Revised Code, Chapter 1545). Since its formation, the Metro Parks have been dedicated to 
protecting nature and the environment by preserving natural areas. Metro Parks includes 1 0 parks 
and other land areas in Central Ohio. At this point in time, there is a need for Metro Parks to 
increase community involvement and to acquaint the public with the available resources. To meet 
this need, a link with Annehurst Elementary School is proposed. The partnership will serve as a 
prototype program and potential model for Metro Parks throughout Ohio. 
Annehurst Elementary School is one of 14 elementary schools in the Westerville School District, 
Westerville, Ohio. The student population at Annehurst numbers 385 in kindergarten through 
grade five. There is a need to provide ongoing opportunities for the Annehurst students to actively 
investigate natural phenomena in the effort to improve student achievement in science. The Metro 
Parks' resources will set the stage for such investigation. The result of active science learning is 
improved student performance on standardized tests. 
Rationale 
Sharon Woods Metro Park, which is adjacent to Annehurst Elementary School, provides the 
setting for this partnership. As part of its strategic plan, Metro Parks is reaching out to the 
community and increasing awareness of Metro Parks' resources. Because of the programs that 
currently exist; the proximity bet\.Yeen the Metro Parks offices, Sharon Woods Metro Park, and 
Annehurst School; and the willingness to explore partnership avenues, a prototype program is 
proposed. 
. 
The elementary school is a natural partner for this prototype. As Annehurst's students peer across 
the playground in to Sharon Woods, they can only imagine the intriguing phenomena that await 
exploration. The opportunity presented by a partnership between Annehurst Elementary School 
and Metro Parks has the potential to allow children to explore and investigate science phenomena. 
The proposed result of this opportunity is improved student achievement in science. 
Goals 
This partnership has tvvo goals: 
1. To raise the fourth grade Ohio Science Proficiency Test scores three percentage points and 
2. To increase community awareness of Metro· Parks' resources. 
Objectives and Action Plans 
Objective 1. Collaboratively match elementary science course of study objectives and fourth 
grade Ohio Proficiency Test science outcomes with Metro Parks programs. 
v 
Action Plan: Annehurst teachers and Metro Parks staff will meet to discuss the science 
~curriculum and Metro Parks programming. Based upon this discussion, appropriate park 
resources will be identified and opportunities developed to help children achieve success on the 
fourth grade science proficiency test and competency based education tests. 
Objective 2. Increase community awareness of Metro Parks' resources. 
Action Plan: Metro Parks information will be included in Annehurst's monthly newsletters. For 
example, Metro Parks may provide articles and/or science related activities that students may do 
at school, home, or at a Metro Park. Programs of particular interest to families may be included. 
Objective 3. Provide opportunities to increase knowledge of science and science process skills. 
Action Plan: When space is available, Metro Parks will include one or tvvo Annehurst teachers in 
its quarterly professional development for Metro Parks 'staff. As an added incentive to teachers, 
district inservice credit will be requested. Additional professional development activities that are 
related to natural history and environmental education will be explored. 
Metro Parks will provide classroom visits up to a maximum of~ day and 60 students per visit. 
During the visits, Metro Parks' naturalists will present information to students and teachers related 
to course of study concepts. Naturalists will model science process skills during presentations. 
Metro Parks will assist Annehurst staff with the implementation of Wilder Elementary School's 
rJI Woods Walker program. Implementation of Annehurst's Woods Walkers will provide the 
opportunity for teachers and students to understand environmental concepts. 
~ 
Metro Parks' staff will model procedures for and involve Annehurst staff and students in seasonal 
stream monitoring. Data will be recorded and findings reported. 
Led by the Annehurst staff, web pages will be collaboratively developed between Metro Parks 
staff, Annehurst staff, and Annehurst students. Pages will illustrate and explain partnership 
activities. 
Objective 4. Metro Parks and Annehurst Elementary School will collaborate to secure a minimum 
of one corporate sponsorship to support partnership programs. 
Action Plan: The Metro Parks naturalist, program coordinator, and Annehurst principal will seek 
corporate sponsorship for partnership programs. 
Notes 
Historically, transportation costs have kept students from visiting the Metro Parks. To overcome 
this obstacle, Metro Parks ~II alter the Sharon Woods policy vvhich has provided only limited 
access through certain entrances. As part of the partnership, Sharon Woods staff will allow 
students to use the entrance that is adjacent to Annehurst Elementary School. 
VJ 
Metro Parks have a reference library and meeting room available at Spring Hollow. Although this 
facility will be out of service for about six months during its renovation, when completed resources 
, at Spring Hollow will be available, as space and scheduling permit, for partnership-related 
activities, such as professional development. The non-circulating, reference library will allow 
Annehurst and Metro Parks staff to enhance their knowledge of natural history and environmental 
concepts. 
Finally, as a neighbor and partner, Metro Parks and Annehurst will co-sponsor an annual 
community\Metro Parks event. Such an event may include providing a site for a parent night (i.e., 
an August welcome back to school or some type of kick--off for the new school year). 
Evaluation of the Partnership 
Success of the partnership will be evident from increased percentages on the fourth grade Ohio 
Science Proficiency Test and increased community awareness of Metro Parks' resources. Data to 
demonstrate the success of the partnership will be gathered relative to the four objectives. Data 
will be summarized and presented to Metro Parks' staff, and Annehurst teachers, and other 
interested parties. 
Dissemination 
The process by which the partnership develops as well as the goals, objectives, and evaluation 
summary will be provided to Ohio Metro Parks to illustrate a prototype partnership. The 
partnership will be nominated for the BEST awards to demonstrate the possibilities of such a 
partnership to a broad range of organizations. As stated, information relative to partnership 
activities will be available on web pages and in Annehurst newsletters. 
Vll 
FOURTH-GRADE PROFICIENCY TESTS 
SCIENCE LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Create and/or use categories to organize a set of objects, organisms, or phenomena. 
2. Select instruments, make observations, and/or organize observations of an event, 
object, or organism. 
3. Identify and/or compare the mass, dimensions, and volume of familiar objects in 
standard and/or nonstandard units. 
4. Use a simple key to distinguish between objects. 
5. Analyze a series of events and/or simple daily or seasonal cycles and predict the next 
likely occurrence in the sequence. 
6. Evaluate a simple procedure to carry out an exploration. 
7. Identify and/or discuss the selection of resources and tools used for exploring scientific 
phenomena. 
8. Evaluate observations and measurements made by other persons. 
9. Demonstrate an understanding of safe use of materials and/or devices in scientific 
activities. 
10. Explain the operation of a simple mechanical device. 
11. Identify characteristics of a simple physical change. 
12. Explain and/or predict the motion of objects and/or describe the effects of some 
objects on other objects. 
13. Make predictions about the weather from observed conditions and weather maps. 
14. Identify and/or describe the relationship between human activity and the environment. 
15. Identify evidence and show examples of changes in the earth's surface. 
16. Demonstrate an understanding of the basic needs of living things. 
17. Identify ways in which organisms react to changing environments 
18. Distinguish between living and nonliving things and provide justification for these 
distinctions. 
19. Analyze and/or evaluate various nutritional plans for humans. 
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Program Objective 1-A 
.fpplr the process<'s of"scientific 
inn•stigafioll to explore phenomena. 
Su~iect Objective.'i 
·QEngagc in a variety of scientific 
im·cstigations. (S) 
2. Usc science process skills during 
scientific invcstigntions. (S) 
.1. Describe observations accurately. 
Compare student's own data with data of 
peers. recognizing the limitations of 
humnn descriptions of phenomena. (S) 
-1. Usc multiple sources. such as books. 
authorities. and observations. to 
im·cstigatc questions. (S) 
5 Identify variables one at a time. (S) 
:;(' 
G. Develop operational definitions. (S) 
7. Interpret data. (S) 
R. Formulate hypotheses. (S) 
9. Obscrye events and discuss vnrious 
innucnccs afTecting observations and 
intcrprctntions. (S) 
I 0. Explain and discuss various 
innuenccs afTccting obscr\'ations and 
interpretations. (S) 
I I. Seck evidence to support idcns by 
nsking "How docs it work''"· "How do we 
know''"· and "Why'1" (S) 
Annehurst Elementary Thir~ Grade Science Objectives 
Program Objective 1-B I Program Objective 1-C 
Integrate knowledge, skills, and themes 
that permeate the sciences and other 
disciplines. 
Subject Objectives 
I. Integrate and apply science 
knowledge and skills in all sciences and 
in other disciplines when appropriate. 
(S) 
2. Describe phenomena by observed 
qualitative and quantitative attributes. 
(S) 
3. Usc mathematics and language arts 
as tools to build models and to express 
ideas. (S) 
4. Construct physical models and 
dioramas to express ideas and 
conceptions of events and phenomena. 
(S) 
5. Apply common arithmetic operations 
to whole number counts, measures of 
concrete objects, and observations to 
increase understanding and accuracy of 
descriptions and interpretations. (S) 
6. Predict what is missing and what 
will come next in a sequence, then test 
their predictions. (S) 
7. Use various modes of 
communication to express ideas 
cfTcctively. (S) 
l fse technologv to collect, record, 
ana~vze. synthesize, evaluate. and to 
communicate data. 
Subject Objectives 
r(f)use a variety oftechnologies 
including multimedia, weather 
instruments, thermometers, clocks. 
gauges, timers, and other measuring 
devices. to investigate science and to 
communicate findings. (L) 
2. Record information in a variety of 
formats. (L) 
3. Explore a variety of uses for 
technology. (L) 
4. Use technology to expand the 
effectiveness of data collection, data 
organizaton, and data communication. 
(L) 
5. Select and explore the use and 
accuracy of a variety of measuring 
devices. (L) 
' 
Program Objective 1-D 
Integrate science knowledge and 
processes into an authentic context 
such as prohlem solving and risk-henefit 
analysis. 
Subject Objectives 
I. Relate science knowledge and 
processes to meaningful experiences. (L) 
2. Identify problems. (L) 
3. Develop and carry out a problem 
solving strategy. (L) 
4. Identify risks and benefits to a 
solution. (L) 
5. Observe discrepant events and 
propose explanations for them. (L) 
;.< 
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Program Objective IV -A 
fln·esli~nte the concept of l'\'olution. 
Subject Objective.'! 
I. ldenti(v. record. and develop 
theories for observed changes in the 
s10·. (C) 
2. Compare observed changes with 
descriptions in other resources and from 
other scientists. (C) 
l. Describe and record characteristics 
of objects in the universe. (C) 
4. Verbalize understanding of the 
natural world. (C) 
5. Explore qualitath·e rates of change 
(e.g .. faster. slower. bright. dim. loud. 
soft. cooler. warmer). (C) 
·6)0bserve and record environmental 
p;tterns. (C)-
Annehurst Elementary Tha:'o Grade Science Objectives 
Program Objective IV-B I p Ob' t' IV c 
rogram ~ec 1ve -
/·_"xplore. ana~vZl'. and .~vnthesize the 
physical nature o(science. 
Subject Objectives 
I. Systematically examine, record, and 
classify, in multiple ways, objects by 
physical properties and composition. (C) 
Fxplore, analyze, and synthesize the 
nature of the universe and the earth. 
Subject Objectives 
I. Investigate properties of heat energy. 
(C) 
2. Explore the relative contributions of each I 2. Investigate and explore solid 
component in a system. (C) characteristics of earth. (C) 
3. Explore the properties of some objects 
and organisms (e.g .. wind, magnets, static 
electricity, predators, pesticides, light, 
sound, soil. and water) to influence other 
objects and organisms. (C) 
4. Explore the motion of objects and 
organisms. (C) 
5. Investigate and evaluate types and 
interactions of matter, diversity, systems. 
(C) 
3. Observe and record earth's 
composition over time and describe the 
solid characteristics and patterns of the 
earth's surface. (C) 
4. Explore various scales, such as time 
(clocks and calendars), distance (rulers 
and odometers) and tone (brightness and 
loudness). (C) 
5. Explore estimations of observable 
time such as minutes, hours, days, and 
weeks. (C) 
6. Systematically explore and investigate 
observed natural phenomena in indoor 
and outdoor settings over a variety of 
time spans. (C) 
.L))btain information from the 
I 
'environment. (C) 
8. Explore unknowns in the natural 
world. (C) 
' 
Program Objective IV-0 
Explore, ana~vze, and synthesize 
ohservationsfrom the living 
environment. 
Subject Objectil'e.'l 
I. Explore collections in various forms 
that represent the diversity of living and 
non-living things. (C) 
2. Distinguish between attributes 
observed in living things and attributes 
suggested in literature. (C) 
3. Describe similarities and differences 
between parents and their offspring. (C) 
4. Explore qualitative and quantitative 
descriptions of objects and organisms. 
(C) 
1 ~xplore and document needs, 
similarities, and differences of tiny 
creatures and large organisms. (C) 
6. Investigate seed and pollen 
dispersion. (C) 
7. Investigate crops in a variety of 
environments. (C) 
8. Explore the diversity and interaction 
between living organisms and non-
living objects. (C) 
~. 
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Program Objective V-A 
,..rplnrf' htsfnricnl scientific discoverie.~ 
in the contl'xf o{science and fechnologv. 
Su~;ect o~;ective ... 
I Relate an historical science 
contribution to its place in time and to 
the events of the period. (A) 
2. Describe the relevance of an historical 
scientific contribution for current times. 
(A) 
:l. Dramati7.e milestones in the history of 
science. (A) 
' Annehurst Elementary Third Grade Science Objectives 
Program Objective V -8 
('on duct student-hosed research to 
.fi~rther their understanding 
Subject O~iectil,es 
I. Speculate on commonly held 
assumptions about events and 
phenomena in their world. (A) 
2. Take things apart, and construct 
interpretations ofpurpose and functions 
of the parts things. (A) 
3. Develop a strategy to conduct 
research. (A) 
4. Evaluate decisions implemented 
during research. (A) 
5. Reflect on and revise a research 
strategy as necessary. (A) 
• 
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Program Objective 1-A 
:lppll' tlw proccssrs o{scirntific 
· im·esfignfum to explorr phenomrna. 
Su~iect O~iectives 
I. Engage in a ,·ariety of scientific 
in\'estigations in sufficient depth to be 
confident of results. (5) 
2. Usc science process skills during 
scientific invcstig<llions. (S) 
I Describe observations accurately. 
Compare student's own data with data of 
peers. recognizing the insights and 
limitations of human descriptions of 
phenomena. (S) 
4. Recognize that sometimes scientists 
ha\'e different explanations for the same 
observations. (S) 
5. Usc equipment and the human senses 
to collect information and to describe 
obsen·ations. Make accurate. honest. 
and reasonably appropriate scale 
readings (S) 
6. Ask "How do you know?" inquiries in 
<~ppropriate situations by formul<~ting and 
investigating reasonHblc "What might 
h<~ppcn if ... ?" inquiries about c\·eryday 
experiences. (S) 
Annehurst Elementary Fifth Grade Science Objectives 
Program Objective 1-B 
/nteJ?.rnte knowled~e. skill.~. and themes 
that permeate the .'lciences and other 
disciplines. 
Subject Objectit•es 
I. Integrate and apply science 
knowledge and skills in all sciences 
and in other disciplines when 
appropriate. {S) 
2. Perceive and describe complex 
structures and events using appropriate 
concepts such as geometric 
configurations, duration, average rates 
of change. maximum and minimum, 
cause and effect. constancy, and 
change. (S) 
3. Use reading, writing, and 
mathematics as tools for learning. (S) 
4. Investigate living and non-living 
things holistically through models. 
simulations, multimedia, and 
technology. (S) 
5. Maintain longitudinal journals of 
observations and inferences. (S) 
6. Construct portfolios of products and 
self-evaluations of their own abilities, 
skills, and experiences. (S) 
Program Objective I-C 
{ fse technology to collect, record, 
analyze, .~vnthe,fiZe, evaluate, and to 
communicate data. 
Subject Objectives 
I. Use multimedia to investigate 
phenomena and to communicate 
findings. (L) 
2. Record information in a variety of 
formats. (L) 
3. Explore a variety of uses for 
technology. (L) 
4. Use technology to expand the 
effectiveness of data collection, data 
organi7.alion, and data communication. 
(L) 
5. For a technical device. describe 
advantages and disadvantages to the 
user. (L) 
6. Use optical technology to explore the 
efTect of light on matter. (L) 
Program Objective 1-D 
lntef(.rate .'icience knowledge and 
processes into an authentic context 
such as problem solving and risk-
benefit ana(vsis. 
Subject Objectit1es 
I. Relate science knowledge and 
processes to meaningful experiences. 
(L) 
2. Identify problems related to science. 
(L) 
3. Develop and cany out a problem 
solving strategy. (L) 
4. Recognize that during a project. 
directions should be followed if they 
exist. Understand that if no directions 
exist or if unsatisfactory directions are 
given, the group or individual can often 
invent a way to complete the project. 
(L) 
5. Gather and evaluate information 
from multiple sources which arc rel<Jted 
to science. (L) 
6. Identify risks and benefits to a 
solution. Make and justify an informed 
decision. (L) 
7. Consider risks and benefits before 
collecting. displaying. and maintaining 
1-A continued. 
7 Accept ilnd generalize resulls or 
invcstig<llious based on repeated 
obscr,atious and mulliple sonrces. (S) 
R. Determine the likelihood of e\'ent 
outcomes by identi(,·ing the causal 
factors. and speculate what additional 
l'hctors may contribute to a more accurate 
prediction. (S) 
{j) ldenWv and control one variable. (S) 
10. De,·clop operational dennitions. (S) 
II. Interpret data. (S) 
12. Formulate hypotheses. (S) 
11 Observe discrepant events and 
propose and test explanations the event. 
(Sl 
1-l. Critically analyze one's own data. 
and develop new research questions and 
a re,·ised plnn for data collection. (S) 
Annehurst Elementary Fifth Grade Science Objectives 
1-B continued ... 
7. For an observed phenomenon, 
propose a variety of sources of 
inrormation. (S) 
R. Develop reasons. based on data 
recorded during an investigation, to 
use or avoid using consumer products. 
{S) 
9. Identify factors that contribute to 
changes in a system and predict the 
next likely event for one or more 
components in the system. (S) 
1-D continued ... 
organisms in the classroom. (L) 
R. Choose and usc appropriate tools to 
develop a model. (L) 
·~ 
;>< 
::;:· 
Program Objective IV -A 
!m·rsfiRnfr the concrpts of e\·olution. 
Subject Objecti,,es 
I Identify. record. and develop theories 
for observed changes in the sky. (C) 
2. Identify changes in the universe and 
relate them to changes on Earth. (C) 
3. Compare changes observed outside the 
classroom with descriptions from a 
variety of resources and from other 
scientists. (C) 
4. Develop models of structures and 
objects observed outside the classroom 
that arc impossible to bring into the 
classroom. (C) 
.'i. Investigate the regularity of motion 
found in the interactions in the solar 
svstem. (C) 
r, Describe the implications for 
technologv and natural systems 
suggested from investigations of easily 
measured distances and n:1tes of change. 
(Cl 
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Program Objective IV -B 
Explore, analyze, and .~vnthesize the 
physical nature of science. 
Subject Objectives 
l. Examine, record. and classifY, in 
multiple ways, objects by physical 
properties and composition. (C) 
2. Investigate relationships between 
models and scale. (C) 
(j)Distinguish between a system and a 
subsystem. (C) 
4. Investigate and describe changes in 
motion. (C) 
5. Investigate the impacts of various 
forms of mechanical and 
electromagnetic waves on various 
organisms and objects. (C) 
6. Explore how light interacts with 
matter. (C) 
7. Investigate the composition and 
levels of organi7.ation of objects and 
organisms (e.g .. crystals, minerals, 
rocks, tissues, organs, organisms, etc.). 
(C) 
R. Investigate various properties of 
Program Objective IV -C 
Explore, ana(vze, and synthesize the 
nature of the univer.<;e and the earth. 
Subject Objective.~ 
l. Investigate the technology used to 
explore the universe. (C) 
2. Investigate the regularity of motion 
found in the interaction of the solar 
system (e.g., seasons, tides, planets, 
moons). (C) 
Program Objective IV-D 
Explore, ana(vze, and .~nthesize 
observations from the living 
environment. 
Subject Objecti11e.~ 
I. Develop an organi7.ational 
explanation of traits living things 
receive from parents. (C) 
2. Observe diverse living cells, and 
investigate how they cooperate within 
an organism. (C) 
3. Discuss and describe needs, 
similarities, and differences between 
tiny creatures and large organisms. (C) 
4. Compare models of successful 
organisms in a variety of environments. 
and develop theories for their succ,ess. 
(C) 
U) Investigate and describe symbiotic 
and/or interdependent systems. (C) 
7. Investigate the diversity of methods 
by which living things meet their needs. 
(C) 
8. Observe a living system and describe 
the effect on the system of changes to 
components. (C) 
~ 
Annehurst Elementary Fifth Grade Science Objectives 
IV-8 continued ... 
groups of objects and organisms. (C) 
I). Investigate the transmission and 
conservation of various forms of energy 
through biological and physical systems 
(e.g., electricity. weather, agriculture. 
etc.). (C) 
I 0. 1 nvestigatc conditions that affect the 
motions of objects and organisms. (C) 
II. Observe a simple mechanical 
system and describe the effect of change 
on one component. (C} 
12. Observe a physical change and 
develop and test a relevant "What if?" 
question. (C) 
IV-0 continued ... 
9. Trace the flow of energy in a living 
system. (C) 
Program Objective V-A 
!-'lplorl' lusloricnl scientific disrm•('ril'S 
111 rhc cunln:f ofscicncc and technnlnJ<y. 
Subject o~;ecti1•es 
Relate a historical contribution to its 
in lime and to the e,·ents of the 
2 Describe the relevance of a historical 
science contribution to toda)•'s cultures. 
(;\) 
I Explore the forms and functions of 
\ anous historically significant 
technologies such as the bicycles. wheels. 
b;~lls. scissors. and kites. (A) 
.t Relntc concept and technology of 
historical scientific significance to 
current usc in a ,·ariety of cultures. (A) 
5 Familiarize themselves with 
(, Investigate the history and function of 
various techniques and technologies 
(e.g .. s:Jnitation. nutrition. h)·gienc. 
friction reduction. erosion controL crop 
rotation. agriculture). (A) 
~-
Annehurst Elementary Fifth Grade Science Objectives 
Program Objective V-B 
Conduct student-hased resenrch to 
./i1rthcr their understnnding 
Subject Objectives 
I. ldenti(v an area of interest to 
investigate further. (A) 
2. Develop a strategy to conduct 
research. (A) 
1. Execute a research strategy. (A) 
4. Evaluate decisions implemented 
during research. (A) 
5. Reflect on and revise a research 
strategy as necessary. (A) 
. . ) 
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Board of Park CommiMionen~: Robert H. Jeffrey 
Ellen L. Tripp 
William C. Wolfe, Jr. 
Director-Secretary: John R. O'Meara 
Shipping Address: 1069 W. Main St. 
I Dear Group Leader: Westerville, Ohio 43081 FAX:(614)895-6208 TTY:(614)895-6240 
Thanks for planning a Metro Parks visit with your group. In addition to our regular park services, Metro Parks 
I offers special group programs led by staff naturalists at no charge. These programs are structured to increase awareness and appreciation of natural and cultural history. We hope the enclosed materials and guidelines 
make your visit enjoyable and educational 
I Planning Your Visit 
• Preparation. Students will be more excited about learning if they review literature about Metro Parks, the I park they will visit, and the topic selected prior to visiting. Please have younger students wear name tags. 
• Accessibility and disabilities. Because most parks have trails that are steep in some areas, they may be 
I difficult for younger children and those with disabilities. With sufficient notice, we can offer some programs in other areas. Please advise us of any special needs when scheduling, so our staff can provide infonnation on 
services and facilities including accessible trails, signing interpreters, and assistive listening equipment. 
• Weather and cancellations. All programs will be outdoors, rain or shine, so participants should dress for I the weather. If a group is not coming for any reason, please call Metro Parks at 891-0700 (TIY 895-6240) to 
cancel as soon as possible. Programs will be cancelled in the event of severe or life-threatening weather (e.g., 
, flood or tornado). 
• Alternative activities. If more than one group is scheduled, plan alternative activities for the groups 
._., r.Uting nature walks; don't assume that they can wait in the nature center. To receive a list of nature-related 
l~~temative activities, call Metro Parks. • Program topics. The standard list of group program topics for each park details the season the program is offered, appropriate age levels, and the length of the presentation. Additional programs on a variety of natural 
history topics can be arranged with sufficient notice. Scout and other group leaders can request special topics I that meet the requirements for naturalist, forester, and other nature-theme badges or awards. Topics and 
scheduling guidelines for all of the Metro Parks are enclosed. 
• Group size. The minimum group size is 15; the maximum is 30. Group size minimums may be waived in I consideration of individuals with disabilities. . 
I When You Arrive • On site. Our staff will meet your group at the prearranged location and time. (See enclosed map and 
permit.) 
I• Punctuality. Please arrive on time. Plan for early arrival if a restroom break will be needed Groups arriving late will lose some or all of the time scheduled with the naturalist depending upon how late they arrive. 
Group walks normally last 45 to 90 minutes (depending on topic, age group, and park). 
I• Supervision. Conduct of the group is the leader's responsibility. Please accompany your class and maintain discipline on the trail. The ratio of adults to children should be one adult to every eight children for first 
graders or younger children and one adult to every ten children for second graders and older children. 
I , 
r 
Metropolitan Park District of Columbus and Franklin County: Battelle-Darby Creek, Blacklick 
Woods, Blandon Woods, Ches1nut Ridge, Clear Creek. Highbanks, lnniswood Metro Gardens, 
Pickerington Ponds, Sharon Woods, and Slate Run 
a system of regional natural-area parks XIX 
I 
I =etro Parks Group Naturalist Serv.ices Lge2 
I 
• Regulations. Metro Parks' rules are designed to protect visitors and natural resources. Groups should 
I remain on trails, refrain from picking or coUecting, and respect the peaceful nature of the trails. Complete regulations are available upon request. Contact Metro Parks at 891-0700 {TIY 895-6240) regarding requests to perform special studies (plot inventories, leaf coUections, etc.) · 
I After Your VtSit 
• Discuss. Students can benefit from a post-trip discussion of observations and discoveries. Topic activities 
I can extend the learning experience back at school; ask a naturalist for other suggestions. • Write. Letters from students and input from leaders help us determine what was learned and enjoyed on 
park visits, and are always welcome. 
I• Evaluate • .M part of our continuing quest for excellence, we continue to monitor our services through partidpant evaluations. Please complete and return the enclosed evaluation form. 
I Community Outreach 
In addition to conducting guided walks within parks, naturalists are available to give on-site natural history 
I presentations for dvic assodations, clubs, and schools. School visits can be arranged for the months of November through March for a minimum of 60 students; a variety of natural history presentations are 
available. Presentations to dvic associations and clubs are scheduled year-round for a minimum group 
, size of24. 
~..el free to share this information with other teachers and leaders. We hope this information will help I J,ro.id., an enjoyable educational experience fur your group. Pbse call if we can be of funher service. 
Sincerely, 
I Metro Parks Naturalist Staff 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
r 
Form #4:2198 
Sharon Woods Metro Parks r;j 
~School and Group Program Scheduling 
Call 614/895-6246 (T'IY 895-6240) for scheduling. 
GeoendbdonDadon ...................................................... .. 
• Park address: 6911 Cleveland Avenue 
• If tbe group Is not coming, a group leader should call Metro Parks at 891-:(1700 (l7Y 895-6240) to cancel as 
soon as possible. 
• Unless previously arranged with the naturalist, all programs meet at the Schrock Lake west bulletin board 
• All programs are conducted outdoors; please have partidpants dress according to the weather. 
• If more than one group is attending, please have an alternative activity planned for the group that is waiting. 
• Please advise us of any spedal needs when schedullng so our staff can provide infonnation on services and 
fadllties, including accessible trails, signing interpreters, and assistive listening equipment. 
~gnunhUOnDation ...................................................... .. 
S~oo ................................ Sugestecl Gra.des/.Ages ....... Topic ..................................................... I.eo.gth. 
All year .................................. -.linder,gartell·ad.ult .••..•.•.••.•.•.•.. Birds• ...•..•......•..•.•.•..••••.•.•••..•....••.•..••.•..••.. 1 to 1 ~ Pours 
April-October .......................... Kindergarten-adult ................... Birds of Prey* ............................................ 1 to l V.. hours 
All year .................................... Kindergarten-adult .•••............•.• Deer of Sharon Woods ............................... 1 to 1 V.. hours 
April-September ..................... 1st grade-adult ......................... Fishing• ..................................................... 1 ~hours 
April-October .......................... Kindergarten-adult ................... Forest Ecology I .......................................... 1 to 1 V.. hours 
April-October .......................... 4th grade-adult ........................ Forest Ecology II* ...................................... 1 to 1 V.. hours 
All year .................................... linder,gartell-adult •.•................ General Nature Walk .................................. 1 to 1 V.. hours 
.,...ay-September ....................... Kindergarten-adult ................... Insects ....................................................... 1 to 1 V.. hours 
All year .................................... All ages ..................................... Manunals ................................................... 1 to IV.. hours 
April-October .......................... All ages ..................................... Pond Stu~ .............................................. 1 to IV.. hours 
April-October .......................... Kindergarten-adult ................... Reptiles and Anlphibians ........................... 1 to 1 V.. hours 
Is your group studying a topic not offered above? With suffident notice we can provide additional programs 
on a variety of natural history topics. Please ask and the naturalist will try to accommodate your needs. 
*Special considerations; see * in program descriptions. 
xxi FORM #12:2/98 
I 
~gnunDesodpuons ...................................................... ... 
EThe program will feature adaptations, habitat needs, and a look at different groups of birds. During on seasons (spring-March and April; fall-August and September) we will discuss and look for ory birds. A 1-mile walk fs included. *Binoculars are helpful but not essential ~irds of Prey: This program helps children use their observation skills. We discuss Ohio birds of prey and 
their Importance in our ecosystem with spedal emphasis on the adaptation of beaks, feet, and feathers. A lfh<>tt exploratory walk fs Jncluded. *Binoculars are helpful but not essential 
~Jeer of Sharon Woods: This program offers information and a hands-on exhibition of items concerning the 
Metro Parks' deer dilemma. Partidpants will walk one mile. 
l isldng: This basic introduction to fishJng will include discussions of equipment, safety, and technique. Partidpants 15 and under will have a brief chance to fish, weather permitting. A maximum of 15 people can 
be scheduled for this program. For youth groups, please have at least one adult for every five children . 
• orest Ecology 1: This is an introduction to the ecology of the wet woods at Sharon Woods. Children will 
~lore the forest floor along the trail and discuss habitats, the process of succession, and decomposition on 
an exploratory walk. . 
torest Ecology II: Older children will be given an opportunity to set study quadrants and learn how to 
evaluate the diversity of the forest floor. •Forest Ecology I is a prerequisite for this program. Wear bug 
I(Cpellent. 
IIGenerai Nature Walk: A 1-mlle discovery walk will emphasize the importance of soU, air, water, and sunlight 
in our everyday lives. This program changes seasonally. 
IIJn.sects: We will take a short walk to find and observe insects whlle discussing insects' adaptations, survival 
Lkills, and habitats. 
Mammals: What makes mammals different from the other animals? How have they adapted to a constantly 
r anging environment? We'll walk Y.z to 1 mile. 
~ nd Study: This hands-on program deals with the Importance of the food chain in an average body of fresh 
l
water. •Students should be prepared to get a little damp and dirty. The program is conducted from Schrock 
Lake fi~ing docks. 
Reptiles and Amphibians: This program covers the life cycle of amphibians and reptiles as well as their 
I survival needs. It includes a walk to explore the habitats of amphibians and reptiles. Songbirds: A look at the migratory birds of central Ohio will feature adaptations of the birds' beaks and their 
habitat needs. A short exploratory walk is included. Binoculars are helpful but not needed. 
I 
I 
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Your natural areas 
to learn and enjoy! 
Metropolitan Park District of Columbus 
and Franklin County: Battelle-Darby Creek, 
Blacklick Woods, Blendon Woods, Chestnut 
Ridge, Clear Creek, Highbanks, lnniswood 
Metro Gardens, Pickerington Ponds, Sharon 
Woods, and Slate Run 
a system of regional natural-area parks 
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Proficiency Test Objectives 
(and how they relate to programs at Sharon Woods Metro Park) 
The numbers listed here correspond with the numbered objectives of the Fourth Grade 
Proficiency Science Learning Objectives. 
I. Organize a set of organisms or objects into groups according to shared characteristics. 
• habitat groupings 
• reptiles and amphibian classification 
• tree leaves 
2. Read and interpret data and graphs. Take measurements and conduct counts then 
organize the data into tables and graphs. 
• conduct aquatic insect counts 
• chart the results of population counts 
• chart forest floor diversity within a plot 
• read growth and population charts of deer in Sharon Woods 
3. IdentifY and compare measurements. 
• measure diameter and height of forest trees 
• rank the trees as to size (taking into account that some trees are wider 
while some trees are taller) 
• measure and compare aquatic organisms 
• measure an area in which to chart forest floor diversity 
4. Use a simple scientific key to determine what an object is. 
• determine tree species 
• identifY common wildflowers 
5. Observe sequences and determine what the next likely outcome will be. 
• identifY the steps to amphibian and reptile life cycles 
• describe the process of succession 
• determine which successional stage will come next 
• describe seasonal cycles in nature 
7. IdentifY and describe the effects of human activity on the environment. 
• why has the deer population gotten out of control? 
• how is water quality affected by run-off? 
• what happens when water quality is poor? 
• what signs of human activity can you see having a negative impact on 
the park resources? Where is this human activity coming from? 
• how is the forest affected by humans? 
XXIV 
9. Demonstrate an understanding of the basic needs of living things. 
• discuss animal needs for food, water, air, shelter, and companionship 
• identify the basic needs of plants and animals 
• describe the role habitats play in meeting the needs of animals and 
plants 
14. Identify how plants and animals react to or have adapted to their changing 
environments. 
• discuss animal adaptations that have enabled them to survive 
• discuss plant adaptations to survival 
• identify those animals who have adapted to humans and our 
environment 
• discuss the seasonal changes of plants and animals 
15. Distinguish between living and nonliving things. 
• identify those characteristics that make an object "living" (the ability 
to grow and change, the ability to react to its environment, the need for 
foods or energy, the process of taking in gases for respiration, the 
ability to reproduce, and being made up of cells) 
• discuss how some nonliving objects can sometimes exhibit living 
characteristics (such as a stream, stuffed wild animal, or fallen tree) 
XXV 
Programs Offered in Partnership 
with Annehurst Elementary 
(Grades K-2 will participate with school volunteers in the Woods Walkers Program.) 
Third Grade: 
Animal Adaptations: This program will introduce students to the purpose of animal 
adaptations. Students will observe first-hand adaptations animals have that enable them 
to survive in their respective environments. 
Focus: identify how animals have adapted to their environments 
Herptiles: This program covers the life cycle of amphibians and reptiles as well as their 
survival needs. It includes a walk to explore the habitats of amphibians and reptiles. 
Focus: organize organisms with shared characteristics - reptiles vs. amphibians 
observe sequences - life cycle of amphibians 
understand the basic needs of living things 
identify how animals have adapted to their environments 
Fourth Grade: 
Habitat Exploration: This program will investigate several of the habitats at Sharon 
Woods including wet woods, fields, ponds, and successional areas. Students will learn to 
identify between living and nonliving things. 
Focus: organize a set of objects with shared characteristics- habitats 
observe sequences - succession 
describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
understand the basic needs of living things 
distinguish between living and nonliving things 
Leaves and Trees: This program is an introduction to the wet woods at Sharon Woods. 
We will discuss the importance of trees to people and wildlife. Tree identification and 
the use of a dichotomous key will be discussed. 
Focus: organize a set of objects with shared characteristics - leaves 
identify and compare measurements - trees 
use a simple scientific key to determine what an object is 
identify the effects of human activity on the environment 
identify how plants have adapted to their changing environment 
distinguish between living and nonliving things 
Pond Study: This hands-on program deals with the importance of the food chain in an 
average body of fresh water. Water quality and pollution will be discussed. 
Focus: take measurements and conduct counts, graph the information 
identify and compare measurements 
identify and describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
xxvi 
Stream Studies: We will determine the biotic health of Spring Creek by seining and 
netting insect larvae, fish species, and other animals. The process of the water cycle will 
be discussed, along with water quality and pollution. 
Focus: take measurements and conduct counts, graph the information 
identify and compare measurements 
Fifth Grade: 
identify and describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
identify how plants and animals have adapted to their environment 
distinguish between living and nonliving things 
Forest Ecology: This is an introduction to the ecology of the wet woods at Sharon 
Woods. Children will explore the forest floor along the trail and discuss habitats, the 
process of succession and decomposition, and will evaluate the diversity of the forest 
floor. 
Focus: take measurements and conduct counts, graph the information 
identify and compare measurements 
use a simple scientific key to determine what an object is 
observe sequences and determine the next outcome - succession 
understand the basic needs of living things 
identify how plants and animals react to their changing environment -
discuss the seasonal changes of plants and animals 
Deer of Sharon Woods: This program offers information and a hands-on exhibition of 
items concerning the Metro Parks' deer dilemma. We will learn how the deer population 
got out of control and what can be done the slow their growth. We'll also discuss the 
biology of deer and how they fit into the food chain. 
Focus: read and interpret data and graphs- deer populations 
identify and describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
understand the basic needs of living things 
identify how animals have adapted to their changing environment 
XXVII 
Animal Adaptations 
Objectives: 
+ Explore and document the needs of various animals in certain habitats 
+ Engage in a variety of scientific investigations into animal adaptations to their 
environment 
+ Compare and contrast animal adaptations, focusing on birds and bats 
+ Discuss why adaptations are important to organisms 
What to Teach 
Introduce the concept of adaptations 
in animals. 
Define adaptation in animals and 
discuss why animals adapt to their 
environments. 
adaptation - something animals have in 
order to survive in an environment 
Question students. 
Discuss specific adaptations in birds 
that have better suited them to their 
specific environments. 
adapt 1 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Set up a camouflage aquarium and 
question students as described in 
the activity "Surprise Aquarium". 
- Adaptations to an environment 
enable animals to survive by 
allowing them to blend into their 
surroundings. 
- Play the activity "The Thicket 
Game." This activity allows 
students to see how adaptations 
enable animals to blend in with 
their environments. 
- What are some other ways, besides 
camouflage, that animals use to 
adapt to their environments? 
-Answers: hibernation 
specialized parts 
changing color 
active at night 
etcetera 
-Birds have adapted to their environ-
ments in many ways, including 
beaks, feet, wings, eyesight, and 
coloration. 
- To better understand the 
adaptations in birds, see "A 
Necessary Skill" for background 
information. 
What to Teach 
Vision adaptation in birds and other 
organisms. 
Beak adaptations to enable birds to 
gather different foods. 
Feet adaptations of birds that allow them 
to adapt to their habitats. 
Bat adaptations. 
How have bat wings adapted to flight? 
Bats and sound 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Activity "Seeing is Believing or 
The Eyes Have It!" 
- Discuss with students vision 
adaptations in animals. s .. (" ~., . · · 1 -:- - · 
Q: Why would a predatory animal 
(such as a wolf or hawk) need to 
see long distances? 
Q: Rabbits and chickens have eyes 
located at the sides of their faces. 
Why would they need to see 
around them? 
-Activity "Wolves and Rabbits" 
discusses the differences in vision 
between rabbit eyes and wolf eyes, 
- Activity "Fill the Bill" 
- Activity "Feet are Neat" 
- Background information "Bat 
Information" and Flight Facts" 
- Bats are mammals, they have 
approximately the same skeletal 
structure we have (especially the 
comparison between bat wings and 
human hands). Bats have adapted 
their "hand" bones to become a 
wing. How do hands and their 
wings compare? 
-Activity "Inside a Bat" 
- Background information 
"Echolocation" 
- Bats have adapted to use sound, 
instead of sight, to locate prey at 
night. They do this though 
echolocation. 
- Bats have extremely sensitive ears, 
many are larger than normal, that 
allow them to hear better. 
- Activity "Sensational Ears" 
adapt 2 
What to Teach 
Visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park 
Review and compare bird and bat wings. 
Tie together adaptations in birds. 
Teaching Suggestions 
- The naturalist will discuss and 
show examples of adaptations in 
wings, feathers, eyes, and feet, 
compare bird and bats wings, 
and discuss echolocation. 
- Review adaptations in bird and bat 
wings. 
- Compare and contrast bird and bat 
wings through the activity "Wings 
'N' Things" 
- Students will design a bird adapted 
to its habitat. 
- Follow the guidelines in the activity 
'"Adaptation Artistry." 
adapt 3 
SURPRISE 
TERRARIUM 
Objectives Students will be able 
to: 1) 1i:fentify camouflage as an example of adap-
tation in an animal: and 2) describe the impor-
tance of adaptation to animals. 
MethOd students observe a live 
animal using camouflage techniques. 
Background 
NOTE: See .. Thicket Game .. and .. Seeing is 
Believing." 
One of the most important ways that living 
things survive is by their ability to adapt-to 
climate. soils. water. vegetation. other life forms. 
and other ecological factors. 
Animals that use camouflage techniques can be 
particularly interesting and visually compelling 
to young students as a means of illustrating the 
concept of adaptation. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to recognize that animals adapt to survive. 
Materials terrarium with vegeta-
tion. and one animal suited to the kind of habitat 
components represented in the terrarium (the 
animal should be one that uses camouflage as 
a form of adaptation to survive: e.g .. leaf hopper. 
tree frog. tree lizard. walking stick. grasshopper. 
earthworm): photos of animals using camouflage 
or magazines the students can use to find 
photos 
NOTE: See the National Science Teachers Associa-
tion's "Code of Practice on Animals in Schools'" 
in the Appendices for suggestions concerning 
proper housing and care for animals in the 
classroom. 
Procedure 
1. Make a '"surprise terrarium'" for your students: 
and bring it to class. The terrarium should con-
tain an animal that is hard for the students to 
see at first. because the animal uses camouflage 
as an adaptation technique. 
2. Encourage the students to observe the terrar-
ium. wondering if an animal might live there. 
Ask them to describe what they see. 
3. Ask the students to think of animals that 
blend with their environments. lalk about their 
ideas. Show photos. or bring in magazines and 
ask the students to look for pictures af animals 
that look so much like where they live they are 
hard to see. Are the animals camouflaged? 
Camouflage is one way animals adapt in order 
to survive. 
4. If they haven't found the animal who is living 
in their terrarium. encourage them to look very 
closely until they do. 
5. Ask the students to summarize some of the 
things they have learned about "adaptation" and 
its importance to animals. 
6. Optional: If the camouflaged animal was 
brought into the classroom from the wild, the 
students may participate in the process of re-
turning the animal to its natural home. This is 
a good time to talk about human responsibilities 
for proper care of animals used for instructional 
purposes. as well as a potential way to see the. 
animal camouflaged in its natural setting. 
Evaluation 
Name two animals that use camouflage. and talk 
about how camouflage is important to these 
animals. 
Age: Grades K-3 (and older) 
Subjects: Science. Language Arts 
Skill: application. discussion. generalization. 
observation 
Duration: 20-30 minutes 
Group Size: any 
Setting: indoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.0 .. 111.0.1.,11LD.2. 
Key Vocabulary: adaptation. camouflage 
adant 4 
THE THICKET GAME 
Objectives Students will be able 
to: 1) define adaptation in animals: and 2) 
generalize that all animals make some adapta-
tions in order to survive. 
M eth ad Students become "predator"" 
and ··prey" in a version of "hide and seek." 
Backaround Animals are 
adapted to ttreir environment in order to survive. 
Animals may be adapted to changes in their 
habitats. For example. snowshoe rabbits have a 
white winter coat to blend with a snowy environ-
ment and a tan summer coat to blend with sum-
mer ground and vegetation colors. Chameleons 
change color to blend with their surroundings. 
The walking-stick insect can look like a twig or 
stick. Fawns have spotted hair that resembles 
dappled light on the forest floor. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to understand the importance of adaptation to 
animals. 
NaTE: See "Seeing is Believing" and "Surprise 
Terrarium" for other elementary-age adaptation 
activities. 
Materials blindfolds: outdoor area 
like a thicket or other vegetated area where. 
students can safely hide 
Procedure 
1. llake the class to a "thicket:· 
2. Blindfold one student who will be the 
"predator:· The predator counts to 15 slowly 
while the others hide. The students hiding must 
be able to see the predator all the time. 
3. After counting. the predator removes the 
blindfold and looks for "prey." The predator can 
turn around. squat. and stand on tip-toes-but 
not walk or change location. The predator should 
see how many students he or she can find. iden-
tify them out loud and describe where they are. 
When identified. they come to the predator 
because they have been "eaten." These prey now 
become predators. 
4. When the original predator cannot see any 
more students. all the predators now put on. 
blindfolds. The original predator counts aloud to 
ten. All the remaining prey are to move in closer, 
but still try to be "safe" and hidden. All the 
predators remove their blindfolds and take turns 
naming students they can see. 
5. Repeat the process if several students are still 
hidden. When only one or two are left hidden. 
Age: Grades K-6 
Subjects: Science. Physical Education. Language Arts 
Skills: analysis. application. description. discussion. 
generalization. kinesthetic concept development. 
observation. psychomotor development 
Duration: 30 minutes 
Group Size: minimum of five students 
Setting: outdoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.0 .. 111.0.1.. 111.0.2. 
Key Vocabulary: adaptation. predator. prey 
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, 
have them stand up and identify themselves: it 
may be surprising how close these prey were to 
the predators-an example of successful adap-
tation because of how well they blend with their 
environment in order to survive. Introduce the 
term ''adaptation:· 
6. Play the game again one or two times. 
7. Discuss what would have made it easier to be 
the last one or get very close to the predators. 
Some ideas that may come out are: changing col-
or (clothes); wearing clothing that doesn't stick 
to plants: being of smaller size: climbing a tree. 
8. Ask the students to summarize what they 
have learned. See if the students can think of 
other examples of adaptation in animals. 
Generalize that all animals are adapted to 
survive. 
Evaluation 
Describe the importance of adaptation to 
animals. Give at least two examples of animal 
adaptation. 
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I A Necessary Skill 
In nature, predators are needed. They elimi-
t nate insects and vermin as well as animals that are not fit to survive. Birds of prey do their job without cruelty. They are I equipped to be efficient and . . , ._ . 
quick. In most cases, the ·- · 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
r 
I 
,, 
Down 
feather 
· not suffer. 
Flloplume 
Contour 
feather 
The size of the talons of a 
bird of prey depends gener-
ally on the size of the prey 
that must be carried In them. 
Harpy 
eagles have 
been known to 
take small sheep, 
and their talons 
are as big as the-
claws of a grizzly 
bear. 
Flight 
feather 
Barn owls take rats, 
mice, and other small 
animals. Their talons 
are smaller 
delicate. 
Birds of prey usual-
ly have large and 
bright eyes. They 
have three eyelids 
to protect their 
eyes •.• 
Hawks close their 
eyes most of the 
time by moving 
their lower lids up. 
Owls move their 
upper eyelids down 
-adding to the hu-
man appearance of 
their faces. 
The third eyelid, 
called the nlctltat-
i , lng (IVICK-tlt-ate-
, i lniJ) membrane, 
closes from side to 
side. It moistens 
and cleans the eye. 
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The size and shape of the beak de-
pends on the kind of prey. Small 
birds like the American kestrel 
have short beaks for eating In-
sects and other small animals. 
The Everglades 
kite has a long and 
curved beak for 
probing Inside the 
shells of snails. 
The bald eagle has a heavy 
and powerful beak for tak· 
lng apart large pieces of 
meat. 
Birds of prey must be quick and sure 
In the attack. If they make a wrong 
move, they could become the victim. 
Snakes can be dangerous prey. 
To find their food., bin& of prey muSt 
haoc ocry •halp CIJc•lght. When It come• 
to •ccl.ng object. at • cf&tancc, thcfr cyc.s 
can be 8 to 10 time• better than human 
ciJc._ A Golden Eagle can •cc an 18-lnch· 
long rabbit at a cf&tancc of up to 2 mllu. 
The flight 
feathers of owls 
are often soft at the 
edges. This helps to 
make their flight very 
silent. and keeps their 
prey from hearing 
their approach. 
awr. hunt mo•tliJ at night. and their ciJu 
arc extrcmcr, •cn.ltlDc In dim llght. In 
the dark. thciJ arc able to uc from 1 0 to 
100 time• better than we can. When It r. 
too dark for cocn an owl to uc. thciJ can 
•tlU locate prciJ biJ lr.tcnlng for It with 
thcfr Incredibly un.ltloc car•. 
Owl Human 
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Soaring high above the earth on motionless 
wings, an eagle Is In the perfect place to see 
prey below on the ground. All eagles-have won-
deJful eyes that can focus on small object. at 
long distances. An eagle can probably He a 
rabbit two miles away. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
-. .. 
.. 
.. 
To rtH really high Into the air, eagles often 
hitch a ride on rising bubbles of hot air called 
"thermals." Once an eagle gets Into a thermal, 
It can ju.t spread Ita wings and noat upward 
with very little effort, u explained below: 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
The ability of eyes to focus on 
object. at a distance Is called 
"resolving power." Eagle eya 
have resolving power that can 
be 8 Umes better than the re-
solving power of human eyes. 
.. 
.. 
Is::::::: FOR YOU;SELFhowthe 
wide wings of many eagles make It easier 
for them to stay up In the air. Oet two 
I pieces of paper the same size. Fold one as shown below. Drop both pieces at the 
:"'\me time from the same height. See 
, w the narrow paper drops faster than 
r wide paper, even though they both ghthesame. 
/" ''* /L-u I ~,~---
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
. ····· 
I ••••••• •••• 
····· ... 
······==··· 
••••• 
SF.E FOR YOUR.SE~F how gooct an eagle's 
eyes can be. Oet a spool, or something else that is 
about one Inch long (3 centimeters). Put the spool 
down on the ground and start backing away from it. 
When you can't see the spool anymore, you have 
reached the limits of your eyes' resolving power. Mea-
sure the distance and multiply by B-and you wiH know 
how far away an eagle could be and still see the spool. 
Eagles are wonderful nyeu, and 
they often .em to do their most 
spectacular tricks Just for the 
fun of IL Some eagles can 8Woop 
through the air at Incredible 
speeds, u shown above. A8 they 
dive, they may go as fast u 200 
miles per hour (325 kilometers). 
Other eagles tum over and over 
and over, as shown at left. And 
sometimes, pairs of eagles may 
lock their claws together (as 
shown at right), and spiral down 
for thousands of feet. 
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SEEING IS BELIEVING 
or THE EYES HAVE IT! 
0 b j ecti ve Students will be able to 
identity different kinds of vision as an example 
of adaptation in animals. 
Method Students use kaleidoscopes. 
binoculars or telescopes. and fish-eye mirrors: 
imagine what animals might have such vision: 
and make posters showing animals that do have 
such vision. 
~~fe~~i~~ ~~·~r information about 
animal adaptation. Also "Surprise Terrarium." 
Vision is one example of animal adaptation-
with different kinds of vision well-suited to the 
needs of different kinds of animals. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to recognize different kinds of vision as examples 
of adaptation in animals. 
Materials set up three learning 
stations: one with a kaleidoscope. one with 
binoculars or telescope, and one with a fish-eye 
mirror or photos taken with such a lens: maga-
zines with wildlife photos or wildlife stamps: 
glue: poster material. 
Procedure 
1. Set up three stations or learning centers in the 
classroom: one with kaleidoscopes (the kind you· 
Age: Grades K-6 
Subjects: Science, language Arts. Art 
Skills: analysis. application, classification. comparing 
similarities and differences. description. discussion. 
generalization. inference. invention. kinesthetic con-
cept development. media construction. observation. 
psychomotor development. small group work. 
synthesis 
Duration: five-ten minutes or longer at each learn-
ing center: 30 minutes for discussion and posters 
Group Size: one or two students at a time at learning 
centers: any size group in summary activity 
Setting: indoors. at learning centers 
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.0 .• 111.0.1.. 111.0.2. 
Key Vocabulary: adaptation. vision. kaleidoscope. 
binocular. fish-eye lens 
adapt ll 
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can see through): the second with either binocu-
lars or telescopes: and the third with a fish-eye 
mirror (or photos of objects taken with a fish-
eye lens on a camera). 
2. Have the students visit each station. trying 
out the different kinds of vision. (Younger 
students may require assistance in using the 
equipment.) 
3. Ask the students to guess what kinds of 
animals might have each of these three types of 
vision. emphasizing that the way an animal sees 
is a form of adaptation. Adaptation is something 
animals have in order to survive in an environ-
ment. For example: 
Binoculars-Predatory birds (eagles. hawks. 
owls) have acute distant and depth of vision 
similar to telescopic vision. They do not have tun-
nel vision. however. as a telescope might sug-
gest: they have exceptional peripheral vision. 
This allows them to see their prey from great 
distances. 
Kaleidoscopes-Insects have compound eyes. 
Each facet of their eye functions like a separate 
eye and allows them extreme peripheral vision. 
This allows them to detect predators. 
Fish-eye mirror or photos-Fish have eyes with 
wide-angle perception. They can see predators. 
prey. and other food sources. 
4. Divide the class into three groups and have 
each group cut out magazine pictures and make 
a poster for one of the three stations. showing 
the kinds of animals that have that particular 
kind of vision. 
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Extensions and 
Variations 
1. Have students write a paragraph with the 
title. 'Td like to see like ·:in which 
they could describe how they would see things 
and why they would like to be able to see that 
way. They could also describe what that animal's 
view of the world would be like. 
2. Students could make eyeglasses, and-by 
drawing or cutting out magazine photos-show 
the colors. shapes. or patterns of an animal's eye. 
Or. they could create a small collage showing 
what that animal's view of the world would be. 
The art work occupies the space on the eye-
glasses where the lens would normally be. Un-
lined tagboard paper is thin enough to cut out 
eyeglass shapes without tearing easily. 
Evaluation 
Each of the following animals has either kaleido· 
scope. binocular. or fish-eye mirror eyes: trout. 
owl. fly. eagle. cricket. Identify which kind of vi-
sion each animal has. 
How do the eyes of eagles help them to hunt 
better? 
m 
irds are unique. They have 
special body parts that set 
thein apart from aU other 
animals. In this demonstra-
tion/activity, your kids can learn about 
some of these special avian features as you 
discuss each one. 
DEMONSTRATION #1: FOWL BALL 
Ask the group if they think birds have 
good vision. Then draw an outline of a 
bird's head on the board or on a large piece 
of easel paper. Ask if a bird's eyes are 
located more on the sides of the head or on 
the front of the head. (In most birds, the 
eyes are on the side. But in some owls and 
hawks, the eyes face forward.) Then have 
someone come up and draw in the bird's 
eyes. 
Next have each person look at his or her 
neighbor to see where human eyes are 
located. (They face forward.) Explain that 
people have binocular vision, which means 
both eyes focus on the same image. Most 
birds have monocular vision most of the 
time because each eye focuses on a dif. 
ferent image. Most birds have binoc:;:ular 
vision only when they focus straight ahead 
with both eyes focused on the same image. 
Then have each person gently shut one 
eye or cover one eye with a hand and look 
around. Ask if they can tell a difference 
between one-eyed sight and two-eyed sight. 
(AnimaJs with binocular vision can judge 
distance better than those with monocular 
vision.) 
To demonstrate the difference, have 
everyone make an eye patch using a piece 
of black construction paper stapled to an 
elastic band. Take the group outside and 
have everyone put on his or her eye patch. 
Then make a large circle and play catch. Is 
it any harder to catch a ball when seeing 
out of only one eye? 
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Project. 
Materials: 
Design: 
Wolves and Rabbits 
Have students "make" a pair of eyes to demonstrate the differences 
between vision of a wolf(predator) and a rabbit (prey). 
1) cardboard tubes 
2) string 
3) scissors 
4) pictures of wolves and rabbits 
P.u..ne"'- a. ho\e 
;1'\ the. tv....bc...s 
o....--6 f(no+ 'th<... 
st-.-;~ 
1) Observe the pictures of wolves and rabbits. Note the difference in eye 
placement of predators and prey. Predators usually have forward· 
facing eyes and prey usually have side-facing eyes. 
2) Have the students hold the "eyes" up to their own eyes and look 
through the tubes. 
3) To see as wolves do, students hold the tubes together and look through 
them. 
4) Have the students look to the left or to the right. They should have to 
turn their heads to do so. Predators (human included) can only see 
so far to the sides without turning their head. This frontal vision 
allows predators to focus on prey. 
5) To see as rabbits do, students hold the tubes apart and look through 
them. 
6) Have t~e students try to focus on an object to the left or right of them. 
Prey can"t look directly at the object, they won't be able to see it. 
When students do look at the object, they should only be able to 
see it out of one tube or "eye." Prey have wide-angle vision, 
allowing them to see predators approaching from the sides~ to eat 
and still see predators approaching from the sides. 
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DIFFERENCES IN BIRDS 
If you look closely at the beaks of birds you will notice that there is a great 
difference in the size and shape of their beaks. Some birds have rounded, 
blunt beaks, while others have slender pointed beaks. These differences in 
birds are called adaptive features. Thousands qf years ago birds began to 
spread out as they moved from place to place in search of new kinds of food. 
Gradually, they developed physical 
characteristics best suited to obtain 
the food found in their new home · 
shes. The strong hooked beak of 
the parrot family is an adaptive 
feature which these birds use to 
get at the grubs and fruit which 
make up their diet. 
1. 
"The downy woodpecker has a sharp 
pointed beak that is used much like 
a· chisel or ice pick in searching 
: j~~~:c;;;:¥:::::; out insects in the bark of 
'f. trees. The red-tailed hawk has the 
2. 
heavy b~ak of a bird of prey. Its 
razor-sharp point can easily rip 
through the hide of an animal and 
tear out pieces of flesh. Some 
3. 
4. 
Wood Thrush 
Mallard Due k 
Nighthawk 
Canada Goose--
Kingfisher 
water fowl have wide flat bills used 
for gathering aquatic plant materials 
and insects. Other water birds have 
long pointed beaks for spearing fish. 
Some of the birds found in your back 
yard have heavy beaks for crushing 
seeds, while others have modified 
beaks used for seed and insect eating. 
At least one bird has an elongated 
beak used for siphoning nectar out 
of flowers. Some birds have wide 
trap-like beaks for catching insects 
in flight. 
Pictured on this page are several types 
of beaks which you probably have observed 
op birds in your area. Try to match 
the type of beak to the bird. Place the 
number of the beak type after the name 
of the bird. 
Example: Robin _9_ 
Martin 
Barn Owl 
Cardinal 
Vulture 
Coopers Hawk= 
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Great Blue Heron 
Pileated Woodpecker--
Hummingbird --
English Sparrow 
Yellow-Throat 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1 Fill the Bill 
" ~moutrate trOme ways 
different beab are 
adapted to getting 
di/l~nt food& 
Ob}ectiue: 
Dacn"be /iue different. 
types of beaks and 
explain how each ;. 
adapted to feed on 
di/ferent foods. 
Aga: 
Intermediate and 
Advanced 
Materials: 
• copies ofpoge37 
• 3 eyedroppers or 
.trows . 
• 4 polrtJ of chopsticks 
• 3 nutcrackers or 
pliers 
• 2large scoops or 
slotted spoons 
• 3 strainers 
• 3 enuelopes or small 
fishnets 
., • 3 forceps or tweezers 
i::...'-' • 3tongs 
.. small log 
• popcorn or tiny 
marshmaUows 
• rice 
• puffed rice 
• 2 aquariumtJ or other 
large containers 
• fake worms or grapes 
• oatmeal 
• stemmed cherries 
• tan, thin vase 
• large saucepan 
• walnuts or other nuts 
• Styrofoam chunks 
• string 
Subject: 
Science 
t would be impossible for a 
hummingbird to gobble up a 
mouse. And it would be just 
as impossible for a hawk to 
slurp up·some nectar from a flower. Each 
type of bird has a special beak and tongue 
adapted to eating a certain type of food. In 
this demonstration your group can find out 
which beaks are best for tearing, scooping, 
cracking, and picking by going to different 
stations you've set up and trying to find out 
which tools go with which types of "food." 
First talk about some different bird 
beaks to get the kids thinking about how 
beaks help birds survive. Here are some 
examples of birds and beaks you can talk 
about: 
• Hummingbirds have long hollow beaks 
that they use to probe flowers for nectar. 
The beak protects the tongue which 
slurps up the nectar. 
• Curlews, godwit&, kiwis, and snipes 
have very long beaks that they use to 
probe for worms, crustaceans, and other 
small creatures in mud and water. 
• Cardinals, sparrows, grosbeaks, and 
other finchlike birds have very short, 
conical beaks. These beaks are very 
strong and can break open tough seeds .. 
• SpoonbiUs and pelicans have long, 
flattened or pouchlike beaks that they 
use to scoop up fish and other aquatic 
creatures. 
• Flamingos and some ducks have bills 
that act like strainers to filter tiny plants 
and animals from the water. (Only certain 
kinds of ducks are filter feeders.) 
• Nighthawks, whip-poor-wills, swifts, 
and swallows have large, gaping mouths 
that act 6ke nets to trap insects. These 
birds catch insects on the wing. 
• Warblers have small, sharp, pointed 
beaks for picking insects from leaves, 
logs, and twigs. 
• Toucans have very long, thick beaks for 
reaching out and plucking fruit from 
trees . 
SETilNG UP THE DEMONSTRATIONS 
You'll need to set up eight different 
stations, each with a special type of "food" 
that fits one of the eight different types of 
beaks we've described. And at each station 
you will need three different tools-one that 
fits the food and two that don't fit so welL 
Also have a sign at each station that tells 
what type of food is represented. (For 
example, have a sign that says "nectar" at 
Station #1, one that says "worms in the 
mud" at Station #2, and so on.) 
Here's a list of food and tools for each 
station. (The * indicates the tool that best 
fits the food.) 
Station #1: Water in a tall, thin vase to 
represent nectar in a flower. (humming-
birds) 
tools: eyedropper or straw* 
envelope or small fishnet 
large scoop or slotted spoon 
Station #2: Large saucepan filled with dry 
oatmeal, with grapes on the bottom to 
represent worms buried in the mud. You 
can use fake rubber worms instead of 
adant 16 
grapes, if you can find some. (curlews, 
godwits, kiwis, and snipes) 
tools: chopsticks* 
nutcracker 
strainer . 
Station #3: Whole walnuts or other nuts 
to represent seeds with hard coverings. 
(sparrows, cardinals, grosbeaks, and 
other finchlike birds) 
tools: nutcracker or pliers* 
tongs 
chopsticks 
Station #4: Styrofoam chunks floating in 
an aquarium filled with water to repre· 
sent fish and other aquatic animals. 
(spoonbills and pelicans) 
tools: large scoop or slotted spoon* 
eyedropper or straw 
chopsticks 
(continued next page) 
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Station #5: Puffed rice in an aquarium 
filled with water to represent tiny aquatic 
plants and animals. (flamingos and some 
ducks) 
tools: strainer* 
forceps or tweezers 
tongs 
Station #6: Popcorn or tiny marshmallows 
tossed in the air (which must be caught 
while in the air) to represent flying 
insects. (nighthawks and whip-poor-wills) 
tools: envelope or small fishnet* 
forceps or tweezers 
chopsticks 
Station #7: Rice spread on a log to 
represent caterpillars and other insects. 
(warblers) 
tools: forceps or tweezers* 
envelope or small fishnet 
nutcracker or pliers 
Station #8: Cherries hanging from a string 
to represent fruit hanging from a branch. 
(toucans) 
tools: tongs* 
eyedropper or straw 
strainer 
DOING THE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Pass out a copy of page 37 to each 
person. Divide the group into eight teams 
and start each team at a different station. 
Explain that there wiD be three different 
tools at each station, each of which repre-
sents a different type of bird beak function. 
Each group must decide which tool would 
most efficiently get the food at each station. 
(They should decide by trying out the 
different tools.) Once they pick the best 
tool, they should write the name of the tool 
on their Copycat Pages in the appropriate 
square. (You might want to set a time limit 
at each station to keep things moving.) 
Underneath the squares are pictures of 
different birds and their beaks. On the line 
under each picture, they should write the 
number of the square that represents the 
correct beak. For example, they should 
write "8" on the line under the toucan. 
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After the activity, discuss beak adapta· 
tions in general. Explain that many birds, 
after millions and millions of generations, 
have evolved very specialized beaks (beaks 
that can eat only one certain type of food). 
Ask the group how specialized beaks can 
help some birds stay alive. (A bird with a 
specialized beak can often eat a type of 
food that no other bird can eat.) Then ask 
how a specialized beak might hurt a bird. (If 
the bird's habitat changes and its food is no 
longer available, the bird might die because 
it can't eat anything else.) Explain that 
some birds, such as crows, have very 
versatile beaks. Crows can eat fruits, nuts, 
berries, dead animals, and even fish and 
smaU rodents. If one type of food is not 
available, they can always eat something 
else. 
Cvi-'VCAT PAGE •;' FILL THE BILL T ~* 
1 2 3 4 
FISH AND OTHER 
NECTAR WORMS IN THE MUD SEEDS WATER ANIMALS 
5 6 7 8 
TINY WATER PlANTS CATERPILLARS 
AND WATER ANIMALS FLYING INSECTS AND OTHER INSECTS FRUIT 
~ 
"Sa 
-OQ 
WI-UP-POOR-WILL -- SNIPE-- TOUCAN-- WARBLER __ 
PEUCAN HUMMINGBIRD -- GROSBEAK-- FLAMINGO __ 
DIFFERENCES IN BIRDS 
If you were to see only the feet of a bird, could you identify the type of birds 
that possess such feet? There are differences in the feet of birds, which 
serve the birds for specialized uses. Birds of prey have feet that are used 
1. Perching 
2. Snowshoe 
3. Walking 
4. Swimming 
Mallard duck 
Red-Tailed Hawk 
Coot 
Cardinal 
for seizing and holding their prey. Birds of prey 
do not always kill with their beaks. Hawks 
pierce the heart or lungs of their prey with 
their sharp heavy claws, and usualLy kill 
instantly. Their legs are so strong that 
they can fly miles to their nests wtth an 
animal as large as a young rabbit dutched 
in their claws. 
The duck-hawk will dive upon duck3 in 
. flight. Striking with extended legs and 
closed talons, the ducks are instantly 
killed or knocked unconscious by the 
force of the blow. 
\Vater birds that dive have develop~d 
webbed feet for paddling under the water. 
Their legs are set further back on their 
bodies than the legs of most land birds. 
This enables them to tip their bodi ~s 
forward into the water easily. Thh; un-
usual leg structure is the reason for the 
various waddling walk of ducks. 
A modified web-foot is possessed by some 
water birds. They may run along t:1e 
mud or swim in the water with equ.:tl 
ease. 
There are many other examples of the 
use of specialized feet in the bird world. 
Look at the different types of feet pictured 
on this page. You will probably be fami-
liar with all types with the exceptic•n of 
one. With this one, the SNOWSHO.~. you 
will have to do a little detective work. 
Listed below are the names of several 
birds which have different types of feet. 
Write the number of the foot type after 
the bird named, and see if you can fit 
the foot! 
Example: Robin_!_ 
Downy Woodpecker 
Bob White Quail 
Great Blue Hero:1 
Canada Goose 
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5. Grasping 
6. Climbing 
7. Wading 
8. Swimming 
and 
Walking 
Flicker 
Sparrow 
Ptarmigan 
Barn Owl 
Feet Are Neat 
f "'atch birds to their feet lll6nd mold bird feet out of 
day. 
Objectiue: 
Describe several types of 
bird feet and explain how 
eGch helps a bird suroive 
in its habitat. 
Ages: 
Primary and Intermediate 
Materials: 
• copies of page 39 
• day or modeling dough 
• pipe deaners 
• tape 
• markers, crayons, or 
colored pencils 
• white cardboard or stiff 
white paper 
Subjects: 
Science and Art 
ne good way for kids to under-
stand how birds are adapted 
to live in their habitats is for 
them to take a look at bird 
feet. Since different types of birds use their 
feet in ctifferent ways, bird feet come in a lot 
of different shapes and sizes. 
Ask your group to think of some of the 
ways birds use their feet. (They use them 
for walking, perching, swimming, running, 
ctimbing, and grabbing.), Then talk about 
some of the different kinds of feet ctifferent 
birds have. Here are some examples: 
• Climbers-Woodpeckers have two toes 
in front and two toes in back for climbing 
up and down tree trunks. 
•. Graspers-Hawks, owls, and other birds 
of prey have large curved claws, called 
talons, that dig into their prey and help 
them hold onto it in flight. 
• Perchers-Robins, mourning doves, and 
many other birds have three toes that 
face forward and one long hind toe that 
helps them grip their perches tightly. 
• Runners-Ostriches and killdeer have 
two and three toes, respectively (instead 
of four), and all their toes point forward 
for fast running. 
• Scratchers-Pheasants, chickens, and 
other chickenlike birds have raketike 
toes for scratching in the soil. 
• "Swimmers-Ducks, coots, and other 
swimmers use their feet as paddles. 
Next pass out copies of page 39 to the 
group and have them try to figure out 
which birds go with which feet. Then pass 
out lumps of clay or modeling dough and 
have everyone make a model of bird feet. 
(They can each pick one of the birds on the 
Copycat Page or they can pick different 
birds.) When they're finished, have each 
person draw a picture of his or her bird on a 
piece of white cardboard or stiff white 
paper, color it, and tape pipe cleaner legs to 
the cardboard. (To make each leg, have 
them twist two pipe cleaners together.) 
Then they can push the legs, with the 
bodies attached, down into the feet. 
B_R_AN __ C_ffiN __ G_O __ U_T:_T_AK __ E_A_H_I_K_E _____________ ~ 
Take your group on a bird walk to look 
at different kinds of bird feet. Each time you 
spot a bird, talk about its feet. Ask the kids 
if the bird is a climber, a swimmer, a runner, 
a walker, a predator, or a "perching" bird. 
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While you're out walking, you can also 
look at bird beaks. See "Ftll the Bill" on 
page 29 for information about different 
kinds of bird beaks and what they do. 
I 
1 
CoPYCAT PAGE 
These birds aJI have the wrong feet! In the blank next to each bird, write the number r that represents the "right" feet. 
• 
facial characteristics resemble those of 
----
a bats have Ia and do not 
-~··---- }here are nearly 800 species of m · 
of which live in the United States and 
Canada. All North American bats are microbats. 
--~icrobats are small in size, ra~_gl~ft'()_f!l__th~----­
smallest known mammal, the bumblebee bat of 
----------=-- ------------ ----
~---- u~Thailand which weighs less than a ~t1i'IY· !<?.~!:? 
_ ~~l.J~h _§_§__~ht ounces. Most North Art:!~.!:iCa!'J __ ------·---------=~-""11""': 
____ ba!s range in weight from one quarter_Qun~~_to ---------·- -----------t 
one __Ql.Jnce. Micro bats eat mainly insects, bu~_!_hi~ rou also includes several 
.• _Ep_eci_es!ha't lap blood, a species that ~~tc_b_es f~Qg~.!__on~_'t_!:J_§lt _ fish out of 
the wate_r._~nA __ ~O_t11e th£1.!_~a~c;h_~ird.s ang rats~ Microj7_.3_~_s _ca._l'l_~-~-y.tit,b.J-heir ___ _ 
_ ~_11J_aJ_L_0~£:;._1:i..l1t mo~£~~JY_l.lJ2Q_n_t,_fl~_l.JSe of echolocation to_ h~l£_!1~\f'!g;:l_~_<?t _njg_!:t!_ 
and to catch their food. 
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itself comes from the Danish word blaka 
meanin to flutter or fla 
from less than one inch to six 
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Inside a Bat 
Topic Area 
Bat anatomy: wing structure 
Introductory Statement 
Students will use toothpicks to construct a simplified 
model of the wing structure of a bat. 
Math 
Using a symmetrical pattern 
Science 
Life science 
bat wing structure 
Math/Science Processes 
Observing 
Comparing 
Classifying 
Materials 
Day 1 
For the teacher: 
finished model of bat wings with toothpicks 
or transparency of Page 4 
,For each group: 
white glue 
tagboard pattern (Page 3) 
For each student: 
1 • 9 x 12ft piece of black or brown construction paper 
1 . 9 x 12ft piece of another color construction paper 
(for background) 
12 toothpicks 
Day2 
For the teacher: 
transparency of Page 1 
For each student: 
copy of Page 1 
optional: copy of Page 2 
Key Question 
How is a bat's wing like a human hand? 
Background Information 
A bat is the only mammal that can fly. The wings of a 
bat are actually modified arms. The bones· in a bat's 
wing are like the bones in a human arm and hand 
except that a bat has very long fingers. The front edge 
of the wing is supported by the upper arm, forearm, 
and second and third fingers. The rest of the wing is 
supported by the fourth and fifth fingers. A bat's wing 
has two thin layers of flexible skin stretched between 
these fingers. The skin is so thin you can almost see 
through it. The thumb of a bat is like a claw; it is used 
to help the bat move across rough surfaces of cave 
walls or tree bark. 
finger 1 
finger 2 
finger 3 
finger3 
thumb 
finger4 -----
thumb 
-fi~er4 ______ _ 
Management 
1. This activity is best done in two days. 
2. It will take about 30 • 45 minutes for each of the 
two parts. 
3. This activity may be done in small groups or as a 
whole class. 
4. Beforehand, cut out the tag board patterns; you 
need one per group. 
5. Have a transparency of the bat skeleton to show 
students the placement of the toothpick "bones'' 
(see Procedure). 
Procedure 
Day I · Skeleton of bat wings 
1. Ask the Key Question: "How is a bat's wing like 
a human hand?" to assess what students already 
know. Let them share ideas and guesses. 
2. Explain to students that they will be doing an 
activity that will allow them to discover many 
similarities between a hand and a bat's wing. 
Divide into groups. 
3. Give students black or brown construction paper. 
4. Fold the construction paper in half. 
5. Show students the bat pattern. Since the pattern is 
of only half a bat, ask what will happen when the 
pattern is placed on the fold of their construction 
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paper, traced around, and cut out. Let students 
share guesses. 
6. Explain that a bat skeleton, like a human skel-
eton, is generally symmetrical. If a picture of a bat 
is divided in half, that half will be a mirror image 
of the other. When the paper bat is unfolded, the 
two sides should look symmetrical. 
7. Pass out tag board bat patterns. Have students 
place the pattern on the fold of their construction 
paper, trace, and cut out. 
8. Have students observe the fold as the line o{ 
symmetry that divides the bat in half. 
9. Pass out toothpicks. 
10. Explain that because a bat is symmetrical, it will 
usually have the same number of bones on both 
sides and the bones will be in approximately the 
same locations. 
11. Explain that a bat has many more bones in its 
body than are being used. The toothpicks repre-
sent some of the bones in the wings. 
12. Distribute the second sheet of construction pa-
per. Glue bats to this background piece. 
13. Have the students place the toothpicks on the 
paper where the arms and fingers are located. 
Have children refer to the teacher's transparency 
to self-correct; then glue toothpicks to bats. 
14. Have students draw on additional features like 
eyes, nose, feet, etc. 
Day 2- Comparison o{bat wing to human hand 
1. Explain that yesterday they used toothpicks to 
show where the bones are in the wing of a bat; 
today they will draw the bones of a bat wing and 
a human hand to see how the two bone structures 
are alike and how they are different from one 
another. 
2. Distribute copies of Inside A Bat. Two options are 
given for this handout. Your selection depends on 
the ability level of your students. One handout 
allows the students to draw the bones in the bat's 
wing and the human hand. Demonstrate this 
procedure. The other, a more simplified version, 
has the bones already drawn in for the students to 
compare and contrast. 
3. Have children label the thumb and fingers. 
4. Discuss similarities and differences. [similarities: 
same number of fingers, flexible fingers, skin 
covering; differences: bat's hand used to fly, 
longer fingers, almost transparent skin, etc.) 
5. Have students record similarities and differences. 
Discussion 
1 . What does it mean when something is symmetrical? 
2. Descri-be where a bat's thumb is located. 
3. How many fingers does a bat have? 
4. Explain how the human hand and the bat's wing 
are alike. 
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5. Explain how the human hand and the bat's wing 
are different. 
Extensions 
1 . Have students do a whole bat skeleton, including 
leg bones, ribs, and spine, using reference books 
and the drawing at the top of Page 3. 
2. Have students trace around one of their own 
hands and glue toothpicks on the tracing for the 
bones in their fingers. 
3. Explore and discuss symmetry. Identify whether 
or not various classroom objects are symmetri-
cal. Find animals besides bats that are generally 
symmetrical in outer appearance or skeleton. 
4. Find out more about bats, especially what they 
eat and where they live. 
5. See if there is a bat habitat near your school. Visit 
it if possible. 
Curriculum Correlations 
Language Arts: 
1. Write a poem about a bat. 
2. Research what other animals have' that is compa-
rable in use to a bat's wing": whale's fluke, 
animals' hoof, paw, etc. 
Social Studies: 
Ask friends and relatives for their opinions of bats; 
see if they can explain why they have these ideas. Are 
they based on factual information? 
Art: 
Have students explore the symmetry of their faces. 
First, they fold a paper in half and use mirrors to draw 
one half of their own faces. Then duplicate this first 
half (reversed) on the other half of the paper. By using 
the mirror again, they can observe how much the two 
halves of their faces are symmetrical and in what 
respects they are asymmetrical. 
Major Conceptual Components 
• Bats live in diverse habitats where their unique 
structures allow them to meet their basic needs. 
• Bats have unique structures which allow them to 
meet their basic needs. 
• A bat's wing allows flexible and effective flight. 
• A bat's wing can be compared to the human hand 
and arm. 
&tterns for bird tfJing 
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Bat pattern to be 
made of tag board 
place on fold 
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Name 
How were they alike? 
How were they different? 
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Name 
How were they alike? 
How were they different? 
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Eoholooation 
Echolocation is a method of sen so _ ption by which ~~rtain animals 
orient themselves to their surroundin detect obstacles, communicate with 
______ others.~nd find food. In echolocation a ser:Ies of sho~. high-ji~~h-~0 sound; are -
emitted an animal. These sounds travel out a from the animal and then --
the echoes from 
these 
Most echolocating bats appear to emit nals th h their o 
n----- mouths. Knowing this helps to explain_ why m~_p_hotog~_hs ()_f_~~~s show them 
in flight with their mouths or-en. Other species emit.th~-~-~gna!?_!-hroufib their 
__ n_o_strils. These bats fly with their mour.h~~tQ~~-~~t._u_?_~§IJl:t_ba~~-~j§_b_grate __ _ 
facial characteristics such as leaves_whicbJ:l~lp_gl!'~c..t_t._be -~~n~put?~?_:__ __ 
Scientists would like to more about how bats use echolocation 
·-·---------------- ~-------------'-----1 
they can ~elp b!ind ~eQPI:~etec:q~~wi!=EO~~g, __ \:= .. ___ -·~---
----~----
· .. 
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Sensational Ears 
Topic Area 
Echolocation 
Introductory Statement 
In this simulation activity, students will attempt to catch 
a moving object using only their sense of hearing. 
Science 
Ufe science 
adaptations 
Math/Science Processes 
Observing 
Predicting 
Comparing and contrasting 
Generalizing 
Communicating 
Materials 
For each group: 
lid from paper box (see Management) 
marble 
For each student: 
bat ears 
a 5-ounce paper cup 
Key Question 
How can an insect-eating bat catch its prey using only 
its sense of hearing? 
Background Information 
Insect-eating bats locate their prey utilizing echolo-
cation. They emit sounds from their mouths and noses. 
These sounds bounce back as echoes. The bats' sensi-
tive hearing allows them to hear variations in pitch which 
help them locate their prey. Echolocation enables the 
bats to figure the speed and direction the insects are 
flying. Some bats which use echolocation also have other 
body adaptations which enable them to use their wings 
and tail to scoop up insects and place them into their 
mouths while flying. 
In this simulation, the students cannot use echoes to 
locate a moving object; they can, however, use the ac-
tual sounds made as an object moves to attempt to lo-
cate it while they have their eyes closed. 
Management 
1. Copy-paper box lids, cardboard trays, or other shal-
low boxes are suitable for use in this activity. 
2. The students should not be able to see the marble 
roll in this activity. Blindfolds interfere with the 
student's hearing and the bat-ear placement. It is 
easiest just to ask the student who is designated the 
"bat" to close his or her eyes. 
3. Students in small groups of three or four will be as-
signed jobs and the jobs will be rotated after each 
turn. The "bat" (with· eyes closed) will attempt to 
catch the marble as it is rolled gently across the bot-
tom of the box lid. The two other students will be 
assigned as "movers." They should each take one 
end of the box lid and gently raise and lower the ends 
to make the niarble roll. In groups of four. the fourth 
person will be the observer to check that the rules 
are followed for snatching the marble. 
4. It must be emphasized that the "bat" must quickly 
snatch at the marble and use only the fingers and 
thumb of one hand (not the palm of the hand or the 
arm) when attempting to catch the marble. 
5. Allow about 15-20 minutes to complete this activity. 
6. Bat ears are moS.t effective and durable if copied on 
card stock or tag. Prior to the activity students should 
cut out the front and back of the ear. The front and 
back part of the ear should be glued around the pe-
rimeter leaving an opening where indicated. 
7. Prior to the activity, the teacher should gather the 
box lids, marbles, and duplicate the bat ears for each 
student. 
Procedure 
1. Ask the Key Question: How can an insect-eating bat 
catch its prey using only its sense of hearing? 
2. Direct students to think about whether it would be 
hard to catch something they could not see. Show 
them a box lid and marble. Roll the marble in the 
box lid and ask students if they can hear it. Tell them 
that the person chosen to be the "bat" will have to 
dose his or her eyes so the marble cannot be seen. 
Demonstrate how to use the bat ears by sliding the 
hand into the ear like a mitt. The hand will cup the 
back of their ear. Because the student will have to 
rely upon the sense of hearing, "bat ears" supported 
by the cupped hand will help to funnel the sound. 
3. Distribute the box lid, marbles, and bat ears to 
each group. 
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4. Have students choose jobs. 
5. Without dosing their eyes, let students practice catch-
ing the marbles by snatching them with their thumbs 
and fingers. 
6. After the practice period, instruct students who are 
the "bats" to first put on their bat ears. You may want 
to help them decide which hand to use for catching 
the marble. They probably will have greater dexter-
ity using their dominant hand. 
7. Instruct the "movers" to gently tip the box lid allow-
ing the marble to roll. After the "bat" catches the 
marble, rotate jobs until all students have had an 
opportunity to catch the marble. 
8. After the discussion, ask students to write on the front 
of their bat ears (lines are provided) how if felt to 
catch the marble using only their sense of hearing. 
Discussion 
1. Was it as easy for you to catch the marble with 
your eyes dosed as when you could see it? Explain. 
2. Did anyone develop a strategy to help you find 
the marble while you had your eyes dosed? What 
was the strategy? 
3. What do you know about the physical character-
istics of bats that use echolocation? [they have 
large ears] 
4. How do the large ears help them locate their food? 
5. Explain in your own words how bats use echolocation. 
Extensions 
1. Use hard round candy instead of marbles and the 
"batsw can eat their food. 
2. Cover ears, dose eyes, and let students attempt 
to catch the marble. 
3. Research and draw ear and head shapes of bats 
that use echolocation as the means of catching 
their prey. 
Major Conceptual Components 
• Bats live in diverse habitats where their unique struc-
tures allow them to meet their basic needs. 
• Bats have unique structures which allow them to meet 
their basic needs. 
• Bats have unusual facial characteristics such as 
nose leaves, enormous ears, and intricate faces 
which allow them to find and eat their food. 
• Some bats use sound to help them communicate and 
navigate. 
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Front of bat ear 
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Wings N' Things 
Topic Area 
Bat and bird wings 
Introductory Statement 
The class will build a large bat wing and a large bird 
wing to fit the students' arms. They will examine the 
structure and variation between the two types of wings. 
Science 
Life science 
wing anatomy 
Math/Science Processes 
Observing 
Comparing and contrasting 
Classifying 
Communicating 
Materials 
1 3' x 4' piece of butcher paper for the bird wing 
8 3/8" x 3' wooden dowels 
3 33-gallon black plastic garbage bags 
1 large roll of clear 2" wide clear packing tape or book 
binding tape 
2 transparencies, 1 of the bat wing and 1 of a bird wing 
White chalk to trace wing shapes 
1 3-inch rubber band. 
Key Question 
How do bat and bird wings compare? 
Background Information 
Bats can twist and turn in flight beyond the ability of 
any other flying creature. Their wings are strong and 
flexible, allowing them to be aerial acrobats. The skel-
etal structure of the wing is much like that of a human 
hand (see Inside A Bat). Bats do not have feathers. The 
skin of the wings is almost transparent and very tough. 
The wings are driven by powerful chest muscles and in 
some species, flight is stabilized by a rudder-like tail 
membrane stretched between the legs. Bats' flight can 
be in any direction. 
The basic structure of the bird wing is curved like 
a flattened, upside-down saucer. Air flows past the 
front edge of the wing. Air pressure below the wing is 
greater than the pressure above, creating lift. Basi-
cally there are four types of bird wings. Birds who 
soar and ride on hot air currents need long. broad 
wings for maximum lift. High-speed flight is best 
achieved by swept-back wings. Long, narrow wings 
require a great deal of energy to flap, but are perfect 
for gliding. Fast takeoff comes from short, broad, 
arched wings. There are many individual variations 
of birds' wings. Birds' flight only has forward motion 
and some limited hovering capabilities. (The hum-
mingbird has a unique shoulder which allows a flap· 
ping motion in a figure eight.) Birds' feathers are light, 
flexible, and durable. The feathers create streamlined 
wings enabling birds to steer with great precision. 
Management 
1. The activity can be done as a whole class with the 
teacher making the bat and bird wing. If done by 
students, it is suggested that it be done in small 
groups of four with adult supervision. 
2. Make a transparency of the bat and a bird wing from 
the patterns provided. 
3. For each bat wing: Cut two large 33 gallon garbage 
bags along the seam of each side. This will create 
two pieces of plastic, 2' by 6 1/2'. Tape the plastic 
pieces together using a long side of each bag. This 
will create one piece of plastic 4' by 6 1/2'. 
4. The third garbage bag will be used to make the cas-
ings which are indicated by the long bands on the 
wing patterns. Trace and cut these casings which 
later will be taped onto the wings. 
5. Determine the location of the overhead projector to 
achieve the desired 6 1/2' size of the wings and mark 
it with a piece of masking tape. 
Procedure 1 
Building a bat wing: 
1. Ask the Key Question. Inform the class that they 
will get a chance to build a bat and bird wing to help 
them answer the question. 
2. Move the overhead projector to the masking tape 
marks and project the shape of the bat wing onto 
the garbage bag. 
3. Using chalk, trace the projected shape of the wing 
and the casings onto the garbage bag. 
4. Cut out the bat wing along this outer line. 
5. Tape the long sides of the casings onto the wing. 
For the narrow casings also tape the bottoms closed 
so the dowel rods will not fall out. 
6. Using 3/8 inch dowels, construct the bone structure 
of a bat wing on the wing shape (see Inside a Bat) 
by inserting the dowels into the four narrow casings. 
7. Have a student slip his or her arm into the arm cas-
ing and hold the top, first-finger dowel. Pull the wing 
up to the side of the students' body. To hold the bot· 
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tom of the wing, put the rubber band around the 
student's ankle (same side of the body that the bat 
wing fits). Tuck the bottom edge of the bat wing into 
the rubber band. 
Procedure 2 
Building a bird wing: 
1. Select one of the bird wing shapes from the patterns 
provided. 
2. Use the overhead projector to enlarge the bird wing 
pattern on butcher paper. 
3. Tape the casings onto the bird wing pattern. Insert 
the dowels where indicated in the illustration. 
4. When both wings are finished, allow students to try 
them on. 
Discussion 
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1. What are the characteristics of bats' wings? 
2. How does the structure of a bat's wing differ from a 
bird's wing? 
3. What gives bats more flexibility in flight than birds? 
4. How did it feel to wear a bat or bird wing? 
Extension 
Compare airplane wings to both bat and bird wings. 
Curriculum Correlations 
1. Read Wings by Nick Bantock. (Inter Visual Com-
munications, Inc.) 
2. Read Wing Shop by Stephen Gammell. Have stu-
dents design their own wings and describe the type 
of flight for which their wings are best suited. 
3. Read Stella/una by Janell Cannon. 
Major Conceptual Components 
• Bats live in diverse habitats where their unique 
structures allow them to meet their basic needs. 
• Bats have unique structures which allow them to 
meet their basic needs. . 
• A bat's wing allows flexible and effective flight. 
• A bat's wing can be compared to the human hand 
and arm. 
• The flights of birds and bats vary due to the struc-
ture of their wings. 
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ADAPTATION ARTISTRY 
Objectives Students will be able 
to: 1) Identify and describe the advantages of 
bird adaptations: and 2) evaluate the importance 
of adaptations to birds. 
MethOd students design and create 
imaginary birds. and write reports including 
descriptions of the birds' adaptations. 
~~~e~~hfc?et~~9 Use as an introduc-
tion to the concept of "adaptation," followed by 
"Adaptation Artistry." 
Birds have a variety of adaptations-including 
characteristics of beaks. feet. legs. wings. and 
coloration. These adaptations have evolved so 
that the bird is better suited to its environment 
and lifestyle. A variety of major adaptations are 
listed below: 
Adaptation Bird Advantage 
Beaks pouch-like pelican can hold fish. a food source 
Feet 
long. thin avocet can probe shallow water 
and mud for insects. 
a food source 
pointed wood· can break and probe bark 
peeker of trees. for insects. a food 
source 
curved hawk can tear solid tissue. like 
meat. a food source 
short. finches can crack seeds and nuts. 
stout a food source 
slender. ·humming- can probe flowers for nee-
long bird tar. a food source 
webbed duck aids in walking on mud. 
transportation 
long toes crane. aids in walking on mud. 
heron transportation 
clawed hawk. can grasp food when hun-
eagle ting prey 
grasping chicken aids in sitting on branches. 
roosting. protection 
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~gs flexor 
tendons 
long. 
powerful 
long. 
slender 
powerful 
muscles 
Wings large 
Color- bright 
ation plumage 
change of 
plumage 
with 
seasons 
chicken 
ostrich 
heron. 
crane 
eagle. 
hawk 
eagle 
male 
birds 
female 
birds 
aid In perching, grasping 
aids running. 
transportation 
aids wading. transportation 
aids lifting. carrying prey, 
transportation 
aids flying with prey. soar-
ing while hunting 
attraction in courtship. 
mating rituals 
aids in camouflage while 
nesting. protection in 
shelter 
owl provides 
ptarmigan, camouflage protection 
(brown in summer. white 
in winter). protection in 
shelter 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to realize that there are advantages for birds in 
looking how they do. recognizing some of the 
ways in which birds are physically adapted to 
their environments. 
Materials drawing. painting. clay 
sculpture or papier mache' materials: construc-
tion paper and glue; pencil and paper 
Age: Grades 4-9 
Subjects: Science. Art. Language Arts 
Skills: analysis. application of concepts, description. 
discussion. drawing. invention. media construction. 
observation. problem solving. reporting. synthesis. 
writing 
Duration: one or two 45-minute periods 
Group Size: any 
Setting: indoors {outdoors optional) 
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.0 .. 111.0.1., 111.0.2. 
Key Vocabulary: adaptation 
, 
Procedure 
1. Discuss with the students the various adap-
tations given in the background section of this 
activity. listing the charts on a chalkboard for 
reference by the students. Or. brainstorm a list 
of bird characteristics. name the birds with such 
characteristics. and describe the advantage of 
the adaptation represented by the characteristic. 
2. Teltthe students they will each have a chance 
to design their own original bird-one well 
adapted to its habitat. Each student should 
decide: 
• where the bird will live 
• what it will eat 
• its type of mobility 
• its sex 
3. Based on these choices. the students will 
decide the adaptations that are necessary for 
their bird. and write them down before pro-
ceeding further. 
4. Using their list of adaptations. each student 
will create his or her own original bird: for ex-
ample. by drawing or sculpting it. 
5. In conjunction with each drawing or sculpture. 
each student should write a short report which 
includes the name of the bird and its food 
sources. habitat. and lifestyle. Students shoul.d 
also include their lists of adaptations. the 
reasons for the adaptations. and the advantages 
provided by the adaptations. 
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6. Completed projects may either be submitted 
to the teacher. presented to the class. or 
displayed in the classroom. · 
7. Optional: Go outside and identify adaptations on 
real birds! 
Extensions 
1. Make mobiles of the completed birds. 
2. Prepare a slide presentation on an overhead 
projector showing different types of bird 
adaptations. 
3. The teacher could give the students examples 
of bird adaptations on the overhead projector or 
a ditto sheet and the student could explain the 
reasons for these adaptations. 
4. Collect pictures of birds to develop a bulletin 
board showing some of the adaptations dis-
cussed. Look for pictures showing bird parts 
compatible with the "invented" birds. Display the 
invented birds. Use the bulletin board during 
parent conferences. 
Evaluation 
Name two bird adaptations for each of the 
following body parts. listing their advantages: 
beaks. feet. legs. wings. color. 
Herptiles 
Objectives: 
+ Compare and contrast reptiles and amphibians 
+ Classify a herptile as either a reptile or an amphibian, based on the concepts 
discussed 
+ Discuss the basic needs of reptiles and amphibians 
+ Explore and document the process of change, known as metamorphosis, in a frog 
+ Identify how herptiles have adapted to their environments 
What to Teach 
Teacher background. 
Learn the general characteristics of 
reptiles and amphibians. 
Teacher background. 
Discuss the change, known as 
metamorphosis, that amphibians go 
through in order to "grow up." 
Student activity. 
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Teaching Suggestion 
- Background information: "Meet the 
Herps" "Amphibians" and "Reptiles" 
-Have students do the activity titled 
"Hands-on Herps" 
- Develop a chart with the students 
comparing reptiles and amphibians. 
See "Amphibians and Reptiles," 
from the Massachusetts Audubon 
Society, as a basis for the chart. 
- Background information: 
"Amphibian Life Cycle" and 
"American Toad" 
- Obtain tadpoles from COSI to have 
students begin to understand the 
process by observing it first-hand. 
- Have students keep a journal and 
record drawings on what they see 
occurnng. 
- Salamanders also go through 
metamorphosis, as diagrammed 
under "Amphibian Metamorphosis." 
- Have students review the process of 
metamorphosis by doing the activity 
titled "Metamorphosis Magic." 
What to Teach 
Discuss herptile adaptations to their 
Environments. 
Turtle adaptations. 
Toad adaptations. 
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Teaching Suggestion 
- Have the students do the activity 
titled "Built to Survive." 
- Expand on the activity and 
discussion by asking the students 
how turtles and toads have adapted 
to their environments. 
I. Turtles have remained virtually 
unchanged in form since they 
appeared some 250 million years 
ago. 
2. Turtles have hard, outer shells 
that enable them to be protected 
from predators. Most turtles can 
draw their head and legs up into the 
shell and close it. 
3. Most have sharp claws on their 
toes, which allow them to burrow 
into the ground to hide or to build 
nests for their eggs. 
4. Some turtles have webbing 
between their toes to aid in 
swimming. 
5. Most turtles bask in the sun to 
warm up their body temperature and 
to help prevent algae and parasites 
from attaching to their shells and 
bodies. 
1. Toads (and frogs) can leap great 
distances away from predators or 
towards food. Once they reach their 
prey, toads will quietly stalk it. 
2. A toad's tongue is attached to the 
front ofifs mouth. It is also sticky, 
to better catch prey with. 
3. Their skin is colored to blend in 
with the environment. Most toads 
wil1 also bury themselves in soil to 
help hide better. 
What to Teach 
Visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Keep and observe a toad and/or turtle. 
Discuss how some herptiles regulate 
and maintain their body temperatures. 
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Teaching Suggestion 
4. Many toads (and frogs) have 
toxic skin secretions, which ward off 
predators by making them sick or 
killing them. 
5. Toads will inflate their body if 
caught, making it difficult for a 
predator, such as a coyote or snake, 
to swallow it. 
-The naturalist will lead students 
on a walk to explore the different 
habitats of amphibians and 
reptiles. Students will be shown 
actual herptiles and a discussion 
and observation of their 
adaptations will follow. 
- American toads and box turtles are 
easily found in the backyard or 
purchased at a pet store. Both make 
wonderful pets and will provide 
students with a first-hand look at 
their special adaptations and 
lifestyles. 
- What is warm-blooded versus cold-
blooded? 
- Q: How do we keep our bodies the 
same temperature? 
- Q: What happens if we get a fever 
or we get too cold (hypothermia)? 
- Q: How do animals, such as 
herptiles, keep their bodies the right 
temperature? (by using sun and 
shade) 
- Have students do the activity titled 
"Hot and Cold Herps" to better 
understand the process of 
temperature regulation. 
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orne can go without a meal for more than a year. Others can live for a 
century-.and not really reach a ripe old age for another couple of 
decades or so. There's one species with a gestation period of up to 38 
months, and another whose 2-inch (5-cm) body contains enough 
poison to kill hundreds of people. What kinds of animals are these? They're 
herps-the collective name given to reptiles and amphibians. 
SORTING IT ALL OUT 
The word "herp" comes from the word "herpetology," the branch of zoology 
that focuses on reptiles. and amphibians. (Herpeton is the Greek word for" crawling 
things.") Four major groups--lizards, worm-lizards, and snakes; turtles; 
crocodilians; and the tuatara-make up the reptiles. And amphibians are 
represented by three groups: frogs; salamanders; and the obscure, wormlike 
creatures known as caecilians (see-SIL-ee-ans). 
A Classy Bunch: Even though reptiles and amphibians are grouped together for 
study, they're two very different kinds of animals. They're related in the sense that 
early reptiles evolved from amphibians-just as birds, and later, mammals, 
evolved from reptiles. (See "Herps, Past and Present" on page 6 for more about 
ancient herps.) But reptiles and amphibians are each in a class by themselves-just 
as, for example, mammals are in their own separate class. (A class is a broad, 
scientific grouping of organisms with similar features.) 
One of the reasons reptiles and amphibians are lumped together under the 
heading of "herps" is that, at one time, naturalists thought the two kinds of animals 
were much more closely related than they really are-and the practice of studying 
them together just persisted through the years. 
Reptiles vs Amphibians: Many of the differences between reptiles and 
amphibians are internal. For example, a reptile's circulatory system and some of its 
skeletal features are quite different from those of an amphibian. And most reptiles 
have a better developed lung capacity, resulting in a more efficient respiratory 
system. But these two groups do have some noticeable external differences too. 
Most reptiles have claws on their feet and dry skin covered with scales. And most 
amphibians have clawless feet and moist, scaleless skin. Another difference has to 
do with eggs and development Most amphibians lay soft, shell-less eggs in water, 
and the young usually reach adulthood after passing through a change called 
metamorphosis. Reptiles, on the other hand, usually lay shelled eggs on land. And 
when their eggs hatch, the young look like miniature adults. As a rule, reptiles also 
lay fewer eggs than amphibians do. (For more about the characteristics of each of 
these groups, see pages 19-22 and 36-39.) 
WHAT MAKES A HERP A HERP?· 
Even though reptiles and amphibians are different from each other in many 
ways, they do have certain important characteristics in common. Here's a look at a 
few of these characteristics: 
External Energy: All reptiles and amphibians are ectothermic, or cold-blooded. 
This means that unlike endothermic, or warm-blooded animals (i.e., birds and 
mammals), herps can't generate enough body heat to maintain a constant tem-
perature. Instead, reptiles and amphibians must depend on an external energy 
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source to provide their bodies with the heat energy they need to function 
effidently. To warm up so they can be active, many herps bask in the sun or s;t ;'l 
wann water. And not surprisingly, most herps are sluggish or inactive on cold d. : 
Endothermic animals, on the other hand, generate enough body heat to stay rela-
tively active even when the temperature around them is low. They don't need to 
rely on external sources to keep their body temperatures up to a "workable" level. 
Being ectothermic does have its advantages, though. For example, herps don't· 
need to provide their bodies with the quantity of "fuel" required to maintain a con-
stant temperature. So they don't need to eat as much as birds and mammals do 
and they can go without food for longer periods of time. And many can live in 
places that don't have enough food resources to support birds and mammals. 
{Note: Many people prefer to use endothermic and ectothermic, rather than 
warm-blooded and cold-blooded, to describe how animals regulate and maintain 
their body temperatures. That's because the terms "cold-blooded" and "warm-
blooded" can be misleading if they're not explained. For example, cold-blooded 
animals don't actually have cold blood.) 
Growing Out of Their Skin: If you spend much time hiking in natural areas, 
you've probably come across the dry, thin, outermost layer of skin that a snake left 
behind when it shed. Most other herps also shed their skin from time to 
time-usually several times a year, depending on how quickly the animal grows. 
You'd have a tough time finding other herps' skin, though. That's because many 
herps eat their shed skins, which are a good source of protein. 
Herps of a Different Color: Another feature of herps' skin is its ability to 
change color. Pigment-containing skin cells called chromatophores are respon-
sible for color change, and they're usually triggered into action by the temperature, 
humidity, and/or amount of light in a herp's surroundings. For example, ( , 
temperatures usually cause chromatophore pigments to spread out, and the rep~ 
or amphibian becomes a darker c;hade of its existing color. Warm temperatures 
usually have the opposite effect They cause chromatophore pigments to contract, 
which causes a herp' s color to become lighter. {A few herps can become a different 
color altogether. For example, some chameleons can change from green to 
brown, and vice versa.) 
A herp' s "emotional state "--i.e., fear, nervousness, and so on-can also cause 
chromatophores to expand or contract. And in some cases so can the color of a , 
herp's surroundings. Chameleons, for example, can become almost invisible by 
matching the color of the vegetation around them. This ability isn't a consdous 
effort on the part of the lizard. It's just an automatic response to conditions in the -
animal's environment '' 
How Herps Smell: Have you ever wondered why certain snakes and lizards flick. 
their tongues in and out? They're smelling the environment As a herp's tongue>. 
flicks out, it collects molecules from the air and ground and deposits some of them ' 
in the paired sensory pockets of the Jacobson's oryan at the back of the mouth. · 
The Jacobson's organ analyzes the molecules and sends messages to the herp's 
brain. 
Most herps have a Jacobson's organ, though it's not always well developed. , 
And not all of the herps with a Jacobson's organ collect the molecules on their. 
tongues. Some salamanders, for example, collect them through their nostrils. But 
regardless of how the information is gathered, a Jacobson's organ is helpful to 
herps in a lot of ways. Among other things, it's useful in tracking down prey, findinq 
a mate, and avoiding predators and toxic substances. 
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A HISTORY OF HERPS 
Scientists have traced the history of herps back about 360 million years-to the 
swampy forests of the Devonian Period. It was during this time that amphibians 
became the first vertebrates to colonize the Iand-a major step in the evolution of 
vertebrate life. 
Lobe-fins Lead the Way: The direct ancestors of the amphibians were probably 
a group of fish known as the lobe-fins. Lobe-nns had several characteristics that 
other fish didn't have-including lungs (in addition to gills) and fins on their abdo-
men that were supported by bone. (Other fish had fins supported by "weaker" 
cartilage.) Scientists think these characteristics facilitated the gradual move of ver-
tebrates onto land. The fish could use their lungs to breathe air and use their fins to 
support their weight in shallow water. Some scientists think that lobe-fins might 
have even been able to pull themselves across the land in search of deeper water. 
Land of Opportunity: Evolution favored the amphibians' development for 
several reasons. At the time, there wasn't much competition on land, since certain 
insects and other invertebrates were the only animals that had managed to colonize 
it And unlike the teeming waters, land habitats were virtually free from predators. 
Plus, the land-dwelling insects, spiders, and other invertebrates were an untapped 
source of food. 
With such a rich world available to them, the new amphibians "took over." 
They spread out into the swampy forests, adapting to the conditions of the time. 
Some of these early amphibians were huge by today' s standards-as large as or 
larger than a good-sized crocodile. (By contrast, most modem amphibians are less 
than six inches [15 em] long.) 
The Water Connection: For 100 million years or more, amphibians were the 
dominant animals on land. But even though they didn't have much competition, 
they did depend on specific habitat conditions in order to survive. They required a 
wet (or at least moist) environment for laying their eggs. And most needed to stay 
moist themselves in order to "breathe," or respire, through their skin, and to pre-
vent dehydration. 
Over time, some forms of amphibians evolved that were somewhat less de-
pendent on water than their predecessors. And although scientists haven't been 
able to find all of the fossil pieces to the pUZ2le, they believe that these particular 
amphibians were the ancestors of the reptiles. The reptiles evolved over a period of 
many millions of years-and by at least 260 million years ago, they had definitely 
"arrived." 
The Reptiles· Reign: This new group of animals was far less dependent on 
water than amphibians. For example, their shelled eggs were naturally protected 
from drying out-so they didn't have to be laid in water. And reptile skin didn't 
need to stay moist, since respiration wasn't one of its functions and scales kept the 
animals from becoming dehydrated 
Armed with these and other advantages, reptiles populated habitats that pre-
viously had been unavailable to land vertebrates. One group of reptiles, the di-
nosaurs, eventually became the "rulers" of the Earth. And they held on to that title 
for more than 160 million years, until some mysterious series of events caused their 
downfall. 
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AMPHIBIANS 
ompared with other vertebrates, amphibians tend to be overlooked. 
Why? Maybe it's because they aren't "warm and fuzzy" like 
mammals. Or maybe it's because. they don't evoke the fascination, 
fear, and respect in people that reptiles often inspire. Or it could be 
because they lack the sporting appeal of fish or the enjoyment that comes from 
watching birds. But whatever the reason, they deserve a closer look. 
In many ways amphibians are unique, with adaptations that are either rare or 
nonexistent elsewhere in the animal kingdom. And the diversity amphibians show 
in certain aspects of their lives, such as whether or not they care for their young and 
how they go about aoing it, surpasses that of most other classes of animals. (See 
"Far-Out Frogs" on page 29 for some incredible examples of how amphibians care 
for their young.) Obviously, there's more to the amphibians than their humble 
image reveals. 
WHO ARE THE AMPHIBIANS? 
As we mentioned in "Sorting It All Out" on page 3, the amphibians include three 
groups: the salamanders, the frogs, and the caecilians (see-SIL-ee-ans). A com-
bination of factors, such as cold-bloodedness, moist skin, and eggs without shells, 
characterizes these three kinds of animals as amphibians. Here's a more in-depth 
look at each group: 
SAlAMANDER SECRETS 
Lizard Look-Alikes: Some people mistake salamanders for the reptiles called 
lizards. At first glance, some salamanders do look quite a bit like small lizards. But 
their physiologies, behaviors, and certain other characteristics are very un-
lizardlike. For example, salamanders don't have claws on their toes or scaly skin, 
as lizards do. And most live in temperate climates, either in cool, moist areas on 
land or in ponds, streams, or other bodies of water. Many lizards, on the other 
hand, live in drier habitats, and their distribution includes more tropical areas. 
Hidden Abundance: Salamanders are usually small and quiet, and they pretty 
much keep to themselves. Because of this, the high number of these amphibians in 
certain areas can be surprising. In some forests, for example, scientists estimate 
that there are far more salamanders than mammals and birds put together. But 
unless you actively searched for them, you'd never know so many of them were 
there. 
Nighttime Prowlers: One reason salamanders tend to be inconspicuous is that 
they usually stay put during the day. They rest under layers of dead leaves and 
other vegetation or under rocks in creeks to avoid the drying heat of the sun. But at 
night many salamanders come out of their hiding places. They hunt in the dark-
ness, using their keen sense of smell and vision to help them find worms, insects, 
crustaceans, and other prey. 
AMPHIBIANS THAT BURROW-THE CAECIUANS 
.. Wonns" with Backbones: Not many people have heard of caecilians. These 
little-known tropical amphibians look, and to some extent act, like earthworms. A 
few are completely aquatic, but most caecilians spend their time on land, in 
burrows that they dig with their bullet-shaped heads. (continued next page} 
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Underground Hunters: In their underground tunnels caecilians hunt for ter-
mites, earthworms, and other small animals. Some of the larger caecillans, ww·- · : 
can grow to five feet (1.5 m) long, also eat larger animals such as lizards. ScientiSts 
think that a strong sense of smell helps caecillans find their prey. Their "seismic" 
sense of hearing may also help out (Caecillans' ears are probably very sensitive to 
vibrations in the ground but not to sound waves traveling through air.) 
A Unk With the Past?: We pointed out in chapter one that amphibians, unlike 
reptiles, don't have scaly skin-but caecilians·are an exception. Many species have 
bony scales embedded in their skin, although these scales are more like those of 
fish than those of reptiles. Scientists aren't sure what the function of caecilians' 
scales are, but many think they may be a carry-over from the animals' "fishy" an-
cestry. 
FINDING OUT ABOUT FROGS AND TOADS 
Close Cousins: One of the most commonly asked questions about this group of 
amphibians is, "What's the difference between a frog and a toad?" Most people 
use the word "frog" to refer to the members of this group with smooth skin that 
spend the majority of their time in or near water. And most use the word "toad" to 
refer to the warty, chubby-looking ones that tend to spend more time away from 
water. But these aren't sdentific groupings. They're just common names. And 
sdentists usually refer to all members of this group as "frogs." 
Conspicuous Callers: Accounting for nearly 85% of all amphibians, frogs are 
the extroverts in the group. Far from being reclusive and secretive, many frogs 
make their presence known with loud, distinctive calls. The males do most of the 
calling, often creating resonating chambers for their calls by inflating one or me 
vocal sacs with air. The most frequently made calls are the males' mating calls dur..; 
ing the breeding season. But males and females make several other kinds of calls 
too. (For more about frog calls, see "Call of the Wild" on page 26.) 
Here, There, and Everywhere: At certain times of the year, you can hear frogs 
calling throughout the night almost anywhere there's standing or slow-moving 
fresh water. From mountains to rain forests to prairies, just about every type of 
habitat is home to at least one type of frog. And some, such as certain species of 
spadefoot toads, even live in deserts. · 
From Vegetarian to Carnivore: Like salamanders and caecilians, adult frogs 
are carnivorous. Almost any small animals that move-insects, earthworms, fish, 
and even an occasional bird, snake, turtle, or mouse-are fair game if a frog can 
catch them. But unlike other amphibians, most frogs don't start out as meat eaters. 
Before they undergo metamorphoSis, they eat mainly bacteria and algae. (A frog's 
intestines "shrink" to as little as 15% of their original length as the tadpole, or 
young frog, undergoes metamorphosis. The adult's shorter intestines are adapted 
to digesting animal food rather than the plant food the frog ate when it was a 
tadpole.) 
CHANGE OF LIFE 
A process that changes a plant-eating, aquatic animal with a long gut into a 
meat-eating, semi-terrestrial animal with a short one deserves special attention. 
Not all amphibians go through metamorphosis-some, for example, hatch from 
their eggs as miniature versions of the adults. But these direct developers, as 
they're called, are in the minority. 
Encased in Jelly: Although metamorphosis is most striking in the frogs (compare 
a tadpole to an adult frog), this "change of life" occurs in the same basic sequence 
in all three groups of amphibians. Arst, of course, comes the egg. Most egg-laying 
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amphibians lay their eggs in water-in shallow ponds, marshes, swamps, ditches, 
or even (depending on the species) in tiny puddles of water that have collected 
among the leaves at the bas~ of certain plants. 
An egg is rarely "alone" in its watery world: Most amphibians lay dozens or even 
thousands of eggs at a time. The eggs usually form either big clumps, as with some 
salamanders and frogs, or long strands, as with other frogs. (Not all amphibians lay 
eggs, though. For example, a few salamanders and frogs, as well as many 
caedlians, give birth to live young.) 
Each amphibian egg is covered with a clear or translucent "jelly" that helps pro-
tect the developing embryo. The embryo itself is a small cluster of cells in the mid-
dle of the jelly. It develops over a period of as little as one to two days or as long as 
several months, then hatches into the next phase of its life. 
Life as a Larva-: Once it hatches, a young amphibian, or larva, spends most of its 
time feeding and growing. The rate at which it grows and the length of time it 
spends as a larva depends on the species as well as on conditions such as food 
availability and the temperature of the water. (The less food there is and the cooler 
the water temperature, the longer the period before metamorphosis takes place.) 
Some amphibians, such as bullfrogs, may not go through metamorphosis for a 
year or more after hatching-even with plenty of food and optimal water 
temperatures. But others are quick-change artists. Some spadefoot toads, for 
example, can metamorphose into an adult about two weeks after hatching. 
On the other hand, some salamanders never go completely through 
metamorphosis. They eventually become sexually mature, but they remain in 
water all their lives and never lose their gills or other larval features. 
(continued next page) 
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Growing and Changing: Many of the changes an amphibian goes through dur-
ing metamorphosis involve major alterations in physiology, anatomy, an~" 
behavior. For example, we've already discussed o~e of the major changes L . ) 
tadpole experiences-i.e., the shortening of its intestines. Another change, which 
takes place not only in tadpoles but also in most salamander and caecilian larvae, is 
the replacement of gills with lungs. 
In some young amphibians, such as tadpoles, a major revamping of the body 
shape and form occurs along with changes inside the body. For example, back legs 
and front legs grow, the taU shrinks and finally disappears as it's absorbed into the 
body, and the mouth expands from a small hole to a large opening capable of 
swallowing large insects and oth~r food. These major changes reflect the fact that 
life on land as an adult requires different adaptations from life in the water as a 
larva. 
STAYING ALIVE 
"Beings with a double life." That's the definition of amphibios, the Greek word 
from which the word amphibian developed It's a fitting definition for a group that 
has taken to the land and yet remains tied to the water. 
The "double life" that amphibians lead has resulted in a lot of interesting 
adaptations. Some of these adaptations reflect the demands of life on land, others 
reflect the demands of an aquatic existence, and still others are useful in both kinds 
of habitats. 
Slime and Poison: Some people mistakenly describe snakes and other reptiles 
as slimy-but it's the amphibians that can claim credit for this trait The slime, or 
mucus, comes from glands in an amphibian's skin, and its function is to keep the 
skin moist-an important job that facilitates respiration. In aquatic species, muce 
also helps to control the amount of water that passes into the skin. 
Besides mucous glands, amphibians also have poison glands in their skin. In 
most cases the poison these glands produce is no more than a foul-tasting initant 
that discourages predators. But some species also produce powerful toxins that 
can easily kiD enemies--including people. 
Colors That Communicate: The ability to produce a strong poison often goes 
hand in hand with another characteristic: bright colors that warn a would-be pred-
ator to stay away. {Many predators learn to avoid brightly colored amphibians after 
grabbing a poisonous one in their mouth and spitting it out) Using bright colors to 
advertise toxicity isn't restricted to the amphibians-many insects, fish, reptiles, 
and other animals use the same strategy-but some of the most striking examples 
are found among the frogs and salamanders. The tropical rain forests of Central 
and South America, for example, are home to dozens of species of dart-poison 
frogs, most ofwhich are splashed with nearly incandescent shades of red, yellow, 
blue, and/or other colors. And certain non-poisonous frogs take advantage of their 
poisonous peers by mimicking their colors and patterns. 
Colors That Camouflage: Another strategy for staying alive is using color to 
camouflage. As with most other kinds of animals, a lot of the amphibians blend in 
with their surroundings. Aquatic frogs are often green like the water plants they live 
among, for example, and other frogs and terrestrial salamanders are often dark like 
the leaves of their forest-floor homes. A few amphibians also have leaflike pro-
jections on their bodies, helping them blend in even more. 
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REPTILES 
19 eptiles are one amazing group of animals. There are giant snakes longer than a bus that can swallow crocodiles whole. There are bizarre turtles with fleshy skin flaps that lure fish to their death. There are three-homed lizards with turret-like eye sockets and tongues as long as 
their bodies. And there are sea turtles, weighing as much as a large horse, that can 
swim faster than you can run. And that's just the start. In this chapter, we'll take a 
close-up look at the characteristics of this diverse crew, which includes turtles, 
lizards, snakes, and crocodiles, and two lesser-known groups-the worm-lizards 
and the tuatara. And we'll focus on some of the amazing ways they are adapted for 
survival. 
TAKING A LOOK AT TURTLES 
There are over 200 species of turtles in the world, living on almost every con-
tinent and in most of the world's oceans. Some turtles, such as sea turtles and 
softsheU turtles, spend almost their entire life in oceans, lakes, or rivers. Others, 
such as bog turtles and wood turtles, are semi-aquatic, spending their time in bogs, 
swamps, marshes, and other wetland areas. And many turtles, such as tortoises 
and box turtles, live their entire life on land. (Note: The term "turtle" refers to an the 
reptiles in this group. "Tortoise" and "terrapin" are sometimes used to refer to 
specific kinds of turtles.} 
What Makes a Turtle a Turtle?: The most noticeable feature turtles share is a 
shell--the tough, armorlike covering that encloses their bodies. The shell varies 
from species to species, but it always consists of the same three-part structure: the 
carapace, which covers the back; the plastron, which covers an or part of the beUy; 
and the bridge, which connects the two. Most turtle sheDs are covered with horny 
plates; others are protected by tough, leathery skin. 
Turtles lay dusters of eggs in soil or sand. And they breathe with lungs, although 
a few may also get some oxygen through their skin and the lining of the throat 
Feeding, Turtle-Style: Uke birds, turtles do not have teeth; instead they use 
their feet and horny beaks to rip, tear, and cut their food. (Most turtles have hard 
beaks, but a few, such as the matamata, have soft mouthparts.} As a group, turtles 
feed on a variety of foods, from insects, worms, and fish to fruit, mushrooms, and 
other plant material. 
GETTING TO KNOW LIZARDS. SNAKES, AND WORM-LIZARDS 
Together, lizards and snakes make up the largest group of reptiles. (There are 
roughly 3700 species of lizards and 2400 species of snakes.} Even though they 
don't look like "cousins," these scaly creatures are closely related. By studying 
fossil remains and comparing characteristics of living snakes and lizards, scientists 
have concluded that snakes probably evolved from an ancient line of lizards about 
135 million years ago. (Worm-lizards, a small group of burrowing reptiles, are also 
considered part of the lizard and snake group. Although these rarely seen reptiles 
have characteristics of both lizards and snakes, they are different enough to make 
many scientists think they should be classified as a separate group.) 
LOTS OF UZARDS 
When you're talking lizards, you're talking variety. Take the way they get 
around. Some climb trees; some glide from tree to tree; some "swim" through hot 
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desert sands; a few can stand up and run on their hind legs; some can crawl upside 
down; some burrow into the soil; and some don't have any legs at all and slither to 
get around. Lizards also vary in color, size, and ~hape, and in the way they behave. 
So what makes a lizard a lizard? Here are some general lizard characteristics: 
Eyes, Ears, and Legs: Uke most vertebrates, many lizards have movable eye-
lids. And most also have external ear openings on the sides of their head. (Most 
lizards have good hearing, but they also rely on their sense of sight and smell to 
know what's going on.) And although there are a few species of legless lizards, 
most lizards have four legs, with five clawed toes on each foot. 
Lizard Chow: Lizards usually feed on anything they can catch and swallow, 
which, depending on the species, can include other reptiles, insects, spiders, 
worms, and mammals. But some feed mainly on fruit, flowers, and leaves, and 
almost all vary their diet with the season. 
Lizard Suroival: When lizards run into trouble, each species has its own survival 
strategy. Some lizards nimbly scramble out of sight Others puff up, act tough, and 
then run. A few stay and fight Some "freeze." And as was mentioned in chapter 
one, some can change colors in a matter of seconds to match their sur-
roundings-a great way to seem to disappear quiddy. 
Some lizards also use their tails as a special defense decoy. When a lizard is 
attacked, its tail breaks off at a special fracture joint Often the tail keeps twitching 
for a few seconds, distracting the predator while the lizard makes a quick getawa~ · 
Lizards that lose their tails can slowly regenerate new ones. 
Tail and Tongue Tricks: Tails are also important to lizards for other reasons. 
They help lizards keep their balance as they walk, swim, or run. And many lizards 
rely on their tails as storehouses of fat that can be used during cold weather and 
droughts when food is scarce. 
Lizards also have well-developed tongues, and many use them to zap their 
food, clean their eye coverings, smell, and even scare their enemies. Some 
chameleons' tongues are incredibly long and can shoot out about as far as the 
length of their body. 
Bom a Lizard: Most lizards are egg-layers, usually hiding their eggs in nest 
cavities they dig in the soil, or under logs or rocks. But in some species, the eggs 
develop inside the mother's body until the embryos are well developed. The 
females then give birth to live young. 
SIZING UP SNAKES 
Snakes are missing body parts that many other animals have. For example, they 
don't have legs, eyelids, outside ear openings, or bladders. And instead of having 
a pair. of lungs, many have only one. Snakes also look very different from most 
other animals. They have greatly elongated bodies that can twist and tum in ways 
that make them look like contortionists. 
Moving Like a Snake: Snakes can coil, climb, and slither because they have a 
very flexible spine made up of 100-400 vertebrae, each of which is attached to a 
pair of separate, thin ribs. Most snakes move in a series of S-shaped curves, push-
ing themselves along using plants, rocks, sticks, and other irregularities a. 
shove-off points. 
Many snakes can also travel in almost a straight line using the wide, overlapping 
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plates, or belly scales, on their undersides. Muscles attached to the ribs pull and lift 
these scales, creating a series of wavelike motions. As the scales push against rough 
surfaces on the· ground, the snake moves forward. Many thick-bodied snakes, 
such as pythons, often move in this way. 
Most snakes use a combination of these two methods, but some also use an 
accordion-type movement-especially when climbing trees. And a few desert 
snakes move using a complicated series.of sideways body twists. 
Snake Senses: Snakes have a variety of ways to sense their environment They 
have fairly good "close-up" eyesight and an excellent sense of smell. Their flicking, 
forked tongue and a structure in the roof of their mouth called the Jacobson's 
organ are, in combination, responsible for their incredible ability to "smell" their 
environment (For more about the Jacobson's organ, see "How Herps Smell" on 
page 4.) 
For a long time, people thought snakes were deaf. But they can actually hear 
low-frequency sounds and they can feel vibrations. That's why snakes often sense 
your presence long before they see you. 
Some snakes also have incredible sensory devices that other reptiles don't 
have-heat sensors located in pits on the sides of their face or on their lips. These 
heat sensors can detect slight differences in the amounts of radiant heat energy that 
animals give off. Snakes process the information to determine both the direction 
and distance of the objects. These heat sensors allow snakes to successfully hunt 
mammals, birds, and other prey in complete darkness. 
Gulping Their Grub: Snakes always swallow their food whole. They can do this 
because they have some incredible "mouth machinery." Snakes can move their 
upper jaw away from their lower jaw and the left side of their lower jaw away from 
the right side. This expandability, due to extremely elastic muscles and ligaments in 
the throat and between bones in the jaw, allows snakes to swallow animals that are 
several times bigger than their head. Most snakes also have rows of sharp, curved 
teeth on each jawbone that help hold the prey and "walk" it down the throat 
Because they can eat such huge meals at one time and because they are cold-
blooded, snakes don't have to eat as often as other animals. If necessary, most 
snakes can get away with eating just a few times per year. (For more about cold-
blooded animals, see "Hot 'n' Cool Herps" on page 10.) 
Meat-Eating Strategies: All snakes are meat eaters that feed on a variety of 
prey, including other snakes, lizards, birds, insects, worms, mammals, 
amphibians, and fish. Many snakes, such as boas, pythons, and rat snakes, kill 
their prey by constriction-squeezing so tightly that the victim can't breathe and 
eventually suffocates. Others, such as garter snakes and water snakes, rely on their 
jaws and curved teeth to keep hold of their struggling prey. And poisonous snakes, 
such as rattlesnakes, cottonmouths, and cobras, use venom to subdue their prey. 
The venom is located in sacs connected to sharp fangs. When some poisonous 
snakes, such as rattlesnakes, bite their prey, they jab their fangs into the prey's skin 
or muscle. This forces the venom to flow from the sacs through the fangs and into 
the animal's body. Other poisonous snakes, such as coral snakes, have shorter 
fangs, and their venom is injected only after several bites or as they hang on to or 
chew their prey. 
Reproduction, Snake-Style: Most snakes lay eggs, but some give birth to live 
young, just as some lizards do. And like most reptiles, snakes don't care for their 
young after hatching. Some snakes, such as pythons, incubate their eggs by coiling 
their bodies around the eggs until they hatch. And a few snakes, such as the king 
cobra, use mud, leaves, and other materials to build a nest 
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CLOSE-UP ON CROCODILIANS 
Crocodiles, alligators, caimans, and gavials-the major types of croc~ 
odilians-are all semi-aquatic predators that live in warm areas around the work 
And they all have the distinctive crocodilian look: a large, toothy snout, a com-
pressed, powerful tail, and a tough, leathery hide. 
As a group, crocodilians have been around for over 200 million years, having 
evolved from the same group of reptiles that eventually gave rise to the dinosaurs. 
The largest crocodilian of all time, Deinosuchus, was over 50 feet (15m) long-a 
monster compared to crocodilians today. 
Adapted to Water: Special adaptations help crocodilians hunt for food, which, 
depending on their species and age, could include insects, crustaceans, mollusks, 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. Here are just a few of their aquatic 
feeding tricks: 
• eyes and nostrils set high on their head that allow them to see and breathe while 
the rest of their body is submerged in the water, out of sight 
• a third eyelid, called the nictitating membrane, that protects their eyes under-
water 
• nostrils and ears that close when they dive 
• a valve at the back of their mouth that closes when they dive, allowing them to 
catch prey without swallowing water 
• a muscular, compressed tail that helps propel them through the water 
• webbed feet that help them walk on mud and sand 
Mounds of Heat: Like most reptiles, crocodilians are egg-layers. Their eggs look 
something like chicken eggs, although they are not as brittle. Some species dig 
shallow pits in the sand and bury their eggs. Others hide their eggs in nests of de-
caying vegetation and mud. Some croc mothers also protect their nests, stayinr"· · 
around until the young hatch. 
WHAT'S A TUATARA? 
Most people have never heard of tuataras-lizardJike reptiles that live on about 
30 small islands off the coast of New Zealand. T uataras are the only survivors of an 
entire order of reptiles that evolved about 220 million years ago--about the time of 
the first dinosaurs. 
What else is special about the tuataras? For one thing, these nocturnal 
burrowers have a third "eye" on top of their head, which is connected to their brain 
and which scientists think is sensitive to light (Several lizards also have this" eye.") 
T uatara eggs also have the longest incubation time of all the reptiles, taking about 
15 months to hatch. And many of these reptiles have incredibly long life spans, liv-
ing more than a century. 
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i Hands-On Herps 
Leam about the general 
characteristics of 
l.;ptiles and amphibians 
-rJy visiting several .. herp 
stations." 
Objectives: 
Describe some general 
characteristics of 
reptiles and 
amphibians. Talk about 
the ways the two groups 
are alike and different. 
Ages: 
Primary, Intermediate, 
and Advanced 
Materials: 
• chalkboard or easel 
paper 
• index cards 
• paper 
• pencils 
• pictures of reptiles 
and amphibians 
(optional) 
• tables 
• for other materials, 
see the suggestions 
rt1 listed with each 
demonstration 
Subject: 
Science 
ere's a hands-on way to help 
your kids learn about the 
general characteristics of 
reptiles and amphibians. 
Before you begin the activity, set up the 
"herp stations" described below and on 
page 8. Also copy each of the instructions 
shown in color on a separate index card 
and place the cards at the appropriate 
stations. (It's best to set up the stations 
along a few tables to give the kids enough 
room to work. After setting up, cover or 
move the tables so that the kids can't see 
what's on them.) 
Note: You can adapt this activity accord-
ing to the age of your group. For example, 
if you're working with younger kids, you 
may want to eliminate stations 5 and 6. 
We've also included some simpler options 
at the other stations for younger groups. 
And if you're working with very young 
kids, you could "explore" stations 1-4 as a 
group. 
Start the activity by writing the words 
"reptile" and "amphibian" on a chalk-
board or piece of easel paper. Ask the kids 
to name as many different kinds of reptiles 
Luise WoelDeln 
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and amphibians as they can think of, and 
list their suggestions under the proper 
heading. You can also show them pictures 
of different herps to give them ideas. 
Now tell the kids they'll be learning 
about the general characteristics of reptiles 
and amphibians by visiting several sta-
tions. Divide the group into pairs and give 
each pair a piece of paper and a pencil. 
Have each pair start at a different sta-
tion. Give them time to follow the in-
structions on the index card and write their 
answer on their paper. Then, on your 
signal, have them change stations. Con-
tinue switching until everyone has visited 
all the stations. 
Afterward gather the group together 
and go over the answers using the discus-
sion information under "Sorting Out the 
Stations" on page 9. Based on what the 
kids learned at the stations, make a list of 
reptile characteristics and another list of 
amphibian characteristics. What do the 
groups have in common? What makes 
them different? (See pages 3-4 for more 
about the characteristics of reptiles and 
amphibians.) 
Station #1 
SCALES vs SUME 
Materials: A piece of clay with rows 
of shelled sunflower seeds stuck in it 
(labeled A). (See page 42 for an 
iDustration of seeds and clay.) A piece 
of ceDophane covered with a thin 
layer of vegetable oil (labeled B). 
Run your finger over material A 
and then material B. Make a 
short list of words that describe 
how each one feels. Which one 
do you think represents reptile 
skin and which one represents 
amphibian skin? 
For younger kids: Tell them that 
material A represents reptile skin and 
B represents amphibian skin. Then 
have them feel and describe both 
materials. 
(continued next page} 
Station #2 
EGGS 
Materials: Tapioca sprinkled in a 
container filled with water (labeled A). 
A few grapes laid on sand or dirt 
(labeled B). 
Feel the material floating in A 
and the objects in B. Describe 
some differences between them. 
Which ones do you think repre-
sent amphibian eggs and which 
ones represent reptile eggs? 
For younger kids: Tell them which 
objects represent reptile eggs and 
which represent amphibian eggs, then 
Jet them feel each kind Discuss the 
differences between the two kinds of 
eggs. 
Station #3 
CHANGING COLORS 
Materials: A black pipe cleaner taped 
to a piece of black construction paper 
(labeled A). A yellow pipe cleaner 
taped to a piece of black construction 
paper (labeled B). Tape A and B to a 
wall about 10 feet (3m) away from 
the station. 
Which is harder to see, the 
black pipe cleaner or the yellow 
pipe cleaner? The colors of some 
reptiles and amphibians can 
change. For example, some 
lizards can change from green to 
brown. How might this help the 
lizards survive? 
For younger kids: Have them point 
out the one that is harder to see and 
discuss their answers. 
Station #4 
BACKBONES 
Materials: Copy of page 49 
(optional). 
Reach around and feel the 
middle of your back. What bones 
do you feel? Which of the groups 
listed below have similar bones in 
their back? (You can choose 
more than one answer.) 
a. snakes 
b. insects 
c. salamanders 
d. frogs 
For younger kids: Show the kids 
page 49 and have them guess what it 
is. (a snake skeleton) Let them feel 
their backbones, then discuss the fact 
that aJl vertebrates, including all 
reptiles and amphibians, have 
backbones and internal skeletons. 
Station #5 
COLD-BLOODED CREATURES 
Materials: Copy the two graphs below 
and label them as shown. Also write 
down the definitions of cold-blooded 
and warm-blooded (see the glossary 
on page 67). 
Graph A shows the body tem-
perature of an animal during one 
day, and Graph B shows the body 
temperature of another animal 
during the same day. What is dif· 
ferent about the body 
temperatures of the two animals? 
Now read the definitions of 
cold-blooded and warm-blooded. 
Can you tell which graph shows 
the body temperature of a lizard? 
How did you know? 
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Station #6 
HEAR THOSE VIBRATIONS 
Materials: A tuning fork. Note: You 
may want to demonstrate how to 
listen to the tuning fork before the 
kids try it And to avoid scratching the 
tuning fork, make sure the kids don't 
tap it on a metal surface. 
Hold the tuning fork by the 
stem and tap it on a wooden 
chair or table. (Be careful not to 
touch the two prongs after hitting 
the fork on the table.) Then hold 
it next to your ear. Now tap it 
again and this time place the 
base of the stem against your 
chin. (Press it hard!) Describe 
what happens each time. 
Some reptiles and amphibians 
would not have been able to hear 
anything if you held the tuning 
fork near the side of their head. 
But if you placed it against their 
.. chin" they could have heard the 
note. What does this say about 
the way they hear? 
8 10 12 2 4 
am 
8 10 12 2 4 
am 
1. The cellophane covered with oil 
represents the moist, glandular skin 
of most amphibians. The clay with 
seeds in it represents the dry, scaly 
skin of most reptiles. Point out that 
not all herps fit these 
generalizations-for example, many 
toads have fairly dry, rough skin. 
And some geckos have smooth 
skin with inconspicuous scales. 
2. The tapioca represents the jellylike 
feel of amphibian eggs. Explain 
that amphibian eggs don't have 
shells, so they don't have much 
nafural protection against drying 
out But most amphibian eggs stay 
moist because they're laid in water 
or moist areas on land. Then ex-
plain that the grapes represent 
shelled reptile eggs. (Most reptile 
eggs are firm, like grapes, but not 
brittle like bird eggs.) Because they 
have shells, reptile eggs can survive 
in drier areas than amphibian eggs 
can. 
Point out that different types of 
reptiles lay different kinds of eggs. 
For example, turtle eggs are 
usually round and have a smooth 
shell. But many snake eggs are 
oval and often feel leathery. Also 
tell the kids that although most 
herps lay eggs, some do bear live 
young. 
3. The black pipe cleaner (A) should 
be harder to see. Being able to 
blend in with their surroundings 
can help amphibians and reptiles 
get within striking distance of their 
prey. And it can help them hide 
from predators. 
Being able to change color also 
helps some amphibians and reptiles 
control their body temperatures. 
For example, when in direct sun-
light, the skin of many herps 
becomes lighter. Since light-colored 
surfaces don't absorb as much heat 
as dark-colored surfaces do, this 
ability to change color can keep 
herps from overheating. 
4. The kids should feel the vertebrae 
that form their backbones. All 
reptiles and amphibians, including 
snakes, salamanders, and frogs, 
are vertebrates. Uke birds and 
mammals, herps have backbones 
and internal skeletons. But in· 
vertebrates, such as insects, do not 
have an internal skeleton. Instead, 
they have a hard outer covering 
called an exoskeleton. 
5. The body temperature of the 
animal in Graph A changed over 
time. The body temperature of the 
animal in Graph B remained the 
same throughout the day. Graph A 
represents the body temperature of 
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a cold-blooded animal, such as a 
lizard, and Graph B represents the 
body temperature of a warm-
blooded animal, such as a bird 
Point out that birds and mammals 
are warm-blooded animals, where-
as reptiles, amphibians, and fish 
are cold-blooded (For more about 
warm· and cold-blooded animals, 
see "External Energy" on page 3.) 
6. The kids should have heard the 
same sound each time. The reason 
they heard a sound when they 
held the fork to their chin is that 
vibrations traveled through the 
bones in their jaw and skull to the 
fluid in their inner ear. Here the 
vibrations were "translated" into 
nerve impulses and interpreted as 
"sound" by the brain. 
Most herps, as well as most 
vertebrates, can detect sound in 
this way. (In many herps, the 
jawbone is most sensitive to 
ground vibrations.) Birds, 
mammals, and most reptiles and 
amphibians also have external ears 
that pick up sound waves in the 
air. But some herps, such as 
snakes and salamanders, don't 
have outer ears, and rely on 
vibrations to "hear" what's going 
on. 
AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES 
Vertebrate cold-blooded animals (body temperature controlled by surroundings) 
AMPHIBIANS REPTILES 
Skin either mois.t and smooth or dry, scales 
dry and warty, no scales 
Eggs usually laid in water laid on land (some snakes 
Young different shape from adults, 
bear living young) 
except sa Ia menders same shape as adu Its 
Breathe with gi lis when young (usually) with lungs at all times 
with lungs when adult (usually) 
Claws none all except snakes 
SNAKES, TURTLES, CHAMELEONS, Examples 
TOADS, FROGS, SALAMANDERS s LIZARDS, CROCODILES, ALLIGATO~ 
Most of these animals are harmless; however, the jaws of a large snapping 
turtle are dangerous. Only two species of poisonous snakes, the copper-
head and rattlesnake, are found in Massachusetts, and these are rare. The 
bites of other snakes are not dangerous unless the wound becomes infected. 
Salamanders are often called lizards but actually they ore more like frogs with toils. ~liz~rds have dry 
and scaly skin and the skin of a salamander is moist and smooth.) They eat mostly insects and 
other smo II invertebrates. 
Although adult frogs and salamanders usually have lungs they also breathe 
through their skin, so must be kept moist at all times. In hibernation they 
breathe entirely this woy. 
Frogs eat primori ly land or water insects. They have moist smooth skin. Their slipperiness and their 
~ obi lity to jump enable them to escape their enemies. They are much better jumpers than toads . 
., Frogs' eggs ore laid singly or in clusters. 
Toads eat mainly insects and earthworms. They have a dry warty skin, but people cannot get worts from 
• hanaling them. Toads lay their eggs in a chain-like formation. 
I Snakes ore very useful animals which should not be killed. The small ones live largely on soft-bodied 
·· animals, earthworms, slugs, and some insects. The larger ones eat mice and other small 
vertebrates, frogs, toads, etc. A snake swo I lows its prey whole, holding it with teeth which 
curve bock, while the top and bottom jaws move alternately to work the prey down. The 
hinged jawbones and the elasticity of the skin and stomach allow it to eat animals bigger 
around than itself. A snake sleeps with its eyes open since it has no moveable eyelids. Its 
forked tongue is not a stinger but aids the snake in smelling, tasting, and feeling objects. 
Turtles ore among the best protected of animals due to their shell which is like a hard suit of armor. The 
backbone of turtles ·!s attached to the upper shell and the breastbone to the lower shell. A ful.l-
grown turtle has few enemies, but the eggs are often dug up and eaten by skunks or raccoons and 
the young turtles ore often eaten by larger turtles and other water animo Is. They a II lay their 
leathery-shelled eggs on land, usually digging a hole for them. Some turtles live on land and 
some in the wo ter. 
Crocodiles and alligators are not found wild in lv\ossochusetts. One lizard, the Five-lined Skink, may 
occur in lv\ossochusetts but there is no authentic record. The pet store "chameleon" is really an anole 
lizard which is common in Florida. A true chameleon is found only in the old world. 
MAS #12a MASSACHUSETTS AUDUBON SOCIETY, Lincoln, Mass. 01773 
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(Bufo americanus) 
The common toad lives in cooL damp 
woods and fields. A toad spends more time 
out of water than a fro ,g. The toad's lungs 
are more efficient. Toads hop rather than 
jump. Toads do not cause warts, but if they 
are frightened their skin glands can ooze a 
milky juice that bums and irritates their 
enemy's eyes and mouth. causing the 
predator to spit out the toad. Toads can 
also puff themselves up to scare enemies. or 
dig themselves backward into the dirt to hide. 
The toad's call is a musical trill up to 30 seconds 
long. 
The long. sticky tongue. attached to the front of the toad's 
mouth. moves extremely fast to catch insects. Toads eat _-... -~, 
hundreds of harmful garden insects. usually at night ;;~ 
Adults return to the 
water to mate. 
Females lay up to 
15,000 esgs in long 
strings. 
As the tadpole develops hind legs and then 
front legs. its tail shrinks. It loses its gifls as lungs 
develop. The nibbling mouth changes to a wide. 
snapping mouth. 
The tadpole emerges 
with external gills and a 
long tail. 
Tadpoles eat water plants by 
scraping them with fHelike teeth. 
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Toad eggs 
~:J..e~~ __... 
Salamander 
eggs 
AMPHIBIAN METAMORPHOSIS 
.. ---. .. Adult 
• Adult 
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Eggs-As far as scientists know, buUfrogs 
lay more eggs at one time than any other 
frog. (Some females lay over 20,000 
eggs!) They lay their eggs in still, shallow 
water from May to July. (In areas that stay 
warm most of the year they lay eggs from 
February to October.) The eggs are laid 
together in a big clump, or egg mass, that 
floats near the surface of the water. Like 
other frags' eggs, buUfrogs' eggs are 
covered with a jellylike substance that 
helps protect them As the eggs are laid, 
the jelly soaks up water and begins to 
swell. Sometimes the swollen egg masses 
are huge---fovering as much as five square 
feet (1.5 m2). 
Tadpoles-Bullfrog tadpoles are olive-
green. They feed mostly on algae that 
they scrape from rocks, large plants, and 
other surfaces til the water, and they may 
grow to be over four Inches (10 em) long. 
In parts of Louisiana and other areas in 
the South, the tadpoles complete 
metamorphosis as early as late summer. 
But in many other areas, they remain 
tadpoles until the foDowing spring. And in 
northern areas, such as Maine, they 
usually don't complete metamorphosis 
until the spring after that-almost two 
years after they hatched from their eggs. 
Adult.<s-Bullfrogs are the largest frogs in 
North America. They may be eight inches 
(20 em) long and they can weigh over a 
pound (450 g). They usually live along the 
banks of ponds, lakes, and slow-moving 
streams. And they feed on all kinds of 
animals including insects, other frogs, 
crayfish, small fish, and even small birds 
and snakes. 
Diagram 1 BRANCHING OUT: METAMORPHOSIS MAGIC 
Diagram 2 
don't put glue on 
the body end 
Oiagram3 
spread a thin Une of 
glue 
attach Velcro 
As a review, make this tadpole craft and 
have the kids tell you how to change it into 
a frog (see step 7). If you're working with 
older kids you can even let them make 
their own "tad-frogs." 
HOWTOMAKEA TAD-FROG 
1. Enlarge and trace two copies of each 
of the pattern pieces shown below 
onto a piece of green felt. Cut out all 
eight pieces. 
2. Spread a thin line of glue around the 
edge of one body piece as shown in 
diagram 1. (Be sure to keep the tail end 
free of glue!) Then carefully lay the 
second body piece on top and let dry. 
(You may want to put a book or other 
heavy object on top of the frog's body 
while it dries.) 
finished tad· frog 
BODY TAIL 
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3. When the glue has dried, stuff the 
frog's body with cotton balls or other 
stuffing. Then glue the open end 
closed. (Use clothespins to hold the 
ends together while the glue dries.} 
4. Spread a thin line of glue around the 
edge of one of the taU pieces as shown 
in diagram 2. (Be sure to keep the 
body end free of glue!) Then carefully 
lay the second tail piece on top and let 
dry. 
5. Glue one half of a Velcro fastener to 
each of the 12 places marked india-
gram 3 and let dry. You'll need lots of 
glue! Note: Velcro comes in two parts: 
One half is covered with hooks and the 
other half is covered with fuzzy hairs. 
Be sure you glue the same side of the 
Velcro to each spot marked on the 
body and the other halves to the legs 
and tail. 
6. Glue on the eyes and let dry. 
7. Attach the tail to make a tadpole. 
Then tum the tadpole into a frog! (Fast 
attach the back legs, then the front 
legs, and then remove the taU.) 
FRONT LEG HIND LEG 
1 Built to Sutvive! 
Take a close-up look at 
the adaptations of a frog 
1nd a salamander. 
Objective: 
Describe several 
characteristics that help 
I . some amphibians sur-vive. 
Ages: I Primary 
Materials: 
I • copies of pages 33 and34 
• large sheets of con-
struction paper 
I • glue • scis1ors 
• pictures of gray tree 
frogs, mudpuppies, I and other amphibians 
Subject: I Science 
[., 
I 
Ill ave your kids focus on two amphibians-gray tree frogs and mudpuppies-to learn about some of the adapta-
tions that help amphibians stay alive. 
Begin by explaining the concept of 
adaptation to the kids. Explain that all liv-
ing things have spedal features, or adap-
tations, that help them survive. For ex-
ample, a giraffe's long neck helps it reach 
the treetop leaves that it eats. A lion's 
sharp claws and teeth help it catch and kill 
its prey. And a duck's webbed feet help it 
swim. 
Now pass out copies of page 34 to the 
kids. Explain that both of the animals 
shown on the page are amphibians. (You 
may want to use the background informa-
tion on pages 19-22 to discuss the char-
acteristics of amphibians. See "Hands-On 
Herps" on page 7 for more about 
amphibian characteristics. You can also 
show them pictures of different kinds of 
amphibians.) Have the kids look at the 
pictures on the Copycat Page and de-
scribe what type of habitat each one of the 
animals lives in. (mudpuppies live in 
rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes; gray 
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tree frogs spend most of their time in trees) 
Then tell them that, like other living 
things, these two amphibians have spedal 
features that help them survive where they 
live. The kids will be finding out about 
these features. 
Pass out scissors, glue, and two sheets 
of construction paper to each child. Have 
them cut apart the pictures on their 
Copycat Pages and glue each one to the 
middle of a separate piece of construction 
paper. Now pass out copies of page 33. 
Explain that all of the pictures on this page 
show close-ups of parts of either the 
mudpuppy or the gray tree frog. Have the 
kids cut the pictures apart and put them in 
a pile, in order from "A" to "G." ("A" 
should be on the top of the pile.) 
Now have the kids look at picture A. 
Ask them which amphibian this part is 
from and what part of the body it is. (gray 
tree frog's legs) Then, using the informa-
tion under "Prime Parts" on the next 
page, discuss with the kids how a gray tree 
frog's legs help it survive in the trees. 
Afterward have them glue picture A be-
side the gray tree frog and draw a line from 
it to the frog's legs. Next have the kids look 
at picture B. Again have them fiDd which 
animal the part is from (gray tree frog's 
toes) and then use the information on the 
next page to talk about how this spedal 
feature helps the animal survive. After-
ward they can glue picture B in place, 
draw a line connecting it with the frog's 
toes, and move on to picture C. 
When you've finished talking about all 
of the pictures, review each amphibian 
with the kids. (See the information under 
"Facts About Tree Frogs and Mudpup-
pies" on the next page.) You might also 
want to mention that both of these am-
phibians have skin colors and patterns that 
help them blend into the background. A 
gray tree frog's skin can even change 
color to match the color of the leaves or 
bark it's sitting on. 
Then tell them that these animals have 
a lot in common with other kinds of frogs 
and salamanders. Show them pictures of 
other frogs and salamanders and have the 
kids point out similarities and differences. 
(continued next page) 
A. Long Legs: Like many frogs, gray 
tree frogs have long, strong hind legs for 
jumping and climbing. They can leap 
more than 21h feet (75 em) In a single 
jump! These legs help them catch food 
and escape predators. 
B. Gripping Toes: At the ends of their 
toes, gray tree frogs (and most other tree 
frogs) have broad discs that act Uke suc-
tion cups to help them get a good grip on 
leaves, branches, and other objects. These 
discs also secrete a sticky substance that 
works Uke glue to help the frog hold on. 
C. Thick, Flat Tall: Like many other 
salamanders that Uve in the water, 
mudpuppies have a thick tail that's 
flattened sideways. The mudpuppy swims 
by moving Its tail from side to side. 
D. Feathery Gills: With its large, 
feathery gills, a mudpuppy can get oxygen 
directly from the water. And, hke most 
other amphibians, mudpuppies can also 
absorb oxygen through their skin. In water 
without much oxygen, mudpupples swim 
to the surface of the water and use their 
lungs to breathe alr. 
E. "Eagle" Eyes: Like most other frogs, 
gray tree frogs have large eyes that stick 
up on either side of their head. With its 
eyes a gray tree frog can watch for prey 
and predators In all directions at once. 
F. Outside Eardrums: The circular 
piece of skin located behind each of the 
tree frog's eyes is an eardrum, or 
tympanum. A gray tree frog hears when 
sound waves strike its tympanum. Hearing 
is especially important for gray tree frogs 
during the breeding season when the 
males call to attract females. 
G. Salamander Senses: UnUke gray 
tree frogs, mudpuppies have small eyes. 
But being able to see well Is not as im-
portant for them since they hve In water 
that Is often dark and murky. Instead they 
rely more on their sense of smell and 
touch. Two nostrils on their head help 
them smell prey in the water. And special 
organs along their head, sides, and tail 
detect the movement of predators or prey. 
FACTS ABOUT TREE FROGS AND MUDPUPPIES 
Gray Tree Frogs 
• grow to be a little over two inches 
(5 em) long 
• feed on all kinds of insects including 
flies, ants, and beetles, as weD as 
spiders and other small invertebrates 
• have moist bellies and legs that help 
them hold onto leaves and other 
surfaces 
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Mudpuppfes 
• grow to be 17 inches (43 em) long 
• feed on fish, frog eggs, snails, insect 
larvae, and other aquatic animals 
• usually hide under rocks and debris 
during the day and come out at night 
to hunt 
COPYCAT PAGE BuiLT To SuRVIVE!~HEET 1 
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gray tree frog 
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I Hot 'n' Cool Herps 
Keep a "thermometer 
lizard" within a certain 
temperature range. 
Objectives: 
Define the terms 
?ld-blooded, warm-
Aooded, ectotherm, 
and endotherm. 
Describe the behaviors 
that some reptiles and 
amphibians use to 
regulate their body 
temperatures. 
Ages: 
Intermediate and 
Advanced 
.iaterials: ~ sunnyday 
• thermometers with 
metal backings 
• slips of paper 
• chalkboard or easel 
paper 
11 orne reptiles and amphib-ians keep their body tem-peratures within a "pre-ferred" temperature range. 
For example, the desert iguana usually 
keeps its temperature between 104° and 
106° F (40° and 41° C), and the rose-
bellied lizard's temperature usually 
doesn't vary more than a degree or two 
from 98° F (37° C). How do they do it? 
GETTING READY 
1. Choose an area with a mixture of 
sunny and shady places. There should 
be enough room for the kids to spread 
out Take temperatures around the 
area to find the lowest and highest 
temperatures. Allow enough time for 
the thermometer readings to stabilize 
(about two minutes) before you record 
the temperatures. {Note: The highest 
and lowest temperatures should be 
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Most herps use a variety. of techniques, 
such as basking in the sun when cool and 
retreating to shade or burrowing under-
ground when hot, to stay within their pre-
ferred range. In this activity your kids can 
use "thermometer lizards" to discover for 
themselves how herps control their body 
temperatures. (Note: This activity will 
work best on a sunny day.) Here's how to 
do it 
taken no more than one hour from the 
time that the kids start using their 
thermometers.) 
2. Next decide on a series of five-degree 
temperature ranges. The lower limit of 
the first range should be five degrees 
below the coldest temperature you 
recorded. {For example, if your lowest 
temperature was 60° F, the first range 
would be 55-59° F.) Continue making 
I Subject: Science 
I 
I 
I 
" 
~ Indian house gecko 
SEITING UP 
TEMPERATURE 
RANGES 
lowest temperature 
measured: 60° F 
highest temperature 
measured: 1000 F 
RANGESeF) 
55-59 
60-64 
65-69 
70-74 
75-79 
80-84 
85-89 
90-94 
95-99 
100-104 
105-109 
non-overlapping five-degree ranges 
until you've reached a temperature 
that is five degrees warmer than the 
highest temperature you recorded (see 
example in lower margin). 
3. Assign each temperature range to an 
imaginary lizard (for example, Lizard A 
would have a temperature interval of 
55-59° F). Then copy each lizard's let-
ter and its temperature range on a sep-
arate slip of paper. 
4. Later you'll assign a range to each pair 
of kids in your group. If you have a 
large group, you can assign more than 
one pair to a range. And if you have 
more ranges than pairs of kids, leave 
out some of the middle ranges. 
INTRODUCING YOUR KIDS To THE LIZARDS 
Use the information under "External 
Energy" on page 3 and the information 
under "The Ups and Downs of Tempera-
ture Control" on page 12 to discuss the 
terms cold-blooded, warm-blooded, 
ectotherm, and endotherm and how they 
to amphibians and reptiles. Then 
divide the kids into pairs and tell them that 
each pair will pretend their thermometer is 
a different type of lizard. Also explain what 
a preferred temperature range is and what 
happens if a lizard gets too hot or cold. Be 
sure to point out that although many herps 
have a preferred range, the kids will be 
focusing on lizards because they're some 
of the "best" temperature regulators. But 
also explain that not all lizards have a nar-
row preferred range. 
Next give each team a thermometer 
and one of the lizard slips that you made 
earlier. Tell the kids that they will be going 
LIZARDS IN ACTION 
Have the teams spread out over the 
area and start taking temperatures. Em-
phasize that they should get their tem-
peratures within their preferred range 
and keep them in range until time is up. 
(You may want to set a time limit of about 
10 minutes for the teams to get within 
range.) 
Give them these tips to follow as they 
take. temperatures: 
BACK INSIDE: WHO MADE IT? 
Copy the chart in the upper margin of 
the next page on a chalkboard or piece of 
easel paper. Then fill in the information as 
a group, using the following questions to 
discuss what happened. 
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outside to try to find places where they 
can keep their lizards within their preferred 
range. 
Ask the kids if they can think of some 
ways to regulate their lizard's body tem-
perature. (Encourage them to be creative, 
but don't tell them what techniques to 
use.) The kids may come up with ideas 
such as putting the thermometer in direct 
sun; alternating it between shade and sun; 
keeping it in cool, shady areas; putting it 
underground; or looking for areas with no 
grass that will be very hot 
Also point out that, depending on their 
lizard's range, they'll probably have to use 
different techniques to stay within range. 
Some teams might be able to find one spot 
and stay there, but others may have to 
move from place to place to keep their 
temperatures in range. And some may not 
be able to stay within their range at all. 
• Leave the thermometers in place for at 
least a minute so they will register an 
accurate temperature. 
• Touch only the metal backing, not the 
bulbs of the thermometers. 
• Keep the thermometers dose to the 
ground or other surfaces to avoid taking 
air temperatures. 
• Which lizards were able to stay within 
their preferred range? Have the "suc-
cessful" pairs describe how they kept 
their thermometers within range. 
(continued next page} 
I 
~ 
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A 
B 
55-59 
6(1.64 
no undo!rabusb 
111:1 In shady grass 
• Which lizards might have a tough time 
surviving in your area? (The ones with 
the lowest ranges probably couldn't 
survive above ground, and the ones 
with the highest ranges might find even 
the open areas to be too cool.) 
• Depending on the time of year and 
where you live, some lizards may have 
been assigned temperature ranges as 
high as 120-124° F (49-51° C). Ask 
the kids if they think many real lizards 
have a preferred temperature range 
that's so high. {No. Most lizards can't 
survive if their body temperature 
reaches more than 115° F [46° C]. And 
if they can, it's only for a short time.) 
• If none of the teams tried less obvious 
techniques, such as placing their 
thermometer lizards underground or 
under leaves, take them back outside 
for another try after the discussion. For 
example, have them take temperatures 
at different ground depths, and see if 
the team with the lowest temperature 
interval could stay "in-bounds" by 
burrowing. 
THE UPS AND DOWNS OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
• Most amphibians and reptiles instinc-
tively keep their body temperatures 
within a specific temperature range. 
This is called their preferred range or 
normal actiuity range. To be active 
(i.e., find and digest food, escape from 
predators, and so on) a herp must stay 
within this range. If its body gets too hot 
or too cold, the animal won't function 
as well as it should. And if its body tem-
perature goes above a critical maxi-
mum or below a critical minimum, it 
won't be able to move at all and will 
eventually die from the extreme 
temperature. 
• A herp' s preferred temperature range 
TEMPERATURE TACTICS 
Different kinds of herps use different 
combinations of the "tactics" listed below 
to stay within their preferred range. For 
example, most snakes can't change color, 
but they do burrow and/or bask. 
Sun and Shade: Alternating between hot, 
sunny areas and cool, shady spots is the most 
common way that reptiles control their body 
temperature. 
Many amphibians also bask in the sun to 
warm up. But, since they are wlnerable to 
water loss through their skin, amphibians usually 
bask only if they're in a moist place where they 
can replenish lost water. 
It's All in the Timing: Some herps are active 
only when the temperature is "right" For ex-
ample, many desert-dwelling reptiles are active 
at night or in the early morning to avoid 
scorching daytime temperatures. 
Underground: Many amphibians and reptiles 
retreat to cool burrows when daytime 
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is related to where it lives. Reptiles and 
amphibians that live in cooler places, 
such as high altitude forests, have lower 
preferred ranges. And those with high-
er preferred ranges are found in 
warmer areas, such as deserts. 
• In general, amphibians have lower 
preferred ranges than reptiles. And 
many amphibians don't keep their 
body temperatures as constant as some 
reptiles do. 
• Many reptiles, especially some lizards, 
have narrow preferred ranges and 
behave in ways that keep their bodies at 
an almost constant temperature. 
temperatures get too hot They also go under-
ground at night, when burrows are warmer than 
the air above ground. 
Color Changes: By changing the color of their 
skin, many herps can adjust the amount of heat 
they absorb from the sun. (Dark surfaces absorb 
more of the sun's rays than lighter surfaces.) 
Body Basics: Some reptiles adjust the position 
of their bodies to heat up or cool down. For 
example, marine Iguanas press their bodies 
against warm rock to warm up after a cold 
swim. If they get too warm, they raise their 
bodies away from the hot surface and cool off in 
the breeze. 
Water Dwellers: Turtles, frogs, and aUigators 
may warm up in shallow water that has been 
heated by the sun. To cool off, they can move . 
to deeper, colder water. 
"Hot 'n' Cool Herps" was adapted with permission 
from an activity called "Cool Jt" by OBIS (Outdoor 
Biology Instructional Strategies). 
Habitat Exploration 
Objectives: 
• Distinguish between living and nonliving things 
• Explore and document the needs of various plants and animals in certain habitats 
• Engage in a variety of scientific investigations into animal and plant adaptations to 
their environments 
• Use a variety of devices to obtain information from different habitats 
• Discuss ways in which pollution affects the environment 
• Observe the sequence of succession 
What to Teach 
Build a terrarium. 
Discuss the interactions of soil, plants, 
water, and sunlight as relating to the 
terrarium and the lesson plans. 
Discuss the needs of living things. 
Student activity. 
habitat 1 
Teaching Suggestion 
- Refer to the enclosed lesson plans 
entitled "Building a Mini-World" 
- Use the terrarium as a model to 
discuss these interactions on a larger 
scale. 
- Question students by referring back 
to the plants in the terrarium, or even 
to their own needs. Q: What do we 
need to live? 
- Answer: Evecything needs water, 
air, sunlight, and space. 
water - evecything needs water to 
drink, the body is comprised 
of65%water 
air - we need oxygen to breathe, 
plants need carbon dioxide 
sunlight - plants need sunlight to 
grow, we need it to grow 
plants to consume 
space - every living thing needs room 
to grow and move 
-See "What's That, Habitat?" 
What to Teach 
List what is living and not living in the 
terrarium. How can you tell that one 
thing is Jiving and another isn't? 
Discuss how the terrarium will change 
overtime. 
Q: What different communities, or 
habitats, are found in Ohio? 
Community - everything, living and 
nonliving, residing in a certain area. 
Q: Do different animals live in different 
communities or do all communities 
support different types of animals? 
Discuss (in depth) the different 
communities of Sharon Woods and 
what plants and animals can be found 
in each one. · 
habitat 2 
Teaching Suggestion 
What is "living"? 
-- the ability to grow and change 
-- the ability to react to the 
surrounding environment 
-- the need for energy or food 
-- the process of taking in gases for 
respiration 
-- the ability to reproduce 
-- being made up of cells 
Q: Is a river living? (no) 
What about a tree? (yes) 
Or, this apple? (no) 
- How will the terrarium change as it 
grows? (see "Forest Succession: The 
Changing Land") 
- Discuss the concept of succession 
and change. We grow and change, 
so does the land, and the terrarium. 
- grassland or field community 
- successional areas 
- forest community 
- pond or aquatic community 
- Different animals are adapted to, or 
better suited to, certain areas. 
- Q: Could a deer live in the pond? 
Could a fish live in the forest? 
Could a turkey live in a field? 
-No, the food they eat isn't there and 
they would have no place to hide 
from predators. 
- Refer to the activity pages titled 
"Grassland Community", 
"Successional Area", "Forest 
Community" and "Pond 
Community" 
- Have the students complete the 
related activities in each section. 
What to Teach 
Student activity. 
Visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Conduct a habitat investigation. 
Make a comparison chart of the different 
habitats. 
Discuss the effects of human interactions 
activity on the environment. 
Question students 
habitat 3 
Teaching Suggestion 
- Have each student do a report or 
project on one animal that is found 
in Ohio, including where the animal 
lives and how it has adapted. 
- Students will explore the woods, 
ponds, and successional areas of 
Sharon Woods. The naturalist will 
take students on a walk to discuss 
the four areas, what animals live in 
each area, and how those animals 
and plants have adapted to living 
there (ie. reliance on food, cover, 
lifestyle). Students may also be 
provided with time to explore the 
different areas using equipment 
such as thermometers, compasses, 
and soil probes. 
- Follow the guidelines and use the 
handouts provided under "Habitat 
Study" 
- The habitat investigation can either 
be done at the park in conjunction 
with the visit (if time permits) or it 
can be done around the school yard. 
- Again, follow the directions 
Discussed in "Activities With 
Habitats". Compare and contrast 
what was seen. 
- Use "Pollution Pursuits" for 
ideas. Have students discuss 
pollution/trash they found while in 
the park, around the school, or while 
walking home. 
Q: How might this trash affect the 
animals that live around the area? 
Q: How will pollution affect animal 
populations in the long run? 
What to Teach 
Art project and activities 
habitat 4 
Teaching Suggestion 
- Have students make a cardboard 
community. See that and other ideas 
under "Creative Dramatics" 
Building a Mini-World 
Interest Approach 
You've probably all heard about the environment and how it is important to not 
pollute it. But, what makes up the environment around us? 
(Possible student responses) 
a. water 
b. dirt 
c. trees 
d. animals 
e. land 
These are all called natural resources of the land. They are part of the natural world 
surrounding us and are used by everyone and everything that is around. 
Have you ever wondered about how important these natural resources and natural 
systems, such as the environment, are? What are they important for? 
(Possible student responses) 
a. They provide us with what we need to live. 
b. Animals live there and get all their food from the environment. 
c. We don't want to pollute them because it is bad. 
d. We use the resources to make stuff. 
e. Plants need the soil and the water to live. 
Everything around us works together and depends on everything else. Plants depend on 
the soil for food; animals depend on the plants; we depend on the animals. Plants also 
depend on sun and water; animals depend on water and hiding places; we depend on the 
land for food, oil, and water. 
We can build a small environment that has everything it depends on or needs to work 
right here in class. (Show example of terrarium.) This is called a terrarium and is a self-
contained environment. It contains soil, plants, and water and uses the sun that comes 
through the window to aid in growing. Let's see how it and the environment work ... 
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LEVEL: Pathfinder (low; I hour set-up) 
. SEASO.NS.:. All, but especially fun in winter 
MATERIALS: 
Large, clear glass or plastic container with a wide 
opening (container should hold I gallon or 
more and be about 8 tall, either upright or on its 
side); an unused aquarium with a glass top may 
also be used 
Watertight stopper/ cover (glass, cork, plastic wrap 
and rubber band, etc.) 
Small plants that do not need direct sunlight (see 
list) 
Sterile potting soil 
Sand 
Crushed charcoal (available at aquarium supply 
stores, or use barbecue charcoal, but not the 
match-lighting kind) 
Gravel or pebbles 
INTRODUCTION 
For all practical purposes, our planet is a closed sys-
tem, which means that all the water, air, and natural 
resources in it are irreplaceable. The earth can create 
plenty of air, only if we maintain the quality of the 
water, soil, atmosphere, and climate that plants rely 
on to produce oxygen. 
When people say that all life is interconnected, 
they mean that each organism affects others, and 
these in turn affect still others. Life forms a compli-
cated web--even minor changes can have unforeseen 
consequences. 
A terrarium can be closed or ventilated. And we 
have the luxury of changing its conditions to correct 
for loss of water, overpopulation, or other threats to 
the system's health. When dosed, water circulates 
through the system as it is drawn up by plant roots, 
passes through trunks and stems into leaves, and is 
released as vapor. The vapor condenses into droplets 
that fall to the ground, where they pass through the 
soil, losing impurities along the way, and eventually 
are recaptured by thirsty roots. The plants take car-
bon dioxide from the air and give off oxygen during 
the day; at night, they may also release excess carbon 
dioxide. 
A terrarium illustrates both the earth's water cycle 
and how plants can survive in a balanced, dosed sys-
tem. A terrarium is not only a model for an individ-
ual ecosystem, but a symbol of our planet and the 
need to conserve and preserve its limited resources. 
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• Ibis ttmrrium cou/J also baw bttn planuJ in an upright position. 
STEPS 
I. Clean the container and rinse the gravel and char-
coal. Decide how to orient your container-some 
can be planted either on a side or standing 
upright. 
2. Spread a I -inch layer of gravel in the bottom, and 
cover it with a %-inch layer of sand and charcoal. 
SaVe some charcoal and sand to mix with your 
potting soil. These will help filter out impurities 
in the water and ensure good drainage. Cover the 
foundation of gravel, sand, and charcoal with 
about 2 inches of potting soil. Your container 
should be about a third of the way full now. 
3. You may want to sketch out a planting plan before 
you start, or trace a floor plan of your container 
and arrange the potted plants on that. 
4. To plant. loosen the soil around the roots, make a 
shallow hole in the soil, and pack the soil firmly 
around the stem. When planting is complete, 
water just enough to moisten the soil. Stop if you 
notice water collecting a~ the bottom. 
5. Close the system with a lid, cover, or clear plastic 
wrap secured by a rubber band. 
6. Put your terrarium in a shady spot for a day or 
two, then move it to an area that receives plenty of 
indirect light. Too much direct sun will fog up the 
system and cook the contents. 
Beads of water should collect on the sides of the ter-
rarium; if the sides completely fog up. open the con-
tainer for a few hours to release some of the water. 
Because your terrarium is not completely closed, you 
may need to add a little water once in a while, but don't 
overdo it. Overwatering is more dangerous than under-
watering. If you don't notice any beads of water for a 
week or so, feel the soil. If it's dry. add some water. 
Plants for Terrariums 
The best terrarium plants are slow-growing and mois-
ture-loving. They also should thrive without direct sun-
light. Many tropical plants are well suited to low light 
levels and high humidity. Ask someone at your local 
plant store for guidance. Some good choices follow: 
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' Trees and shrubs (for larger terrariums) 
Boxwood, Chinese evergreen, dwarf palm, hemlock, 
Norfolk pine 
Ground cowr 
Creeping charlie, aluminum plant, moss, small-
leaved ivy 
Plants 
African violet, artillery, fittonia, miniature geranium, 
partridgeberry, pepperomia, prayer, small-leaved 
philodendron, strawberry begonia, wintergreen 
FIND OUT MORE 
See Virginie Elbert and George A. Elbert, Fun with 
Terrarium Gardening (New York: Crown Publishers, 
I 973) (out of print; look for it in your library). 
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Tips and Tidbits 
Different-sized terrarium containers need different amounts of 
drainage material and soil, but the proportio_ns should remain 
roughly the same: Fill no more than the bottom fifth of the con-
tainer with gravel, and cover that with a thin layer of sand and 
charcoal. Your container should be about a quarter full. Now add 
soil until the container is about two1ifths full. 
The greatest chalb:nge io setting up a terrarium is balancing 
the water level Too much, and the vegetation will rot; teo littb:, 
and it will dry out. 
A rerycb:d terrarium can be made from a cb:ar plastic, 2-liter 
soda bottb: (the ones with the black base). Remove the base and 
plug the hob:s with tape or hot glue. Fill the base nearly to the top 
with proportional amounts of charcoal, gravel, and soil, and add 
plants and water. Cut off the funnel-shaped top (a jew inches 
below the spout), wash it, and turn the cylinder upside down to 
close the terrarium. Use tape or hot glue to seal it. 
A la,gt, plastic, wide-mouthed pret.ul barrel or pickb: jar also 
makes a good trrrarium. 
, WHAT'S THAT, 
HABITAT? 
Objectives Students will be able 
to: 1) Identify their own basic needs for food. 
water. shelter. and space in a suitable arrange-
ment: and 2) generalize that wildlife and other 
animals have similar basic needs. 
Method Students draw pictures of 
people's and animal's homes. comparing basic 
• needs. 
Backaround This activity is 
similar to ·'Ffabitracks." One option is to use 
"Habitracks" with 4th and 5th grade students. 
and "What's That. Habitat?" with 2nd and 3rd 
grade students. Use either activity after "The 
Beautiful Basics" and "Everybody Needs A 
Home," especially with 2nd grade students and 
older. The same drawing used in "Everybody 
Needs A Home" can be used to start "What's 
That. Habitat?" 
See "The Beautiful Basics" and "Everybody 
Needs A Home" for more background. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to understand that animals-including people. 
pets. and wildlife-have some of the same basic 
needs. 
Materials drawing paper. crayons 
or chalk 
Procedure 
1. List the following words on a chalkboard: food, 
water. shelter. space. 
2. Read each word aloud, asking the students to 
repeat the words after you. (They may say the 
letters of the words and use for spelling.) 
3. Food and water will be easy concepts for the 
students to understand. They are familiar needs 
for themselves each day. Shetter and space will 
be more difficult. Ask the students to explain 
what shelter and space are. Make sure the mean-
ing of all four words is clear before you proceed. 
4. Give the students drawing paper and chalks 
or crayons. Ask the students to draw a picture 
of where they live. including pictures of where 
they find food. water. shelter. and spa'ce. (NOTE: 
If the students have made drawings in "Every-
body Needs A Home:· use those same drawings 
instead of making new ones!) Ask the students 
to label the parts of their drawings where they 
find their food, water. shelter. and space. For 
example: 
NOTE: Food and water will not be difficult to 
identify. Shelter could be shown in a number of 
ways. Here. for example. it is shown by labeling 
the roof. Space can be shown as the area out-
side and inside the house or apartment. Shown 
here, it includes the house and yard. Space can 
also include the neighborhood. (Space actually in-
cludes all the areas used for survival.) 
5. Once the drawings are complete. write two 
more words on the chalkboard: arrangement, 
habitat. Say the words aloud. asking the children 
to repeat them after you. (Again. these words 
may be used for spelling.) 
Age: Grades 2-3 
Subjects: Science. language Arts. Art. Social Studies 
~kills: analysis. comparing similarities and differences. 
discussion. drawing. generalization. reading, writing 
Duration: two 2D-minute sessions. or one 40-minute 
session 
Group Size: any 
Setting: indoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.A .. I.A.4 .• I.C.1 .• I.C.2 
Key Vocabulary: habitat. survival needs. food. water. 
shelter. space. arrangement 
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6. Tell the students that when food. water. 
shelter. and space go together in a special way, 
so that animals-including people-can live. we 
call that place a habitat. The food. water, shelter. 
and space are in an arrangement that makes it 
possible for animals to live. (Optional: Ask the 
children if they could live in a home where the 
bathroom was four miles north. the kitchen was 
12 miles west. and the bedroom was nine miles 
east. The answer. of course. is likely. "No." since 
the "arrangement" is not suitable for a person. 
Some animals. do travel great distances in their 
habitat. however.) 
7. Ask the students to write the word "habitat" 
in big letters at the top of their drawings. Talk 
with them about the meaning of habitat. 
8. Give the students another piece of drawing 
paper. Ask them to think of an animal-any 
animal. Ask a few students what animal they are 
thinking of. Identify whether the animals they 
named ,.are "wild" or "domesticated." You will pro-
bably get both. If you don't get both. ask the 
students to think of the kinds of animals that 
are missing. It is important to make sure the 
students are thinking about both wild and 
domesticated animals. 
9. Ask the students to draw a picture of their 
animal in a place where it lives. Ask the students 
to make sure they include: food. water, shelter. 
and space in an arrangement that they think 
would make it possible for the animal to survive. 
10. Ask the students to talk abo_ut their draw-
ings, pointing out the habitat components they 
have included. 
11. Ask the students to write "habitat" in big 
letters on the top of their drawing. Talk with the 
students about how humans and other animals 
need food. water. shelter. and space. The ar-
rangement is different for each. but all have 
similar basic needs. When food, water. shelter. 
and space are arranged in a way that is suitable 
for an animal to survive. we call that place where 
these things are available a habitat. When the 
students have an understanding of "habitat:· 
write a few sentences on the chalkboard defin-
ing habitat. As much as possible. make use of the 
ideas the students suggest. For example: Habitat 
is a place. It has food, water, shelter, and space. 
These are things that animals need to live. 
Possible sentences for older students: Food, 
water, and shelter must be within a useable 
range for each animal. Different kinds of animals 
need different kinds of food, water, and shelter 
and different amounts of space. 
12. The students may now write these sentences 
on the back of one of their drawings or on a piece 
of writing paper. They may also read the words 
in the sentences you have put on the board. after 
you. They may also write their own sentences 
about what habitat is. drawing pictures to go 
along with their words. 
Evaluation 
Choose which things wildlife need to survive: 
food. water, shelter. space. arrangement. 
Choose which things people need to survive: 
food. water. shelter, space. arrangement. 
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Michigan Forest Success,on 
Change. In Michigan our forests have undergone centuries of 
change. This change is called Succession, the orderly replacement of 
one plant community by another. Along with the plant communities, 
the wildlife that inhabits these areas will change, too. This change 
takes place over a long period of time and can occur naturally or with 
human interference. -
Long before Michigan was settled, our state was covered almost 
.~-f!~irely. by forests. On occasion a bolt of lightning would ignite a forest 
if.ire and . the burned timber would create a place for a new plant 
community. The same would happen if an ice storm or tornado 
destroyed parts of the forest. As the new plant community became 
. established, the ·wildlife adapted to the change. 
As Michigan began to become more populated and settlement 
occurred, it was human interference that added a new dimension to 
succession.lt was the axe, plow, and saw that changed the established 
forest communities. The building of towns, creation of farms, and 
logging of forests accelerated .succession. Natural succession is good 
and because ittakes time, most wildlife can adapt easily. When it 
occurs at too great a speed, succession can alter the natural habitat of 
wildlife species before. they can adapt. Today forest and wildlife 
managers are aware of this concept. On the reverse of this page is an 
example of succession. 
In this diagram, a fcirrri has been deserted leaving only bare soil 
behind. Soon weeds spring up ·everywhere. Weeds are extremely 
important plants because they readily adapt to disturbance and rush in 
to fill a vacated niche. As the weeds become established they keep the 
soil from eroding. Without weeds, both wind and rain combine to 
remove the soil from the land. Without weeds, some of the rain that 
does fall quickly evaporates. The new weeds hold the moisture in 
place. As weeds die, their nutrients enrich the soil. Not many forms of 
wildlife live In bare soil, but as the weeds are taking over they produce 
food for seed-eating animals. Mice, gophers, quail, and pheasant are 
just a fe,.v of these. 
After ·abOut .fifteen years, the area now becomes dominated by 
shrubs. These sun-loving species of dogwood, sumac, blackberry, and 
hawthorn gradually replace many of the weeds and grasses. New 
mammals and birds (rabbits, groundhogs, bluebirds, etc.) that prefer 
more cover and eat parts of these plants will become more abundant. 
These animals bring new seeds along with them. Some of these seeds 
may have been eaten somewhere else, but are deposited here. Other 
seeds hitchhike on animals due to a prickly outer covering. Some 
seeds, such as acorns, may be deposited by squirrels from an adjacent 
forest. And, of course, many seeds arrive by the wind. • 
These new seeds may include some sun-loving tree species like 
aspen, black cherry, sassafras, or jack pine. These trees are often 
referred to as pioneers because they are the first trees to venture into 
these unclaimed territories. Pioneers love the sunlight and soon grow 
above the shrubs and now-disappearing weeds that cannot compete. 
The whitetail deer and ruffed grouse do exceptionally well in these 
early stages of pioneer species growth. After 35 years this young 
forest looks nothing like the farmland it had once been. 
But succession doesn't stop there. Dependent on soil ·type, 
moisture, and seed availability, new species continue to move in and 
replace others. The young sun-loving pioneers will eventually have a 
difficult time replacing themselves in the now-shaded understory. 
Trees more tolerant of shade will become established. Oaks, hickorys, 
beech, and sugar maple can grow in less sunlight. In several hundred 
years, an initial forest of aspen and cherry may become a forest of 
sugar maple and beech. 
As this forest become older, different wildlife species will choose it 
for habitat. If the browse line becomes too high and the forest floor too 
shaded for ground cover plants, the deer will become less abundant. 
Cavity-nesting animals drawn to older trees with decaying wood will 
be more common. Woodpeckers, raccoons, and squirrels are examples 
of these. The forest that grows old and allows only more of its own 
shade tolerant kind to grow is referred to as a climax forest. It may 
remain a climax forest for a very long time unless a farmer returns to 
cut down the trees, pull the stumps, and plow the soil. Remember, 
this is how our diagram began. 
As we have seen, succession does not happen overnight. Yet, if you 
are observant, you can see the difference in plant communities and 
understand that wildlife is dependent of them. The meadow that 
children play baseball in today will no doubt grow into a forest 
tomorrow. It's only a matter of time ... and change. 
0 
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GRAPHANANIMAL 
0 b l ecti ve Students will be able to 
identil'Y characteristic life forms in two different 
environments. 
Method Students create picture col-
lections of animals in two different habitats. and 
then "visit" the habitats by going on a "nature 
walk" in their classroom. where they tally the 
number of animals they see and then graph and 
compare the results. 
Sac kg round Different kinds of 
animals are found in different environments. 
Each environment is suitable to animals that are 
adapted to its climate, soils. water, vegetation. 
and other ecological factors. Just as people need 
food. water, shelter, and space in which to live. 
so does wildlife. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to recognize that each environment has 
characteristic life forms. 
Materials photos or pictures of 
animals (from magazines). cardboard for mount-
ing photos. notebook paper, graph paper. pencils 
Procedure 
1. Pick two environments in your state. such as 
the plains and the forest. Ask students to make 
a collection of animals for each place. They can 
draw pictures or cut out magazine photos. Each 
student should find two animals. Glue the pic-
tures onto heavy paper or cardboard. 
2. Ask the students to tell Where their animals 
live. Make a pile for each place and ask the 
students to put their pictures in the place where 
their animals live. 
3. List the animals in each pile. SOme animals will 
appear on both lists. Ask the students to copy 
the two lists. 
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4. When the students are out of the room. place 
the animal cards in their "environment:· Label 
one part of the classroom as forest, and the 
other as plains. Put the animals where they live. 
SOme animals may be in both environments. Put 
the animal pictures in all sorts of places-by a 
table leg. on a window ledge. etc.-to simulate 
where they might actually live. If possible. check 
with fish and wildlife officials in your area to see 
what the actual proportions of animals are in 
each of the chosen environments. and use the 
animal cards accordingly. These people may also 
have wildlife pictures for various habitatsl 
5. Bring the students to the "forest" and the 
"plains" for a "nature walk:· let the students use 
their lists to tally the animals they see in each 
place. At the end of the walk. students should 
total their counts and write that number on 
their lists. Have the students take turns walk-
ing along the "path:· A sample list and tally 
might look like this: 
Age: Grades 2-6 
Co 'I 01£ m. S' 
i.tn'rt.f.,Sal4~ lh 3 
1'eAIV.1E~ ... 7 
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Subjects: Science. Math (tally. addition. graph-making 
and use). language Arts (word recognition and 
spelling) 
Skills: analysis. classification. computation, kinesthetic 
concept development, listing. media construction 
(making and using simple bar graphs). observation. 
psychomotor development. reading. writing 
Duration: two 30..minute periods: one 40..minute 
period if teacher prepares wildlife pictures 
Group Size: 15 to 30 students 
Setting: indoors or outdoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: III.A .. III.A.1 .. III.A.3 
Key Vocabulary: environment, habitat. graph {as well 
as many different animal names) 
6. Show the students how to make a bar grapn 
for each of the environments: 
Give the students graph paper and show them 
how they can fill in each square for the number 
of each animal they saw. 
7. Using the graphs. compare the two en-
vironments: Which animals were seen the most? 
Which animals were seen the least? How could 
some animals live in both places? Why can't all 
the animals live in both places? 
Variations 
1. Skip having the students collect the animal 
pictures. If the teacher collects the photos. the 
activity may begin with the nature walk. 
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2. Use the strategies for the nature walk when 
taking any field trip to areas where real animals 
can be observed. 
Evaluation 
Name five animals that might be found in each 
of the following areas: forest. desert. plains. 
stream. pond. ocean. seashore. park. (Note to 
Teacher: Please select two areas common to your 
state.) 
1Wo scientists went to separate parts of the 
world and studied the animals there. They made 
these graphs to show the kinds and numbers of 
animals they found. Do you think they were 
studying places which were similar or different? 
Why? 
Scientist 1 
Seals 
Whales 
Polar Bears 
Scientist 2 
Lions 
Zebras 
Antelope 
Rhinocerous 
Hippopotam 
Number of Animals 
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, From Field to Forest Name---------
Through a series of changes, an abandoned farmer's field can develop into a climax forest. 
These changes take an orderly pattern as each new plant or animal population makes 
environmental changes for the new plants and animals that will succeed them. This series o( 
orderly changes is called succession. 
Recid the description of each step of the succession of an abandoned farmer's field in the 
Southeastern United states. 
Farmer's Abandoned 
Field 
Ten years after Farmer 
Brown quit working his 
farm, small pine 
seedlings began to 
grow in the abandoned 
field along with low-
growing shrubs, grasses 
and herbs. 
List some animals that 
v.ould live in this habitat. 
Pine Forest 
Twenty-five years have 
passed and the pines 
have grown tall and 
mature Young oak 
trees start to grow 
beneath the pines. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
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Oak-Pine Forest 
The oak trees reach 
for the sun between 
the old pine trees. 
Many older pines die. 
and young oaks 
begin to replace the 
pines. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
Oak Climax Forest 
The large oaks 
dominate the forest. 
Young oaks grow in 
the understory, while 
young pines cannot 
grow in the shade of 
the oaks. 
list some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
~-S_u_cc_e_s_s_io_n_a_I_A_r_e_a ______________________________________ ~~ 
.., From Field to Forest Name _K:cc..;E;;;_Y ______ _ 
Through a series of changes, an abandoned farmer's field can develop into a climax forest. 
These changes take an orderly pattern as each new plant or animal population makes 
environmental changes for the new plants and animals thgt will succeed them. This series of 
orderly changes Is called succession. 
Read the description of each step of the succession of an abandoned farmer's field in the 
Southeastern United States. 
Farmer's Abandoned 
Field 
Ten years after Farmer 
Brown quit working his 
farm, small pine 
seedlings began to 
graN in the abandoned 
field along with low-
growing shrubs, grasses 
and herbs. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
mice hawks 
rabbits 
snakes 
ground hogs 
Pine Forest 
Twenty-five years have 
passed and the pines 
have grown tall and 
mature. Young oak 
trees start to grow 
beneath the pines. 
list some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
deer 
woodpeckers 
chipmunks 
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Oak-Pine Forest 
The oak trees reach 
for the sun between 
the old pine trees. 
Many older pines die, 
and young oaks 
begin to replace the 
pines. 
list some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
sguirrels 
raccoon 
fox 
Oak Climax Forest 
The large oaks 
dominate the forest. 
Young oaks grow in 
the understory. while 
young pines cannot 
grow in the shade of 
the oaks. 
List some animals that 
'WOUld live in this habitat. 
turkey 
grouse 
squirrel 
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btlQ nXlblts. lle!d mce. meadow laks 
a'ld kildeer. N ~!he red-tolled tnMt 
a'ld Oltfs r:Rf oo Ita new food souce. 
In !he succeeding ';'ICIIS,new 
C¥JPEIOI. Black-eyed 9..lsa\. ntweed. 
QJeen Nntts b::e, golder rod a'ld olhel 
Palls tae 100t.lrna1 pnes begin 1o oow· 
n !he lle!d. Monv Insects COil be seen 
lty'lng OOm piCJ1I fO plcrll. 
Groduoly !he smal pine llees glOW loler. 1helr blalchas become ... a'ld block 
some a !he S\.l"'lgW lian leOCt*lg 1he giOU1d. 1he ~ ~:~eg~n 1o dsoppeor 
beco.Jse a !he 1ac1t a S\.l"'lgg. water a'ld ru111en11. 1he cri"r'd popUallon <:halgEI:S. 
ScJjnels. ctllpm.r1b a'ld e-.oen deer 111e n lhls changing habitat. A new OOI'l'liTU'liiV a 
bidS QJPeCX No longer do ycu sere !he bllds a 1he liBid OOI'l'IT'Ulii\C tu new v1s11ors 
Ike !he bUe ja,c woodpecla a'ld n..dholch. 
-$qiAnell a'ld chlprnl.l1ks carv acorns a'ld olhel seeds 11om a l'l8Cit7i forest a'ld 
soon oac a'ld Nctoy !lees begin ro geNt. As yec:n pass. 1hese new bloocieof 1rees 
·1orrtnole !he forest, 1he pine trees de ell a'ld !he forest ftoor Is CXM!Jied wtlh 
"''';;nQ VIOOd a'ld lecMis. A new \IOIIeiV d plcJ'III beghs lo (.1:ll)e0r-brlgll geen 
rtJI -. l9d lichens a'ld mat( ttlds d wid 11owecs. Wllh a new habllol COIT1e$ new 
Wlldlfe. fleas. raccooos. SQUklels. deet owls O'ld rra'Yf olhel crtras soon lind homes 
n !he oac-Hc~ov forest. ~ 
~ ~ J'1( PI( l'fl'f. 
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[~ Forest Community 
Forest View Apartments 
' ,.here are many different habitats 
-'within a forest. A typical forest may 
have several layers of vegetation, 
much like different floors of an 
apartment building. Each layer will 
support different kinds of animal life. 
layer 
A northern hardwood forest may have 
-------as many as five layers. The topmost 
layer. called the canopy, is at the 
very top of the trees. This may be as 
high as 150 feet or more from the 
forest floor: Beneath this is the 
understory. then the shrub layer. the 
herb layer and finally the forest floor. 
(1) Label the names of the different 
vegetation layers. 
(2) Locate the different kinds of 
animal life on the poster. Then, write 
their names on the layer of the 
vegetation where they would most 
commonly be found. Many animals 
:)On be found on more than one 
r~layer: 
layer 
layer 
layer 
layer 
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: [~ Forest Community 
Forest View Apartments 
• rhere are many different habitats 
-within a forest A typical forest may 
have several layers of vegetation, 
much like different floors of an 
canopy layer 
eagles 
apartment building. Each layer will owls 
support different kinds of animal life. squirrels 
A northern hardwood forest may have __ -=.i~ns::.:..:e:.:c:::..:t:::.::s~-­
as many as five layers. The topmost 
layer, called the canopy, is at the 
very top of the trees. This may be as 
high as 150 feet or more from the 
forest floor. Beneath this is the 
understory, then the shrub layer, the 
herb layer and finally the forest floor. 
(1) Label the names of the different 
vegetation layers. 
(2) Locate the different kinds of 
animal life on the poster. Then, write 
their names on the layer of the 
vegetation where they would most 
commonly be found. Many animals 
~an be found on more than one 
~~"layer. 
Understorylayer 
woodpeckers 
raccoons 
insects 
flying 
squirrels 
Shrub layer 
chipmunks 
bear 
deer 
birds 
Herb layer 
snakes 
mice 
toads 
Forest Floor layer 
insects 
earthworms 
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-~-------~------
[Pond Community 
Living Together Name ________ _ 
liP' A pond is an important habitat for a 
variety of different kinds of animals. 
Many of these animals make their 
residence in or around the pond 
while others visit the pond to find 
food and water. Many of these 
animals can be easily seen in or 
around the pond. others, such as 
the different kinds of aquatic insects, 
are very small and difficult to locate. 
Still others are so small that a microscope ----::-----_· =-------.--~-
is needed to discover and examine them. t~ f =::. e ~:;,) 
7~.41 
Locate as many different kinds of animals that can be found in the pond community. List 
them in the correct category. 
VERTEBRATES 
MAMMALS BIRDS AMPHIBIANS RE~ FISH 
-
INVERTEBRATES 
INSECI'S AQUAnC INSECTS OTHER INVEili'EBRATES 
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[Pond Community 
Living Together 
~A pond is an important habitat for a 
variety of different kinds of animals. 
Many of these animals make their 
residence in or around the pond 
while others visit the pond to find 
food and water: Many of these 
animals can be easily seen in or 
around the pond. Others, such as 
the different kinds of aquatic insects, 
are very small and difficult to locate 
Still others are so small that a microscope 
is needed to discover and examine them. 
~] 
Name _..;.:K:.:::.E.:..Y ______ _ 
Locate as many different kinds of animals that can be found in the pond community. List 
them in the correct category. 
VERTEBRATES 
MAMMALS BIRDS AMPHIBIANS REPTILES FISH 
raccoon mallard areen froa aarter snake bluegill 
beaver blue heron Amer. toad water snake sunfish 
, 
muskrat Canada aoose salamander oainted turt e bass -
bull frog snapping crappie 
turtle 
catfish 
INVERTEBRATES 
INSECTS AQUADC INSECTS OTHER INVERTEBRATES 
mosauito water strider snails 
dragon fly water boatman crayfish 
damselflY backswimmer clams 
insect larve 
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Habitat 
Study 
activities 
with habitats 
An intensive study of the compo-
nents and interrelationships of a 
particular habitat, combined with 
comparative studies of neighboring 
habitats, leads to an understanding 
of the ecology of the area and eco-
logical principles in general. 
habitat 
explorations 
Materials: Recording sheets, 
clipboards, thermometers, trowels, 
thread, metal rods, plastic bags, 
pencils, piece of string about one 
yard (or one meter) long, masking 
tape, felt-tipped pens, roll of large 
paper suitable for making large 
charts. 
Procedure: Prepare your own 
' recording sheets. The following 
three pages provide examples of 
the types of information to include 
in your habitat study. Locate an 
area that includes several different 
habitats, such as open field, edge 
of woods, deciduous woods, small 
stream, evergreen woods. Divide 
the children into pairs. Assign 
each pair a habitat, or, depending 
on the number of pairs, assign 
some pairs areas midway between 
two different habitats. Mark each 
pair's study area with a circle two 
yards (or two meters) in diameter, 
using the string as a com pass. 
(Indicate the boundaries with 
twigs, pebbles, or by scratching the 
ground surface with a stick.) Give 
each pair the first eight materials 
listed above and have them 
conduct the experiment and 
observations of their study area as 
indicated on the recording sheets. 
When finished, have each pair 
bring with them their sheets, 
collections of signs of animals, 
plant samples, and soil sample. 
Move indoors and give each pair a 
large piece of paper for making a 
chart. Have the masking tape, 
pens, and scissors ready. Have 
each pair write their type of 
habitat at the top of the chart and 
record all the data gathered, as 
well as tape to the chart the plastic 
bags with the soil and plant 
samples and the signs of animals. 
Generally, children in the sixth 
through ninth grades can do the 
experiments and the collecting in 
their study areas independently, 
although the leader should be free 
to visit the groups to help and 
encourage. The chart-making 
usually becomes an engrossing and 
creative activity. This habitat study 
requires little or no prior 
knowledge of natural history on 
the part of children or leader. It is 
truly a learn-it-yourself activity. 
Without any need to use the term 
ecology, ecological principles 
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become clearer when the data and 
materials of the charts are 
compared. Questions arise about 
why different plants were found in 
the different habitats, and why 
signs of certain animals were 
found in some habitats, but not 
others. What interrelationships 
might exist between t)le plants and 
animals? How do they correlate 
with the effects of soil moisture 
and compactness, temperature, 
and wind on the habitat? 
I know of a teacher who did this 
habitat study with a class in the 
fall, and then used the material on 
the charts with the class for the 
rest of the school year. There are 
many follow-up possibilities. For 
instance, identify the plants and 
animals of the habitats. Find out 
the food needs of the animals; 
which ones depend on the plants, 
which are predators, and which 
are the prey? Relating the animals 
in this way demonstrates a food 
chain of the area. Make graphs of 
the comparative data found in the 
habitats. Use the factual data for 
bases for problems in arithmetic. 
Research how the Indians might 
have used the habitat. What 
evidences of modem people were 
found in' the habitats? Draw items 
found there. Make dioramas of the 
habitats. 
This habitat study can be varied 
easily. Younger children who 
cannot do the work independently 
enjoy doing it as a group. A whole 
group studies a habitat together 
with a leader and afterward makes 
the chart together. Other groups 
do other habitats, so that there are 
different charts for comparisons. 
The studies can be made more 
sophisticated: use light meters to 
determine amounts of sunlight; set 
out rain gauges to measure rainfall 
over a period of time; use liunus 
paper to determine the soil's 
acidity or alkalinity. Return to the 
habitats during different seasons 
and repeat the studies. 
habitat 
study 
temperature 
Put the thermometer in each 
position listed below for about a 
minute. Read each temperature 
and record it below. 
___ At shoulder height (hold 
thermometer carefully; 
keep your fingers off the 
bulb) 
___ At the surface of the 
ground 
___ Below the ground (use a 
trowel to dig a small hole 
about the depth of the 
trowel blade; put the 
thermometer into it) 
soil moisture 
Use the trowel to dig up a small 
amount of soil. Feel it in your 
hands and record below how it 
feels. 
___ Dry (falls apart and sifts 
through your fingers) 
___ Slightly moist (looks moist 
but does not stick 
together when squeezed) 
. . . 
{"'" • 't{ r;;t 
___ Moist (dumps together 
when squeezed) 
___ Very moist (feels wet 
when squeezed) 
___ Wet (water drips out 
when soil is squeezed) 
soil sample 
Dig a small sample of soil and put 
it into a plastic bag. 
soil compactness 
Take the metal rod and push it 
into the soil in several different 
places. How easy or difficult is it to 
push the metal rod into the soil? 
Check the best description below. 
___ Very easy (like pushing 
into soft ice cream) 
___ Easy (like pushing into a 
snowball) 
___ Hard (like pushing into 
modeling clay) 
___ Very hard (so hard that 
you almost cannot push 
the rod in) 
wind speed. 
Hold a piece of thread at arm's 
length and pretend that it is the 
arm of a dock. If it hangs 
vertically. it is at six o'clock and 
there is no wind. Record below 
whether the thread stayed at six 
o'clock, or moved to seven. or 
eight. or nine o'clock. 
Holding thread over 
your head 
___ Holding thread at your 
waist 
___ Holding thread down 
near the ground 
.';t~<~~'-··~· fl .•••••••••••••• 
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;.., animal life 
1. Collect signs of animals or ani· 
mal activity (for example, feathers, 
nibbled~n acorns) and put each 
one into a plastic bag. Don't forget 
to include any signs of human 
activity, too. 
live creatures 
2. Describe below any signs of 
animal activity that cannot be 
collected (for example, foot· 
prints, burrows). 
habitat 25 
5. Identify, describe, or sketch 
below any live creatures found on 
or in your plot. 
r.., plant life 
Bring sample leaves back with you 
for use on the chart, if you wish. 
How many trees are in 
the area? __ _ 
Identify them if you can. Describe 
them and draw a leaf from each 
one. 
How many bushes are 
in the area? __ _ 
Identify them, if you can. Describe 
them and draw a leaf from each 
one. 
---·------
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How many different varieties of 
other plants are in the 
area? __ _ 
Identify, if you can: the five most 
common ones. Also, describe them 
and draw a leaf of each one. 
I Pollution Pursuits 
I Answer some pollution 
• ;uroey questions and ~ay a pollution trivia 
game. 
COb}ectlves: 
Discuss the connection 
between individual 
behavior and pollution. 
Describe several types 
of pollution and 
explain what causes 
each type. Explain 
how pollution affects 
people, wildlife, and 
the environment. 
Ages: 
Intermediate and 
Advanced 
Materials: 
• copies of the suroey 
questions on page 10 
• trivia questions on 
pages 10.11 
• slips of paper 
• chalkboard or easel 
paper 
-' index cards cut into 
3-lnch squares 
•sack 
• drawing paper or 
mural paper 
• crayons or markers 
•tape 
Subjects: 
Science and Social 
Studies 
Ill ere's an activity that you can use to kick off and wrap up a unit on pollution. In Part 1 you can find out what your 
kids know and think about pollution by 
having them take a short swvey. Then, by 
playing a trivia game in Part 2, the kids can 
review what they've learned. 
PART 1: THE SURVEY 
Pass out a copy of the suroey questions c 
under "What Do You Think?" on page 10 
to each person. Tell the group that the 
questions deal with different aspects of 
pollution, and that you'd like them to an-
swer the questions as honestly as possible. 
Explain that you want to find out what they 
know and think about pollution, but reas-
sure them that it's not a test. (Some of the 
questions are more difficult than others. 
Adapt them to fit the needs of your group.) 
After the kids have completed the swvey, 
collect their answers and the questions. 
Explain that they'll get a chance to discuss 
the answers later on. You can use the kids' 
answers to help you decide what to cover 
during your pollution study. 
After completing your pollution studies, 
pass out the survey questions and have the 
kids answer them again. Then pass out 
their original responses and have the kids 
compare their answers. Ask them how 
their answers changed, if at all. Then dis-
cuss why they think their answers changed. 
PART 2: WHAT'S YOUR POU..UTION IQ? 
Your kids can play a team game that will 
help them review-and tie together-all 
they've learned about pollution. Here's 
how to set up and play ~e game: 
Getting Ready 
1. Write the numbers 1-52 on separate 
slips of paper and put the slips in a sack. 
Also include five slips with an "X" marked 
on each one and five slips with an "0" 
marked on each one. 
2. Divide the group into three teams and 
give each team a sheet of drawing paper or 
mural paper and some crayons or markers. 
Assign one team to be air pollution, one to 
be water pollution, and one to be land 
poUution. Explain that, as a group, each 
team should draw a scene that is affected by 
the type of pollution they've been assigned. 
Tell them to make their drawings as de-
tailed as they'd like and at least 11" X 17". 
3. Copy the following list of pollutants on 
a chalkboard or sheet of easel paper. Have 
each team make two sets of pollutant cards 
by copying each of the pollutants listed 
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under each team's name onto two separate 
3-inch square cards. (There should be a 
total of 12 pollutant squares for each team.) 
Then have the kids on each team "pollute" 
their scene by taping the 12 pollutants on 
their drawing. 
AIR: carbon dioxide, . acid rain, CFCs, 
smog, particulates, carbon monoxide 
WATER: lead, mercury, PCBs, animal 
waste, fertilizers, pesticides 
LAND: radioactive waste, plastic, toxic 
ash, paper, metal, yard waste 
4. Have each team pick a captain. Then 
have the teams hang their drawings where 
everyone can see them. 
Playing the Game 
Tell the kids t:hat the object of the game is 
to get rid of all 12 pollutants from their 
scene. To do that, they'll have to correctly 
answer pollution questions. To play, have 
a person from the first team draw one of the 
numbered slips of paper from the sack. 
Then read the corresponding question listed 
I 
~ 
I 
under "Pollution Puzzlers" below. Only the 
team captain can answer, but he or she 
should confer with the rest of the team 
before giving an answer. 
If team members answer the question 
correctly, they get to remove one or more 
of the pollutants from their scene. (Some of 
the questions indicate that a team can 
remove two pollutants./ If they answer 
incorrectly, the numbered slip of paper 
goes back in the sack. After one team has 
WHAT Do You THINK? 
1. What is pollution? Ust five examples of 
pollution. 
2. List some of the causes of pollution. 
3. How do you contribute to pollution? 
Name three ways. 
4. What are three things you could do to 
help reduce pollution? 
5. Give some examples of how pollution 
1. Which of the foUowing is an 
example of poUution? Give all correct 
answers. (all) 
a. litter in a stream 
b. noise from a Marby airport 
c. cigarette smoke in a restaurant 
d. a biDboard 
e. fishing Une tangled around a log 
2. Name three major pollutiQn events 
that have occurred in the last decade. 
(.Exxon Valdez oil spill; Chemobyl 
nuclear power plant explosion; Mobro 
gmbage barge. and so on) 
3. How does the world's increasing 
human population contribute to 
pollution problerm? (more people 
means more hazardous materials; more 
gmbage; more energy use. which 
contributes to poOution; and so on} 
4. Give an example of noise pollution 
and explain how it can hurt people and 
other 1Mng things. (construction l'lOWe, 
noise from jets and motor vehicla; 
noise from stereos, and so on; can·· ... · . 
..a~ ......... _~,.· ....... ..;....... . ~.._,~ ...,...,~ s ._ .. 't:S• ~· ... ' ' ' .. 
wildlife breed.IOO ~feeding·~: · · 5. WhJch ~~~:...,..~..;.... i 'r'<>' 
. ~~a
in baldeagl8:~ fo ·. 
World War I@ (DI)1l' .. :, ·. 
6. What is tfie~ plastid ,~.,~, V.Ozohe (Sonie£ . " ' . c 
deplete ihe o JaYerJ" 
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a tum, it's time for another team to pick a 
question and answer it. If team members 
pick a slip with an X, they have to put one 
pollutant back on their drawing (if they've 
lost one} and they don't get to answer a 
question. But if they pick a slip with an 0, 
they get to take a pollutant off their drawing 
and then pick another question. You can 
play until one team has removed all 12 
pollutants, or you can set a time limit and 
declare a winner when the time is up. 
affects living things and the environment. 
6. Can pollution in one country harm 
people in another country? Explain your 
answer. 
7. Do you think the United States creates 
more pollution than other countries? 
Explain your answer. 
22. The area of land that rain and 
snowmelt drain off of is called a 
____ .; (watershed) 
23. Toxic chemicals gushing out of a 
pipe into a river is an example of what 
kind of pollution: nonpoint or point 
pollution? (point pollution) 
24. Pesticides, oil, and fertilizers 
washing into rivers from roads, fields, 
and farms is an example of what kind 
of pollution: nonpoint or point 
pollution? (nonpoint pollution) 
25. More ocean oil pollution comes 
from: (b) 
a. large oil tanker spills 
b. routine cleaning of empty on 
tankers 
26. [worth two pollutants] Name four 
substances that can contaminate 
groundwater. (pesticides, road salt, 
motor on, fertilizers, animal waste, 
gasoline, battery acids, and so on) 
27 .·True or false: Wetlands can help 
purify water by absorbing harmful 
pollutants. (true) 
28. Name two ways that plastic trash 
. can harm wildlife. (when eaten, can 
block digestive system and cause 
starvation; can entangle or sb'ang]e 
birds and other animals) 
29. What ingredient in laundry 
detergent can cause algae to grow 
much faster than nonnal? {phosphate) 
30. What is sludge? (sohd waste from 
sewage treatment plants) 
31. What armually uses the most 
water in homes: dishwashers, todets, 
or bathtubs? (tonets) 
32. Name three things that can 
contaminate lakes, streams, rivers, and 
oceans. {pestiddes, fertilizers, trash, 
htunan sewage, agricultural waste, 
industrial chemicals, acid rain, dirt and 
other sediment, oil and gasoline, and 
soon) 
33. Name a product in your house or 
garage that can cause water pollution. 
(cleaners, silver pohsh, pesticides, paint 
thinner; motor on, laundry detergent, 
and soon) 
34. f'i~e four garbage items that 
can be':recycled. (glass bottles, plastic · 
soda bOttles, branches and leaws, ..• 
· motor oil, and so on) 
35. w.t)atdoes a resource recovery · 
plant · · (sorts trash and recovers #le 
m · , and other valuable 'f' 
and then bums the · 
;trash to produce energy), · 
,three examples of .'t. 
waste. (pesticides, on,. paint 
explosives, radioacti.Ve 
on) >~' .· 
37. How do we currently dispose of 
more than 75 percent of our trash? 
(by dumping it in landfills) 
38. What is integrated waste 
managment? (waste disposal system 
that makes use of recycling, source 
reduction, incineration, and landfilling) 
39. Name several types of farm 
waste that contn"bute to pollution 
problems. (manure, crop residues, 
· pesticides, fertilizers, and so ori) 
40. Define biodegradable. (having 
the ability to be broken down into 
simpler substances by bacteria and 
other organisms) 
41. What are three ways that plastic 
contributes to global pollution 
problems? (made from oil, which if 
spilled during transport can pollute 
water; manufacturing process creates 
air pollution; plastic htter can strangle 
or entangle wildlife; adds to solid waste 
problem) 
42. How does recycling save energy 
and resources? (ehminates need to 
extract and process more raw 
materials, which depletes natural 
resources and uses more energy) 
43. [worth two pollutants] Name 
three ways cars contribute to air, land, 
and water pollution. (see page 8) 
44. Name three ways people can 
reduce pollution caused by cars. 
(carpool, walk, bike, or use pubhc 
transportation; recycle used motor oil; 
keep cars tuned up for better fuel 
efficiency; recycle air-conditioning 
coolant; and so on) 
45. How can dirt and other sediment 
harm aquatic animals and plants when 
it washes into lakes, rivers, and 
streams? (smothers bottom-dwelling 
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organisms; clogs fish gills; keeps sunhght 
from reaching aquatic plants; decreases 
visibility, making it harder for some 
animals to find food; and so on) 
46 •. Explain why biodegradable 
materials don't break down in landfills. 
(lack of water and oxygen prevents 
bacteria and other organisms from 
breaking down landfill materials) 
4 7. ;,What are three ways that 
communities can help reduce pollution? 
(set up recycling programs, provide 
jrubhc transportation, sponsor hazardous 
waste pickup days, and so on) 
48. [worth two pollutants] Name a 
national law that was passed to help 
reduce pollution. (see page 83) 
49. [worth two pollutants] Give an 
example of a technology that causes 
pollution problems and an example of a 
technology that cuts down on pollution 
problems. (causes problems-cars, 
power plants, plastic, and so on; solves 
problems-smokestack scrubbers, 
catalytic converters, biodegradable 
plastics, and so on) 
50 .. Name two energy sources that 
create minimal pollution. (solar, wind, 
and geothermal power) 
51. Name three ways that consumers 
can help cut pollution. (buy products in 
recycled and recyclable packaging; buy 
in bulk; don't buy overpackaged goods, 
toxic products, and disposable items; 
write to companies; and so on) 
52. Name two ways that acid rain 
affects the environment. (speeds up the 
erosion of buildings and statues; can kill 
some fish and other aquatic animals and 
can harm their eggs and yowtg; may 
make trees more susceptible to disease, 
cold, and insect attack) 
USDA-&11 ConseMIIion Senllce 
1[~--------------~ L Creative Dramatics I Cooperative Learning continued. 
I A Community Alphabet Pond Commumty Assign each of 4 groups a community. After each letter of the A arrowhead 
alphabet they ore to write 2 words that ore somehow connected _a_ct_iVI_e ___ _ 
to their community. They can do nouns or adjectives. They will have B beetles 
to do some research. ;.;;;.ba...:.....:....ss:..;..:..: ___ _ 
Art Projects 
Cardboard Communities 
• Pssign each group a community. 
• Provide students with large cardboard boxes and many other 
materials (snack and cereal boxes, fabric, buttons, egg cartons, 
construction paper, twigs, paper clips, markers, glue. etc). Have 
them create their own community. 
• Have each group write a report to go with their community. 
• These would be great to display at an Open House or at 
Ftlrent /Teacher conferences. 
It's Show Time! 
C cattails 
common garter 
snake 
• Have each student make animal puppets. Provide them with all 
~ kinds of materials (don't forget tongue depressors) to use for their 
~ puppets. · 
Giant Jumping Jacks 
~ • Group students according to the communities to which their 
~ puppets belong. (You could do this by making a graph on the 
chalkboard.) 
• Have students write and perform skits using their puppets. The skits 
could be done community by community, or you could have the 
puppets all mixed together. 
• Students will lave making these giant animals. 
• Provide students with newsprint tagboard, brads, construction 
paper, glue, scissors, markers, string, hole punch, etc 
• Have each student design an animal found in one of the 
communities in nature. (Or, you could provide them with patterns.) 
• Students should make each body part separate: head, body, 
upper arms, lower arms and hands, upper legs, lower legs and 
feet. Have them draw it first on newsprint and then on tagboard. 
• Have them decorate their animals and attach the body parts to 
each other with brads. 
• Have students perform skits with their Giant Jumping Jacks. 
~ompound Characters 
-:'v1any creatures found in nature have names that are compound 
words. Have students choose 4 and draw the literal translation of 
their names on a paper folded into 4 sections. 
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Leaves and Trees 
Objectives: 
+ Discuss how trees have adapted to their environments 
+ Organize a set of objects with shared characteristics 
+ Use a simple scientific key to determine the type of tree 
+ Take measurements and conduct counts of trees 
+ Identify and compare measurements of trees 
+ Organize data gathered into graphs and charts 
+ Discuss how the forest is affected by humans 
What to Teach 
Teacher background. 
Q: What is a tree? 
Introduce students to "their" tree to 
help answer the questions above. 
Q: Were any of your trees different 
from each other? 
Q: Are there different types of trees? 
Name some. 
Discuss with students the different types 
of trees (ie. deciduous versus evergreen 
or coniferous). 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Background information: "What 
Makes a Tree a Tree?" 
- Question students as to what makes 
a tree a tree. Are trees plants? 
Where do trees grow? What are 
trees used for by humans? How are 
trees used by animals? Are there 
different types of trees? 
- Follow the suggested guidelines 
under "Get to Know a Tree!" Have 
students adopt trees in the school 
yard and keep a journal of their 
observations for the duration of the 
lesson. 
- Some students should have adopted 
pine trees, others should have broad-
leaved trees. 
-Any place that sells lumber could 
provide you with samples of 
different woods. By showing 
examples of deciduous and 
evergreen leaves and wood, have 
students come up with a list of 
differences between the two. 
What to Teach 
Question students as to what are the 
parts of a tree. Most students will 
probably answer bark, leaves, and roots. 
Label the parts of a tree. 
Observe and organize leaves into like 
categories. 
Student activity. 
How do we detennine what type a tree 
is? (And why is it important to know what 
type of tree it is?) 
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Teaching Suggestions 
Deciduous- lose leaves every year 
- are bare in the winter 
- have mostly broad leaves 
- usually have hard wood 
Evergreen- green all year round 
- leaves are gradually 
replaced at different times 
oftheyear 
- most leaves are "needles" 
- usually have softer, lighter 
wood 
-Q: Do trees have other parts? How 
do they get water up to their leaves? 
-Q: Maple syrup is made from trees. 
Where is this part? 
- Have a cross-section of an actual 
log or stump. On it, label the 
different parts, referring to "Parts of 
a Log" 
- Have students visualize the parts 
and functions of a tree through the 
activity "Build a Tree." 
- Have students do the activity titled 
"Learning About Trees." 
-Tree types can be distinguished by 
leaf shape, branching, tree shape, 
and bark. 
- Have the students collect and 
preserve leaves they matched in the 
above activity in wax paper or 
contact paper as classroom 
decoration. 
-Q: (referring back to the "Learning 
About Trees" activity) How did we 
separate the leaves into groups? 
-Q: What can we look at to tell trees 
apart? - leaf shape - branching 
- bark - fruit 
What to Teach 
Introduce common leaf terms. 
Discuss the concept of a leaf key and what 
it does to help us determine tree type. 
Practice keying out the trees in the school 
yard. 
Visit to Sharon woods Metro Park. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
-Refer to the .. Keying Out Trees" 
leaf key for the terms alternate, 
opposite, simple, compound, 
toothed, lobed, and margin. 
- Background information: "Leaf 
Characteristics." 
- A "key" is like a maze, also, it is 
a set of questions where the answer 
is one or two and leads to the end 
answer. It's a process of 
elimination. 
- Demonstrate the concept of keying 
out an object using the activity 
"Keying Out Trees" by first keying 
out the students and then by keying 
out the leaf pictures. 
- Depending on how students grasp 
the scientific keying concept, 
"Learning to Know Trees" is a 
simple key that teachers or students 
can use. It also includes pictures and 
information about common Ohio 
trees. 
-Students can also try to use the "A-
Mazed By Trees" key for a different 
style of key. 
- Either way, have students key out 
the trees in the school yard in groups 
or have the class help you key out a 
few trees to see how it's done (the 
other keys have been provided for 
your information). 
- The naturalist will introduce 
students to the wet woods at 
Sharon Woods. The importance of 
trees to people and wildlife will be 
discussed. The use of a scientific 
key as well as the measurement of 
trees will be introduced. 
What to Teach 
Discussion 
Measure trees around the school yard to 
find the largest tree. 
Have students graph the results of their 
measurements. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Have a classroom discussion on 
what was learned and observed at 
Sharon Woods. How have people 
and animals played a role in shaping 
the forest that is there now? 
-Follow the directions under the 
activity titled "Tree Champs" 
- Students can graph their results 
individually or as a class. From the 
graphs, have students determine the 
largest tree measured. Height, 
circumference, crown spread, and/or 
total points can be graphed 
separately or together. 
WHAT MAKES A TREE 
A TREE? 
II veryone knows what a tree is. Right? Trees are those tall green things with leafy branches that grow along sidewalks, line city parks, and stand side by side in forests. But wait. Not all trees are taiL Some Arctic spruces, for example, never grow more than a foot (.3 m) taiL And not 
all trees have leafy branches either. Saguaro cactuses, which are a type of tree, 
have spines instead of leaves. 
SO WHAT IS A TREE? 
It's harder to define what a tree is than you might think. Although trees share 
similar characteristics, there are always exceptions that don't fit a nice, neat defini-
tion. But here are some of the main ways that trees differ from other types of plants: 
Super-sized Plants: Although there are exceptions, most trees grow much taller 
than other kinds of plants. For example, you'll never run into a 100-foot (30-m) 
dandelion. But 100-foot (30-m) trees are very common. Unlike most other plants, 
trees have woody roots, trunks, and limbs that provide the physical support that 
allows them to grow so tall (see page 6). 
Some scientists use size as a way to help define trees. They say that trees are 
plants that are 15 to 25 feet (5 to 8 m) tall and have a stem (trunk) that is at least 3 to 
4 inches (8 to 10 em) thick. But many scientists don't include a height or diameter 
limit since trees that grow in very harsh environments, such as Arctic spruces, 
are often much smaller than other plants. 
Redwood trees in the Pacific Northwest are the tallest living organisms. 
They can grow more than 350 feet (105m) tall. 
A Trunk That Stands on Its Own Roots: Trees are not only taller than most 
plants, they are also built in a special way. Most trees have one main woody trunk 
that supports the entire tree. This makes them different from shrubs or vines. 
(Shrubs often have many woody stems. Vines often have a woody stem, but the 
stem can't support the weight of the plant.) 
Growing Old Gracefully: Trees live longer than most other plants. In fact, some 
of the oldest living things on earth are trees. For example, bristlecone pines can live 
for over 4500 years! 
Unlike annuals (plants that sprout, reproduce, and die in one season) and 
biennials (plants that sprout, reproduce, and die in two seasons), trees are a type of 
perennial. Perennials Jive for many seasons. Non-woody perennials, such as lilies 
and irises, die back each year and pass through the dormant season as under-
ground roots, stems, bulbs, or tubers. But trees don't die back. Many do become 
dormant during the winter, but the stems, branches, and twigs (as well as the roots) 
are still alive and will continue to grow taller and thicker each year. And because of 
their unique "plumbing" (see page 6) and their strong, woody support system, 
trees can survive much longer than other perennials. 
KINDS OF TREES 
Trees come in different shapes and sizes, from gnarled old bristlecone pines to 
prickly saguaro cactuses. Worldwide, there are over 20,000 different species of 
trees. Over 800 grow in North America. 
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Trees are classified according to how they reproduce, what types of flowers and 
seeds they have (if any), how they grow, and how they are struc.tured inside. 
(Sometimes trees that look very much alike are not closely related.) Most trees fall 
into these two main plant groups: 
Gymnosperms (JIM-no-sperms): Plants that have "naked" seeds, which 
means the seeds are not enclosed in flowers (and later, fruit). (Gymnosperms do 
not produce true flowers or fruit.) In most gymnosperms, the seeds are produced 
on the surface of the scales of female cones. Most gymnosperms are pollinated by 
the wind. 
Conifers are the most common types of gymnosperms. Pines, hemlocks, 
redwoods, spruces, and firs are all types of conifers. Coniferous trees are also 
called needle-leaved trees because most have thin, needlelike leaves. There are 
about 500 species of conifers in the world. 
Angiosperms (AN-gee-oh-sperms): Flowering plants. Angiosperms are the 
only types of plants that have true flowers and bear their seeds in fruits. There are 
over 235,000 species of angiosperms. Oaks, willows, maples, birches, palms, and 
all other broad-leaved trees (trees with flat, broad leaves) are in this plant group. So 
are all the flowering non-trees, such as tulips, blackberries, poppies, and so on. 
Note: Some scientists also consider tree ferns to be a type of tree. Tree ferns 
belong to the fern plant group. The members of this group do not produce seeds, 
flowers, or fruit. Instead they reproduce by spores. Although some tree ferns get to 
be over 80 feet (24m) tall and live for many years, they don't have the same 
woody structure that most other trees have. 
TONS OF TREE TERMS 
There are all kinds of general tree terms floating around that can make learning 
about trees pretty confusing. We've already talked about needle-leaved trees and 
broad-leaved trees. Here are a few more tree terms that you'll often see: 
Hardwoods: Foresters often call broad:-leaved trees "hardwoods" because most 
broad-leaved trees have harder wood than do needle-leaved trees. For example, 
maples and oaks are known for their tough, hard wood and are often used to make 
high-quality furniture and floors. But the term hardwood is confusing because 
some broad-leaved trees, such as cottonwoods and magnolias, have very soft, 
lightweight wood. 
Softwoods: Softwood is another confusing term because not all softwoods are 
soft. Foresters use the term softwood to describe needle-leaved trees, such as 
pines, spruces, and redwoods, because most have softer wood than do broad-
leaved trees. But some softwoods, such as yellow pines and yews, have very hard 
wood. 
Deciduous and Evergreen Trees: Deciduous trees are trees that lose all of their 
leaves every year. (In temperate regions most lose their leaves in fall.) Evergreen 
trees do not lose all their leaves at once. Instead they go through a gradual 
replacement. Each year they produce some new leaves, but, unlike deciduous 
trees, they drop only the oldest ones each year. (Most evergreen leaves stay on a 
tree from 2 to 4 years before dropping.) So instead of being bare in winter, as de-
ciduous trees are in many areas, evergreen trees have leaves year round. 
In North America, almost all broad-leaved trees are deciduous, but a few are 
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not. For example, holly trees, live oaks, and palms are broad-leaved trees that do 
not drop their leaves in fall. (In the tropics, however, most broad-leaved trees don't 
drop their leaves during one season. Instead they lose their leaves gradually and 
remain green all year.) Most needle-leaved trees in North America are evergreen. 
But a few needle-leaved trees, such as larches, are deciduous. 
TREE PARTS AND HOW THEY "WORK" 
Although there are thousands of different kinds of trees in the world, most trees 
work in much the same way. Here's a look at how the parts of a tree work together 
to help a tree get the food, water, and minerals it needs to survive. 
The Trunk: The trunk of a tree is important for two reasons: First, it acts as a 
support rod, giving the tree its shape and strength. Second, it acts as the central 
"plumbing system" in a tree, forming a network of tubes that carries water and 
minerals up from the roots to the leaves, and food (sugar) from the leaves down to 
the branches, trunk, and roots. 
The easiest way to see how a tree works is to look at a cross section of the trunk. 
Here are the five main layers you would see, and what each layer does (see the 
diagram on page 10): 
1. Barking Up the Right Tree: The outer layer of the trunk (and branches) is 
called the outer bark or just the bark. Tree bark can be smooth, scaly, rubbery, 
flaky, craggy, or bumpy. Its texture, thickness, and flexibility depend on the type of 
tree. Although bark looks different from tree to tree, it serves the same purpose-to 
protect the tree from injury and disease. Some trees have very thick bark that helps 
prevent damage from fires. Others have bad-tasting chemicals in their bark that 
discourage hungry insects. And some bark is covered with spines or thorns that 
keep browsing mammals away. 
The bark of large Douglas firs and sequoias may be more than two feet 
( .6 m) thick. 
2. Food Is for Phloem: The layer next to the outer bark is called the inner bark 
or phloem (FLOW-urn). The phloem is a thin layer that acts as a food supply line 
from the leaves to the rest of the tree. Sap (water containing dissolved sugars and 
nutrients) travels down from the leaves through channels in the phloem to the 
branches, trunk, and roots, supplying all the living parts of the tree with food. At 
certain times during the year, the phloem also transports stored sugars up from the 
roots to the rest of the tree. (If you were to cut a band around the trunk, through the 
bark and phloem, the tree would probably die. That's because the phloem would 
be severed and food could no longer flow to the lower trunk and roots.) 
3. Keep 'em Coming, Cambium: Next to the phloem is a very thin layer 
called the cambium. (It is often only one or two cells thick, and you need a micro-
scope-to see it well.) The cambium is one of the growing layers of the tree, making 
new cells during the growing season that become part of the phloem, part of the 
xylem (see below), or more cambium. The cambium is what makes the trunk, 
branches, and roots grow thicker. 
4. Up, Up, and Away with Sapwood: The layer next to the cambium is called 
the sapwood or new xylem. The sapwood is made up of the youngest layers of 
wood. (Each year the cambium adds new layers of woody tissue.) The sapwood is 
a network of thick-walled cells that forms a pipeline, carrying water and minerals up 
the tree from the roots to the leaves and other parts of the tree. The sapwood also 
stores nutrients and transports them across the tree, from one part to another. 
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5. A Dead Heart: Most of the trunk in an old tree is dead wood called 
heartwood or just plain wood. The heartwood is old xylem that no longer 
transports water and minerals up the tree. (After a few years the sapwood in most 
trees gets filled in with resinlike material and slowly changes into heartwood. The 
new xylem is the only part of the wood that works as a transport system.} The 
heartwood is often much darker in color than the sapwood. 
The heartwood gives the tree support But sometimes it rots away, leaving a 
hollow, living tree. Hollow trees often topple over or split apart in storms because 
they are very weak after the heartwood has decayed. 
Note: Palm trees have a different type of structure than most other trees. They do 
not have real branches and produce no annual rings. (See page 16 for more about 
rings.} Instead they grow taller without growing thicker. 
The Roots: A tree's roots are long, underground branches that spread out to help 
anchor the tree and to absorb water and nutrients from the soil. Some trees have 
long taproots that reach straight down for 15 feet (4.5 m} or more. Other trees have 
more shallow root systems that lie closer to the surface of the ground. 
Large taproots and lateral roots branch into smaller and smaller roots. An 
average tree has millions of these small rootlets, each covered with thousands of 
fine root hairs. The root hairs make it easier to soak up water and dissolved 
minerals from the soil. (Most of the rootlets lie very close to the surface of the 
ground where most of the water and nutrients are located.} 
The Leaves: From skinny pine needles to broad palm leaves, all tree leaves serve 
the same purpose-to make food for the tree. Leaves use carbon dioxide from the 
air, water from the roots, and the sun's energy (in the form of sunlight), to make 
sugar (glucose). This food-making chemical reaction is called photosynthesis. 
Photosynthesis can take place only in the presence of chlorophyll-the green 
pigment that is found in all green plants. Chlorophyll absorbs the sunlight needed 
for photosynthesis. During photosynthesis the leaves release oxygen which be-
comes part of the air that we and other animals breathe. 
Water and Trees: Trees, like all living things, could not survive without water. 
Here are some of the reasons that water is so important to a tree: 
• a large percentage of each living cell in a tree is made up of water 
• water helps move dissolved minerals and gases from cell to cell 
• water pressure inside a leafs cells helps maintain the leafs shape 
• water is needed in order for photosynthesis to occur (Water for photosynthesis 
is carried up through the xylem network from the roots.) 
• water carries dissolved sugars (made during photosynthesis) down through the 
network of phloem to the branches, trunk, and roots 
Although trees use a lot of water every day, they also lose a lot of water. About 
99% of the water the roots absorb from the soil evaporates from the leaves through 
a process called transpiration. (Water evaporates through tiny pores in the leaf 
[stomata] as carbon dioxide-also needed for photosynthesis-rushes in. During 
photosynthesis there is a trade-off between water loss and carbon dioxide gain.) As 
water evaporates, it pulls up more water from the roots to the leaf. This "transpira-
tion pull" is one of the things that help move water and minerals through the tree 
and help keep trees cool in hot weather. 
Oxygen for Energy: Uke almost all living cells, tree cells need oxygen in order to 
break down tl-te sugar (or starch) and release the energy they need to grow. The 
cells in the leaves, trunk, branches, and twigs absorb oxygen from the air. The cells 
in the roots absorb oxygen from the soil. (Without oxygen, tree cells would die. 
That's why many trees drown if their roots become waterlogged.) 
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Get to Know a Tree! 
Choose a tree to 
observe and study. 
11(--~-
Objectives: 
Observe a specific tree. 
Talk about how a tree 
might change over time. 
Ages: 
Primary, Intermediate, 
and Advanced 
Materials: 
• spiral notebooks 
(one per person) 
• clear contact paper 
(optional) 
• drawing paper 
• pencils 
• glue (optional) 
• crayons (optional) 
Subject: 
Science 
, (Idea adapted with permission from 
Project U!aming Tree. a supplementary 
activity guide for grades K through 6, 
co-sponsored by the American Forest 
lnslllule and the Western Res;ona1 Envi· 
ronmental Education Council.) 
-----·~---------------
IB y "adopting" their own trees, your kids can take a dose-up look at the features of trees and the ways they 
grow and change over time. To get the 
kids started, take them outside and have 
each of them choose a tree to keep track of 
for the next several weeks or months. (If 
there aren't many trees to go around, try 
having groups of three or four kids choose 
trees together.) 
Give each person a spiral notebook 
and have the kids visit their trees on a reg-
ular basis-for example, once a week for a 
month or once a month throughout the 
year. Each time the kids visit their trees 
they can use a new page in their note-
books to make observations, glue down 
samples of the trees' leaves, write poems 
about their trees, draw pictures of their 
trees, and so on. Here are some examples 
of activities the kids could do and the kinds 
of questions they could answer in their 
notebooks: 
• Draw a picture of your tree and write a 
paragraph describing what it looks like 
and where it's located. Do you know 
what kind of tree you've adopted? 
luise Woelllein 
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(Older kids can use a field guide to help 
them identify their trees.) 
• Do you see any animals or signs of an-
imals in, on, or near your tree? (Don't 
forget insects and other small animals!) 
If you do see animals, what are they 
doing? 
• Are there any fruits or seeds on your 
tree? If so, draw a picture of what one of 
them looks like. What time of the year is 
it when your tree bears its fruit and/or 
seeds? (Ask older kids if they can say 
how the tree's seeds might be dis-
persed. For example, some seeds get to 
new areas by floating in water. Others 
sail on the wind. And some get eaten by 
animals, which deposit the seeds un-
harmed in their droppings.) 
• Collect a leaf or some needles from 
your tree. (Each person can lay his or 
her leaves on a small piece of construc-
tion paper and cover them with a piece 
of dear contact paper. Have the kids 
glue their mounted leaves onto a page 
in their notebooks.) 
• Write a paragraph describing any 
changes you see in your tree each time 
you visit it What do you think might be 
causing the tree to change? 
• If the leaves of your tree change colors 
in the fall, collect some of the fall leaves 
and paste them into your notebook. 
(See tips for covering leaves with con· 
tact paper, above.) 
• Examine your tree's bark closely and 
write a sentence or two describing it 
Put a piece of paper over a section of 
the bark and make a rubbing by color-
ing the paper with a crayon. Glue the 
rubbing into your notebook. 
• Draw a picture of how your tree looks 
in winter. 
• Write a poem about your tree. 
• Have someone take a picture of you 
standing next to your tree. Glue the 
picture into your notebook. 
• Are there any flowers on your tree? If 
so, draw a picture of one of them. What 
time of year is it when your tree has 
flowers? · 
• Draw a picture of your tree's buds in 
the winter and again in the early spring. 
[ 
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Build a Tree 
As a group, act out the n this activity, your group 
parts of a tree. can learn about the parts of a 
tree by acting them out and 
Objectives: building a "human tree." 
Describe the parts of a Before you begin, copy these words onto 
tree. Explain how each separate slips of paper and put them in a part works. hat (you should end up with 30 slips): 
Ages: 
• heartwood ( 1) Primary and 
• sapwood (2) Intermediate 
• cambium ( 4) 
Materials: • phloem (8) 
• slips of paper • outer bark (12) 
• chalkboard or easel • taproot (1) 
paper 
• lateral roots (2) 
Subject: (Adjust the number of slips you make 
Science according to the size of your group.) . 
Next copy the diagram below on the 
chalkboard or easel paper and label the 
parts. Then, using the background infor-
mation on pages 6 and 7, discuss each 
part with the group, explaining how each 
functions and where it's located on a tree. 
Now take the group outside to a large 
open area and explain that everyone will 
work together to "build" a tree. First have 
each person pick a part to play by reaching 
into the hat and pulling out a slip of paper. 
Next have the kids practice any sounds or 
movements suggested for their parts and 
then have them slowly build the tree, layer 
by layer. Once the tree is built, have them 
act out their parts together. 
outer bark -------
phloem ----------
cambium ---------
sapwood 
heartwood 
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1. Have the child playing the part of the 
heartwood cross his or her arms and 
stand in the center of the play area. 
· Explain that this child represents the 
heartwood of the tree. 
2. Next have the child playing the 
taproot sit down at the foot of the 
heartwood kid. Explain that this per-
son represents the deep taproot that 
most trees have. 
3. Have the lateral roots lie down on their 
backs, spreading out from the taproot 
with their feet toward the heartwood. 
(Have the lateral roots make slurping 
sounds.) 
4. Have the sapwood kids join hands to 
make a ring around the heartwood . 
Position them so they stand between 
the lateral roots. They should face in, 
toward the heartwood. (Have the 
sapwood kids pretend they are draw-
ing water up from the roots by lowering 
their hands, still joined, and then rais-
ing them above their heads.) 
5. Have the cambium kids join hands 
and form a large circle around the 
sapwood. (Have the cambium kids 
chant, "we make new cells, we make 
new cells, we make new cells.") 
6. Next have the phloem kids join hands 
and form a larger circle around the 
cambium. (Have the phloem kids pre-
tend they are transporting food down 
from the leaves by starting out holding 
their arms above their heads, then 
lowering them and raising them again.) 
7. Finally, have the outer bark kids form 
a circle around the entire tree, facing 
outward and holding hands. 
Once everyone is in position, ask the 
kids to go through their motions: the roots 
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taking up water from the soil, the sapwood 
transporting the water up the trunk to the 
branches and leaves, the phloem carrying 
food down from the leaves to the trunk 
and roots, and the cambium chanting "we 
make new cells." Afterward, lead a short 
discussion about the different parts of the 
tree to make sure everyone understands 
what each part does. 
(This idea was adapted with permission from Joseph 
CorneD, author of Sharing Nature with Children, Ananda 
Publications, Nevada City, California 95959.) 
learning 
about 
trees 
How can we learn about trees? By 
looking at them, listening to them, 
touching them, smelling, and 
sometimes even tasting them (with 
caution); by appreciating their 
roles in the natural world, as well 
as their importance to us; by being 
curious about them with enthusi-
asm for discoveries. 
As a starter, here is a specific tree 
activity, one I have often used as 
art introduction to tree studies. It 
is designed for a class of twenty-
four fifth-graders in a school that 
has a yard large enough to accom-
modate a fair number of trees, but 
it can be geared for older or 
younger children, for adults, or 
otherwise altered to suit particular 
situations. Its purpose is to 
sharpen observation skills, leading 
toward basic tree identification. 
introductory 
tree activity 
Materials: Leaves from four 
different kinds of common trees in 
the school. yard (six leaves from 
each kind of tree, twenty-four in 
all), paper bag, four large index 
cards, four pencils. 
Procedure: 
1. Fonn four groups, each with six 
students, by leaf matching. Have 
each student take a leaf from the 
paper bag, find the other students 
with the same kinds of leaves, and 
group themselves accordingly. 
By finding the matching leaves, 
the students on their own have al-
ready started leaf observation. 
2. Each group makes leaf descrip-
tions. Give each group a card and 
a pencil and have them list words 
that describe their leaves. 
One way to learn about a tree is to sit beneath it and write down your observa-
tions and feelings about it. 
Encourage the students to observe 
and list different kinds of descrip-
tive words. What shape are the 
leaves? What color? How big? 
Would they like to invent a name 
for the tree that grew their leaves? 
3. Groups exchange descriptions 
and leaves. Have them put the 
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leaves back together in a pile. Give 
each group a leaf description card 
made by one of the other three 
groups, asking the students of 
each group to find the kind of 
leaves that their new card de-
scribes. Then have the groups 
read the descriptive words aloud, 
showing the matching leaves. 
trees are almost everywhere 
Since more observation techniques 
have been used, now is the time 
for discussing and sharing the re-
sults. Which descriptive words 
seem especially apt? Why? By now 
the students, through their own 
observations and think:ing, have 
become familiar with four differ-
ent kinds of leaves. 
4. Go outside and identify trees by 
their leaves. Have the students 
identify and count the trees in the 
school yard that have the same 
kinds of leaves as those their 
group described on their first card. 
Here, earlier observation work is 
given practical application. 
5. Record the numbers of the 
trees found by the students and 
discuss the results. 
The emphasis should be to stimu-
late the students to identify trees 
using their own observations, 
rather than to make a highly accu-
rate survey. Do any students have 
wide disagreements about the 
number of one kind of tree? Ask 
them to go off together to resolve 
their differences. Perhaps a stu-
dent included some trees that did 
not have leaves that truly matched, 
or maybe a student walked right 
under some of the trees without 
looking up and spotting them. Did 
any of the students notice identify-
ing features of a tree other than its 
leaves? That can be a starting 
point for further studies of tree 
identification. 
Until this point, we have not 
needed to know the names of the 
four trees. Now, have the students 
look up the trees in identification 
guides. Curiosity may be such that 
the students will want to know the 
scientific names as well as the corn-
mon names. 
There can be many variations of 
this activity. The numbers of trees, 
leaves, children, and groups can 
easily be changed. The groups can 
make more sophisticated descrip-
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tions of their leaves, using techni-
cal leaf terms (simple, compound, 
toothed, lobed, elliptic, and so on). 
If it is not feasible for the class to 
go out to identify trees, omit steps 
4 and 5. If the students already 
have had some experience with 
tree identification, stress accuracy 
in the outside tree survey. With 
very young children, try a simple 
matching leaves and trees walk. 
Give each child a leaf and go on a 
walking hunt to find trees with 
matching leaves. Four-year-olds 
feel excited and proud when they 
can identify "their" trees. 
What other factors besides leaves 
are considered in tree identifica-
tion? One of the most obvious is 
habitaL You will not see a palm 
tree growing naturally in Montana, 
or a ponderosa pine in Florida. 
Knowing the likely areas where 
different trees may be found, or 
not found, is helpful. A pine in 
Florida, for instance, will not be a 
ponderosa pine, which is a western 
tree; but it could be a longleaf or a 
slash pine, both of which are 
southern species. Trees are com-
mon to certain ranges and often 
have preferred environments 
within a range. The silver maple is 
found in the eastern half of the 
United States, while the Rocky 
Mountain maple grows where its 
name indicates. Within these 
ranges, the silver maple is often 
found in or near wedands; the 
Rocky Mountain maple thrives at 
higher altitudes, especially in the 
southern part of its range. 
Various tree features are helpful 
in identification. In addition to leaf 
shape, the overall tree shape is in-
dicative. The typical cone shapes 
of many evergreens, for instance, 
are markedly different from the 
rounder shapes of deciduous trees. 
Branching patterns differ. The 
twigs of most trees grow at alter-
nate intervals from the branch, but 
some have twigs that grow op-
posite each other. Tree barks vary. 
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Almost anyone who sees a tree 
with white bark will think of birch. 
Trees with the rough brown vari-
ety of bark can seem confusing, 
but closer inspection will reveal 
differences. Tree flowers are an-
other identifying due. We can 
recognize the magnolia in spring 
by its showy flowers, but did you 
ever try to distinguish one species 
of maple from another by the 
flowers? Maple flowers differ, even 
though they are inconspicuous, as 
are many tree flowers. Some tree 
fruits and seeds also are obscure, 
while others are obvious; but they 
all help with identification. Cer-
tainly anyone finding a tree in fall 
covered with delicious-looking red 
apples wilJ be able to identify the 
tree! 
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Suppose you are outside with a 
group and someone asks, "What 
kind of tree is that?" If you don't 
know, never be afraid to say so; 
this can breed a genuine curiosity 
to find out. "Let's look it up" or 
"let's see how it differs from other 
trees" are natural responses that 
can lead not only to the name of 
the tree, but also to understanding 
and knowing the tree. 
preserving leaves 
with wax paper 
Materials: Leaves, wax paper, 
~issors, old newspapers, electric 
Iron. 
Procedure: Cut pieces of wax 
paper. Arrange leaves between two 
pieces, and place these between 
several sheets of newspaper. Iron 
with a warm iron. 
This is particularly effective with 
brightly colored autumn leaves, as 
the colors will last. Hang them up 
in a window for an attractive 
display. Try making place mats in 
this way. Wax paper sandwich bags 
may also be used. Simply place the 
leaYes in the bags between 
newspaper sheets, and iron them. 
preserving leaves 
with clear self-adhesive 
plastic 
Materials: Leaves, heavy paper or 
ca_rds, clear self-adhesive plastic, 
SCISSOrS. 
Procedure: Arrange leaves on the 
paper or cards. Cut the plastic into 
pieces the size of the paper or 
cards. Peel the plastic and cover 
the arrangement with it, pressing 
it down carefully. 
Very young children need help in 
peeling and _applying the plastic. 
This activity is good for all ages, 
including the elderly, who often 
enjoy making decorative souvenirs 
on fall outings as a reminder of a 
pleasant trip. The colors last well. 
Make other leaf items with the 
plastic, such as postcards, 
bookmarks, or place mats. Put a 
leaf between two pieces of the 
plastic for a window decoration, or 
cut it into an oval shape, punch a 
hole at one end, and hang it as a · 
pendant from a necklace made of 
string or yam. Make leaf 
decorations to go around tin cans 
or other containers to be used as 
other print-making methods--
using paint, making spatter prints 
or leaf rubbings, or using 
blueprint paper. 
leaf prints 
using paint 
Materials: Leaves, paint (water-
based block-print ink, or oil-based 
for older children), plates, brayer 
(roller), old newspapers, paper, or 
other material to be printed. 
Procedure: Put a leaf on the 
newspaper. Pour paint into the 
paint container, dip the brayer 
into the paint, and apply the paint 
to the leaf. Put the leaf, paint side 
down, on the article to be printed. 
Cover with a sheet of newspaper 
and press the leaf down gently. (It 
may help to use a rolling pin or to 
roll a straight-sided bottle over the 
leaf.) Remove the leaf to reveal its 
print. 
Choice of paint colors and 
arrangements of leaves offer many 
creative alternatives. A variety of 
items can be decorated by this 
technique, from notepaper and 
place mats to wall hangings and 
curtains. 
This leaf print curtain was made with fabric paints by the family together on a 
summer afternoon in the country. It reflects the plants that were at hand. 
pencil and other kinds of holders. ' 
Holders can also be decorated with 
trees are almost everywhere 
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A lea! spatter print. 
leaf spaHer prints 
Materials: Leaves, paper, paint 
(thinned poster paint, watercolors, 
or colored ink), old toothbrush, 
small piece of wire screening or a 
thin stick (about pencil length). 
Procedure: Arrange leaves on the 
, paper. Dip the toothbrush into the 
paint and let any drips fall back 
into the paint container. Hold the 
toothbrush several inches above 
the paper and rub the bristles 
against the screening or stick, 
spattering paint on the paper 
around the leaf. 
Practice first, so that the spattering 
will land where you want it, not on 
yourself. You can also use a can of 
spray paint (without fluorocarbons, 
which scientists say are harmful to 
the environment). Either method 
produces pleasing leaf silhouettes. 
leaf rubbings 
Materials: Leaves, wax crayons, 
sheets of paper (not too heavy). 
Procedure: Place leaf under a sheet 
of paper. Remove paper from a 
crayon and rub the crayon 
sidewise on the paper over the 
leaf. The leaf pattern will appear 
on the paper. 
This technique is especially 
suitable for younger children. 
Even three-year-olds can do it with 
very little adult assistance, and 
they enjoy the magic-like 
appearance of the leaf pattern as 
they rub. For older children, leaf 
rubbings are an effective way to 
make a collection showing varieties 
of leaves. 
matching leaves 
Materials: Different kinds of 
leaves, several of each. 
Procedure: Have each child take a 
leaf and then find the other 
children who have matching 
leaves. 
This is a handy method for 
dividing a group arbitrarily into 
smaller groups (as in the 
introductory tree activity earlier in 
this chapter). Variations are 
possible. Use twigs from different 
kinds of evergreens. Cut a variety 
of leaves into halves; give a half to 
each child who then finds the child 
with the other half. 
leaf sorting 
Materials: Leaves. 
Procedure: Sort the leaves into 
categories. 
There are numerous possible 
categories: size-large to small, 
wide to narrow, long to short; 
texture-rough to smooth, thick to 
thin; insect damage-leaves with 
the most holes to those with the 
least, leaves with the most bumps 
or other kinds of damage; colors-
reds, yellows, and other shades of 
autumn foliage, or variations of 
green; smell-leaves with a 
pleasant smell, with an unpleasant 
smell, with no smell. Most of these 
categories can be handled by 
young children. Older children 
can manage more exact or 
complicated versions, or they can 
sort leaves using technical leaf 
terminology, by shape (narrow, 
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oblong, elliptic, heartshaped, and 
others) or by appearance of edge 
(wavy, lobed, fine-toothed, and so 
on). Can anyone find two leaves 
that are exactly alike? Can anyone 
find leaves that show no sign of 
insect activity (a question for late 
summer or fall)? 
leaf old maid 
Materials: Twenty-one cards, clear 
self-adhesive plastic, two each of 
ten different kinds of leaves, one 
other kind of leaf, scissors. 
Procedure: Put a leaf on each card 
and cover with the plastic. Play 
Old Maid using the cards; there 
will be ten matching pairs and one 
singleton, which is the "old maid." 
Perhaps the children will change 
the name of the game, for 
instance, to Old Oak (if an oak is 
the singleton leaf). Other 
variations are possible. Make sets 
of four cards with the same kinds 
of leaves and the children can play 
Fish. Probably their ingenuity will 
lead them to create other 
variations. 
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Truncate 
Keying Out Trees 
'Key out" the children 
lib your group, then 
identify some trees 
using a simple leaf key. 
Objective: 
Use a key to identify 
trees. 
Ages: 
Intennediate and 
Advanced 
Materials: 
• copies of pages 20, 
21, and 22 
• chalkboard or easel 
paper 
• pencils or pens 
• index cards 
(optional) 
• construction paper 
(optional) 
• bulletin board 
(optional) 
Subject: 
~clence 
~ 
H ow can you figure out the name of a tree you're look-ing at if you've never seen that kind of tree before? You 
can use a tree identification key. A tree key 
is a series of phrases, each of which points 
out a certain feature of a tree, such as the 
PART 1: "KEYING OUT" KIDS 
Using a "people key" is one way to 
teach your group what a key is and how it 
works. The tree-shaped diagram on page 
20 is a modified key for identifying people. 
Before you get started using the people 
key, copy the tree-shaped diagram onto a 
chalkboard or a large piece of easel paper. 
(You can also make a more permanent 
display by sketching the diagram on a bul-
letin board covered with construction 
paper.) 
Begin the activity by asking the kids 
how they can tell different people apart. 
(by their sex, hair color and texture, eye 
color, height, and other physical features) 
Why isn't clothing a good way to tell 
people apart? (because people can 
change their clothes or wear identical 
clothes) Then pass out copies of page 20 
and have the kids follow along as you 
explain how the "key" works. 
Each of the branches represents a 
physical feature that helps to tell people 
apart. By starting at the trunk and moving 
up the branches that correctly describe the 
person being "keyed out," you will reach 
the very tip of an outermost branch. This is 
the person's position in the key .. For ex-
ample, if you were keying out a blue-eyed 
girl with straight brown hair and freckles, 
you would first move up the branch 
marked "female." At the fork for hair 
color, ·you'd climb up the branch for 
brown hair. After moving up the branch 
for straight hair and then the branch for 
blue eyes, you'd finish up at the end of the 
"freckles" branch. This is where you'd 
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shape of its leaves, color of its bark, and so 
on. By determining which phrases apply 
to your tree, you can identify the tree you 
are looking at. (There are also keys for 
wildflowers, birds, shrubs, fish, and many 
other living things.) 
write that person's name. As an example 
for the kids, try keying out yourself. (This 
key is designed for an average group of 
children. If it doesn't fit the individuals in 
your group, you can adapt the branches 
already on the tree or add more specific 
characteristics. ) 
Now divide the children into pairs. 
They will work together to key out each 
other on their diagrams. Carefully looking 
at their partners, they should go through 
the key to find each other's position on 
the key and then write their names at the 
ends of the branches. 
After everyone is finished, have the 
pairs go up to the large diagram one at a 
time and fill in their names. (If you're 
making a bulletin board, the kids can write 
their names on index cards or leaf-shaped 
pieces of construction paper, then tape or 
staple them on the board.) 
You may find that several people have 
been placed at a single position on the 
key. If this happens, call these children to 
the front of the room. What other charac-
teristics could identify them? (height, short 
or long hair, light or dark shade of skin or 
hair, and so on) 
Once everyone's name is on the dia-
gram, go over it as a group. To test the 
accuracy of your "people key," invite 
someone into the room who doesn't 
know the names of the children. Ask one 
of the children to volunteer, and have the 
guest "key out" the child to determine his 
or her name. 
PART 2: LEAVES 
Now that they understand how a key 
works, let your kids try keying out trees by 
looking at leaves. Give everyone copies of 
pages 21 and 22. Each of the boxes on 
page 22 contains a picture of leaves. Ex-
plain to the kids that they will identify the 
type of tree each leaf came from by using 
the leaf identification key. 
Before the kids try to key out the nine 
leaves, copy the illustrations of the terms 
found on the bottom of page 21 on the 
chalkboard or easel paper. Then go over 
each of the leaf terms with them as they 
follow along on their papers. (Some 
children may have trouble with these 
terms. Before they try keying out the 
leaves, you may want to go over each of 
the leaf drawings on page 22, discussing 
the shape of each leaf and whether it is 
compound or simple and opposite or 
alternate.) 
Next have the kids look at the di-
chotomous key on page 21. Explain that 
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the word dichotomous comes from two 
Greek words that, together, mean "to 
divide into two parts." A dichotomous key 
is based on the idea of making a choice 
between two alternatives. As with most 
keys, each pair of phrases in the leaf key 
we've provided describes different fea-
tures. But only one of the phrases 
correctly describes the leaf being keyed 
out. As they're keying out their leaves, 
each person will need to decide which 
phrase applies to the particular leaf he or 
she is trying to key out. Explain that this 
"correct" phrase will either guide the kids 
to the next pair of phrases or state the 
name of the tree the leaf grows oo. 
Now set a time limit and let each of the 
kids try to key out all nine leaves. As they 
identify each leaf, they should write the 
name of the tree it comes from on the line 
under the drawing. 
When the time is up, go over the an-
swers (listed on page 77) with the group. 
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COPYCAT PAGE KEYING OUT TREES-PART 2,.. 
LEAF KEY 
1. Leaves are shaped like needles ...................................... go to 2 
Leaves are broad and flat ........................................... go to 3 
2. Long needles grow in bunches of five. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WHITE PINE 
Needles are short, and grow singly along the branch ............ SITKA SPRUCE 
3. Leaves are opposite ............................................... go to 4 
Leaves are alternate ........ : ...................................... go to 5 
4. Leaves are simple ......................................... SILVER MAPLE 
Leaves are compound. Leaflets grow around the stem in a circle ............... . 
HORSE CHESTNUT 
5. Leaves are simple ................................................. go to 6 
Leaves are compound ............................................. go to 8 
6. Leaves are lobed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WHITE OAK 
Leaves are toothed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . go to 7 
7. Leaves are long and slender ............................ WEEPING WILLOW 
Leaves are rounded ..................................... CHOKE CHERRY 
8. Branches have thorns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HONEY LOCUST 
Leaflets are toothed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BI.ACK WALNUT 
Opposite leaves grow directly 
across from one 
'/) another, in pairs. 
Alternate leaves grow singly 
along the branch, with 
space between each leaf. 
A simple leaf is 
made up of only 
one leaf blade. 
A compound leaf 
has many leaflets. 
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COPYCAT PAGE KEYING OuT TREES-PART 3 
1.----
3.----
5.----
7. ___ _ 
9.----
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LEARNING TO KNOW THE TREES 
f . THIS KEY IS EASY ----- TRY IT! 
Here's all you have to know to use it. 
If the leaves have lobes See SECTION A. 
If the leaves do not have lobes· See SECTION B. 
. If the leaves are compound See SECTION C • 
Look at a leaf. Decide whether it is lobed, not lobed or compound. Now turn 
to the indicated section. Remember that leaves on any one tree of any species 
vary in size and shape, and from tree to tree. The leaf forms used in this key 
can be regarded only as indicating the typical character of the leaves of any species. 
NOTE: To help decide whether a leaf is compound 
or not; one must know that a leaf is that strucfure 
which occurs p;1st the axillary bud. 
SECTION A. - LEAVES WITH LOBES 
1. OAKS - If the leave looks like either of the following it is an oak. 
a. White Oak Group ~.. Red Oak Group 
Oaks are found on moist rich soils and on dry slopes. They are usually a medium 
sized tree about 60 to 80 feet high, The nut from an oak is called an acorn. Acorns 
are eaten by many wild animals such as turkeys, grouse and squirrels. Wood from 
oak trees is one of the best for building purposes. In colonial times it was used 
extensively for ship-building. The bark of the oak contains tannin which is used 
in the hidetanning industry. 
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2. TULIPTREE - If the leaf )ooks like this, it is a Tuliptree. 
Tuliptrees grow. best on moist rich soils and therefore are often found 
on such sites. This tree is the tallest of the eastern hardwoods reach-
ing heights of 100 feet. There is but one kind of tuliptree in North 
America. The only other kind occurring in the entire world is found 
in China. The tuliptree is an important lumber tree especially for 
veneer .. From the inner bark of the roots chemists make hydrochloratE 
of tulipiferene, a heart stimulate. The Indians called this a "canoe 
tree" because they made dugouts from it. 
3. MULBERRY -If the leaf looks like this·, it is a Mulberry. 
This tree. is found on bottom lands or moist hillsides. The fruit.of 
this tree resembles a blackberry and is sweet and edible. , This is 
a good tree to plant if one wishes to attract birds and small animals. 
The bark of this tree is fibrous· and some Indians wove cloth from 
these fibers. The wood is durable and was used for fence posts and 
wooden pins. The leaves of the white mulberry are used as food for 
silkwor.ms. 
4. SASSAFRAS- If tne leaf looks like·this, it is a Sassafras. 
This is a widespread and aggressive weed tree often found growing 
along the edge of a woods. The wood of the sass.afras·is ~oft and 
was used by American Indians to make dugout canoes. Sassafras 
has been famous since pioneer days as a tea which is made by_ 
boiling the bark of the roots. Some pioneers mixed sassafras tea 
with molasses and allowed the liquid to ferment; this was then 
drunk as beer. · 
5. SWEETGUM - If the leaf looks like this. it is a Sweet~m. 
This common bottomland tree also· grows on dry soils. Resin ob-
tained from this tree is used iii the perfume industry. The seeds 
are eaten by a variety of wildlife. This tree is often grown as an 
ornamental and is quite beautiful in the autumn when leaves turn 
a bright scarlet. 
6. SYCAMORE - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Sycamore. 
The wood from this tree is very tough and is used for such items 
as butcher's blocks where wood difficult to split is·used. This tree 
is one of the commonest stream-bank trees in Ohio. It grows best 
on moist sites. When the reddish-brown bark of this tree peels 
away, a creamy gray color is revealed. This tree also was used 
to make canoes. 
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7. HAWTHORN - If the leaf looks like this. it is a Hawthorn. 
There are some 800 different varieties of this tree in North America. 
These trees often invade pastures and are a constant headache to 
farmers. On the other hand, the fruits are eaten by many wild. ani-
mals including song birds and game animals. Many of these are 
planted as ornamentals because of their abundant flowers and bright 
red fruit. When identifyin·g hawthorns be careful of the thorns. 
8. MAPLE - If the leaf looks like ~his, it is a Maple. 
Maples usually occupy moist sites. The best known is the sugar 
maple which is probably the commonest and most important of the 
maples. When settlers arrived in America, the Indians taught them 
how to make sugar and syrup from the spring sap. Hence, an en-
tire industry was built because of this tree. We, in Ohio, have an 
enjoyable maple sugar festival at fue town of Chardon. 
SECTION B. - LEAVES WITHOUT LOBES 
1. BEECH - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Beech. 
This tree it probably more easily identified by its smooth gray bark. 
In the Ohio Valley, during pioneer days, beech leaves were used to 
stuff mattresses. They were preferred to straw because the dried 
leaves didn't get musty. Ashes from the burned wood were used in 
soapmaking. This tree is very shade tolerant and has the same life 
requirements as the maple. Hence, they are often found growing to-
gether. It has been said that beech trees are never struck by lightning. 
2. WILLOW - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Willow. 
Willow wood is soft and of little commerical value. But this long 
slender leafed tree is important in other ways. For example. it 
preserves stream banks by anchoring the soil and not allowing the 
stream to wash it a way. The willows found along a stream are 
usually Black Willows. Weeping willows are beautiful as ornamentals. 
American Indians used to make fishing lines from the inner bark of 
the willows. 
3. COTTONWOOD~ If the leaf looks like this, it is a Cottonwood.· 
This ·is a common stream-bank tree in Ohio. although it can be found 
on drier sites. An old Indian legend has it that one day a chief dis-
covered the design for a tepee by rolling a cottonwood leaf in. his fingers 
producing a small cone-shaped pattern. Indian children still fashion 
toy tepees in this way. When this tree is in bloom the "cotton", when 
blown by the wind, can produce a summer "snow storm". 
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4. ELM - If the leaf lookE like this it is an Elm. 
This ~s one of the beEt known and widespread of our native trees 
in the eastern Uni·ed Sta1.eE:. This tree, in prior years, was pre-
ferred by'many for shade tree planting. Today it is threatened 
with extinction because of a fungus disease called Dutch elm di-
sease. This disease came from Europe and is carried by a small 
bee 1.le which lives under the bark of trees. The American Indians 
used the inner bark of elms to make ropes. 
5. · BLACK CHERRY - If the leaf looks like th~s. it is a Black Cherry. 
This is another tree perhaps more easily identified by its bark. 
The bark is black in color and made up of rough scaly plates, 
perhaps better described as "chinky-·chunky11 bark. Black Cherry 
is one of the mos l valuable trees found in Ohio. The hard wood is 
used for furniture· and interior finish. I have read that the fruit 
is sometimes used to flavor rum and brandy. 
6. REDBUD - If the leaf looks like this J it is a Redbud. 
This tree, because of :t.:: beautiful red bloom, is often planted as 
an ornamem.al. In Asia this tree is called a Judas Tree. Ac-
cording to an old myth i! was this tree on which Judas hanged 
himself. When this happened, the white bloom of the tree turned 
red, because in shame, the tree blushed. 
7. BASSWOOD - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Basswood. 
The wood of this !ree is soft. The Iroquois used this wood to carve 
falsefaces. They made rope and fishing line out of the inner bark. 
The Indians also used the fresh bark as a bandage for wounds. In 
Europe, this tree is called Linden. 
8. ·. DOOWOOD - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Dogwood. 
This is a common understory tree in moist hardwood forests. Be-
cause of its beautiful bloom Flowering Dogwood is often planted as 
an ornamental. This tree holds its fruit well into winter serving as 
a storeHouse for wild animals. The ends of the small branches, if 
split, can be used as a toothbrush and it is said that they whiten the 
teeth. 
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SECTION C. - COMPOUND LEAVES 
, 
HICKORY - If the leaves look like this. it is a Hickory. 
Hickory wood is noted for its toughness and ability to stand up under 
sudden shocks. Because of this, it is the best wood to use for axe 
handles. Hickory is probably the best firewood obtainable. It makes 
an excellent campfire, burning down to a hot bed of coals suitable 
for broiling. Squirrels feed heavily on the nuts. 
;: 
2. WALNUT - If the leaves look like this, it is a Walnut. 
Walnut is a valuable harqwood widely used for furniture. It is an 
exceptionally fine wood for gunstocks. The fruit husks contain a 
yellow dye which was used by the pioneers to stain cloth. It has 
been said that the roots of the Black Walnut give off a substance 
poisonous to certain plants such as tomatoes. 
3. HONEY LOCUST - If the leaves look like this. it is a Honey Locust. 
" 
This typically is a bottomland tree. The wood is hard and du~able, 
being used for fence posts and railroad ties. The thorns of the 
honey locust are usually three branched. The flowers of thi~ tree 
furnish nectar for honeybees. The seeds are borne in a pod. 
4. BLACK LOCUST - If the leaves look like this. it is a Black Locust. 
This tree grows best moist on soils of limestone origin. It has been 
said that the young shoots are poisonous to livestock. The wood is 
hard and durable and is used by farmers as fence posts. The roots 
of this tree enrich the soil with nitrogen. The seeds and leaves of this 
tree are said to be poisonous to humans. 
5. SUMAC - If the leaves look like this, it is a Sumac. 
This is a shrub-sized tree. Its male and female flowers are borne · 
on separate trees. hence fruit is found only on the female plants. 
The bright red fruit clusters are very conspicuous. The fruit tastes 
like sour apples when the juice is sucked from it. The fruit does 
not fall off in the winter and therefore is available to a great number 
of wild animals. 
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like this, it is a Boxelder. 
........ 
This smallish maple tree grows to a normal height of about ·40 
feet. This tree grows best on moist sites but is very hardy 
and can stand extremes of temperature and dry soils. This 
tree has been much planted throughout the mid-west. This 
is the only maple with a compound leaf. It is also called an 
"Ash-leaved Maple''. 
7. BUCKEYE - If the leaf looks like this, it is a Buckeye. 
This medium sized tree is found on the west slopes of the 
Appalachians and through the Ohio Valley. The flowers, 
borne in showy clusters, produce large brown seeds (buck-
eyes). The fresh seeds of this tree are very poisonous to 
eat and should not be bitten into. Buckeyes strung together 
make a very attractive necklace, or if hollowed out and a 
hollow reed inserted, they make good bubble pipes. 
8. ASH - If the leaf looks Uke this, it is an Ash. · 
In general, ashes produce hard durable wood especially 
useful in making tool handles and baseball bats. The wood 
of the ash is desirable for campfires because it pro-
duces a hot bed of coals. At least one man says that a 
leaf of white ash rubbed on a mosquito bite relieves the 
itching at once. 
NOTE: To distinguish between evergreen trees (trees with needle-like leaves) one 
must know: 
1. PINE - needles occur in bundles. 
2. FIR - needles are flat. 
3. SPRUCE - needles are angular. (Hint: roll needles 
between fingers.) These needles also are single 
and do not occur in bundles. 
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Jl spring. In several species, these hairs fall off when the leaves matUre; these leaves 
are then said to be glabrous. In othe,r species, the hairs remain until the leaves. 
drop in the. fall. Leaves that develop in full sunlight are usually _small, have long, 
narrow-1obes, and a large number of hairs. Leaves that ·develop in shade, or on 
young· seedling and sprouts are usually large, have short, broad lobes and few 
hairs. The following keys are based on mature leaves.$ developed under average 
light conditions, of large trees. 
THE WHITE OAK GROUP 
Leaves of the white oaks do not have bristle-tipped lobes or teeth. The inner surface 
of the acorn shell is glabrous and the scales of the cup .are variable in appearance. 
1. Leaves lobed, lobes 2-7 on each side, the sinuses extending more than 
1/3 of the distance to the midvein - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
1. · Leaves coarsely toothed, teeth 7-14 on each side, sinuses do not extend 
1/3 of the distance to the midvein - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
2. Undersurface of leaves glabrous, deeply and evenly lobed, acorn 1/2 
to 3/4 inch long, scales of the cup are warty; park light gray and 
flaky - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..:. - - - - - - White Oak 
2. Undersurface of leaves hairy, having a velvety touch- - ~ - - - - 3 
3. Leaves with 2-3 pairs of lateral lobes, the central, lobes may be blunt, 
forming a cruciform-shaped leaf; acorn 1/2 inch long with a shallow 
cup; bark dark gray with short blocky ridges. The leaves of this tree are 
extremely variable - .~""' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Post Oak . 
3. Leaves with . 4-7 pairs of lateral lobes, a pair of central sin uses usually 
deeper than the others, central lobes rounded or pointed; acorn 1 to 1 1/2 
inches long with a deep cup, the cup is fringed with bristles; bark dark 
gray with long blocky ridges - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bur Oak 
4. Teeth regularly spaced and uniform; bark brown to black, deeply 
and coarsely furrowed; acorn 1 to 1. 1/2 inches lg1;1g; 
cup thin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chestnut Oak 
4. Teeth irregularly spaced and variable in size; bark dark brown,. 
deeply furrowed intG long scaly ridges; acorn 3/4 to 1 1/4 inches long; 
cup thick, bowl-shaped and slightly fringed - - - - - - -Swamp White Oak 
4. Teeth equally spaced and uniform, somewhat. incurved;. bark light 
gray. breaking up into short narrow flakes; acorn 1/2 to 1 inch 
long, usually set in a shallow cup - - - - - - - - - - -Chinquapin Oak 
Columbus Metropolitan Park Board, 1251 East Broad Street. Columbus, Ohio 43205 
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THE RED OAK GROUP 
Leaves of the red oaks have bristle-tipped lobes or teeth or the tips of entire 
leaves are bristle-tipped. The inner surface of the acorn shell is hairy and 
the scales of the cup are flat and pointed. 
1. Leaves entire with a single bristle at the ttp·of the leaf - - Shingle Oak 
1. Leaves lobed, bristles several to. many - - '- - - - - - - - - 2 
2. Leaves densely hairy below: buds large, angled, hairy; bark 
dark, rough, inner bark orange; acorn 1/2 to 3/4 inch long; 
cup deep, bowl-shaped, the scales loose and hairy - - -Black Oak 
2. Leaves not densely hairy (a few hairs may persist} - - - - - 3 
3. Leaves shallowly lobed; when the major lobe is folded at the base of 
the sinuses, the lobe rarely overlaps the sinuses on the opposite 
side of the leaf; acorn 3/4 to 1 1/4 inches long; cup saucer shaped; 
bark on upper portion of tree usually with long gray streaks- Red Oak 
3. Leaves deeply lobed; when the major lateral lobe is folded at the base 
of the sinuses, the lobe distinctly overlaps the sinuses on the opposite 
side of the leaf - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
4. Acorn cup bowl-shaped enclosing about 1/2 of the acorn, scales 
relatively large, loose, and usually glossy; bark rough, blocky, 
brown to black below and gray above. Tree of upland slopes and 
well-drained areas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- -Scarlet Oak 
4. Acorn cup saucer-shaped enclosing 1/3 or less of the acorn, 
scales relatively small, tight, and not glossy; bark gray-brown 
smooth for many years (broken into ridges on old trees). Tree 
of poorly drained flats. The variations in leaf shape and form 
make it almost impossible to separate the leaves of pin oak and 
scarlet oak. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pin Oak 
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KEY TO THE COMMON MAPLES 582--10/64 
'1. Leaves pinnately compound. Leaflets three to five, coarsely serrate. Buds 
whitish pubescent, twigs often green especially on young stems. . Box-elder 
1. Leaves simple. . . • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 
2. Stipules present. Leaves usually three-lobed, occas.ionally five-lobed, dull 
green above, yellowish green below. Bark on older branches black, deeply 
furrowed • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . • . Black Maple 
2. Stipules absent . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3 
3. Margins of lobes entire except for points at tips .. 4 
4. Leaves five-lobed, more broad than long, bright green above, shiny 
beneath. Petioles and young twigs with milky sap. . . Norway Maple 
4. Leaves three to five-lobed, dark green above and lighter green below, 
occasionally with few coarse teeth. Sinus "U" shaped .. Sugar Maple 
3. Margins of lobes regularly toothed ......••.........•.. 5 
5. Leaves lobed more than half way to midrib, deeply five-lobed, 
pale green above, silvery white beneath. Crushed twigs with 
rank odor. . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . Silver Maple 
5. Leaves lobed less than half way to midrib, sinus "Vu shaped, 
light green above, whitish, waxy beneath. Crushed twigs without 
rank odor. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . Red Maple 
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·~ree Champs 
Measure trees and hold 
a contest to find the 
biggest tree In town. 
Objectives: 
Explain how champion 
trees are determined. 
Define height, 
circumference. and 
crown spread and 
measure them on a tree. 
Ages: 
Intermediate and 
Aduanced 
Materials: 
• tape measures (one 
per team) 
• paper and pencils 
• yardsticks (one per 
team) 
• tree field guides 
~ubjects: 
:fence and Math 
rtl 
S tanding 275 feet (82.5 m) high and measuring more than 80 feet (24 m) in cir-
cumference, the biggest 
giant sequoia in California is also the big-
gest tree in the United States. It is one of 
more than 650 "champion trees" in the 
nation. But even though all champion 
trees are considered "giants," several are 
less than 20 feet (6 m) high. 
In this activity your kids can learn what 
it takes for a tree to be designated a cham-
pion. They can also learn some of the 
techniques used to measure trees. And 
afterward they'll be able to size up some 
trees on their own. 
Rrst explain to the kids that to be con-
sidered a champion a tree must be the 
biggest of its kind. A special formula is 
used to determine just how large a tree is. 
Rrst the tree's height, circumference, and 
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average crown spread (spread of its 
branches) must be measured Then the 
measurements are plugged into this for-
mula: height + circumference + 1f4 
crown = point total. The tree of a particu-
lar species that has the most "points" 
(greatest sum) is considered the cham-
pion. (If a tree comes within 5 points of the 
champion, the two trees are listed as 
co-champions. And if a tree is close, but 
not quite big enough to "tie'' or "beat .. the 
champion, it is put on a special list of 
"challenger trees.") 
All of the champion trees are listed in 
the National Register of Big Trees, main-
tained by the American Forestry Associa-
tion. And because a lot of people keep 
searching for bigger trees and the regis-
tered champions sometimes lose points 
(get struck by lightning and lose a branch, 
for example) the list is constantly chang-
ing. 
' 
' B ' 
' 
' ' ........ 
--A---
Distance A should be the same as distance B. 
MEASURING UP 
Now tell the kids that they're going to 
measure some trees and then, on their 
own time, find the biggest tree in the 
neighborhood. Divide the group into 
teams of four and give each team a 
measuring tape and a yardstick. Then take 
the kids outside and have each team pick a 
tree to measure. Explain that the tree they 
pick does not have to be the biggest one 
they can find-they are measuring this 
first tree for practice and later will try to 
find the biggest one in the neighborhood. 
As they measure the trees, have the kids 
write down their measurements and then 
record where their tree is located and what 
kind of tree it is. (They can use field guides 
to help them identify the trees.) Here's 
how the kids should measure their trees: 
Circumference: The circumference of a 
tree is the distance around its trunk It is 
usually measured 4lh feet (1.4 m) from 
the ground and is approximated to the 
nearest inch {2.5 em). To measure the 
circumference, have one person hold one 
end of the measuring tape against the tree, 
4lh feet off the ground. Another child 
can wrap the tape around the trunk. 
If the kids aren't tall enough to measure 
the circumference at 4112 feet or if there 
are branches at the 4%-foot mark, have 
them measure at the thinnest point below 
the mark. 
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Height: The height of a tree is measured 
from the ground to its top twig and is 
approximated to the nearest foot {30 em). 
Have a couple of the kids in each team 
stay on level ground as they follow these 
directions to measure their tree's height 
1. Hold your arm out in front of you so 
that your fist is at eye leveL (Your arm 
shouldn't be bent at all.) Have another 
team member measure the distance 
from your fist to your eye {see line A 
on diagram). 
2. Face the tree you want to measure 
and hold a yardstick so that the dis-
tance from your hand to the top of the 
stick is the same as the distance you 
measured in step 1 (see line B on dia-
gram). Make sure you hold the stick 
straight up and down and not at an 
angle. 
3. Walk backward away from the tree 
until you can see the base of the tree by 
looking over your fist, and the top of 
the tree by looking over the top of the 
yardstick. (Don't move anything but 
your eyes. See diagram.) 
4. When you can see the tree completely 
by sighting over the top of the yardstick 
and the top of your fist, have the other 
team members measure the distance 
between you and the tree. This dis-
tance is the approximate height of the 
tree. (continued next page) 
• 
Crown Spread: The crown spread of a 
tree is the distance its branches spread 
away from its trunk. It's approximated to 
the nearest foot (30 em) and is usually 
taken as an average. 
To measure the average crown spread 
of the tree first have the kids find the 
branch that sticks out farthest from the 
trunk. Have one child stand directly under 
its tip; then have another child go to the 
opposite side of the tree. He or she should 
Measure this distance. 
THE NEIGHBORHOOD CHAMP 
Now that the kids can measure trees, 
try holding a contest to see which team 
can find the biggest tree around. Be sure 
to give the kids plenty of time to find and 
measure some trees on their own time, 
and tell them to write down where their 
tree is located, what kind of tree it is, and 
the tree's height, circumference, and 
crown spread measurements. They 
should also use the champion tree formula 
to find out the total number of points their 
trees scored. Afterward, each team can 
compare their "winners" to those the 
other teams found. Which team found the 
biggest tree? 
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stand directly under the tip of the branch 
that sticks out farthest on that side. Tell 
these two team members to take one or 
two steps to the side of the trunk, then 
have the other team members measure 
the distance between them (see diagram). 
Now have the kids find the shortest 
branch of the crown. Have one child stand 
directly under its tip while another child 
goes to the opposite side of the tree and 
finds the shortest branch of the crown on 
that side. Again, have the other team 
members measure the distance between 
these two children. Finally, to get the 
average crown spread, have the kids add 
the two distances together and divide by 
two. 
Here's some sample data you can 
show the kids: 
Height: 60 feet 
Circumference: 32 inches 
Crown Spread: 
widest point: 28 feet 
narrowest point: 20 feet 
average crown spread: 24 feet 
Point total: 60 + 32 + %(24) = 98 
As a variation, try putting together your 
own town register of big trees. Just give 
each team three different species of trees 
to locate and measure and have them look 
for the biggest specimens in the area. 
Then list these local champions alpha-
betically, writing each tree's circum-
ference, height, average crown spread, 
and total points next to its name. 
You might also want to find out what 
your state's official tree is and have the 
kids try to find the biggest state tree in 
town. 
Pond Study 
Objectives: 
+ Identify and compare measurements 
+ Take measurements and conduct counts 
+ Graph the information gathered 
+ Identify how aquatic plants and animals have adapted to their environments 
+ Discuss the links in a typical freshwater food chain 
What to Teach 
Have students prepare a "Pond in a Jar" 
if at all possible. 
Do follow-up studies with the pond 
microcosm. 
Discuss with students what lives in and 
around a pond. Show pictures if available. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Follow instructions under "Pond 
in a Jar." Materials can be gathered 
easily at local ponds or lakes. 
- Students should keep records and 
counts on what occurs in the jars as 
they progress. 
- This activity could be turned into a 
science fair experiment or long-term 
project by testing different lighting 
conditions, seeing the first-hand the 
effects of pollution on aquatic 
organisms, and experimenting to see 
what different pond sites contain 
when "grown." 
- Most students will be able to name 
The mammals, birds, and herptiles 
(ie. raccoon, muskrat, beaver, 
snapping and painted turtle, snakes, 
frogs, Canada geese, mallards, blue 
herons, etc.) 
- Ohio ponds also contain channel 
catfish, bullhead catfish, largemouth 
bass, smallmouth bass, bluegill, 
various sunfish, and crappie. 
-Various plant species love to 
grow around or in water, including 
cattails, willows, arrowheads, and 
pondweed. Background information: 
"Aquatic Plants." 
What to Teach 
Have students complete the activity 
"Living Together" before, during, or after 
the discussion of pond organisms. 
Discuss the various insects and insect larvae 
that can be found in a pond. 
Q: Why are aquatic insects and insect larvae 
important in a pond? 
Introduce the concept of a food chain or 
web. Discuss the terms associated with food 
chains. 
food chain a sequence of organisms in a 
community in which each member feeds on 
the one below it 
food web a network of organisms in a 
community who rely on each other in 
interconnected ways for food. Each 
organism feeds on numerous other 
orgamsms. 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Many insects have an aquatic stage 
in which their larvae can be found in 
the pond water or the mud of a pond 
bottom. 
- This activity breaks the organisms 
up into vertebrates and invertebrates. 
Hopefully this will help students 
categorize what will be found in a 
pond. 
- Refer to "Common Pond Animals" 
for pictures of the insects and 
"Aquatic Bugs" and "Aquatic Insect 
Believe It or Not" for general 
information. Also see the stream 
study section for different 
information and pictures. 
A: These insects and other 
invertebrates are an important source 
of food for many other pond 
organisms, especially for fish. Fish 
are in turn food for water birds and 
humans. 
- See the activity titled "A Biological 
Community." This introduces the 
Terms producer, consumer, and 
decomposer. Also see "The Living 
Pyramid" for a different approach, 
using a grassland community as the 
basis. 
* Included in this lesson are numerous different types of food chains or webs ("Aquatic 
Food Chain" and "An Ohio Food Chain"). Use those that you find the most convenient 
and the most understandable to the class. 
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What to Teach 
Emphasize the complexity and importance of 
food chains and webs. Make sure students 
are aware that all organisms rely on all other 
organisms in one way or the other. 
Prepare for the trip to Sharon Woods 
Maintain a record of organisms found 
Visit Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Discuss what was found 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Have the class so the activity 
"Webbing." Follow through with the 
suggestions to show how the entire 
Ecosystem is affected when just one 
organism is affected, either by 
pollution, over-harvesting, natural 
disaster, or human impact. 
- Read through "The Aquatic Safari" 
to understand what will occur. 
Students will need to be prepared to 
get muddy and wet. 
- Use the "Checklist of Common 
Aquatic Invertebrates" to record the 
numbers and types of invertebrates 
found in Schrock Lake. Keep the 
records so the numbers can be 
compared to what is found during 
the stream study. 
- The naturalist will lead students 
on a hands-on exploration of 
Schrock Lake, an 11-acre pond in 
Sharon Woods. Students wiU 
observe first-hand many of the 
organisms present in the pond by 
netting them. The naturalist will 
discuss with students how many of 
the aquatic organisms have 
adapted to their life in the pond. 
Also, the importance of the food 
chain in this average body of 
freshwater will be discussed. 
-Students can write about what they 
learned or "Create a Scene" to 
portray what they saw. The images 
on the copycat page can be used if 
needed. 
Wbat to Teacb 
Review the concept of food chains and 
webs. 
Graph the type and number of organisms 
found. 
Q: Which types of organism were most 
abundant? Which were least abundant? 
Why? 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Now that students know first-hand 
what is found in a pond, do the 
activity "Weaving the Web". 
- Have students use various types of 
graphs to graph the counts of 
organisms made in Schrock Lake. 
- There are various reasons why, 
such as where the organisms were 
being caught. Some organisms 
prefer deeper, colder water. Also, 
the organisms may be higher on the 
food chain. To keep a balance, there 
are usually fewer of those organisms 
who are higher on the food chain. 
The time of the year also has an 
effect on the number and type 
caught. 
, 
I have found microcosm laboratory 
exercises to be quite successful with 
my students, especially in introduc-
tory biology and environmental biol-
ogy courses. Initially described by 
Taub (1969) as a means for observing 
and manipulating single natural phe-
nomena, simulations allow students to 
_investigate important principles of 
ecology such as succession, predator-
prey relationships, popuJation dynam-
ics, and the effects of manipulating 
various environmental factors, in a 
laboratory situation. Investigations 
with microcosms are also becoming an 
important area of sophisticated re-
search in modem ecology (Odum &. 
Deyers 1992). There is a growing body 
of research literature using microcosm 
techniques (e.g. Larsen et al. 1986 and 
Taylor et al. 1990). Ecologists are using 
very elaborate microcosms to simulate 
natural environments (Adey 1992). 
The studies are limited in that whole 
ecosystem responses cannot be ob-
served, but still provide valuable in-
sights into ecosystem processes. These 
techniques are also being used in the 
classroom (Comer 1992; Jones 1992; 
and Murphy et al. 1992) to give stu-
dents hands-on experiences. 
I have tried a number of different 
types of microcosms, such as hay in-
fusions and bottle biology projects. 
One of the most successful activities is 
what I call a "pond in a jar." I modi-
fied this activity from Taylor and 
Kaufman (unpublished). It is an easy 
way to set up a self-sustaining ecosys-
tem and it is very versatile. The simple 
and inexpensive exercise works for 
students at almost any level, elemen-
tary school to graduate school. It can 
be used as a simple observation activ-
ity or to perform a variety of experi-
ments. Field trips can be combined 
with a long-term indoor activity or the 
David W. Allard, Ph.D.. Is Professor of 
131o1oQY at Texorkona College, 2500 
Nor1h Robison Rd. Texarkana, 1X 75599. 
Pond in aJar 
David W. Allard 
"pond in a jar" can be a substitute 
when field trips are impractical. 
Materials 
The following materials are needed 
to assemble the microcosm: 
• Glass or plastic wide-mouthed 
quart jar Oars with plastic lids 
work best as they do not rust; 
bigger jars are okay, but smaller 
sizes do not work very well). 
• Plankton nets (I use commercial 
plankton nets, but handmade nets 
of stocking or other material could 
substitute). 
• Water samplers (I use a Van Dom 
Sampler, but homemade equip-
ment could substitute). 
• Small hand trowel. 
• Bottom sampler (I use a Peterson 
Dredge, but a shovel will suffice if 
that is all that is available). 
• A light setup or a well-lighted win-
dow. 
Procedure 
I take my classes on a field trip to a 
local park that has a pond in it; how-
ever, if field trips are impossible, the 
instructor can do the collecting and 
bring the materials to campus. The 
students then assemble their micro-
cosms in the classroom. I have my 
students bring their own jar and l 
supply the sampling equipment. I 
teach the students how to use the 
various samplers. Students then pre-
pare their "pond in a jar." 
Preparing the Microcosm 
• Take a sample of bottom mud with 
the dredge. 
• Place an inch or two of mud in the 
bottom of the jar (There should be 
some benthic orgnnisms in this 
mud). 
• Take plankton samples and add 
t~em to the /'ar .(Thi.; provides a 
mce group o macrocrustaceans-
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dadocerans, copepods, etc.-and 
algae). 
• Place some sticks, rooted aquatic 
plants, filamentous algae, duck-
weed, etc. into the jar. 
• Fill the jar up with pond water and 
cap it. 
• Return the jars to the Jab for fur-
ther observation and experimenta-
tion. 
It is not a good idea to place larger 
organisms, such as fish and insects, in 
the jar. I have had students ignore this 
and place small minnows in their jars. 
The minnows have survived an entire 
semester. The jar should be kept 
dosed. The ecosystem will remain 
functioning for a very long period, 
given adequate light. I have a light 
setup and keep the jars under fluores-
cent lights. The lights are on a timer 
and stay on 14 hours per day. These 
ecosystems can be stored in the dark 
and brought out at a later time. They 
rejuvenate when placed in light. 
lnvestlgaHons 
Students may pursue a variety of 
investigations using their microcosms. 
The following is a list of some of the 
possibilities. 
• Measuring pH and other physico-
chemical parameters over time. 
• Successional studies done by 
keeping records on the organisms 
they find in their jars over time. 
My students have found leeches, 
hydra, amphipods, copepods, da-
docerans, ostracods, midge larvae, 
various types of algae, snails, etc. 
• Controlled investigations using 
paired jars (experimental and con-
trol) to determine the effects of: 
1. Different lighting conditions 
2. Fertilization with inorganic nu-
trients 
3. Organic enrichment, such as 
adding sucrose 
4. Inorganic and organic pollu-
tion. 
pond5 
, Conclusion 
, 
The "pond in a jar" is a simple and 
inexpensive way to bring ecology into 
the classroom. It is very versatile and 
can be adapted for 6fe science courses 
at all levels. ~ -
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wlt.b toothed m&l'liN aacS 
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-·· 
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14.. • ¥I .. t.a wid l.h. 
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Lcava la.ncrolat.e, 3 •· 
t.a lenuh an4 vp &o ~· 
t.a width. 
Sk'uu an- a~oved. •· 
&Dd usually Iinde p:.. · 
1" • I" LD bridal. 
~ond Community 
Living Together Name ________ _ 
~ A pond is an important habitat for a 
variety of different kinds of animals. 
Many of these animals make their 
residence in or around the pond 
while others visit the pond -to find 
food and water. Many of these 
animals can be easily seen in or 
around the pond. Others, such as 
the different kinds of aquatic insects, 
are very small and difficult to locate. 
Still others are so small that a microscope ----:::-..._-·_· ______ ---S'---
is needed to discover and examine them. ' f::, e. ~~ 
, 
Locate as many different kinds of animals that can be found in the pond community. List 
them in the correct category. 
VERTEBRATES 
MAMMALS BIRDS AMPHIBIANS REPilLES FISH 
-
INVERTEBRATES 
INSECTS AQUATIC INSECTS OTHER INVERTEBRATES 
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[Pond Community 
Living Together 
" A pond is an important habitat for a 
variety of different kinds of animals. 
Many of these animals make their 
residence in or around the pond 
while others visit the pond to find 
food and water. Many of these 
animals can be easily seen in or 
around the pond. Others, such as 
the different kinds of aquatic insects, 
are very small and difficult to locate. 
Still others are so small that a microscope 
is needed to discover and examine them. 
~J 
Name ____ K....:..E....:..Y ______ _ 
Locate as many different kinds of animals that can be found In the pond community. list 
them in the correct category. 
VERTEBRATES 
MAMMALS BIRDS AMPHIBIANS REPTILES FISH 
raccoon mallard areen froa aarter snake blueqill 
beaver blue heron Amer. toad water snake sunfish 
-
muskrat Canada aoosE salamander painted turt le bass 
snaooina crappie 
turtle 
catfish 
INVERTEBRATES 
INSECTS AQUADC INSECTS ~HER INVERTEBRATES 
mosquito water strider snails 
draaon flv water boatm"'" cravfish 
damselflv backswimme.r clams 
insect larvae 
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COMMON POND ANIMALS 
WATER SCORPION 
GIANT WATER B~UG 
WATER STRIDER 
· \orva · ~¥~
--- I eat ·Ca;~. ~ twig case 
-------------L~A-R_v_AL CASES 
:AOOISFLY . 
t 'JUITO LARVA CYCLOPS 
~ or 
WHIGLER 
HE LLG RAMM IT E 
[QOBSON FLY LARVjJ 
DAPHN lA 
or 
water flea 
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LARVA 
WHIRLIGIG BEETLE 
OSTRACOD 
or 
seed shrimp 
[21am-lik~ . 
) 
0 R_AGONFL't NYMPH 
DAMSELFLY NYMPH 
STONEFLY NYMPH 
WATER BOATMAN 
~ J..--..---,~ pair eyes; 
above and 
be tow water 
WHIRLIGIG BEETLE~ 
. NOT T 0 
L 
WATER SCAVENGER BEETLE 
S CAL~ 
-~-------· __ __ ___ pond 11 
MAYFLY 
~-
Reeled bac~ 
' BACKSWI M"MER 
I' 
-'·:if* {14 y-t ~-. 
• I. .... 
PREDACEOUS DlVING BEETLE 
A a U A T I C B U G S 
Maler Scorpions secretive and sluggish, large eyes, long respiratory lube held up to surface for 
breathing, lie in wail for rood, eggs laid on sle1s and leaves of sub1erged plants, 1/B' apart in 
straight rows 
Ranalra 20-40aa, extre1ely long and cylindrical 
Nepa 17•~, broader and flatter, 1/3 as wide as long 
. 
Giant Mater Bugs large bugs (2070tt) 1 ponds and quiet pools, rest on bollot or sit on plants with 
tip of the abdoten projecting through the water's surface. Flat oval bodies, brown or dull green, 
front legs held outward (raptorial pose), hind legs flattened and fringed, abdomen breaks the 
. surface, air fills the tracheal syste•, bubble forts. Eat crustaceans, tadpoles, frogs and fish 
stveral lites their size, toe-biters (sling with toxic substance). Eggs cetented to back of tale 
for a week until hatched or are attached to subaerged plant slees. They are attracted lo and hit 
electric lights, will chirp when held in your hand, eject an apple-slelling fluid, 1ay "play dead• 
Creeping Water Bugs half creep, half swit over dense vegetation in quiet waters, broad flat and 
long, fiercely predacious, raptorial forelrgs, eggs laid in shallow water. 
Ptqty Backswi81ets Sftall !1.5-2.511) deeply arched, gray-yellow bodies, clinging to dense 1ats or 
stoneworts and water •ilfoil 1 swi1 only short distances, even rapid strokes, eggs laid on plant 
stets. 
Backswiteers various colors, large eyes often red, powerful oarlike strokes £or short distances 
then rest by clinging to plants with switaing legs outstretched, rise to surface to lie belly-up 
with lip of abdo•en breaking the surface, hind legs long and £ringed for swi11ing, front legs 
short and raptorial, p~edators attacking even s1all fish, eggs laid in spring and su11er on sle1s 
or stones or inserted into ste1s1 aore thatn one brood per year, 4-seg•ented antennae. 
Water Boattan very CQtaan in shallow water, fly into lights at night, large eyes, flattened 
bodies, dary gray, often aottled and cross-lined with yelloM, tiddle legs are very long, hind legs 
flattened and fringed for swi11ing, can slay subterged for long periods by holding air under their 
forewings as well as in a filt over the body, eat protists, aosquito larvae, plant debris, green 
algae filaaents, scent glands, eaten in turn by fish 
"arsh Treaders resuble walking sticks,. long elbowed antennae, brown to green body, long slender 
leQs, walks slowing across floating plants and debris, sharp claws will break through the water's 
surface, eat stall aniaals by spearing with long beak, no scent glands; eaten by fish, long 
stalked eggs are laid on plants near water's surface 
Water Striders live on the water's surface, their tarsal claws are set well back rrot the lips of 
the legs so they do not break the Maler's surface filt, seize any prey that ralls into the water 
and catching crustaceans and saall aquatic insects that approach Jroe below, eggs laid in spring 
and sutaer in long parallel rows glued to floating objects. 
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Aquatic Insect Believe It or Not 
• Whirligig beetle adults zip around the water's 
surface at speeds of up to 3 feet (1 meter) per 
second. This means that the whirligig beetle can 
propel itself a thousand times its body length in 
just the qlink of an eye. 
• The eggs of the giant water bug are carried on 
the back of the adult male-not the female. 
• Water striders locate prey, as well as mates, by 
sensing vibrations on the water's surface through 
their feet 
~. > , . 
,·, .. :-· 
·· .. 
..... ,·.:o;J;;: .. ;~~"f~~"t,'$;_-.;~~~i::Cc ~ ·~.; ..• · ~.~;:;~:lht~:t:~;...::;.. ... ~·)..-:.i.~:~~.:.;.. .. ~-ida .·. ,r"j .,: .. ; . · .• : .~,,:~ j :><o~·~~z;~--~·~·t.. :· .. · :t~~~::r.~~~-~~~· ... 
• Dragonfly adults are capable of bursts of speed 
in the air of up to 75 miles (120 km) per hour. 
• Some caddisfly larvae spin silk to make their own 
underwater net houses. To ward off intruders, 
they rub their forelegs against their head to 
create threatening sound vibrations. 
Caddisfly larva (family Hydropsychidae) 
:fJ:1 
' 
l 
...... 
~ 
• Dragonflies have changed very little since the 
Carboniferous Period 300 million years ago-
except for one big difference. The wingspan of 
prehistoric dragonflies sometimes exceeded 
3 feet (1 meter)! Today the largest dragonflies 
have wingspans of about 4 inches (10 em). 
• Different species of stonefly nymphs change into 
adults year-round. If you see an insect flying 
around on a cold winter's day or crawling on 
snow or ice, it is probably a stonefly. 
• The whirligig beetle is a fascinating insect, 
most often found in ponds and in the still areas 
of streams. The shiny black adult whirligigs 
congregate In groups, spinning around each 
other like bumper cars. If disturbed, they scatter 
in every direction and then recongregate. Adults 
are almost always found on the surface of water. 
Whirligig beetles have two pairs of eyes, one pair 
above the water and one pair below. The adults 
use their below·water eyes to hunt for small 
prey. 
a ' • ' ', • • ' ' ·;~ ... :·. _ .. ; .. -:-.~~ ::< ' ;' . :: : 
......... ······.··:::··· ... ~-. . :. . ,.· -~<.:.~ .. ·. ".. .•. ·'· v~r· ... ·.·:·::· ... 
. ~-.. . ' ;.A- ... '·.'·: . . . 
.. · .. ·. . . . 
. -- -~· ~ ~l~~ ~~~ )-,?-JJ ~--~~~li-~ 
• Giant water bugs inject enzymes into their prey, 
which dissolve the internal body parts of their 
victims. Then they suck out the liquefied insides. 
In this way, a giant water bug can ingest prey 
many times its size, such as frogs and young 
fish. 
v 
.......... ~·---···· 
• When some species of mayfly nymphs change 
into adults, they live only two hours. Mayfly 
adults do not even have working mouthparts. so 
they can't eat. All they do is mate and lay eggs. 
Mayfly nymphs somehow know when other 
nearby mayflies of their species are changing 
into adults and they change too. As a result, 
thousands of mayflies are ready to mate at the 
same time before they die. At certain times of the 
year, some small bridges over streams have 
become so cluttered with dead mayflies that 
snowplows have had to clear them. 
Mayflies (Hexagenfa) after mass emergence from a stream 
·<t J~~&-.~~~~~~~}t~~~~: ·S·~~~~;;:~tL .. : .. -~;.;.: .. ~;)·;,S:Y-~· .·~ ,'.,~· d.~i.:~} .... :;, ) ··::.:.:.-~i.:.iJ(;~~~ ~~~.i~:t-1:. ~\'.~.; .. .:~::;·~¥.J~~ji1J~~£i~t:' 
A Biologicai·CoDIDlunity 
No one organism can exist by itself; all living things in one way or another depend 
on each other for food. The living things or organisms which live together in a par-
ticular place are referred to as a biological comr,nunity-a desert. lake, pond, field or 
sea can be a biological community. As one organism eats another, energy is trans-
ferred. The passing of energy can be illustrated in the food web below. 
·~· . :. --AQ 
In the above drawing of a food web, put the number of the member of the com-
munity described below in the circle on the drawing which it represents. 
1. Producer-only green plants can be considered producers because only they have 
the ability to make food 
2. First level consumer-a living thing that feeds directly on green plants 
3. Second level consumer-a living thing that eats mostly first level consumers 
4. Third level consumer-a living thing that eats mostly second level consumers 
5. Decomposer-an organism that breaks down the remains of dead plants and 
animals. releasing energy that can be recycled into the food web 
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No one organism can exist by itself; all living things in one way or another depend 
on each other for food. The living things or organisms which live together in a par-
ticular place are referred to as a biological community-a desert, lake, pond, field or 
sea can be a biological community. As one organism eats another, energy is trans-
ferred: The passing of energy can be illustrated in the food web below. 
·~., . :·-~ 
In the above drawing of a food web, put the number of the member of the com-
munity described below in the circle on the drawing which it represents. 
1. Producer-only green plants can be considered producers because only they have 
the ability to make food 
2. First level consumer-a living thing that feeds directly on green plants 
3. Second level consumer-a living thing that eats mostly first level consumers 
4. Third level consumer-a living thing that eats mostly second level consumers 
5. Decomposer-an organism that breaks down the remains of dead plants and 
animals, releasing energy that can be recycled into the food web 
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The Living Pyramid Name ________ _ 
Ill' 
Biologists sometimes look at living things from a particular communi1y as forming a pyramid. 
Food energy is passed upward through the pyramid from lower-order consumers to higher-
order consumers. At the bottom level are the primary producers which are usually a varie1y 
of plants. At the next level are the primary consumers, that is, the animals that eat plants. 
The next level are the secondary consumers -
small predators that eat the plant-eaters. 
At the upper levels of the pyramid are 
the larger predators that feed 
on the smaller ones. A 1ypical 
pyramid may have any 
number of levels and 
some animals may 
appear at more 
than one level. 
, 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
PRIMARY PRODUCERS 
Study the different kinds of animals that are pictured on the Grassland Community 
poster. Write the names of animals on the energy pyramid pictured above. Some 
animals may be listed on more than one level. 
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L The Living Pyramid Name _K..:;:..EY=--------
1 Biologists sometimes look at living things from a particular community as forming a pyramid. 
Food energy Is passed upward through the pyramid from lower-order consumers to higher-
order consumers.. At the bottom level are the primary producers which are usually a variety 
of plants. At the next level are the primary consumers, that Is, the animals that eat plants. 
The next level are the secondary consumers -
, 
small predators that eat the plant-eaters. 
At the upper levels of the pyramid are 
the larger predators that feed 
on the smaller ones. A typical 
pyramid may have any 
number of levels and 
some animals may 
appear at more 
than one level. 
badger 
weasel 
toad 
coyote 
eagle 
hawk 
skunk 
owl 
snake 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
meadow vole 
deer mouse 
grasshopper 
pheasant 
mouse 
rabbit 
white-tail 
deer 
woodchuck 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
needle grass Indian grass 
blue grama buffalo grass 
little blestem 
PRIMARY PRODUCERS 
various 
weeds 
Study the different kinds of animals that are pictured on the Grassland Community 
poster. Write the names of animals on the energy pyramid pictured above. Some 
animals may be listed on more than one level. 
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rbRASSLAN 
'· 
white-tail deer 
More !han two hundred different kinds ol gr0551M gr0111 in the 
gr0$Siands ot NOI1h America. The; ore divided into three groups. 
the toll grosses in the eost. the medium grosses in the mldlonds 
and the short gr0551M on the westem edge 
~-f 
Shol'l GrQSMII 
In the western regioN. 
dry c:ondllll:ln$ help the 
sl'loi't« grasses grOW' 
well. 
Medium Glaases 
In drier regioN. the 
l1'ledkKn grosses grOW' 
to 0 height ot 2 to 4 
taet. 
' 
female pheasant 
' 
OMMUNI 
The wooddtud(, or groundhog. 
makes it.'shome in the ground. During its first few days oflife. the 
newborn white-tail's survival 
depalds oo its ability to lie 
perfedly stiU in the 
·~k»/.~~-
~ 
X . egglin 
···' j 
~ 
~ 
nymph 40 doY5 old 
GrosshOppels ore one ot the 
most obundont creatures In 
the gr0$S10nd communitY· 
These primary consumers 
become on onimol tlod 
supply lor the other animals 
in the community. ~ J 
"- fo!ft( 
The grosshOpper 
experiences groduol 
metomorphosis. 
~ 1¥( _/-"-"' 
~23dc."rl'lok:l 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
r 
I 
Invertebrates 
Aquatic Food Web 
Forage Fish 
41-< 
Chub 
Waterfowl 
~ Mineral nutrients 
Vegetation 
Dead animals and plants pond 20 
Fill in the blanks below to create a food chain that might exist in 
Ohio today. 
EATEN BY 
..::1 
EATEN BY 
H 
0 
til 
rz::l CONSUMERS ::X:: 
8 
0 
8 
til 
~ EATEN BY 
::> 
8 
~ 
0 
~ 
til 
rz::l 
H 
0 
EATEN BY 
PRODUCERS 
USED BY 
SUN, AIR, SOIL, WATER 
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Fill in the blanks below to create a food chain that might exist in 
Ohio today. 
ell 
l'il 
H 
Q 
red-tailed hawk 
EATEN BY 
water snake 
EATEN BY 
green frog ONSUMERS 
EATEN BY 
grasshopper 
EATEN BY 
corn plant 
PRODUCERS 
USED BY 
SUN, AIR, SOIL, WATER 
pond22 
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HRE IS A GAME that makes very clear the es· sential interrelationships among all the mem· 
bers of nature's community. Webbing vividly portrays 
how air, rocks, plants, and animals function together in 
a balanced web of life. 
The children form a circle. The leader stands inside 
the circle near the edge, with a ball of string: "Who can 
name a plant that grows in this area? ... Brodiaea ... 
Good. Here, Miss Brodiaea, you hold the end of the 
string. Is there an animal living around here that might 
eat the brodiaea? . .. Rabbits! . .. Ah, a sumptuous meaL 
Mr. Rabbit, you take hold of the string here; you are 
connected to Miss Brodiaea by your dependence on her 
flowers for your lunch. Now, who needs Mr. Rabbit for 
his lunch?" 
Conti~e conn~~triiig{s'their 
relationships-to ~ rest of the group emerge. Bring in 
new elements and considerations, such as other animals, 
soil, water and so on, until the entire circle of children is 
strung together in a symbol of the web of life. You have 
created your own ecosystem. 
To demonstrate how each individual is important to 
the whole community, take away by some plausible 
means one member of the web. For example, a fire or a 
logger kills a tree. When the tree falls, it tugs on the 
strings it holds; anyone who feels a tug in his string is in 
some way affected by the death of the tree. Now every· 
one who felt a tug from the tree gives a tug. The process 
continues until every individual is shown to be affected 
by the destruction of the tree. 
l 
N 
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ACTIVITY l The Aquatic Safari 
Your group is in for a big adventure and lots 
of surprises when you stalk and collect aquatic 
creatures. An aquatic safari is different from a 
safari in Africa, however-you don't need to 
travel far to get there, the animals you'll be 
looking at are no bigger than your smallest 
finger, and you'll release everything that you 
catch alive. 
You can collect and observe dozens, even 
hundreds, of insects in a single pan of stream 
water. Shallow streams with clear, cold running 
water are good habitats to sample. If your 
group members wade in a stream, they can pick 
up rocks and find many immature insects 
(nymphs and larvae) clinging to them. The only 
tools they will need for sampling are their 
hands, their eyes, and a shallow white-
bottomed pan. 
If your group is collecting samples from a pond 
or a stream with a sandy or silty bottom, they'll 
need nets to catch insects. In a pond, they will 
find the most insects in and around the aquatic 
plants along the water's edge. 
' 
Caution: Make sure the youths work in pairs, 
and remind them that areas around streams 
and ponds can be slippery. When they are 
walking in a stream, encourage them to step 
cautiously and use a pole or net handle for 
support if necessary. Appropriate footwear 
(old sneakers, rubber boots) is essential, for 
there may be broken glass and sharp rocks 
on the bottom. 
Take your group sampling in a stream and 
record what insects you see. Then go to a pond 
and record what you find there. Encourage the 
youth to think about their discoveries by asking 
the following questions: How do the insects in 
ponds behave compared with those in streams? 
Where are the insects larger? Better camou-
flaged? Faster moving? More aggressive? In 
greater numbers? More varied in size and 
shape? 
Don't worry if you and the members of your 
group cannot identify every creature you collect 
by its proper name. Instead, look for character-
istics that distinguish one organism from 
another. You'll be surprised how much you and 
your group will discover together about aquatic 
ecology. 
Before You Begin 
•, 
' 
' ~ 
Take a few moments to discuss with your group 
the importance of insects and other inverte-
brates to aquatic food webs. Invertebrates 
provide food for a lot of other life in ponds and 
streams, particularly fish. Fish are food for 
many types of water birds, such as herons, 
eagles, and osprey. as well as for humans. 
The respect that you and your group give to 
the creatures in the habitats you sample is an 
., expression of how you care for the whole 
environment, because all creatures, including 
people, are interconnected. Although some 
insects may die in the process of collecting, 
emphasize to your group the importance of 
returning as many as possible alive to the 
stream or pond. 
Note: If you think the stream from which you 
and your group are going to collect samples 
may be considered a sensitive trout stream by 
the agency that oversees fish and wildlife 
management in your state, check with your 
conservation officer before bringing your group 
to the site. The conservation officer may have 
suggestions about alternative sampling sites to 
choose. You may need to apply for a collection 
permit to sample there or to preserve organ-
isms in alcohol for a permanent collection. In 
New York State, such a license costs $10 per 
year. Write to Special Licenses Unit, New York 
State Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion, Division of Fish and Wildlife, 50 Wolf 
Road, Albany, New York 12233-4752. 
Checklist of Common Aquadc Invertebrates 
Aquatic Organism Number Found In Pond Number Found In Stream. 
Dragonfiy nymph 
Damselfly nymph 
Water scavenger beetle adult 
Whirligig beetle larva 
Whirligig beetle adult 
Water scorpion (adult) 
Black fly buva 
pond 25 
Aquadc Organism 
Midge larvae 
~ /"~ 
~ " 
Water boatman (adult) 
:Hackswimmer (adult) 
Giant water bug (adult) 
Mayfly nymph 
Stonefly nymph 
Caddisflylarva 
N~FoundlnPond N~ Found In Stream 
pond26 
Aquadc Organism Number Fouudln Pond NumberFouud In Stream 
Crane fly larva 
Water penny (beetle larva) 
Scud 
Aquatic sowbug 
Mosquito larva 
Water strider (adult) 
* Dobsonfly larva (hellgrammite} 
0 1993, 1996 Cornell Universlly. Produced by Media Services. 147U4 6/93, rev. 9196 MS60003 
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ACTMTY 7 Weaving the Web 
l 
All creatures that live in ponds and streams 
rely on other plants and animals for their food. 
Food is a link between all animals, large and 
small. Small animals eat plants, and then those 
small animals are eaten by larger animals. The 
larger animals are eaten by still larger animals, 
and so on. These links through eating make up 
what is called a food chain. 
In real life, however, the connections are not so 
simple. One animal may eat a variety of foods, 
including plants and smaller animals. Other 
animals may eat plants, animals, and decaying 
matter. The chain becomes complicated and is 
known commonly as a food web. 
A basic feature of the food web is a system of 
checks and balances, which keeps populations 
of one type of organism from dominating 
others. For example, algae overgrowth is 
prevented by a variety of algae-eating inverte-
brates. The populations of algae eaters are kept 
in check by their predators, both invertebrates 
(such as stoneflies and hellgrammites) and 
vertebrates (such as small fish). Large fish eat 
small fish, keeping the number of small fish in 
check. 
If there are many connections at each level of 
the food web, the web is strong and less likely to 
be damaged by disruptions in the environment. 
For an analogy, consider a structure made of 
children's building blocks. If the structure is 
made of many blocks at each level, it is less 
likely to collapse when one block is removed. If 
the structure is made of just a few vertical 
blocks, the building will collapse when one 
block is pulled out. 
In this activity, you will give each member of 
your group a work sheet with pictures of many 
animals that are common to aquatic habitats 
such as the ponds and steams they have 
sampled. They will use their experiences (and 
knowledge) to construct a food web that is as 
realistic and also as strong as possible. Remem-
ber, the strength of a food web lies in the 
number of relationships that exist between 
organisms. 
To help your group make some of the connec-
tions, several of the animals illustrated on the 
activity work sheet have the food they eat in 
their mouths. 
-~·-2"~ 
' -
' 
Removing one block causes the structure on the 
top to topple. A structure made of many blocks 
(bottom) is stronger and not as likely to 
collapse when one block is removed. 
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In a food web, organisms are linked together by 
the food they eat. 
~~ .... ~ J ··:· ;· .. ~ ~9;. . ' . , .. ' .... :, ~"' ~ .. ~. .. . ~ ... · 
What You'll Need 
• a large blank sheet of paper for each group 
member 
• copies of the activity work sheet for each 
group member (in folder) 
• scissors 
• masking tape or cellophane tape 
• pens or colored markers 
What to Do 
I. Have the group members cut out the organ-
isms illustrated on their activity work sheets. 
2. Ask them each to arrange the pictures in a 
realistic order on a large sheet of paper. For 
example, plants at the bottom, plant eaters 
(herbivores) on the next level, predators on the 
next level, and larger predators at the top. 
3. After they decide where everything should be 
placed, have them tape each picture onto their 
sheet of paper. 
4. Ask them to draw arrows connecting each 
organism to the food it eats. For example, 
arrows would go from the algae to the mayfly 
and from the large fish to the fish hook. Some 
arrows may skip between levels of the food 
web; for example, mayflies can be eaten by 
stoneflies (the next level) and also by trout (two 
levels up). 
5. Have each member share their food web with 
the whole group. How does one food web differ 
from another? Why? · 
Activity 7Work Sheet 
Stream Study 
Objectives: 
+ Identify and compare measurements 
+ Take measurements and conduct counts 
+ Graph information gathered 
+ Identify how aquatic plants and animals have adapted to their environments 
+ Discuss and illustrate the process known as the water cycle 
+ Identify and describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
What to Teach 
Introduce the concept of pollution to 
students. 
Q: How does pollution affect our 
waterways and the water we drink? 
Discuss ways people polJute our 
waterways and the effects of water pollution 
on all organisms. 
Introduce the concept of a watershed 
stream 1 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Background information: "Pond, 
Streams, Swamps, and other Watery 
Places." 
- Discuss what pollution consists of 
See "Pollution- No Easy Answers" 
- Take students on a pollution 
scavengerhuntaroundtheschool 
grounds following the guidelines 
under "Pollution Patrol." 
-Have students discuss what was 
found. 
- Background information: 
"Troubled Waters" 
-Follow the activity "Away with 
Waste" 
- Q: Is it important that we care for 
our waterways? 
- In the town of A way, all pollution 
ended up in the Bay. Where does 
our water go that we flush down the 
sink? Where does the water go that 
comes off of our lawns? 
- Do the activity titled "Go with the 
Flow" 
What to Teach 
Have students trace where their water goes 
on a local and/or state map. 
Discuss the water cycle. 
Lead students through the steps of the 
water cycle. 
Introduce Spring Creek at Sharon Woods. 
Discuss with students what lives in and 
around Spring Creek. Show pictures if 
available. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- All of our water, that doesn't soak 
into the ground, ultimately ends up 
in the Gulf of Mexico. 
- Water from Annehurst will flow 
into: 
1. Spring Creek 
2. Alum Creek 
3. Big Walnut Creek 
4. Scioto River 
5. Ohio River 
6. Mississippi River 
7. Gulf of Mexico 
- Q: Where does the water come 
from that flows into our watershed? 
- A: Rain, snow, hail, etc. = 
precipitation 
- Q: Where do the clouds come from 
that produce this precipitation? 
- A: They are produced through the 
cooling of water that had evaporated 
from trees, plants, lakes, and 
streams. 
-Follow the outline "The Water 
Cycle" and fill in the activity sheet. 
-We've been discussing were the 
water comes from that feeds Spring 
Creek, here behind the school in 
Sharon Woods. We've also been 
discussing where the water goes that 
is in Spring Creek. Now, let's 
discuss what we can find in and 
around the creek. 
- Most students will be able to name 
the vertebrate and crustaceans ( ie. 
Raccoons, deer, muskrat, turtles, 
sakes, snails, salamanders, crayfish, 
and various songbirds). 
- Ohio creeks should also contain 
creek chubs, darters, bluntnose 
minnows, etc. 
What to Teach 
Discuss the various insects and insect 
larvae that can be abundant in Spring 
Creek. 
What can the number of insects found tell 
us about a stream? 
Q: How healthy or clean do you think Spring 
Creek is? 
Visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Maintain a record of organisms found. 
Discuss what was found. 
stream 3 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Many insects and/or their larvae 
can also be found in Ohio creeks. 
See "Aquatic Insects" 
- See "'Macroinvertebrate 
Identification Guide" and the other 
various information sheets in this 
section and under the pond study 
section. 
- By knowing the pollution tolerance 
of certain groups of macro-
invertebrates, we can determine how 
"clean" a stream is. 
- See "Macroinvertebrate Taxa 
Groups", "Creek Critter Walk", and 
"Biotic Index." 
- Take into consideration where the 
stream comes from. 
- We will determine the biotic 
health of Spring Creek by seining 
and netting insect larvae, fish 
species, and other aquatic 
organisms. The naturalist will 
discuss with students how many of 
the aquatic organisms have 
adapted to their life in the creek. 
-Use the checklist of"Common 
Aquatic Invertebrates" to record the 
number and types found. Keep the 
records and compare with those 
numbers found in Schrock Lake. 
-Were any signs of pollution found? 
-Was it surprising to learn what the 
health of the creek was? 
- What was the most interesting 
organism found? 
What to Teach 
Graph type and number of organisms found. 
What can the graphs tell students about 
Spring Creek? 
Now that the students have studied pollution 
and seen first-hand the effects pollution can 
have on a waterway, test their pollution LQ. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
-Have students use various types of 
graphs to graph the counts of 
organisms found in Spring Creek. 
- What type of organisms were most 
abundant? Which were least 
abundant? 
- How does Spring Creek compare to 
Schrock Lake? 
-Have students do the activity titled 
"Pollution Pursuits" to finish out this 
section. 
POLLUTION N 
EAsv ANsWERS 
haze of thick smog. An oil spill. An overflowing landfilL It's 
to find examples of pollution in our society. But it is hard to define 
what pollution is. For example, is a carl. tossed on the ground I.A..'lJl'LlU" 
How about an unsightly billboard? The noise from a nearby :::n""""" 
According to experts, all of these examples can be types of pollution. Broadly 
defined, pollution is any human-caused change in the environment that creates an 
undesirable effect on living and nonliving things. Most types of pollution cause some 
type of physical harm. But some don't. Noise, for example, often creates more 
psychological damage than physical damage, but it's still considered a type of 
pollution. In short, pollution is bad stuff-for the environment and for people and 
other living things. 
From Manure to Monoxide: For thousands of years, pollution wasn't much of a 
problem. As long as people Uved in scattered settlements and the world's human 
population was relative1y small, the earth's natural systems could accommodate the 
effects of human waste. But once people began to live in cities and to invent machines 
and synthetic chemicals, pollution started taking its toU. Pollution has been linked to 
the fall of Rome Oead in the pipes); the cholera epidemic in 19th-century London 
(garbage in the streets); and many other significant events throughout history. 
Though pollution has been around for thousands of years, the sources of our 
pollution problems have changed, and the amount of poUution has increased 
dramatical1y. A century ago, people were dealing with pollution from animal waste, 
coal ash, and open dumps. Today, pesticides, fertilizers, radiation, carbon monoxide, 
acid rain, and a host of other "new" and toxic pollutants are the troublemakers. This 
increase in the amount, number, and toxicity of pollutants, combined with an ever-
increasing human population, has made pollution worse than ever before-
threatening the very integrity of earth's life-support systems. 
Hard to Pin Down: In this issue, we focus on air, water, and land pollution. 
However, in many cases the categories overlap. For example, pesticides can 
contaminate air, water, and land, depending on how they are manufactured, used, 
and disposed of. Many pollutants also travel great distances and. can change form, 
making it hard to pin down exactly where they came from. 
The effects of pollution can also be hazy. For one thing, pollutants can affect 
different people in different ways. People with respiratory problems and allergies, 
for example, are often more sensitive to air pollution than people without these 
problems. And it's often hard to tie adverse health effects to specific types of 
poUution. In general, pollution can cause serious and immediate problems, such as 
injury or death, as well as chronic, long-term problems that can take years to surface. 
Pollution does more than affect human health. It also limits our activities, hanns 
wildlife and habitat, defaces buildings, and has the potential to disrupt the planet's 
natural systems, including global cllmate patterns. 
No Single Cause: Almost every human activity-from how we get around to how 
we grow our crops-creates some type of pollution. And a combination of factors, 
from economics to politics to ethics, further complicates pollution problems. (For 
more about the causes of air, water, and land pollution, see the background 
information in each chapter.) 
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llft~~ ~~~~~ advances designed to make our lives easier, such as the internal ~M~>=;."l'1('''"'"'~u'"""""'uv• "'""''"'"""'"'and plastics, have created some of our most pressing pollution 
technology alone isn't the culprit~ Our reliance on convenience items 
~~~:.;._ ........ , .... ~the problem. The lack of economic incentives to produce pollution-
"""''~i.;,. as well as the fear that pollution controls will reduce jobs, lower our 
living, and keep us from competing in foreign markets, are part of the 
problem 
Not understanding the consequences of pollution is aJso part of the problem. For 
~ people thought that they could safely get rid of garbage, sewage, exhaust, and 
other waste products by throwing them away, flushing them down the drain, or 
11!!.'~1:~1·e· 1ea~m them into the air. But we're now realizing that the waste we dispose of can 
come back to haunt us in a variety of forms. 
Poverty and Pollution: Pollution is intrinsically linked to sociaJ problems, such as 
poverty and overpopulation. In many cases, people on limited incomes cannot just 
move away from a chemical dump site or a smog-filled city. They can't afford to drink 
bottled water or pay for organically grown vegetables. The struggle to simply survive 
forces them to take risks that others can afford to avoid. And when poverty is 
combined with the pressures of overpopulation, which it often is, both pollution and 
poverty are exacerbated. 
Weighing the Risks: We know that some pollution will aJways exist. But how much 
pollution is acceptable? What are the short- and long-term risks of a polluted 
environment to individuals, communities, and society as a whole? To deal with 
questions like these, policymakers are starting to rely on a relatively new and 
imprecise process called risk assessment. Risk assessment helps people understand 
and quantify the risks posed by using certain technologies and not using others, 
including the probability and severity of the risks. But determining and evaluating 
risks is often extremely difficult. In many cases, data on the risks involved with new 
technologies don't exist, and scientists must rely on computer models that have no 
proven reliability. And it's hard to quantify intangibles such as the loss of an 
endangered species or an ecologically pristine site. Even if risks can be calculated, 
risk assessment is controversiaJ because some technologies benefit certain people 
while imposing risks on others. 
A Question of Values: In the past, we've spent most of our efforts cleaning up 
pollution rather than preventing it. But experts are now looking more to reducing 
the pollution we produce in the first place. lri the long run, preventing pollution saves 
money, protects resources, prevents health problems, and improves the overall 
quaJity of life. But making the decision to prevent pollution involves more than 
politics, economics, and health. It also involves values. Taking into account both 
short.: and long-term risks, people must rely on their own value systems to decide how 
important it is to prevent pollution now-for themselves, for their neighbors, for 
society as a whole, and for future generations. 
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1 Pollution Patrol 
I 
r '1o on a scavenger . 
IJi•tmt to search for 
signs of pollution. 
Objectives: 
Define poUution. 
Describe several 
examples of pollution. 
Ages: 
Primary, Intermediate, 
and Advanced 
Materials: 
• chalkboard or easel 
paper 
• copies of clues on 
page& 
• magazines (optional) 
• scissors (optional) 
• glue (optional) 
• construction paper 
(optional) 
Subjects: 
Science and Social 
Studies 
, 
our kids can go on a "pollu-
tion patrol" scavenger hunt to 
look for different types of 
pollution and signs of poten-
tial pollution in their community. 
Begin the activity by asking the kids what 
kinds of things come to mind when they 
think of pollution. Ust their ideas on a 
chalkboard or sheet of easel paper. Then 
use the background information on pages 
FOR YOUNGER KIDS 
Before taking the group outside, show the 
kids examples of pollution "evidence" they 
might find on their scavenger hunt. You 
might bring in things such as an empty bev-
erage can, some litter from a fast-food res-
taurant, an empty container of household 
cleaner, and other examples of trash. Or 
you could show pictures of cars, smoke-
stacks, outdoor grills, and so on to give the 
kids ideas about what to look for. 
Once you're outside, tell the kids that they 
should rely on their senses to help them 
locate and identify pollution. For example, 
they might smell exhaust from nearby cars, 
FOR OWER KIDS 
Before going outside, use the pollution 
examples in bold type under "What Makes 
It Pollution?" on the next page to make up 
a scavenger hunt clue sheet. Then pass out 
a copy of the due sheet to each person. 
Explain to the kids that they can work in 
pairs to try to look for the signs of pollution 
listed on their clue sheets. They can also 
add signs they find that aren't included in 
their scavenger hunt list. 
Now take the kids outside. Tell them to 
think a,bout whether each type of pollution 
they find affects air, land, water, or some 
combination of the three. Also tell them to 
think about whether each type of pollution 
affects people or wildlife in some way. 
When the kids have finished their walk, go 
over the list. Have the kids take turns 
describing where they saw various signs, 
and then discuss the likely sources of pollu-
tion and the possible consequences. Use 
the information under "What Makes It 
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2-3 to explain what pollution is. Ask the 
kids if they want to add any other examples 
to their list or delete any that they suggested 
before. 
Next tell the group that they will be going 
outside to look for some of the types of 
pollution that you talked about. Tell the kids 
to be on the lookout for signs of pollution in 
the air, in water, and on land. They should 
also keep noise pollution in mind. 
see oil spots on the road, or hear noise from 
a plane taking off or flying overhead. You 
may want to have the children work in 
teams, with each team focusing on just one 
form of pollution. For example, different 
teams could search for pollution they can 
see, hear, or smell. Or they could search for 
pollution that's on land, in water, or in the 
air. Each time someone comes across a 
different kind of pollution, stop to discuss 
where it might have come from and what 
effect it might have on wildlife and the 
environment. (See "What Makes It Pollu-
tion?" on the next page for some ideas.) 
Pollution?" to help with the discussion. 
(You might also want to read through the 
background information in chapters two, 
three, and four for more detailed informa-
tion about the effects of pollution.) 
If there aren't many signs of pollution in 
your immediate area, have the kids look for 
them around their neighborhood or on 
their way to and from your meeting area. 
Or have them do their scavenger hunt 
inside by searching for the clues in maga-
zines. They can work in small teams to cut 
out pictures and make pollution collages. 
Tell them that they can include examples of 
things that could contribute to pollution 
even though the picture may not show the 
pollution itself. For example, a picture of 
laundry detergent or a washing machine 
could symbolize the fact that many kinds of 
detergent contain phosphates-chemicals 
that can pollute surface water and ground-
water. Or the kids might include a cigarette 
, 
Have yow- kids plan a 
communit:y' cleanup .cam-
paign, using what they 
found out about pollution. 
in their commtmity. · For· . 
example, they could follow 
up their scavenger hunt 
· with a litter pickup project. 
And for problems that are 
more difficult to solve, 
such as local problems 
with air and water pollu-
tion, the kids could write 
letters, work on a pollution 
fact-finding mission; or 
help educate others about 
poiJutiQn In the commu-
nity. To help them get 
started, by "Clean Up 
Yoor Act!" on page 72. 
USDA-Sod Conservation Service 
ad and describe how cigarettes can contrib-
ute to the problem of indoor air pollution. 
(For more about indoor air pollution, see 
page 35.) When they have finished, have 
the teams present their collages to the rest 
of the group. 
WHAT MAKES IT POU.UTION? 
(Note: This list does not include all the prob-
lems related to each entry. For example, 
there are a number of pollution problems re-
lated to plastic foam, but we've included only 
those related directly to plastic foam litter.) 
oil stains on pavement: rain can wash oil 
into water supplies 
aluminum beverage can: unsightly; 
doesn't biodegrade; sharp edges may injure 
wildlife or people; small creatures may get 
trapped inside 
paper litter: unsightly; inks and bleaching 
chemicals can contaminate soU and water 
plastic six-pack ring: unsightly; doesn't bi-
odegrade; may strangle wildlife 
litter in a pond, lake, stream, or other 
body of water: unsightly; may injure aquatic 
animals that get stuck in litter or try to eat it 
lawn-care truck: lawn-care products con-
tain chemicals that may harm wildlife, pets, 
and people; rain can wash chemicals into 
water supplies 
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construction site: noise may be annoying 
and may damage hearing of construction 
workers; construction dust may pollute air; 
rain can wash uncovered soU into surface 
water; creates solid and hazardous waste 
car, truck, or bus exhaust: pollutes air; 
harms human health; may contribute to 
global climate change 
storm drain: rain washes litter, soU, chemi-
cals, and other pollutants into the drain, 
which carries pollutants into surface water 
animal waste: rain can wash waste into 
water supplies; can harm human health 
household chemical container: unsightly; 
can leak harmful chemicals into soU, water, 
or air 
jet or airplane noise: annoying; may dam-
age hearing of people who live near or work 
at airports 
smog: harms human health 
overflowing trash container: unsightly; 
litter may trap or choke wildlife 
traffic noise: annoying 
glass litter: unsightly; broken glass may 
injure people or wildlife; small creatures may 
get trapped inside jars or bottles 
smokestack: releases pollutants into air 
aerosol spray can: may contain air-
polluting propellants or chemicals that can 
harm people or wildlife 
plastic foam litter: unsightly; doesn't bio-
degrade; may injure animals that mistake bits 
of plastic for food 
discarded tires: unsightly; may catch on 
fire and release harmful pollutants into soU, 
water, or air 
roadside dump: unsightly; may contain 
hazardous materials that can leak into sod, 
water, or air; different types of materials may 
harm wildlife in different ways (poisoning, 
choking, trapping, and so on) 
smoke from a chimney: pollutes air; may 
conbibute to global climate change 
gasollne pump: nozzle releases toxic 
fwnes; underground storage tank may leak 
gasoline into water supplies 
person spraying garden pesticide: 
chemicals may harm people or pets; may kiD 
species other than the targeted pests; rain can 
wash chemicals·into water supplies 
candy or gum wrapper: unsightly; foil and 
plastic doesn't biodegrade 
bare soil on a slope: rain can wash soil 
into surface water 
TROUBLED WATERS 
W 
hen you bite into a juicy, spot-free apple, you probably don't think about 
water pollution. But there's a direct link between "perfect" apples and 
tainted water: Most of the apples we eat have been sprayed with 
pesticides to control insect damage. And these pesticides often wash into 
water supplies, contaminating drinking water and poisoning wildlife. 
The link between water pollutants and their source isn't always obvious. But water 
quality experts agree that understanding what causes water pollution is the first step 
toward solving the pollution problems that plague our lakes, streams, rivers, oceans, 
and underground water supplies. 
WA1ER POU..UllON AT 1HE SURFACE 
Surface water is easy to see: It's the water that flows in our rivers and streams and ·1 
that fills our lakes, bays, and oceans. Groundwater, however, is hidden from view: 
It fills the spaces between soil particles and rocks underground. (See pa~ 58 for more 1 
about groundwater.) · 
In general, the pollutants that reach surface water come from one of two sources. 
Point pollution comes from readily identifiable sources, such as a pipe draining from 
an industrial plant or sewage treatment facility. This type of pollution is relative]y easy 
to track down and control. Nonpoint pollution, however, cannot be traced to any 
one source and is much more difficult to controL Nonpoint water pollution includes 
runoff, which is all the material that washes off city streets, suburban lawns, and 
agricultural land, and all the air pollutants that fall into waterways. 
Here's a rundown of the materials that get into surface water-from both point and 
nonpoint sources-and the problems they can cause. 
lmy Troublemakers: When disease-causing organisms such as bacteria and 
viruses get into surface water, they can spread dysentery, hepatitis, and other 
diseases. One of the major sources of these organisms is untreated human waste. 
In most areas of the U.S., water carrying human waste passes through sewage 
treatment plants before being released into surface water. Sewage treatment plants 
treat wastewater to kill disease-causing bacteria and viruses. But during heavy storms, 
the wastewater coming into the plants may back up and overflow directly into surface 
water without being treated. Untreated waste can also wash directly into surface water 
if a treatment plant isn't working properly. (In some parts of the U.S., wastewater 
is treated by septic systems instead of sewage treatment plants. And many of these 
septic systems can cause groundwater pollution. See page 58.) 
Oxygen Hogs: Untreated human waste can do more than transmit diseases; it can 
also rob water of oxygen. And other biodegradable waste that gets into surface water, 
such as animal and food waste, can have the same effect. "That's because this waste 
is broken down in the water by bacteria and other organisms that use oxygen to do 
their "work." And these organisms may use so much of the oxygen in the water that 
fish and other aquatic organisms can't survive. · 
Malfunctioning or overloaded sewage treatment plants are one source of biodegrad-
able waste. Another is runoff. Tremendous amounts of animal waste wash into 
surface water from feedlots and other agricultural land each year. And runoff from 
yards and streets often carries yard and pet waste. . 
Green Growth: When nitrate-containing fertilizers and phosphate-containing de-
tergents get into surface water, they can deplete oxygen supplies, just as biodegrad-
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able waste can. The nitrates and phosphates in these products act as fertilizer for 
algae and can cause them to grow at a tremendous rate, creating huge algal "blooms." 
As the algae grow, die, and decompose, they use a lot of the oxygen in the water. 
Nitrates and phosphates can also cause other problems. For example, nitrates can 
end up in drinking water and make the water unfit to drink. 
Chemical Cornucopia: There are more than 65,000 commercially available 
chemicals in the U.S. These chemicals are ingredients in many products we use every 
day and are also used in many industrial processes. Unfortunately many of them also 
end up polluting our water. 
Some of these chemicals are dumped directly into water. For example, each year 
industries legally dump more than 500 million pounds of toxic chemicals directly into 
surface water. But a lot of chemicals get into surface water-inadvertently. For 
instance, runoff carries tons of pesticides, heavy metals, and other chemicals into 
surface water each year. 
Chemicals that get into surface water can poison fish and other animals outright. 
They can also accumulate to toxic levels in the tissues of animals. And they can 
accumulate in bottom sediments, forming reservoirs of chemicals that can continue 
to affect aquatic life for years. 
Poisons from the Sky: In parts of the Northeast and in other areas, lakes once 
teeming with fish, aquatic insects, and many other species are now almost devoid of 
life. The culprit? Acid rain. 
Acid rain can kill aquatic life in several ways. For example, so much acid rain may 
fall in an area that the pH of surface water drops. Since many aquatic species are 
adapted to living only within a certain pH range, the change in pH may be enough 
to kill them or prevent them from reproducing. (For more about pH and acid rain, 
see "Acid Tests" on page 42.) 
Acids, however, are not the only compounds reaching surface water from the air. 
PCBs, DDT, and other airborne toxics, some of them carried in the atmosphere for 
thousands of miles, also end up in surface water. These compounds may kill animals 
directly, build up in their tissues, or cause disease. And when people and other 
animals eat aquatic creatures contaminated with these chemicals, they may develop 
serious illnesses. 
A Dirty Problem: When rain runs off land that's been disturbed by bulldozers, 
logging trucks, and other equipment, it picks up dirt and silt and carries them into 
surface water. Dredging operations also dump a lot of sediment into surface water. 
Once in the water, sediment can keep sunlight from reaching aquatic plants, can clog 
fish gills, and can smother bottom-dwelling organisms. 
OUy Messes: Any time a tanker runs aground and spills millions of gallons of oil into 
the sea, the event makes world headlines. But the amount of oil spilled in accidents 
like this represents only a fraction of the total amount of oil that contaminates our 
water resources each year. For example, tankers routinely dump oil into the oceans 
when they clean out their tanks, refineries pump oil-laced wastewater into surface 
water, and oil from city streets washes into surface water. 
Oil's effects on wildlife can be devastating. Some animals, including birds, 
mammals, and fish, may be killed by ingesting the oil. Many others may die from 
eating contaminated prey or by getting their feathers or fur coated with oil, which 
causes them to lose their ability to stay warm. (continued next page) 
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GROUNDWATER:T.HEHIDDENRESOURCE 
Approximately half of the people living in the U.S. rely on groundwater for their 
drinking water. Groundwater is also one of the most important sources of irrigation 
water. Unfortunately some of the groundwater in every state has become tainted with 
pollutants. And some scientists fear that the percentage of contaminated groundwa-
ter may increase as toxic chemicals dumped on the ground during the past several 
decades slowly make their way into groundwater supplies. 
So What Is Groundwater? Many people picture groundwater as underground 
rivers or lakes. But, as we mentioned earlier, it's actually water that fills the spaces 
between rocks and soil particles underground-in much the same way as water fills 
a sponge. Most groundwater is precipitation that has soaked into the ground. And 
groundwater sometimes feeds lakes, springs, and other surface water. 
A Seeping Problem: Pollutants that contaminate groundwater seep into it through 
the ground. And the pollutants themselves are many of the same compounds that 
contaminate surface water. For example, pesticides and fertilizers often seep into 
groundwater supplies. Road salt, toxic substances from mining sites, and used motor 
oil may all end up in groundwater too. Untreated waste may leak into groundwater 
from faulty septic tanks. And toxic chemicals may leach out of landfills or leak from 
underground storage wells and seep into groundwater. Unlike tainted surface water, 
contaminated groundwater can be almost impossible to clean up. 
The Health Impact: Contaminated groundwater can have serious health effects. 
For instance, people whose drinking water has become contaminated by septic tank 
waste may contract hepatitis, dysentery, or other diseases. People may also be 
poisoned by toxics that have seeped into their well water. And if they drink water 
contaminated with certain c!aemicals over a long enough period of time, they may 
develop liver and kidney problems, cancer, or other serious illnesses. Contaminated 
groundwater can also harm wildlife if it gets into surface water. 
PROTECllON AND PREVENTION ,-
Finding answers to our water pollution problems won't be easy. For one thing, in 
addition to the pollutants we've already mentioned, there are others getting into our 
water that we must deal with too, such as radioactive waste, heated industrial 
wastewater, and trash. There are also many stumbling blocks in the way. For 
example, cleanup of toxic waste dump sites that could be or are polluting groundwater 
is progressing slowly because of legal battles over responsibility and high cleanup 
costs. And many of the laws designed to protect our water resources are not being 
enforced. But because water is such a vital part of our lives, there's too much at stake 
not to deal with the problems. 
NewT echnologies: One thing people are working on is the development of new 
methods of treating wastewater. For example, people-made wetlands and other 
systems that are often cheaper and cleaner than traditional treatment plants are being 
used in some communities to treat sewage. People are also trying to find new ways 
to remove toxics from water and from bottom sediments. 
An Ounce of Prevention: Oeaning up polluted water can be extremely expensive. 
So keeping pollutants out of our water in the first place is the best way to ensure that 
we have clean water. Many individuals and industries around the country are taking 
steps to do just that. For example, some industries are reducing their production of 
toxic chemicals and developing ways to make their products without using toxic raw 
materials. And many people have switched to phosphate-free detergents and other 
less-polluting products. In addition, governments are passing tough water pollution 
control measures designed to prevent water pollution. (See page 83 for information 
about legislation designed to protect water.) 
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1 Away with Waste! 
Listen to a rhyming 
-.tory to find out about 
ources of water 
pollution. 
Objectives: 
Describe some of the 
ways people pollute 
waterways. Describe 
some of the effects of 
water pollution. 
Ages: 
Primary and 
Intermediate 
Materials: 
• story on page 60 
• drawjng paper 
• crayons or markers 
• construction paper 
(optional) 
• stapler (optional) 
• glue (optional) 
• copies of page 60 
{optional) 
Subjects: 
Science, Language 
rts, and Art 
IB y listening to a rhyming story about water pollution in one community, your kids can discover how pollution can 
affect waterways. They'll also discover that 
the waste we wash "away" can have harm-
ful effects later on. 
Before reading the story, ask the kids to 
name some of the ways they use water. (for 
drinking, bathing, brushing teeth, cleaning 
clothes and dishes, and so on) Then ask 
them what happens to the water that drains 
out of their washing machines and dish-
washers or washes down their sinks. (Don't 
worry whether the kids know the answer at 
this point. You'll be discussing what hap-
pens to household water with them after 
they hear the story.) Explain that many 
people never think about what happens to 
the water they use in their households each 
day. They also don't think about what 
happens to the water that runs off their 
streets and yards. 
Now tell the kids you're going to read 
them a story about a town called "Away" 
and about how people in the town polluted 
the water in a nearby bay without realizing 
what was happening. Tell the kids to listen 
carefully to the story to find out just how the 
stream 12 
water in the bay became polluted. Also tell 
them to listen for the word "away." Each 
time they hear it they should make a "hitch-
hiking" motion over their shoulder with 
their thumb to represent something going 
away. 
After you read the story, discuss it with 
the kids. Ask them if waste from Away 
simply disappeared. (no) What happened 
to the waste? (it ended up in the bay) Then 
go over the verses in the first half of the 
story to be sure the kids understood what 
was happening in each one. Use the 
information under "Where Did It Go?" 
below to help with the discussion. 
Afterward pass out crayons or markers 
and drawing paper and have the kids draw 
pictures of the story. They might draw the 
people in the town, the bay when it was 
polluted, or the bay when it was cleaned up 
again. If you're working with older kids, 
you might want to have them create their 
own picture books of the story. Pass out 
copies of page 60 and have the kids draw 
a picture to go along with each verse of the 
story. Then have them glue their pictures 
on sheets of construction paper, copy the 
words of each verse onto the pages, and 
staple the pages together. 
(continued next-page) 
AWAY ON THE BAY 
This is the tale of a town called Away-
A town that was built on the shore of a bay. 
A town where the folks didn't think much about 
What they dumped in their water day in and day out. 
For one thing, a sink was an excellent place 
To get iid of messes and not leave a trace. 
Cleansers and cleaners and yesterday's lunch 
Went away down the drain with a gurgly crunch. 
At everyone's house there was laundry to do. 
Day after day, how those laundry piles grew! 
Load·after load was washed, rinsed, and spun 
And away went the water when each load was done. 
On Main Street each day there were sidewalks to sweep. 
The-litter and dirt were swept into the street. 
And then when it rained, everything washed away 
Into drains in the roads that dumped into the bay. 
A mill there made "stuff" for the townfolks to use, 
But a pipe from the mill churned out oodles of ooze. 
And the ooze, well it goozed from the pipe to the bay 
Where it bubbled and glubbed as it drifted away. 
· When the weather was warm, it was always a treat 
To sail on the bay and bring picnics to eat. 
But when folks were finished, they'd toss all their trash 
Overboard and away with a plop and a splash. 
Then folks started seeing that things weren't quite right; 
The bay had become an unbearable sight. 
Beaches were covered with garbage and glop 
That rolled. in with the waves-and the waves didn't 
stop. ' 
The fish in the bay all seemed sluggish and sick, 
The algae was everywhere-:-slimy and thick. 
The birds near Away were all suffering too, 
'Calise the fish ·they were eating were covered with goo. 
So a meeting was called to discuss the sick bay 
And townspeople came from all parts of Away. 
And during the meeting one person proclaimed, 
"I know who's at fault: We all should be blamed." 
"For years we've washed chemicals, dirt, and debris 
Down our sinks, off our streets, and out pipes-
so you see, 
Although we all thought that our waste went away, 
·It all ended up going into the bay." 
"Now the bay is a mess-full of trash, soap, and goop, 
The water's turned green-like a bowl of pea soup. 
And our wildlife is sick from the garbage and grime; 
The bay needs our help; right now while there's time." 
. . 
The folks were all silent-they knew it was true. 
And they realized now what they all had to do. 
It was time to get busy-the bay couldn't wait. 
If they gidn't act now, it might soon be too late. 
So they signed an agreement that very same minute 
To care for the bay and to stop putting in it 
The stuff that had made the bay icky and ill, 
Uke soaps that pollute and the ooze from the mill. 
They also agreed to stop dumping their trash 
Overboard and away with a plop and a splash. 
And all of their efforts have been a success: // 
Today the bay's clean and no longer a mess. 
And that is the tale of the town called Away-
A town where the people, to this very day, 
Remember a saying that's simple and plain: 
Nothing just goes away when it's washed down the 
drain. 
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Go with the Flow 
Study a watershed, 
and then map your 
local watershed. 
Objectives: 
Define watershed. 
Explain how pollutants 
can affect water 
quality in a watershed. 
Ages: 
Advanced 
Materials: 
• copies of page 68 
• markers or colored 
pencils 
• state highway, 
regional, or 
topographic maps 
• tracing paper 
• masking tape 
Subject: 
'>cience 
• 
o matter where you live, you 
live within a watershed. 
Conditions within that water-
shed greatly affect the quality 
of the rivers and streams flowing through it. 
After learning about watersheds, the kids in 
your group will have a better understanding 
of how water can become polluted. But 
before you do this activity, make sure the 
kids are familiar with some of the different 
kinds of water pollution. You might want to 
do "Guilty or Innocent?" on page 61 with 
the kids to introduce them to some forms of 
water pollution. 
PART 1: UPSTREAM, DOWNSTREAM 
Begin by asking the kids if they've ever 
seen splotches of oil in a parking lot or 
driveway. Then tell them that by doing this 
activity they'll find out what eventually 
happens to this oil. 
Next introduce the group to the term wa-
tershed. Using the diagram in the margin 
on the next page, explain that a watershed 
is an area of land from which rainwater and 
snowmelt drain into a particular stream or 
river. Watersheds may be small areas of 
land that drain water into small streams or 
huge areas of land that drain water into 
large rivers. And within each large water-
shed there are many smaller watersheds. A 
watershed is usually named after the stream 
or river it drains into. 
Point out that as rain and snowmelt flow 
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across land and into waterways, they wash 
over everything in their path: golf courses, 
roads, fields, lawns, woodlands, and so on. 
And they pick up and carry material along 
the way: trash, dirt, pesticides, oil, and so 
on. 
Next pass out copies of page 68 to the 
group. Tell the kids to use the map at the 
top of the page to answer the questions on 
the bottom of the sheet. Of the kids are 
having trouble determining the boundaries 
of the watershed, have them look at the 
streams on the map to see which way they 
flow. Those flowing into the Cedar River 
are in the Cedar River watershed. See 
diagram on the next page.) Afterward go 
over the page with the kids, using the 
answers on the next page. 
Go with the Flow 
Study a watershed, 
and then map your 
local watershed. 
Objectives: 
Define watershed. 
Explain how pollutants 
can affect water 
quality in a watershed. 
Ages: 
Advanced 
Materials: 
• copies of page 68 
• markers or colored 
pencils 
• state highway, 
regional, or 
topographic maps 
• tracing paper 
• masking tape 
Subject: 
Science 
II o matter where you live, you live within a watershed. Conditions within that water-shed greatly affect the quality 
of the rivers and streams flowing through it. 
After learning about watersheds, the kids in 
your group will have a better understanding 
of how water can become polluted. But 
before you do this activity, make sure the 
kids are familiar with some of the different 
kinds of water pollution. You might want to 
do "Guilty or Innocent?" on page 61 with 
the kids to introduce them to some forms of 
water pollution. 
PART 1: UPSTREAM, DOWNSTREAM 
Begin by asking the kids if they've ever 
seen splotches of oil in a parking lot or 
driveway. Then tell them that by doing this 
activity they'll find out what eventually 
happens to this oil. 
Next introduce the group to the term wa-
tershed. Using the diagram in the margin 
on the next page, explain that a watershed 
is an area of land from which rainwater and 
snowmelt drain into a particular stream or 
river. Watersheds may be small areas of 
land that drain water into small streams or 
huge areas of land that drain water into 
large rivers. And within each large water-
shed there are many smaller watersheds. A 
watershed is usually named after the stream 
or river it drains into. 
Point out that as rain and snowmelt flow 
PART 2: LOCAL WATERS 
across land and into waterways, they wash 
over everything in their path: golf courses, 
roads, fields, lawns, woodlands, and so on. 
And they pick up and carry material along 
the way: trash, dirt, pesticides, oil, and so 
on. 
Next pass out copies of page 68 to the 
group. Tell the kids to use the map at the 
top of the page to answer the questions on 
the bottom of the sheet. Of the kids are 
having trouble determining the boundaries 
of the watershed, have them look at the 
streams on the map to see which way they 
flow. Those flowing into the Cedar River 
are in the Cedar River watershed. See 
diagram on the next page.) Afterward go 
over the page with the kids, using the 
answers on the next page. 
Now have the kids map the watershed 
they live in. Pass out state highway, re-
gional, or topographic maps of your area 
that show a stream or river flowing through 
{or near) your community. {For topo-
graphic maps of your area contact the U.S. 
Geological Survey, Map Sales, Box 25286, 
Denver, CO 80225.) Also pass out sheets 
of tracing paper, masking tape, and col-
ored pencils or markers and tell the kids to 
follow these directions: 
1. Fmd your community and the nearest 
stream or river on the map. Then tape 
tracing paper over that section of the map. 
(Note: As we discussed in the answers to 
Part 1, slope is the factor that separates one 
watershed from another. Depending on 
the slope of the land in your area, the 
watershed of the nearest stream or river 
may or may not include your community. 
The only way to tell is to look at slope on a 
-6 /?s>~. ~ ..... 
long river watershed 
ere are some organiza-
·ons to contact for more 
information: 
"dopt-A-Stream Foun-
tion, c/o Tom . 
doch, Executive 
Director, Box 5558, 
Everett, WA 98201. 
(Send a stamped, self-
addressed, legal-size 
envelope.) 
• Save Our Streams, 
lzaak Walton League, 
1401 Wilson Blvd., 
Level B, Arlington, VA 
22209. 
• GREEN (Global Rivers 
Environmental Educa-
tion Network), School 
of Natural Resources, 
The University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
MI 48109-1115. 
contour map. For this activity, the kids can 
assume that your community is in the 
watershed of the nearest stream.) 
2. Use a colored pencil or marker to trace 
the stream or river downstream until it joins 
a larger river. Use the same colored pencil 
or marker to trace the stream upstream as 
far as you can and to trace all the tributaries 
that dump into the river or stream all along 
its length. 
3. Use a different colored pencil or marker 
to trace other streams and rivers in your 
area. 
4. Outline the watershed you live in. 
(Remind the kids that the watershed they 
live in is made up of all the land that drains 
into the nearest stream or river. So, to 
outline the watershed, they should be out-
lining the land surrounding the nearest 
waterway and all its tributaries.) 
Afterward discuss the following questions 
as a group. (See the background informa-
tion on pages 56-58 for more about the 
effects of particular water pollutants.) 
• What types of things do rainwater and 
snowmelt flow over in your area? 
(rooftops, sidewalks, roads, agricultural 
land, lawns, golf courses, and so on) 
• What kinds of pollutants might rainwater 
or snowmelt pick up as they flow through 
your area? (Rainwater and snowmelt 
1-see diagram below 
2-Ames River watershed, Clark and New 
3-Columbus, Camden, and Fairfield because 
they are downstream from Decker 
~River, then into Ames River; Clark 
River, then into Ames River. Because Sutton is 
closest to the Cedar River and Clarksville is . 
closest to the Clark River. However, they could 
be in the same watershed, depending on the 
slope of the land. For example, If a mOIIDtain or 
hill separated Clarksville from the nearby stream, 
wastewater from Clarksville could flow into the 
Cedar River watershed. It's more likely though, 
that Sutton Is part of the Cedar River watershed 
and Clarksville Is part of the Clark River 
watershed. (Note: They are both in the same 
larger Ames River watershed.) 
5-Many of the pollutants carried by the Ames 
and the two other rivers-pollutants that were 
coUected from large areas of land---\.vould end 
up in Lake OlUrchill; as pollutants accumulate in 
Lake Chtuclilll, water quality could decrease 
significantly and aquatic plants and animals 
could be affected. 
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that run over streets, parking Jots, fertil-
ized yards, construction sites, and so on, 
often pick up toxic chemicals, silt, and 
other pollutants. The water then flows 
into storm drains that empty into rivers. 
And water running off agricultural land 
often contains high amounts of animal 
waste, pesticides, fertilizers, dirt, and other 
pollutants.) 
• In what other ways might your commu-
nity affect water quality? (some industries 
dump pollutants directly into rivers; pol-
lutants from overflowing sewage treat-
ment facilities may wash directly into 
waterways; pollutants from landfills or 
dumps may leach into water supplies; 
and so on) 
• Which nearby communities might be 
affected if your community dumped un-
treated sewage into the nearest stream or 
river? (those downstream) Which com-
munties could affect water quality in your 
community? (those upstream) 
Rnally, ask the kids what happens to the 
oil splotches you talked about in the begin-
ning of the activity. (the oil may wash into 
your local stream or river and be carried 
downstream) 
[Tl1is activity was adapted from Conserving America, 
Rivers Resource Guide, © 1988 by the National Wildlife 
Federation and WQED/Pittsburgh.) 
Explain that as rivers empty into bays, lakes, 
and other bodies of water, some of the waste 
they're carrying can accumulate in these areas. 
This accumulation can create big pollution prob-
lems. For example, the Chesapeake Bay and 
the Great Lakes are suffering from the accumu-
lation of pollutants flowing into them. 
N 
COPYCAT PAGE 
• Clarksville 
Cedar River 
• Towns 
Note: The Ames River flows north to south. 
1. Fmd the Cedar River and all the Cedar's 
tributaries-the smaller streams and rivers that 
flow into it. Then outline the Cedar River 
watershed. 
2. What larger watershed is the Cedar River 
watershed a part of? What other rivers are part of 
this watershed? 
3. There's a chemical manufacturing plant in 
Decker that dumps its waste into the Cedar River. 
What communities might be affected by this 
waste? Explain your answer. 
Go WITH THE FLow 
N 
t 
• Fairfield 
4. Which river would animal waste and other · 
pollutants from farms near Sutton wash into? 
What about from farms near Clarksville? Why 
would you think that Sutton and Clarksville are in 
two different watersheds? Is it possible for Sutton 
and Clarksville to be in the same watershed? 
Explain your answer. 
5. Eventually the Ames River empties into Lake 
Churchill. Two other large rivers also empty into 
Lake Churchill. What effect might these three 
rivers have on conditions in the lake? 
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The Water Cycle 
Interest Approach: 
"Can anyone tell me, how important is water? What do we use it for?'' 
(possible student responses) 
a. We drink it. 
b. Animals need clean water to stay healthy. 
c. We use water to clean ourselves. 
d. Water is used in recreation. 
e. The majority ofthe world consists of water. 
"Where does water come from?" 
a. the kitchen sink 
b. rain, from the sky 
c. rivers, lakes, oceans 
The Water Cycle: 
You know that when you hang clothes out on a line to dry, they dry. Where does this 
water go? 
(Follow through the water cycle with the students as it is being discussed.) 
A. The water turns into water vapor. 
1. caused by the sun's energy and by the action of wind 
2. water vapor is little drops of water which float in the air 
3. sometimes you can see water vapor 
a. steam 
b. fog 
B. The process of water disappearing and turning into water vapor is referred to as 
evaporation. 
· 1. water evaporates from: oceans 
lakes 
nvers 
ground 
plants 
C. water vapor that has evaporated travels up into the sky and cools down, there it makes 
clouds. 
1. clouds are made of millions of little drops of water 
2. sometimes these drops join together to make bigger drops 
3. this process is called condensation 
examples of: glasses fog up when walking inside 
fogged up car windows 
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D. When the drops get too big and heavy to stay up in the air, they fall down to the 
ground as precipitation. 
I. what are some forms of precipitation? ram 
E. The water comes down to the ground and 
a. soaks in 
b. evaporates 
snow 
ICe 
hail 
c. is used as drinking water for humans, plants, animals 
d. wears away rock to make soil 
e. flows into river-lakes-oceans 
f process starts all over again 
And, that's the water cycle. The process keeps repeating its self over and over. 
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AQUATIC INSECTS 
ost of us are familiar with fish, snails, tadpoles, and other aquatic animals, but few of 
us give a second thought to the many insects which live in the water. Any fisherman who 
has used real or simulated aquatic insects for bait recognizes the importance of these 
animals. in the aquatic food chain. 
Some aquatic insects, such as dragonflies and water striders, are relatively familiar. 
Others, like water scorpions, stoneflies, dobson-flies, and backswimmers, are known only 
to naturalists and ardent fishermen. Many pests, such as mosquitoes, blackflies, deer-
flies, and horseflies are, unfortunately, familiar to everyone. 
Many of the common orders of terrestrial insects, such as the beetles, bugs, flies and even 
moths, have aquatic relatives. Other groups, such as stoneflies, dragonflies and damselflieE 
and mayflies, are made up entirely of aquatic species. Most of these insects are aquatic 
during only part of their life cycles, usually the larval and pupal stages. Others, such as 
some water bugs and water beetles, spend their entire lives. in the water. Some aquatic 
·insect-larvae are provided with gills, while others must come to the surface to breathe. 
All aquatic adult insects must breathe air, although some can obtain a part of their oxygen I from the water. 
Common aquatic beetles are whirligig beetles~ which spin about madly on the surface of the 
I 
water; predacious diving beetles, both the young and adult of which prey upon other aquatic 
animals; and water scavenger beetles, with predacious larvae. 
Water bugs are all air-breathers and nearly all predacious, the water-boatmen being the 
nly vegetarians in the lot. Included in this group are water-striders, giant water bugs, 
ater scorpions, backswimmers, and several less common families. 
Several types of flies have aquatic young. The mosquito is probably the best-known of these, 
but craneflies, which look like giant mosquitoes, blackflies, midgets, horseflies, deerflies, 
and others are also included. The larva of the drone-fly, a flower-fly which resembles a 
honeybee, has a long, thin, tail-like air tube which has earned its common name of "rat-
tailed maggot. " 
Lily-leaf caterpillars are the aquatic larvae of moths, and are commonly found among 
water-lily plants, living in cases made from leaf sections. These are the only common 
aquatic representatives of this order of insects . 
. The nymphs of stoneflies are found in swift-running streams, and the adults are often 
found under nearby bushes. Mayflies are found throughout Ohio, but occur ·in greatest 
numbers along Lake Erie. Dobson-fly larvae, or hellgrammites, are commonly found 
under stones or logs, and make excellent bait for bass and other fish. The larvae of 
caddis -flies build cases for themselves from pebbles, sand, twigs, and other debris, and 
spin silk-like nets which capture their food. Dragonflies and damselflies are closely 
related, and both nymphs and adults are predacious, eating great numbers of mosquitoes. 
We have mentioned only a few of the many kinds of aquatic insects. Their importance is 
now widely recognized, and they are given some protection by state laws. Without the 
aquatic insects, we would surely have few fish, frogs, or water-birds. In addition, the 
study of aquatic life would be much less interesting if these fascinating creatures were 
... emoved. 
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MACROINVERTEBRATE IDENTIFICATION GUIDE 
GROUP ONE TAXA - po1Jution sensitive organisms 
Caddisfly larvae 
---------
Order TricJwpUrtJ 
Key features: 
-"worm-like" appearance 
- 6 legs near head 
- small tail hooks 
-size range: 1/4"- 3/4" 
-may-be found in case 
Dobsonfly larvae 
---------
Family CorydtJiidtu 
Key features: 
- set of "pincers" 
-tail hooks 
- stout body with 6 legs ·. 
" - lateral appendages 
-with gills underneath 
- size range: 3/4" - 4" 
Mayfly nymphs 1--------0rdu Ephemeroptera 
Key features: 
- 3 hair-like tails 
(these may lxeak off during collection) 
- 61egs 
- 3 basic types 
(piaured at right) . 
- size range: 1/4" - 1" 
Other snails 
-------Cla.u Gastropoda 
Key features: 
- shell opens to the right 
(see ren) 
-on most, a covering, 
called the operculum, 
indicates the snail is 
alive. If no operculum is 
present look for a fleshy 
"foot." 
' · 
Water penny beetle larvae 
.. ___________ _ 
Family PstpMnidtu 
Key features: 
-very flat 
- oval or round in shape 
----
.. 
··-
Caddisjly larvae can often be found on the 
undersides of stones, protected by a CQUection of 
small piece$ of stone, shells, or other mcaerials which 
are held together by an adhesive substance that 
clJddisjly larvOe-secrete. They may also be found in 
cylindrical cases which they make and wear for 
protection. They will retract into this case when 
threatened or startled. Body color of these larvae 
varies from yellow and green to brown. Note: These 
ICZT'WU tend to curl up slightly (as pictured) when 
placed on a flat surface. 
Dobsonfly larvae are often found clinging to rocks in 
the more swift areas of the riffle. These larvae are 
predacious and spend much of t'heir time hunting for 
prey. They hav~ stout bodies with tough skin. The 
appendages on the rear section of this organism are 
called "kzteral appendages" and slwuld not be 
mistalcenfor kgs. /fyoufind a dobsonfly larva in 
your seine, grasp it directly behind the head to piclc it 
up. This makes it impossible for the larva to pinch 
you. No~: These larvae are also Jcnown as 
,. heUgrammites.,. 
The three basic types of mayfly nymphs are 
classified by their life style. Burrowing nymphs 
burrow in the stream bottom sediments and are . 
Snails in this category can be distinguished from 
pouch snails by the opening of the shell. To identify 
a .mail, lwld it with the tip of the sheU pointed up and 
the opening facing you (as pictured). If the opening 
is to the right side, you have a mail that falls in 
the"other snails" category, also referred to as the 
"gill-breathing" snails. Note: The flat, CQi/ed snails 
also fall in this group. Do not count empty shells. 
Water penny beetle larvae loo~ like fossils as they 
cling to the undersides of rocks. These larvae are 
tan, brown, or black and round like a penny (though 
smaller). They are flat and have six small legs on 
their undersides. They are best found by direct 
inspection of rocks at the river's edge. 
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. . · · . . · . - GROUP ONE. TAXA ·(continued) . · · · :::.: 
. . . 
Riffie beetles 
-------Family E1nUdtu 
· Key features: 
· - very small 
- 6legs 
-size range: 1/16"- 1/8" 
- may be found in larval form 
(!his form is not c:ooneed in the usessmc:nt) , 
Stonefly nymphs 
----------OrdN Pkcoptua 
Key features: 
-two tails 
- 6legs 
- size range: 3/16" - 1" 
Riffle beetle adults are very small and hard to spot ( ' 
because they art dark colored (usually black) and 
blend in well with chips of slau and dead leaves in 
t~ stint. To find these bee des, watch the seine 
closely for movonent. Be careful not to mistake 
. small terrestrial bettles for riffle beetles. !/you are 
uncertain if you have a riffle beetle or a terrestrial 
beetle, put it in water. If it seems well adapted to 
water and fits the rest of this description, il is 
probably a riffle beetle. Please be aware of the 
appearanu of the larval form so you do not confuse 
it wilh ot~r organisms. Note: the larval form's 
hard exterior, cylindrical slu:zpt and the small tuft of 
· while filameniS which art present a1 the rear of 1~ 
organism. 
StotUjly nymphs are structurally similar to mayfly 
nymphs, except. that stonefly nymphs have two tails 
instead of three. T~y also appear somt:What less 
fragile than miJyflies, because they possess a mort 
rigid-loolcing exterior. T~y are often yellowish and 
brown or blaclc in color and may be brilliantly 
patterned. 
. . . . 
. GROUP TWO TAXA -pollution intermediate organisms , 
Beetle larvae 
-------Order Coleoptera 
Key features: 
- head more slender than 
that of the dobsonfly 
Beetle larvae look somewhat similar to dobsonfly 
1(1T"V(U, but art generally smaller,lighter in color an 
more slender and tapered than the dobsonfly larvae. 
Often I~ head is darker in color tlu:zn the rest of the 
body. Beetle f4rvae will not have the pronounced 
pincers that the dobsonfly larvae possess. The 
- 6legs . appendages on the baclc section (abdomen) of this 
- some with lateral appendages owhirlft!, ~etle •'IWUU' scavenge;pruJm: us diving organism, if present, are called "lateral appendages" 
- size range: -1(2" - 1" ~tie /4rwJ beelle /4rwJ and should not be mistaken for legs. 
Damselfly nymphs 
----------
Order Odcfra14 
Key features: 
- 6legs 
- 3 feathery tails 
- size range: 1/4" - 3/4" 
Dragonfly nymphs 
----------
OrdN Odcfra14 
Key features: 
- large eyes (lilcc aduh dtagonlly) 
- 6legs 
- often flat on underside 
-no tails 
-size range: 1(2"- 1 1(2" 
Ruler 
Inches 
1" 2" . 3" 4" 
Damselfly nymphs are somewhat slender, wilh 
six legs and three feathery tail appendages which are 
flat or fan-/iki.and usually oval in shape. These 
tails art readlly visible if the organism is placed in 
water. Damselfly nymphs art most easily found 
around stream vegetation and calmer areas along the 
stream's edge. 
Dragonfly nymphs lu:zve the large eyes typical of the 
adult form and art often quite flat on their 
undersides. The abdomen may be stout and 
somewhat diamond-slu:zped. These nymphs do not 
have tails like thou seen on the damselfly, mayfly, or 
stonejly nymphs. The body length may bt up to 1", 
and the legs may be quite long. Some may loolc 
"spider-lilce". LiU damselfly nymphs, they art most 
easily found near aquatic vegetation or in the calmer 
areas of the stream. 
5" 7" 
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- - _ - · · . . . . GROIJ.P Tfi!O TAXA - (continu~di . .. ·_ . · · . . 
Scuds 
----Ordu Amphipoda 
Key features: 
- "shrimp-like" 
- usually quite small 
- size range: 1/8" - 1/4" 
CrayfiSh 
------Ordu D~capoda 
Key features: 
- 10 le~s. 2 with claws 
(unless llrolcen off) 
- size range: 1/2" - 5" 
Sowbugs 
------Ortkr lsopodll 
Key features: 
- segmented, flat body 
-many legs 
- size range: 1/4" - 1/2" 
Clams 
----Citus Bivalvia (P~kcypodll) 
I 
Key features: 
- 2 hinged shells 
- fleshy "foot" 
I (nor. visible if shells are closed tightly) 
- size range: 1/8-- 5" 
Crane fly larvae 
---------
Family Tlpulida~ 
Key features: 
- worm-like and plump 
-no legs 
- small tentacles at one end 
(these will extend if you give the larvae a gentle squeeze) 
-size range: 1/2"- 2 1/2" 
Scuds look basically like liitle shrimp and they 
actually lxlong to the same subphylum , Crustacea. 
They have a swimming motion similar to thai of 
crayfish. propelling themselves backwards through 
t"he watu with qUick strokes of their tails. They may 
~ slighdy orQilge or green and are somewhat 
translucent and shiny with so~ silvery-gray 
coloration. 
Crayfuh are quite easy to identify. They closely 
resemble a small lobster. They can ~found under 
loose roc/cs in the middle or the edge of the riffle. 
They will swim swiftly backwards if frightened or 
distur~d. Note: Crayfuh are also lcnown as 
crawdads. 
Sowbugs are gray and se~nted, with an "armoredH 
appearance. They look very similar to terrestrial 
sowbugs, also known as pill bugs. They have a sort of 
rectangular shape and many small legs. Sowbugs are 
most easily found along the stream's edge. 
Clams are easily identified by their two shells which 
they will draw tightly closed when handled. Count 
only whole,live clams (those wilh both shells) in your 
assessment. Please do IWtforce the shells open to see 
if you have a live clam. If the shell is tightly closed, 
you can assume the organism is alive. Note: Clams 
. are usually buried in the stream bouom, so you 
\ should ldck up the sampling area thoroughly. Also, as 
indicaled by the size range, clams can be quite small 
and fragile, so look cartfully and handle carefully. 
Do IWt count empty shells. 
CraM flJ larvae are segmented and worm-like. They _, 
can lx found in a large variety of colors, including 
white, brown, and green. So~ are almost 
translucent, so you can see the insider of the organism 
move when it crawls. There larvae haVe a soft,jleshy 
appearance and very short tentacles (small .. arms" or 
projections) at one end which can~ seen more easily 
if the larvae is placed in water or squeezed gently. 
They range in length from Jf2H to 21/2" and may be 
as thick or slightly thicker than a pencil. 
Please note: If you fmd an organism which you cannot identify with 
thls guide, please feel free to draw a sketch of it on the back page of 
our assessment form (please make a note on the front to direct our 
attention to the back of the page). We will then attempt to identify the 
organism at the office and contact you to let you l9Jow of the correct 
identification. stream 25 
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Aquatic wonns 
--------Phylum ANU/ida attd otMn 
Key features: 
· ·no legs 
-may be smooth or bristly 
- may be round or flat 
- size range: 1/4" - 5" 
Pouch snails 
-------Class Gastropoda 
Key features: 
- shell opens to the left 
- presence of a fleshy "foot" 
indicates the snail is alive. 
~ -- .!~_fl!J~~ 
Family Sinudiit/(u 
Key features: 
-quite small 
- bulbous at one end 
- constricted in middle 
-size range: 1/16"- 1/4" 
Leeches 
-----. . CJau Hirvdilua 
Key features: 
- flat underside 
- circular, sucking mouth 
-size range: l/2"- 4" 
when extended (see lcXl) 
Midge larvae 
-------Family Clairtmomi.da4! 
Key features: 
- often very small, slender 
- spastic squinning action (see Lext) 
- size range: 1/8" - 1/2" 
Many aquatic worms look similar to earthworms. In 
streams, you may also find very long, slender worms 
(such as horsehair worms), or flatworms, like .' - · 
planaria, which are small, sticky and soft-bodied 
(contrast wilh the muscular leech-su below). Many 
of IM~ can slip through the seine quite easily, so 
waleh closely. If you locate a worm and it is not a 
midge larVa, crane fly larva, leech, or.blaclcjly larva, 
(see descriptions below and on previous page) it 
should be recorded under the category of"aquatic 
worms." These worms will typically "wriggle" in a 
•oligocha.eu • sna/ce-likefashion. Colors vary greatly in this 
category (red, white, and brown are common). 
Nok: Worms do not have legs. /fillooks like a 
worm. but has six legs (they may be imall) it is not 
an aquatic wonn- checlc the other descriptions to 
correctly identify the organism. 
Snails in this category can be distinguished from 
"otho' snails" by the opening of the shell. To identify 
a snail, hold il with the tip of the shell pointed up and 
the opening facing you (as pictured). If the opening 
is UJ the left side, you have a pouch snail. Do not 
count empty shells. 
Black fly larvae are small and slighttjbulbousat Ol' 
end. They use this bulbous end to attach themselves 
to rocks and other material, usually in the faster 
flowing areas of the riffle. They may J?e found in 
groups, attached to stones and leaves and will often 
curl into a Hu" shape when pulled off and held in the 
hand. Most larvcu are gray or brownish in color. 
Leeches are usually small, dark in color, and flat. 
They tend UJ cling to smooth stones aiUj. boulders with 
their circular "suclcer." Leeches generally have the 
appearance of being segmented, with the lines 
"-, running perpendicular UJ the length oltheir body. 
They may be long and tapered, or short and 
tear-drop shaped. They move by ex1e1!{iing and 
contracting their tough muscular bod{es, so they may 
· appear quite long. Do not confuse these with the flat, 
·soft-bodied planaria (see above). 
Midge larvae are often a distinct red color, though 
they can also be brown or even whitish in color. The 
best way to identify these larvae is by their small size 
On- n • • n - . -- • and spastic squinning action. Note: These are very ~) small, slender organisms, so watch your seine closely 
' and make a point of inspecting leaves and other 
debris which may be present. 
This identification sheet was designed by the staff of the Division of Natural Areas and Preserves with 
assistance from volunteer Anne Coburn for use with the Ohio Scenic Rivers Stream Quality Monitoring 
Program. Our thanks to Anne and to all our dedicated volunteers. 
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Stream Insects 
& 
Crustaceans 
GROUP ONE TAXA 
Pollution sensitive organisms found in oood 
quality water. 
1 Stonefly: Order P/eroptera 1/2" -11/2", 61egs 
wilh hooked lips, long anlenrne, 2 halr-frks !ails. 
Three ex;mples. 
2 GackftSfly: Or~ Tridloptera Up lo 1/2", 6 
hooked legs on upper lhird of body, 2 hooks al 
back end. May be in a slick. rock or leaf case 
wilh Us hrad slicking out. Fotr examples. 
3 Wtlter Penny: Odlr ColeO(Jicra 1W. flat saucer-
shaped body wilh a raised bump on one side 
and 61iny legs on lhe ollllr side. lmmalure 
beelle. Three e>amples. 
4 Riffle Beetle: Orrler Coleoptera 1/4". ovallx>dy 
covered with liny hairs, 6 legs, anlennae. 
·, . 
5 Ma~ly: Order Ephemeroptera 1/4" -1·. brown. 
moving, plale-like gills on sides of body, 61arge 
hooked legs, many long feelers on lov.1lr hall of 
body, anlennae. 2 or 31ong, hair-nke fails. Tw 
examples. 
6 Gilled Snail· Phylum Moi1USC3 Shell opens on 
righl, opening covered by thin plate called 
operculum. 
7 DobSoofly (llellgrammile}: Suborder 
Megaloplera 314"- 4", dark-rolored. 6 legs, 
many long leelers on lov.1lr hall ol body, short 
antennae. 4 hooks al back end. Conlains fan-
shaped gill tufts along sides. Tw examples. 
GROUP TWO TAXA 
SomeVrhal pollution tolerant organisms can be in 
fair quality ~fer. 
8 Cra}ftSh: Order Crust area 1/2" - 6", 21arge 
claws, Slegs, resembles small lobster. 
9 SoWfq. Order CrostJrea 1/4 - 3/4", gray 
oblong body wider I han Ills high, more than 6 
Ieos. antenrne. 
Save Our Streams 
lzaak Wallon League of America 
1401 Wilson Blvd. Level 8 
Arlington, VA 22209 
XJU[]]l~ 
15 
~· 
24 
~ 
13 
GP~ ~ 20~ 
~21 
~-· i~L: 
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GROUP TWO TAXA continued 
10 SeW: Order Crustacea 1/4",1al body higher h. 
Ills wide, swims sk.1eways, more than 61egs, . -----:-\ 
resembles small strimp. · 
11 Aldertly larva: Suborder Megaloplera 1"1ong. 
looks like small hellgrammite but has 1 long, 
thin, branched tall al back end. 
12 Fishfly larva: SulxJrder Mega lop/era 1" - 11 /2." 
long, Looks like small hellgrammile but lighter 
reddish-tan color. ollen with yellowish streaks. 
Does not contain any gill lulls. 
13 Damselfly: Order Odonala 1 /2." - 1". large eyes, 
6thin hooked legs, 3 broad oar-!:haped tails. 
TKO views 
14 watersnipe Fly L3va: Order Dip/era (Aiherix) 
1/4"- 3/4", green, tapered body, many caterpil-
lar-like legs, conical head,lealhery "hom· al 
~I< end. 
15 Crane Fly: Order Dip/era 1/3"-2", green or 
brown. plump caterpillar-like segmenled body, 
linger-like lobes at back end. 
16 Beelle L3rva: Order Coleoptera 114" -1·. light- __.. 
colored, 6 legs on upper half of body, feelers, 
anlennae. TKO examples 
17 Dragonfly: Order OdonatJ 1 /2." -2". large eye~ 
6 hooked legs. TKO examples 
18 Clam: Phylum Mollusca 
GROUP THREE TAXA 
Pollution tolerant organisms can be in poor quality 
water. 
19 Aquatic Worm: Order Olir]ochaela 114" - 1", can 
be very liny,lhin mrm-like txxfy. 
20 Midge Fly Larva: Order Oiplera Up lo 114", 
mrm-like scgmenled body, 21egs on each side. 
21 Blackfly Larva: Order Dip/era Up to 1/4", one end 
of body wider. Black head. suclion pad on end. 
22 Leech: Order Hirudinea 114"- 2", brown, snmy 
body, ends with suction pads. 
23 Pouch SnaiL· Phylm MoiiUSCd Shell opens on 
lell No operculum. Brealhe air. 
24 Other snails 
...-
Defenders of Soli. Air. Woods. 
·, 
I 
MACROINVERTEBRATE TAXA G'ROUPS --· 
GROUP 1 [Thue. oJtgani.&~M a.Jte. ge.neJUlU.y poUI.Lti.on-ht.to.tvuutt. Tlte.bt. dorn.inanc.e. 
ge.nvr.a.Uy ~{gn.i6,iu G<JOV WATER QUALITY) 
~ tf'-' .'1 
CAOOISfl. Y lAJIVA 
OTHU SNAILS 
WAJ[R r[HHY 
8([ TL [ LARVA[ 
OOBSONfl Y lAIIVA 11AYfl Y HYHI'H 
S TOHUU NIIIPH lllffl[ B[(Tl( Allll T 
GROUP 2 ( Tlte.-6 e. oJtgani..~m& c.an e.wt .in a w-ide. IUlnge. o 6 uxt.te.Jt qu.a.tiA.y c.o 1tdi...ti.on~ . l 
OA11Ulfl Y NIHPH 
CRAH( fl. Y LARVA 
DRAGOHFl Y HIIIPH 
BHTL£ LARVA 
~CUD CRAYfiSH ~OW BUG 
ClA11S 
GROUP 3 (TI!ue. oltgani.&m& Me ge.neJut.Utj .tol.VtA.tt.t o 6 poUtLt.i.on. Tlte»t. domitta•tc.~ 
Mu.a..U.y 6.igni6.ie.-6 POOR WATER QUALITY.} 
AQUATIC lo()RKS 
~0 
. POUCH ~HAllS 
LHCH£S HLACK FlY LARVA 
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Creek Critter Walk 
~ Take a walk for wildlife along the stream and see how many of the "creek critters" you 
can find. The aquatic larvae or nymphs are the youth or juvenile stages of insects. In 
many cases the adult stages of these aquatic young are found on land (terrestrial). 
~ Check the "critters" you find as you search in and along the stream and attempt to match 
the young with its adult counterpart. What type of stream quality will your "sample" 
indicate? Place an "x" on each kind you find. Place only one "x" per blank 
~ Water quality can be determined from the diversity (number of different kinds) of 
organisms living in the stream. The chart below indicates the pollution tolerance level of 
various aquatic organisms. 
~ To determine the water quality of your stream sample, complete the math at the bottom of 
the chart. Multiply the number of difforent critters in the columns labeled "Group 1, 
Group 2, and Group]" by the appropriate multiplier. Add the three columns together to 
get your stream quality index grand total. 
Delaware and Franklin Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
over 
Water penny 
beetle adult 
Stonefly adult 
Caddisfly adult 
~ 
Dobsonfly adult 
Mayfly adult 
Stream Quality Index: 
Group 1: live only in clean 
water 
~@? 
Water penny 
beetle larva 
~ 
Stonefly nymph 
~ Dobsonfly larva 
(Hellgrammite) 
-)\ , ~~ 
Mayfly nymph 
Riffle Beetle Adult 
Gilled Snail 
Number of "X"s 
in Group 1 
Total: 
x3 
Stream Quality Assessment 
~ 
Cranefly adult 
• Beetle adult 
Damselfly adult 
~111 ~lt, 
Dragonfly adult ~ " 
Group 2: can tolerate a 
little pollution 
Crane fly larva 
Beetle larva 
Scud 
/~(-2~·,({6 
Damselfly nymph 
_,\_;: 
Sjz¥> 
I 
Dragonfly nymph 
Clam€Y 
~ 
Sowbug ~~~::; 
Number of"X"s 
in Group 2 
Total: 
x2 
Excellent > 22 Good 17-22 Fair 11-17 Poor 0-11 
/ 
~ 
Blackfly adult 
·-<-Midge adult 
Fly~ 
Group 3: can live in 
polluted water 
Black fly larva 
Aquatic worm 
Midge larva 
./;.,.'-i;·. , l ,l,~ .4'-
,..t .. !".J. ~ )I ;J11.;..~ 
-1"; .; ·:1·'-
0ther "fly" larva~ ~ 
(Diptera) 
Leech 
Pouch Snail ~ 
Other snail i® 
Number of"X"s 
In Group 3 
Total: 
Xl 
Grand total (of groups 1 + 2 + 3) = 
over 
What do "Creek Critters" tell You? 
1. What is the quality of the water in this stream? 
excellent good fair poor 
2. Did you find a lower biodiversity and some different kinds of "crittersn below the pipe 
than above? 
yes no 
3. Why? 
What YQY do on land may affect the quality of streams and the "critters" which live there. 
Be a watershed steward: 
To take care of the water, you must take care of the land! 
Contact your local Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) to learn how you can 
become a steward of our natural resources. 
Delaware SWCD 
557-A Sunbury Road (Rt. 36-37E.) 
Delaware, OH 43015-8656 
(740) 368-1921 
Franklin SWCD 
1945 Frebis Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43206-3793 
(614) 443-9416 
BIOTIC INDEX lame ________________ _ 
Cla11 3 ( 3 points each) 
~ ' · . . . .. [ ] 
Solomander 
Mayfly nymph 
Caddiafly l.arva Fairy Shrimp 
cr~us 2 (2 points each) 
Aquatic 
Sow bug 
Gill Snail 
Flotworm 
Cia's I ( 1 point each ) 
Tubifex worms 
Total {for riffles) 
Very clean _______ 23-30 
Clean 17-22 
Not so clean 11-16 
Pol!utod s-ro 
Fish a. other vertebrates 
Dragonfly 
nymph 
Cranefly larva 
Leech 
Drone-fly larva 
Domsetfly 
nymph 
Bollom condition _________ _ 
Water velocrty _________ _ 
Temperature 
stream 30 
Checklist of Common Aquatic Invertebrates 
Aquatic Organism Number Found In Pond Number Found In Stream 
Dragonfly nymph 
Damselfly nymph 
Water scavenger beetle adult 
Whirligig beetle larva 
Whirligig beetle adult 
Water scorpion (adult) 
Black fly larva 
stream 31 
Aquadc Organism Number Found in Pond Number Found in Stream 
Water boatman (adult) 
Backswimmer (adult) 
Giant water bug (adult) 
Mayfly nymph 
Stonefly nymph 
Caddisfly larva 
stream 32 
Aquatic Organism Number Found In Pond Number Found In Stream 
Crane fly larva 
Water penny (beetle larva) 
Scud 
Aquatic sowbug 
Mosquito larva 
Water strider (adult) 
* Dobsonfly larva (hellgrammite) 
<!:> 1993, 1996 Cornell Universily. Produced by Media Services. 14 7124 6/93. rev. 9 /96 MS60003 stream 33 
ollution Pursuits 
.wer some pollution 
. ...-..... v"':u questions and 
a pollution trivia 
bjectives: 
iscuss the connection 
between individual 
havior and pollution. 
escribe several types 
of pollution and 
plain what causes 
ach type. Explain 
ow pollution affects 
people, wildlife, and 
he environment. 
Ages: 
Intermediate and 
dvanced 
Materials: 
• copies of the survey 
questions on page 10 
• trivia questions on 
pages 10-11 
:lips of paper 
halkboard or easel 
paper 
I 
• index cards cut into 
3-inch squares 
•sack 
• drawing paper or 
I mural paper • crayons or markers 
• tape _ 
I 
Subjects: 
Science and Social -
Studies 
Ill ere's an activity that you can use to kick off and wrap up a llllit on pollution. In Part 1 you can find out what your 
kids know and think about pollution by 
having them take a short survey. Then, by 
playing a trivia game in Part 2, the kids can 
review what they've learned. 
PART 1: THE SURVEY 
Pass out a copy of the survey questions 
llllder "What Do You Think?" on page 10 
to each person. Tell the group that the 
questions deal with different aspects of 
pollution, and that you'd like them to an-
swer the questions as honestly as possible. 
Explain that you want to find out what they 
know and think about pollution, but reas-
sure them that it's not a test. (Some of the 
questions are more difficult than others. 
Adapt them to fit the needs of your group.) 
After the kids have completed the survey, 
collect their answers and the questions. 
Explain that they'll get a chance to discuss 
the answers later on. You can use the kids' 
answers to help you decide what to cover 
during your pollution study. 
After completing your pollution studies, 
pass out the survey questions and have the 
kids answer them again. Then pass out 
their original responses and have the kids 
compare their answers. Ask them how 
their answers changed, if at all. Then dis-
cuss why they think their answers changed. 
PART 2: WHAT'S YOUR POLLUTION IQ? 
Your kids can play a team game that will 
help them review-and tie together-all 
they've learned about pollution. Here's 
how to set up and play the game: 
Getting Ready 
1. Write the numbers 1-52 on separate 
slips of paper and put the slips in a sack. 
Also include five slips with an "X" marked 
on each one and five slips with an "0" 
marked on each one. 
2. Divide the group into three teams and 
give each team a sheet of drawing paper or 
mural paper and some crayons or markers. 
Assign one team to be air pollution, one to 
be water pollution, and one to be land 
pollution. Explain that, as a group, each 
team should draw a scene that is affected by 
the type of pollution they've been assigned. 
Tell them to make their drawings as de-
tailed as they'd like and at least 11" X 17". 
3. Copy the following list of pollutants on 
a chalkboard or sheet of easel paper. Have 
each team make two sets of pollutant cards 
by copying each of the pollutants listed 
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tlllder each team's name onto two separate 
3-inch square cards. (There should be a 
total of 12 pollutant squares for each team.) 
Then have the kids on each team "pollute" 
their scene by taping the 12 pollutants on 
their drawing. 
AIR: carbon dioxide, acid rain, CFCs, 
smog, particulates, carbon monoxide 
WATER: lead, mercury, PCBs, animal 
waste, fertilizers, pesticides 
lAND: radioactive waste, plastic, toxic 
ash, paper, metal, yard waste 
4. Have each team pick a captain. Then 
have the teams hang their drawings where 
everyone can see them. 
Playing the Game 
Tell the kids that the object of the game is 
to get rid of all 12 pollutants from their 
scene. To do that, they'll have to correctly 
answer pollution questions. To play, have 
a person from the first team draw one of the 
numbered slips of paper from the sack. 
Then read the corresponding question listed 
under "Pollution Puzzlers" below. Only the 
team captain can answer, but he or she 
should confer with the rest of the team 
before giving an answer. 
If team members answer the question 
correctly, they get to remove one or more 
of the pollutants from their scene. (Some of 
the questions indicate that a team can 
remove two pollutants.} If they answer 
incorrectly, the numbered slip of paper 
goes back in the sack. After one team has 
WHAT Do You THINK? 
1. What is pollution? Ust five examples of 
pollution. 
2. Ust some of the causes of pollution. 
3. How do you contribute to pollution? 
Name three ways. 
4. What are three things you could do to 
help reduce pollution? 
5. Give some examples of how pollution 
. POLLUilON PuzzlERs 
1. Which of the following is an 
example of pollution? Give all correct 
answers. (all) 
a. Utter in a stream 
b. noise from a nearby airport 
c. cigarette smoke in a restaurant 
d. a billboard 
e. fishing line tangled around a log 
2. Name three major pollution events 
that have occurred In the last decade. 
(Exxon Valdez oil spill; Chemobyl 
nuclear power plant explosion; Mobro 
garbage barge, and so on) 
3. How does the world's increasing 
human population contribute to 
poUution problems? (more people 
means more hazardous materials; more 
. garbage; more energy use, which 
. contributes to pollution; and so on) 
4. Give an example of noise pollution 
and eJq>lain how it can hurt people and 
.other living things. (coristructlon noise, 
noise from jets and motor vehicles, 
noise from stereos, and so on; can 
· damage pe9ple's hearing, can disturb 
· wiJdlife bieedin9.and feeding activities) 
.· 5.: Whlcll ~caused a decrease . 
in bald €aglejpopulations following 
World War D? (DOl) . 
6 • . What IS the connection betWeen 
plastiC foam and the orone layer? 
(Sorrie foam Is made with CFCs, which 
deplete lheozone Jayer.) 
7. True or false: Plants can help 
absorb indoor air poUution. (true) 
8. What are fossil fuels? (coal, oil, and · 
other fuels that formed millions of 
years ago from the remains of ancient 
plants and animals) · 
9. True or false: Air pollution inside 
buildings can sometimes be worse 
than air pollution outside. (true) 
10. Name three things that 
contribute tQ indoor air pollution. 
(cigarette smoke; emissions from copy 
machines, art supplies, new carpeting 
and furniture;· and so on) 
11. Name tWo possible consequences 
of global climate change. (sea level 
rise; droughts, cooling or warming in 
some areas, extinction of some· 
species of plants and animals) 
12. What air poUutant is the main 
contributor to the greenhouse effect? 
(carbon dioxide) 
13. [worth tw6 poUutants] Name two 
ways that Jow-l~ ozone can affect 
people or the environment. (makes 
people's eyes and throats bum,: 
darriages crops and forests, makes , 
rubber and other materialS deteriorate 
fast~ than they· nomlally woUld) · 
14. How does acid rain form? 
{polhrtants released from. power plants 
and motor vehlcles combine with 
wateJ: droplets In the atmosphere and 
rnu to earth aS acid rain, fog, or snow) 
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a tum, it's time for another team to pick a 
question and answer it. If team members 
pick a slip with an X, they have to put one 
pollutant back on their drawing (if they've 
lost one} and they don't get to answer a 
question. But if they pick a slip with an 0, 
they get to take a pollutant off their drawing 
and then pick another question. You can 
play until one team has removed all 12 
pollutants, or you can set a time limit and 
declare a winner when the time is up. 
affects living things and the environment. 
6. Can pollution in one country harm 
people in another country? Explain your 
answer. 
7. Do you think the United States creates 
more pollution than other countries? 
Explain your answer. 
15. Why is it important to protect the 
ozone layer? (to keep the amount of 
harmful ultraviolet radiation that reaches 
the earth from increasing, which would 
increase occurrences of skin cancer and 
affect plant growth) · 
16. How can deforestation contribute 
to global climate change? (the burning 
of forests releases more carbon dioxide · 
into the air and also removes trees and 
other vegetation that would othErrwise 
absorb carbon dioxide) 
17. [worth two pollutants] Name.three 
products that contain CFCs. (some 
aerosols, computer parts, coolants for 
refrigerators and air conditioners, many 
kinds of foam products) 
18. How can cutting down on energy 
use help reduce air pollution? (reduced 
demand for electricity results in less coal 
or oil being burned in power plants; 
which results in less air pollution) 
19. True or falSe: Air pollution is · 
something you can always either see or 
smell. (false) 
20. What is groundwater? 
(underground water that fills the. spaces 
between soU pcirtlcles and rocks) 
21. What are some of the ways 
groundwater gets poUuted? Oeakirig · 
landfills, leaking hazardous waste sites. 
pesticides and other chemicals seeping 
through the soU, and so on) 
22. The area of land that rain and 
snowmelt drain off of is called a 
---=-· (watershed) 
23. Toxic chemicals gushing out of a 
pipe into a river is an example of what 
kind of pollution: nonpoint or point 
pollution? (point pollution) 
24. Pesticides, oU, and fertilizers 
washing into rivers from roads, fields, 
and farms is an example of what kind 
of pollution: nonpoint or point 
pollution? (nonpoint pollution) 
25. More ocean oU pollution comes 
from: (b) 
a. large oU tanker spills 
b. routine cleaning of empty oU 
tankers 
26. [worth two pollutants] Name four 
substances that can contaminate 
groundwater. (pesticides, road salt, 
motor oU, fertilizers, animal waste, 
gasolihe, battery acids, and so on) 
27. True or false: Wetlands can help 
purify water by absorbing harmful 
pollutants. (true) 
28. Name two ways that plastic trash 
can harm wildlife. (when eaten, can 
block digestive system and cause 
starvation; can entangle or strangle 
birds and other animals) 
29. What ingredient in.laundry 
detergent can cause algae to grow 
much faster than normal? (phosphate) 
30. What is sludge? (solid waste from 
sewage treabnent plants) 
31. What annually uses the most 
water in homes: dishwashers, toilets, 
or bathtubs? (toilets) 
32. Name three things that can 
contaminate lakes, streams, rivers, and 
oceans. (pesticides, fertilizers, trash, 
human sewage, agricultural waste, 
industrial chemicals, -acid rain, dirt and 
other sediment, oU and gasoline, and 
soon) 
33. Name a product in your house or 
garage that can cause water pollution. 
(cleaners, silver polish, pesticides, paint 
thinner, motor oU, laundry detergent, 
and so on) 
34. Name four garbage items that 
can be recycled. (glass bottles, plastic 
soda bottles, branches and leaves, 
· motor oU, and so on) ' 
35. What does a resource recovery 
plant do? (sorts trash and recovers the 
metals, paper, and other valuable 
materials, and then btuns the 
remaining trash to produce energy) 
36. Give three examples of 
hazardous waste. (pesticides,-oU,. paint 
thinner, acids, explosives, radioactive 
waste, and so on) 
37. How do we currently dispose of 
more than 7 5 percent of our trash? 
(by dumping it in landfills) 
38. What is Integrated waste 
managment? (waste disposal system 
that makes use of recycling, source 
reduction, incineration, and landfilling) 
39. Name several types of farm 
waste that contribute to pollution 
problems. (manure, crop residues, 
pesticides, fertilizers, and so on) 
40. Define biodegradable. (having 
the ability to be broken down into 
simpler substances by bacteria and 
other organisms) 
41. What are three ways that plastic 
contributes to global pollution 
problems? (made from oU, which if 
spilled during transport can pollute 
water; manufacturing process creates 
air pollution; plastic litter can strangle 
or entangle wildlife; adds to solid waste 
problem) 
42. How does recycling save energy 
and resources? (eliminates need to 
extract and process more raw 
materials, which depletes natural 
resources and uses more energy) 
43. [worth two pollutants] Name 
three ways cars contribute to air, land, 
and water pollution. (see page 8) 
44. Name three ways people can 
reduce pollution caused by cars. 
(carpool, walk, bike, or use public 
transportation; recycle used motor oU; 
keep cars tuned up for better fuel 
efficiency; recycle air-conditioning 
coolant; and so on) 
45. How can dirt and other sediment 
harm aquatic animals and plants when 
it washes into lakes, rivers, and 
streams? (smothers bottom-dwelling 
stream 36 
organisms; clogs fish gills; keeps sunlight 
from reaching aquatic plants; decreases 
visibility, making it harder for some 
animals to find food; and so on) 
46. Explain why biodegradable 
materials don't break down in landfills. 
Oack of water and oxygen prevents 
bacteria and other organisms from 
breaking down landfill materials) 
4 7. What are three ways that 
communities can help reduce pollution? 
(set up recycling programs, provide 
publictransportation,sponsorhazardous 
waste pickup days, and so on) . 
48. [worth two pollutants] Name a 
national law that was passed to help 
reduce pollution. (see page 83) 
49. [worth two pollutants] Give an 
example of a technology that causes 
pollution problems and an example of a 
technology that cuts down on pollution 
problems. (causes problems---cars, 
power plants, plastic, and so on; solves 
problems---smokestack scrubbers, 
catalytic converters, biodegradable 
plastics, and so on) 
50. Name two energy sources that 
create minimal pollution. (solar, wind, 
and geothermal power) 
51. Name three ways that consumers 
can help cut pollution. (buy products in 
recycled and recyclable packaging; buy 
in bulk; don't buy overpackaged goods, 
toxic products, and disposable items; 
write to companies; and so on) 
52. Name two ways that acid rain . 
affects the environment. (speeds up the 
erosion of buildings and statues; can kill 
some fish and other aquatic animals and 
can harm their eggs and young; may 
make trees more susceptible to disease, 
cold, and insect attack) 
USDA-Soil Conservation SeMca 
Forest Ecology 
Objectives: 
• Understand the basic needs of living things 
• Use equipment and the human senses to collect information 
• Take measurements and conduct counts 
• Graph information gathered 
• Distinguish between a system and a subsystem 
• Observe sequences and determine the next outcome 
• Identify how plants and animals have adapted to their environments 
What to Teach 
Grow a tree. 
Discuss the process of growth from a 
seed to a seedling 
Discuss the needs of growing seedlings. 
How have seedlings adapted to better 
their chances of survival? 
Discuss what makes up a forest 
community 
Teaching Suggestions 
-See "Grow a Sprout!" for instructions. 
- Background information: "Growing up a 
Tree." 
- Define the terms embryo, germination, 
seed coat, seedling, photosynthesis, etc. 
- Experiment with different growing 
conditions to see how the seedlings, started 
above, are affected when one of their 
"needs" is taken away 
- Discuss ways in which seeds can move 
from place to place (ie. wind, water, 
animals). This movement betters their 
chances at finding suitable habitat in which 
to grow. 
- Have students do the activity titled "Seed 
Need" to illustrate one way in which seeds 
are transported. 
-See "The Forest Community" for 
background information. 
- Discuss the different forest layers and who 
and what can be found at each layer. 
- See "Forest Community" for an illustration 
of the different communities within the 
forest community. 
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What to Teach 
Trees are a big part of the forest 
community. Most forest animals use 
these trees at one time or another. 
Discuss the ways in which various 
animals use trees. 
A lot of the forest community can be 
found on the forest floor. This is the 
area where all of the dead trees and fallen 
leaves go to decay. Discuss with students 
the importance of decaying logs and 
leaves to the forest community. 
Visit Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Forest plot studies. 
Compile information and discuss what 
was found. 
Teaching Suggestions 
- See the activity titled "Under Cover" 
-Define decomposition 
-Discuss why a rotten log is important 
in a forest. 
-See "A Rottin' Place to Live" for 
information and an activity (any rotting 
log can be used for this activity, including 
logs in backyard or schoolyard woodpiles). 
- Have students do the activity "Life on a · 
Rotting Log" 
- This is an introduction to the ecology of 
the wet woods at Sharon Woods. The 
naturalist will lead students on a 
discussion of the habitats of the forest and 
on the processes of succession and 
decomposition. Students will also be 
provided a chance to explore the forest 
floor along the trail, take measurements, 
and record observations on what was 
found. 
-See the activities titled "A Study of the 
Forest Floor" and "Micro-Plot Studies." 
These forest plot studies can either 
be done at the park in conjunction 
with the visit (if time permits) or they 
can be done around the school. 
-Students could write short reports on their 
observations recorded in the microplot study 
areas. 
- Have students construct graphs depicting 
the numbers of plants found versus animals 
found, the number of sow bugs and/or seeds, 
and etc. 
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What to Teach 
Discuss forest succession referring 
back to what was seen at Sharon Woods 
(ie. fields, brushy areas, forests) 
Student activity. 
Demonstration. 
Teaching Suggestions 
- Are all forests the same age? 
- What would happen if we would let our 
yard grow up? What would it eventually 
tum into? 
- Define succession - the orderly 
replacement of one plant community by 
another. 
-See "Forest Succession" for information. 
- Background information: "Plant 
Succession" 
-Have students do "From Field to Forest" 
-Help students put together a "Forest in a· 
Jar" to observe first-hand the process of 
successiOn. 
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Grow a Sprout! 
Plant tree seeds and 
observe how they grow. 
Objectives: 
Describe a tree seed-
ling's roots and stem. 
Discuss the things tree 
seeds and seedlings 
need in order to grow. 
Ages: 
Primary 
Materials: 
• several citrus fruits 
• styrofoam cups (one 
for each person) 
• sand or half-and-half 
mixture of soil and 
perlite 
• several small spoons 
• ballpoint pen 
• toothpicks (optional) 
• avocado seeds 
(optional) 
• glass jars (optional) 
• Billy B. Sings About 
Trees, an album by 
Bill Brennan (see 
page 75 for details on 
how to order) 
Subject: 
Science 
1) 
I 
o help your kids get an idea 
of how trees sprout and what 
they need to stay alive, have 
them grow their own trees 
from seeds. Grapefruits, lemons, limes, 
oranges, and other citrus trees are some of 
the easiest trees to grow indoors--and of 
these, grapefruit trees are the fastest 
growers. 
To get started, bring in (or have the kids 
bring in) several grapefruits or other citrus 
fruits. (Most grapefruits sold in grocery 
stores are "seedless," but these usually 
have at least a few seeds. Use only the 
largest seeds.) Set up two or three "plant-
ing stations" around the room, each with 
the following materials: 
• styrofoam cups with several holes 
punched in the bottoms 
• soil mixture or sand (To avoid micro-
organisms that could damage the seeds 
or young plants, get soil or sand from a 
store instead of digging it up.) 
• small spoons for filling cups with soil 
mixture 
• fruit seeds from a grapefruit or other 
citrus fruit (To avoid damaging the 
seeds, peel the fruit and break apart the 
sections instead of cutting through 
them with a knife. Also, put the seeds in 
a container of water to keep them from 
drying out.) If possible, use seeds that 
have already started to sprout inside the 
fruit. 
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person can plant his or her own seed in 
one of the cups by filling the cup most of 
the way with the soil mixture or sand, lay-
ing a seed on top, and then covering it 
with another 1/z inch (1.25 em) of soil or 
sand. (Tell the kids not to pack the soil 
down.) Have the kids write their names on 
their cups with a ballpoint pen. 
When everyone's finished planting, 
put the cups in a very warm (but not too 
sunny) spot. Add enough water to the soil 
to make it moist but not soaking wet, and 
make sure the soil never dries out com-
pletely. The seeds should sprout within a 
few weeks. (If some seeds don't sprout, 
have the kids replace them with fresh 
seeds. You can get a grapefruit seed to 
sprout within three to four days or so by 
gently peeling off the seed's covering with 
a razor blade before you plant it. Be sure 
to start peeling from the seed's rounded 
end and to be especially careful when you 
reach the seed's pointed end, where the 
embryo is.) As the seeds grow, discuss 
with the kids how seeds develop and the 
things seedlings need in order to grow. 
(See the background information on 
pages 25-27.) 
Another good "grow-your-own" tree is 
the avocado. By suspending an avocado 
seed in water, your kids will be able to see 
how a seedling's stem and roots grow. 
Just peel the brown papery covering 
away from the seed, poke three tooth-
picks into it at equal distances fiom one 
another, and let the seed rest in a glass of 
lukewarm water with its large end sub-
merged. Make sure the water doesn ' t 
evaporate to the point where it no longer 
covers the bottom of the seed, and replace 
the water with fresh lukewarm water once 
a week. Avocados take about three weeks 
to sprout. When the avocado's stem and 
roots are several inches long, it needs to 
be planted in a pot that's about one inch 
(2.5 em) wider than the avocado. · 
To reinforce the things the kids are see-
ing as they watch their seedlings grow. 
play Bill Brennan's "Yippee, Hooray (I 
Am a Sprout)," a song included on his 
Billy B. Sings About Trees album. 
GROWING UP A TREE 
D t's late spring and the trees are loaded with pollen. Like a thick dusting of talcum powder, it covers the male cones of gymnosperms and the male flower parts of angiosperms. The pollen is ready to be swept up by the wind or carried along by bees, bats, birds, and other forest 
creatures. 
Pollen grains are microscopic bits of life-male cells that must reach their female 
counterparts to do the job they were "made" for. In the case of cone-bearing trees, 
such as pines and firs, the pollen must land on a female cone and slide down a scale 
to the immature seeds (ovules) inside. With flowering trees, such as beeches, 
maples, and magnolias, the pollen must land on the tip of a pistil (female flower 
part containing the ovules) inside one of the flowers. For both types of trees the 
mission is the same-to fertilize an egg and form a mature tree seed. 
FROM SEED TO SEEDUNG 
Starting Out a Seed: Most trees begin as seeds. And eve~ tree, sooner or later, 
begins the business of producing seeds of its own. 
A seed is really a tiny blueprint of the tree to come. The tiny embryo inside is 
complete with parts that will eventually develop into a shoot, roots, and leaves. 
Also included is a storehouse of energy-a supply of food in the form of starch, 
sugar, and fat. This food nourishes the living embryo while the seed lies dormant. 
After the seed germinates, or sprouts, the food supplies the embryo with energy for 
growth until leaves are formed and photosynthesis can begin. 
Move It or Lose It: When it comes to reproduction, trees-like all plants-are 
big-time gamblers. Each season's production of seeds is a game of chance in which 
the odds of any one becoming a mature tree are about "one in a million." 
A seed that ends up at the base of the parent tree may sprout there and become 
a seedling. With luck the seedling will become a sapling, or young tree. But unless 
the parent tree dies, is knocked down in a storm, or is cut down, the sapling has 
little chance of becoming a mature tree. There's usually no way it can successfully 
compete with the parent for enough light 
Their chances of surviving are improved if seeds can be spread to other areas, or 
dispersed. So the seeds of most trees are made to travel. . 
"Oh, Give Me a Home ... ": Travel, of course, has its own hazards. Seeds 
have many amazing ways of getting around, but they cannot control exactly where 
they go. A floating coconut, which needs to land on a sandy shore to sprout, may 
drift for years at sea. A maple seed sailing on the wind can end up in someone's 
backyard and, although it succeeds in sprouting, may fall prey to a lawn mower. A 
cedar seed that needs lots of sunlight may land in the shade of a deep forest. And a 
cottonwood tuft that needs a moist stream bank may end up on a dry, dusty 
roadside. 
To sprout and begin growing, a seed must- by luck-fall in a place with the 
right amount of light, right temperature range, right amount of moisture, and suf-
ficient and suitable soil. 
Ready, Set, Grow!: If a healthy seed lands in just the right spot, it begins to grow. 
(Some species need to lie dormant through freezing temperatures before they can 
sprout; others can sprout right away.) First the seed begins to absorb water from 
the soil, causing the embryo inside to grow larger. Next a tiny root tip pokes its way 
through the seed's hard outer covering (called the seed coat) and digs into the soil. 
(continued next page) 
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Soon, tiny root hairs begin to sprout along the root. These tiny strands push 
between particles of soil, absorbing water and minerals. The mineral-rich root sap 
flows up to the rest of the tiny seedling. 
With a steady supply of water and minerals, the. seedling next sends out a shoot. 
Cells inside the shoot begin to grow and multiply, sending the future tree trunk up 
through the soil. (Special chemicals in the shoot, called growth hormones, cause 
the shoot to grow up, against gravity.} Soon-usually within a few days--the new 
shoot breaks through the surface of the soil. 
FROM SEEDUNG TO ADULT 
Laying On the Layers: Once a seedling breaks ground, it's on its way to becom-
ing a young tree. Leaves grow and immediately begin the job of making food. 
During its first growing season, the young tree's phloem and xylem cells transport 
food, water, and minerals to all parts of the tiny seedling (see page 6 for more about 
the cambium, phloem, and xylem}. As more woody xylem cells form, the stem 
becomes thicker and stronger. 
It's Up to You, Bud: As a tree grows, it not only develops a thicker trunk-it also 
grows taller. Trees grow taller only at the tip of the trunk and at the tips of the 
branches. They do this by forming terminal buds. Each bud contains a tiny shoot 
that, on most trees, is wrapped in protective bud scales. The scales form a tough, 
weatherproof "suit of armor." When the bud sprouts, a new green shoot starts to 
grow and eventually becomes a new branch. (In climates with a cool or cold sea-
son, terminal buds form during the growing season and then lie dormant until 
spring.) Besides having buds on the tips of their branches, most trees also have 
buds that form on the sides of their branches. 
Shutting Down for Winter: Tree growth slows as cold weather approaches; 
and the buds that formed during the growing season eventually become dormant. 
In deciduous trees, chlorophyll in the leaves gradually breaks down and 
photosynthesis eventually stops. Because water is not as available to trees during 
cold weather as it is during the growing season (it freezes and is not as easily 
absorbed by the roots}, shutting down photosynthesis is one way deciduous.trees 
can survive the winter. (Plants need water in order for photosynthesis to take 
place.) And since deciduous trees don't photosynthesize during winter, they no 
longer need their leaves. So deciduous trees simply get rid of their leaves as the 
weather turns colder. (In many tropical areas and other areas that have a wet and a 
dry season instead of spring, summer, winter, and fall , deciduous trees drop their 
leaves as the dry season approaches.) 
Many evergreens survive winter or the dry season with their leaves still hanging 
on because they have special adaptations to compensate for scarce water supplies. 
For example, many evergreen leaves are covered with a thick, waxy coating that 
helps hold water in and prevents evaporation. Also, the leaves of some evergreens 
contain a kind of natural antifreeze that helps prevent injury to water-filled cells. 
Making More Trees: Most trees reproduce sexually. That means male cells 
(formed in the pollen) unite with eggs (formed in the cones or blossoms, depending 
on the type of tree) to make seeds. But many trees can also reproduce vegetatively, 
which means they can grow from a part of the living tree. Some trees grow from 
suckers, which are shoots that sprout from the roots. Other trees can grow when 
twigs fall to the ground and eventually form roots. Many trees can also sprout from 
stumps. 
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GROWING UP A FOREST 
Trees grow together in communities called forests. The types of trees that grow 
in a particular forest community depend on the climate in the area and the type of 
soil that is found there. Although there are thousands of species of trees in the 
world, scientists have divided the world's forests into four major groups: 
Boreal Forests: These form a broad band across northern Canada, Europe, and 
Asia. Boreal forests are made up mostly of firs, spruces, and other needle-leaved 
trees that are adapted to cold winters and a short growing season. (These types of 
forests are also found in many mountainous areas where the climate is similar to 
that of the far north.) 
Mixed Forests: South of the boreal forests are areas of mixed forests, made up of 
conifers and deciduous trees. Mixed forests grow across much of North America, 
Europe, and Asia, in areas where the climate is milder than it is in boreal areas. 
Deciduous Forests: In many temperate areas broad-leaved deciduous trees 
such as beech, maple, oak, and hickory form large tracts of deciduous forests. 
(Deciduous forests often contain some pines, hollies, and other. evergreens, but 
these usually aren't the dominant trees.) In the past, much of North America and 
parts of Europe were covered with unbroken tracts of deciduous forests. 
Tropical Forests: These forests, which grow in parts of Central and South 
America, Africa, Asia, and Australia, form a broad band around the equator. 
Because they grow in areas where there are warm temperatures year round, long 
hours of daylight, and lots of rain, these forests are lush and productive. Most of the 
trees that grow in these forests are broad-leaved evergreens. (See pages 50 and 52 
for more about tropical forests.) 
Bruce Norfleet 
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SEED NEED 
0 bj ecti ves Students will be able 
to: 1) explain how seeds are carried by animals: 
and 2) evaluate the importance of wildlife in con-
tributing to ecological systems. based on this 
example of seed dispersal. 
Method Students gather seeds by 
going outside and wearing socks over their 
shoes. 
Background Wildlife contrib-
utes to the diversity and balance of ecological 
systems. One compelling example is in the pro-
cess of seed dispersal. Many seeds are carried by 
animals-whether in the coats of fur-bearing 
animals. or in seeds carried and dropped by some 
birds. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to understand one example of wildlife as con-
tributors to healthy ecological systems. 
Materials one large fuzzy sock per 
student. or masking tape segment per student 
(Optional: one shoe box filled with planting 
medium per student. cookie sheets or trays in 
which to place shoe boxes used as planters) 
Procedure 
1. Ask each student to bring a large. old, fuzzy 
sock from home-or try to find an inexpensive 
or free source to obtain a sock for each student. 
Old socks with holes in them are fine for this ac-
tivity. Ask each student to put on a sock over 
one shoe. Wearing the socks over the shoes. go 
on a walk through a grassy area or field-
particularly one that is abundant in seed-bearing 
plants. (Masking tape over the foot or around the 
leg sometimes has more sticking powerl) 
Option for older students: Different students 
walk in different locations. Contrast seeds found 
in each location. Create an "environmental map." 
What ecosystem differences exist in the 
neighborhood. city. etc.? 
2. After walking through the area. look carefully 
at the socks. What has happened? Discuss briefly 
Age: Grades 5-6 (and younger) 
Subjects: Science. Math (Social Studies for older 
students with mapping) 
Skills: analysis. classification. comparing similarities 
and differences. description. kinesthetic concept 
development. listing. observation. writing 
Duration: 20-40 minutes or longer for gathering and 
analyzing data: minimal ongoing time in caring for 
planted seeds 
Group Size: any 
Setting: outdoors and indoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: II.B .• 11.8.1 .. 111.8 .• 
111.8.1. 
Key Vocabulary: ecosystem, dispersal. seeds. diversity 
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the seeds and other things that are attached to 
the socks. If the distance is not too great back 
to the classroom, the students should keep their 
socks on their feet until they return. If the 
distance is too great-they may lose too many 
of their seeds along the way! NOTE: Wildlife 
drops seeds too-that's one way they get 
dispersed! 
3. The students should carefully remove their 
socks. They've gathered their ''data·:......seeds and 
other things attached to their socks. Removing 
the seeds and other particles from the socks-
they should examine what they've brought back. 
Thlk with the students about the major kinds 
of things they seem to have-liKe seeds. grass. 
small bits of twigs. Next. discuss the seeds in 
more detail. talking about the different kinds of 
seeds they have found: round. skinny. big. small. 
etc. 
4. Each student should record - with words and 
small drawings-the kinds of things on the sock. 
Thlly the number of each kind of thing on a sock 
.as .well. 
5. Ask the students how different animals' fur 
might be similar to their socks. Has anyone ever 
brushed seeds. stickers. and things out of a dog's 
or eat's fur? Talk with the students about how. 
so often in nature. seeds are carried by animals 
almost like the way they carried seeds and things 
on their socks. Seeds may stick to an animal's 
fur in one location. and fall off in another. 
Discuss why such a process is an important one. 
Evaluate the consequences. How does wildlife 
contribute to environmental diversity. 
6. OPTIONAL: Each student can plant his or her 
seeds in one of the shoe boxes filled with plan-
ting medium (soil or a commercial mix). Be sure 
the students put their names on their boxes. 
Water and care for the shoe-box gardens 
regularly-and see what grows! NarE: Many wild 
plant seeds require freezing before they will ger-
minate. If there is a question. put some seeds 
in ice cube trays and freeze them for several days. 
Then plant them. 
Extensions 
1. As the seeds in the boxes begin to sprout. 
measure the plants that grow. Take 
measurements every fifth day. and plot these 
measurements on a graph. Primary students can 
use strips of paper for measurement and use 
those strips to make an individual bar graph. 
Intermediate students can measure their plants 
with a metric ruler and plot their measurements 
on a line graph. 
2. Students can try similar experiments at home. 
using seeds they find on their own or a 
neighborhood pet. If they actually get the plants 
to grow. they can try to match the plants they 
grow at home from the "pet-carried" seeds to 
the plants growing outside. Then they can try 
to figure out how far the seeds might have 
traveled on the animal! 
Evaluation 
Draw three different seeds that could be 
transported on the fur of an animal. Draw an ar-
row to show the part of the seed that makes this 
possible. 
How are fur-bearing animals important to the 
types of plants that produce these seeds? 
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THE FOREST 
COMMUNITY 
II erched on a tree limb more than 100 feet (30m) above the forest floor, Donald Perry found himself surrounded by a world of colorful orchids, exotic "air plants," and strange animals rarely seen by human eyes. There were unusual lizards that jumped from limb to limb, brilliantly 
colored parrots that somehow blended right in with the treetop foliage, and 
slow-moving sloths whose fur had turned green with the algae that lived on it. 
Perry, a tropical biologist, was researching the upper reaches of a Costa Rican 
rain forest. Using a unique system of ropes and pulleys, he moved among the 
treetops and hoisted himself up and down between high branches and the forest 
floor. And as he traveled in his makeshift "elevator," he saw that the plants and 
animals that lived in the leafy branches were very different from the ones that lived 
on the forest floor. In fact, he observed many "layers of life "-each with plants and 
animals that were specially adapted to living at certain heights in the forest. 
The Costa Rican forest Perry observed is just one example of a forest communi-
ty. Like all forest communities, it's made up of certain species of trees, other plants, 
and animals that are specially suited to living in it. And as in other forest com-
munities, hundreds of plant and animal interactions occur there every day. 
FORESTS FROM THE TOP DOWN 
In one sense, a forest-whether it's a stretch of tropical rain forest in Costa Rica 
or a wooded hillside in Vermont-is several communities in one. That's because all 
forests are made up of layers of plants. Below is a look at some of the layers that 
might be found in a forest, starting with the forest's "roof" and working down. (The 
number and kinds of layers vary from forest to forest, depending on the types of 
trees and other plants that grow there.) 
On Top of It All: Made up of the branches and leaves of the tallest trees, a forest's 
canopy layer can be 100 feet (30m) or more above the ground. A lot of sunlight hits 
the canopy, making this layer a huge food-making factory where most of the for-
est's photosynthesis takes place. 
Beneath the Big Ones: Growing under the canopy trees may be shorter trees 
that make up the subcanopy layer. Some of these trees are offspring of the canopy 
trees, and they may eventually become part of the canopy too. Other understory 
trees are smaller, altogether different species that are adapted to growing in shade. 
Low-down Plants: Of course, trees aren't the only plants that grow in a forest. 
Beneath a forest's subcanopy, for example, may grow a shrub layer. Shrubs are 
usually smaller than trees and have many woody stems, instead of the one main 
stem that trees have. 
At the Bottom: Ferns, grasses, wildflowers, seedling trees, and other dose-to-
the-ground plants are all part of a forest's. herb layer. And hollow logs, fallen 
branches and leaves, lichens, and mosses are all part of the forest floor. 
Note: Some scientists use the word understory to refer to the layers in a forest that 
grow beneath the canopy. Many biologists also include a tree trunk layer in the list 
of forest layers. That's because many birds and other creatures nest in or feed on 
the trunk. Also, many forest insects and other small animals spend their entire lives 
under the bark of a tree's trunk. 
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HOW MANY LAYERS? 
Climate, forestry practices, soil conditions, the age of the forest, and other 
factors can influence the number of layers that develop in a forest. (See pages 
48--50 for more about forestry.) For example, a planted stand of white pines may 
have only the forest floor, tree trunk, and canopy layers. A tropical rain forest, on 
the other hand, might have all of the layers we talked about before-· plus "extras " 
such as an emergent layer of very tall trees that tower above even the canopy. 
WHERE THE ANIMALS ARE 
You'd never find a red squirrel building its nest on the forest floor. And even 
though wild turkeys can fly, you'd be unlikely to see one flying from branch to 
branch up in the forest canopy, searching for food. That's because most forest 
species usually nest, feed, and carry out their other activities in one or two of a for-
est's layers. For example, red squirrels are basically canopy animals, and wild 
turkeys spend most of their time on the forest floor. Each finds what it needs to sur-
vive in particular layers of the forest. 
Even songbirds and other animals that can quickly and easily get from place to 
place tend to be "tied" to certain forest layers. For example, if you studied the 
warblers in a typical deciduous forest community in Maryland, you might find 
cerulean warblers living in the canopy, black-and-white warblers living on the tree 
trunks, Kentucky warblers living in the understory, and ovenbirds (also a type of 
warbler) spending most of their time on the forest floor. All of these tiny songbirds 
are closely related-but each is adapted to living in a different forest layer. In this 
way, none of the warblers competes with the others for the same food or nesting 
sites. (See the activity on page 36 for information on how some canopy animals 
are adapted to their habitats.) 
THE FOREST MACHINE 
You can think of a forest community as a kind of self-sufficient, _living 
machine-constantly recycling energy and nutrients through its system. Here are 
the "parts" that keep things running: 
Producers: The producers are the trees and other green plants that make the 
food needed to fuel the forest machine. (See page 7 for more about how plants 
make their food using energy from the sun.) 
Consumers: The consumers are the animals in a forest community that either eat 
green plants directly or get the energy from green plants indirectly by eating an-
imals that feed on green plants. 
Decomposers: The decomposers are the fungi, bacteria, earthworms, and other 
organisms that break down dead material in the forest community. They recycle 
the forest machine's waste products, turning dead plants and animals into usable 
nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and others) that can be absorbed by the roots of 
trees and other producers. {See page 41 for more about decomposition.) 
Over and over again, energy and nutrients are recycled through the forest com-
munity, as they are in all communitie~from producer to consumer to de-
composer and back to producer. And the forest machine keeps on running year 
after year. 
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FOREST COMMUNITY 
Plant Succession 
<Nar o period cA !me. the plcnt ood onirnd popUatlons cA on oreo 
c:talge. 1his ~ c:talge is caled SIICCEISSioo. /'os 'f()U look from 
to rtgll. notice lle chO'lge florn on obondoned farner's field with 
Q101!SeS ood com pkrds. to the c1max oak~ forest at 11e rtglt 
motue flees.. 1he succession cA plcril COf'IYTU'liHes dwao{s leads 
the 'Ita( fa o succession cA oolmof c:oiTn'uiHes. Pos the food SOLlee 
chO'lges. so do the l:i'lds cA O'lh1ols lhot tve n the hol::lltat. · 
Vegetation Layers 
A rrollle forest hos several b,€ls cA yegetotion. 
Eoch Ioyer, or stroto. ~ o dfferent kh:l ot 
O'lird lte. Allhougl the forest plclued at r1g1t has 
ft.oe Clfferenlloyels cA vegeto11on. some forests 
hc1.oe OS I'TlClrt( OS twenty b,€1$ ood others tJcr.oe 
less than tllle. 
In lhe flrlt year otter the field has been 
otxrldoned. the ga..rd ts stl C<Mlled 
with com siLtlble tJorn lost yeo(s aop. 
Soon. olher plonls begin to grow-there ts 
chickweed. ragweed. cbler ood other 
weeds. 1hls rteN food souce ood hol::lltot 
brilg IObblls. field mice. rroeodc1N lcJ1cs 
I ood lildeer. AJ ng1l. the red-toled hawk ood O'Ms prey on their rteN food souce. 
In lhe succeeding years, new 
~- Blocl\-eyed Susan. f1'1l(weed. 
OJeen /'roe's lace. gok:lerrod ood other 
plalts folrB root. Smol phes begin to grow' 
n the field. Mcrf( Insects con be seen 
~ 11om plcnt to plcnt. 
Groduoly the srrtJI pine trees IJION toler. 1hei' blanches become lhidrer ood blodr. 
some cA the SU'll(tlt tJorn reod1lng the grou-d. 1he weeds begin to dsappeor 
beco.Jse cA the lack cA Sl.riglf. v.oter ood ruktents. 1he onirnd popliatton changes. 
~ chlpm..n<s ooc1 9'.'ell deer tve n this c::hongng hol::lltot. A new corrvn.ntty ot 
bids~- No longef do 'P.I see the birds cA lle field ~ but new 111st1o1s 
lie the blJe Ia{. ~ ood N.Jihotch. 
...... 
SQunets ood chipmunks cony ocoms ood other seeds tJorn o neCJt:7{ forest ood 
'Xlll oak ood hlckoly trees begin to grow. Pos yeas pass. these new broocieot trees 
,annote the forest. The pine trees c1e olf ood the f01est floOI ts co.~ered wtth 
· 'Xl'yYlg wood ood leaves. A new -.oiety d pla1ts begins to appear-blight geeo 
oses. red ichens ood rncnv lci'lds of wid ~-With o new hobitol comes new 
Wllcjfe. Bears. roccoons. SQ.JirTets. deer. ONts ood rncnv other animols soon find homes 
In the ook-hlcl<ory forest. 
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Under Cover! 
Take a look at the an-
~als that use a tree by 
4aking a ''peek-a-tree." 
Objective: 
Describe three ways 
trees are important to 
wildlife. 
Ages: 
Primary and 
Intermediate 
Materials: 
• copies of pages 46 
and47 
• small, pointed 
scissors 
• crayons or markers 
• blank sheets of paper 
• pencils (optional) 
• tape 
• stapler 
Subject: 
Science 
·-i_-: 
III ere's a fun way for kids to discover some of the many ways animals use trees. First pass out a copy of page 4 7 to 
each child and explain that all of the an-
imals in the picture use trees or the areas 
around them for shelter, for food, or as a 
nesting site. Then tell them that they 
probably wouldn't find all of these animals 
on the same tree at the same time. That's 
because animals use trees for different 
things during different times of the year 
and they tend to spread themselves out 
among different trees so they' ll have 
plenty of room. 
As you discuss the animals in the 
picture you can use the information pro-
vided below. Afterward, pass out copies 
of page 46 and let each child make his or 
her own "peek-a-tree." Note: In the dis-
cussion below, the names of the animals 
that appear on pages 46 and 4 7 are in 
italics. 
HOW TO MAKE A "PEEK-A-TREE" 
1. Color sheets A and B. 
2. Using pointed scissors, cut the rec-
tangles on sheet A on the dotted 
lines only. Then fold the cut pieces 
back along the solid lines. (The rec-
tangles should work like little doors.) 
If you're having trouble getting 
started, push the point of a sharp 
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pencil through one of the corners of 
each rectangle. Then stick the point 
of the scissors through the hole and 
begin cutting. 
3. Make a tab for each door by cutting 
out a small piece of paper 1 inch 
(2.5 em) long by 1/z inch (1.25 em) 
wide. Tape half of the piece of paper 
to the back of the door so that 1/z 
inch (1.25 em) hangs free and forms 
a tab. (Be sure to tape the piece of 
paper to the back of the door edge 
opposite the uncut side.) You can 
use the tabs to keep the doors closed 
by tucking them under the cut edges. 
4. Put sheet A on top of sheet B and 
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staple them together at the top and 
the bottom. 
5. Then open the doors to see what is 
underneath the leaves and bark and 
around the roots! 
6. Under the door with the chipmunk 
on it, draw a picture of a creature 
that might live in or on a rotting log. 
UNDER COVER!-SHEET A ,If 
HONEY BEE 
------------------------, 
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HONEY BEE 
AND HIVE 
~ 
BENEATH THE BARK 
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A Rottin' Place to Live 
Examine a decompos-
ing log and then make a 
log mural. 
Objectives: 
Define decomposition. 
Explain how dead trees 
are important to 
wildlife. 
Ages: 
Primary, lntennediate, 
and Advanced 
Materials: 
• papersacks 
• leaves, twigs, and 
bark 
• newspaper 
• pencils and paper 
• clipboards or pieces 
of sturdy cardboard 
and rubber bands 
• magnifying glasses 
(one per person) 
• jars with lids or "bug" 
boxes 
• field guides 
• easel paper 
• yam 
• construction paper 
• scissors 
• glue or tape 
• markers or crayons 
Subject: 
Science 
H ave your kids take a close-up look at a dead log to learn about decomposition. Be-fore you begin, collect some 
leaves, twigs, bark, and any other tree 
materials you can find. Put all of one kind 
of material into the same paper sack. (For 
example, put all of the leaves in one paper 
sack, all of the twigs in another, and so 
on.) Then spread out some newspaper in 
an area where all of the kids can gather 
around it. 
Explain that as a tree grows it collects 
minerals and other nutrients from the soil 
and air around it These nutrients-car-
bon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and some 
otherHre used by the tree to make new 
bark, roots, leaves, twigs, and wood. 
When the tree dies the nutrients become 
Bruce Norfleet 
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available for animals and other plants to 
use. And as the nutrients are used, the tree 
is slowly broken down into humus, a dark 
rich layer of soil. The process of breaking 
down a tree into its nutrients is called 
decomposition. 
Now ask the kids what parts of a tree 
might become part of the soil. (all parts) As 
they give their answers, sprinkle your 
samples onto the newspaper. (For ex-
ample, if someone says "leaves" you can 
pour the leaves out of the paper sack and 
onto the newspaper.) When you have 
piled up all of your samples, ask the kids if 
they think the mess on the newspaper is 
soiL When they say"no" ask them if they 
know what is needed to tum it into soil. 
Then use the following information to 
explain how decomposition works. 
(continued next page) 
--~­
·~ 
FROM DEAD TREE To SOIL 
Many things depend on dead trees for 
food, shelter, and/or nesting sites. Fungi, 
bacteria, and wood-eating insects such as 
termites and some beetles are usually the 
first to "move into" a dead tree. As they 
feed on the tree they help soften the 
wood, and the tunnels of the wood-eating 
insects provide access routes through 
which water and other fungi, bacteria, and 
small animals can enter the tree. Some of 
the animals lay their eggs in the soft 
wood and the larvae feed on the wood 
when they hatch. Others feed on the fungi 
or animals already living in the dead tree. 
And some animals make their nests or 
seek shelter inside decaying trees. As all of 
these animals excavate, eat, and burrow 
through trees, they help to break them 
down. It takes a long time to tum a tree 
into humus. 
Now tell the kids that they are going to 
see decomposition in action by examining 
a rotting log. Before you take the group 
out, scout around and find an area that 
has several logs (or large fallen limbs) 
close together. Then divide the kids into 
groups of three or four. Give each group 
some magnifying glasses (one per person, 
if possible), four or five "bug" boxes or 
jars with lids, a pencil, markers or crayons, 
one or two sheets of paper, a clipboard, 
MAKING A LOG MURAL 
-~ 1~---------. 
and some field guides (to insects, spiders, 
reptiles, and amphibians). (If you don't 
have clipboards, have the kids use tape, 
glue, or rubber bands to attach the sheets 
of paper to pieces of sturdy cardboard.) 
Explain to the kids that as they examine 
the log they should try to find at least one 
creature from each of these regions: on 
top of the log, under the bark, and under-
neath the log or on the ground nearby. 
They should use the blank sheets of paper 
to draw the plants, animals, and fungi that 
they find and write down where on the log 
they found each one. (Have the kids put 
the animals they find into jars with lids so 
they can observe and draw them.) 
Then take the kids outside and let each 
group choose a log to study. (Or let 
several groups work together on one log.) 
Explain that they'll be using their drawings 
later to make a mural. Note: Before taking 
the kids out, be sure to set your own safety 
guidelines, such as: "Do not stick bare 
hands into dark holes, release all of the 
animals after observing and sketching 
them, and replace the Jog in its original 
position after examining it." 
Afterward, go back inside and have 
each group explain what they found. 
Then set up a log mural. Here's how: 
1. Tape several large pieces of easel 
paper together, draw a log on the 
paper, and then hang the picture on a 
bulletin board or wall. 
2. Cut out the drawings the kids made 
outside, and glue them onto separate 
pieces of construction paper. 
3. Tape the drawings around the log and 
then use pieces of yam to connect each 
picture to the area on the log where the 
animals were found (see diagram). 
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Forest Community 
Life on a Rotting Log 
·~ 
red-backed ~ ...... -
salamander 
Name ________ _ 
The forest community is not limited to animals and plants that live in or near living trees. 
As the succession of the forest continues, many trees will die and fall to the ground. As the 
''dead" log lies on the forest floor. the actions of plants, animals, bacteria, lichens and the 
weather help break it down and return its components to the forest soil. Notice the many 
different varieties of life found on the rotting log. 
1. List the different kinds of plant life that are found on the rotting log. _______ _ 
2. How do the small plants help this log to decay? ---------------
3. What do the plants get from the log? -------------------
4. What kinds of small animals are found in or on the rotting log? ________ _ 
5. How do these animals help the log to decay? ---------------
Find Out! -The lichen found on the rotting log is a very interesting kind of plant. It is 
actually two organisms that are living together. What two organisms form lichen? What 
does each of these organisms need to live? How do organisms help each other? 
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Forest Community 
Life on a Rotting Log 
'~ 
red-backed ~ ..... -
salamander 
Inferential Thinking 9J 
No me ___,1<--=-=--E Y...._ ____ _ 
The forest community is not limited to animals and plants that live in or near living trees. 
~the succession of the forest continues, many trees will die and fall to the ground.~ the 
''dead" log lies on the forest floor, the actions of plants, animals, bacteria, lichens and the 
weather help break it down and return its components to the forest soil. Notice the many 
different varieties of life 'found on the rotting log. 
1. List the different kinds of plant life that are founo on the rotting log.--------
Lichen, moss, jack-o-late~n mushroom (decomposers) 
2. How do the small plants help this log to decay? _......:t::.!h!!e~r;....!:o~o~t~s~o.L!n..L-...Jto.uhJ...le;:__jpt-~-lua;un..utws::o...._ _ _ 
work into the log and open small spaces, which break the lo9 down 
3. What do the plants get from the log? the plants (decomposers) find food, 
a place to grow, and protection on the rottin9 109 
4. What kinds of small animals are found in or on the rotting log?----------
chipmunk, red-backed salamander, ants, earthworms 
5. How do these animals help the log to decay? the animals eat parts of 
the log or chew on it 
Find Out! - The lichen found on the rotting log is a very interesting kind of plant. It is 
actually two organisms that are living together. What two organisms form lichen? What 
does each of these organisms need to live? How do organisms help each other? 
Lichen are made of algae and fungi. The fungi absorbs the water 
that the algae needs to live. The algae make the food by means 
of photosynthesis. 
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A Study of the Forest Floor Name ________ _ 
Most often a forest habitat is cooL damp and shady. When you first look, it might seem that 
plant life is tess abundant than it would be in a pond or grassland area. But as you look 
more closely you will see many kinds of species that love shade, such as horsetails, mosses, 
ferns and fungi. The soil of a forest floor is rich in decaying matter. Its acidity will depend 
upon whether it contains fallen evergreen needles which increase the acidity or leaves from 
deciduous trees. This rich soil will be home to many kinds of ·animals including earthworms, 
centipedes, snails and beetles. 
You are going to study a forest floor, either on your own or on a field trip. You will need a wire 
hanger. Bend it into a circle. Toss the circle in a forest. Watch out for trees! Answer these questions 
and complete the activities as you examine the living things in your own tiny forest plot. 
What is the temperature inside your plot? Is it dry or moist? _____ _ 
Identify and describe all the plants that are in your plot. --------------
Sketch the ones you cannot identify in the boxes below. 
Look for animals. Look under any leaves, evergreen needles or twigs. Identify and describe 
the different animals that you find. ----------------------
Sketch the ones you cannot identify in the boxes below. 
Do the same thing with the hanger either on your lawn or in a field near your home. 
Compare that habitat with your findings in the forest. 
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REPORT OF WEATHER CONDITIONS FOR MICRO-PLOT STUDIES 
MONTH DAY 
________ a.m./p.m. 
TEMPERATURE·------------------------------------------------------
RELATIVE HUMIDITY------------------------------------------------
WIND DIRECTION---------------------------------------------------
PRECIPITATION ____ ~----------------------------------------------
SKY (clear, cloudy, etc.) ______________________________________ __ 
I REMARKS ________________ ~-----------------------------------------
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THINGS TO LOOK FOR IN YOUR MICROPLOT STUDY AREA 
l.)General discription of area (size, where it is, etc.L-__________ __ 
2.)Intensity of sunlight (bright sun, shaded, etc.) __________________ _ 
3.)Water availability (Is the area in a wet or dry location?) ______ __ 
4.)Soil characteristics 
a.)What does it feel like? (sand, clay, etc.) __________________ __ 
b.) What does it sme 11 1 ike? _____________________________________ _ 
c.)Amount of moisture in soil (dry, damp or wet) ________________ _ 
d.) Can you pack it into a tight ball? ____________________________ _ 
e. )How is the soil important to your area? _____________________ __ 
S.)Plants 
a.)What percentage of your area is covered by plants? __________ _ 
b.)What kind of plants can you find? (moss, fungus, grass, flowers, 
trees, etc.) 
-------------------------------------------------------
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c.)What colors can you find in the plants? ______________________ __ 
d.)How are the plants important to your area? __________________ __ 
6.)Animals 
a.)What kind of animals are in your area? (insects, worms, 
snails, birds, etc.) ____________________________________________ _ 
b.)What animal signs can you find? (holes, tracks, dropping, 
hair, feathers, etc.) __________________________________________ __ 
c.)What other kinds of animals do you think might be found in 
this kind of area? 
------------------------------------------------
d.)How are the animals important to your area? __________________ _ 
NOTES: 
fure~24 
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Michigan Forest Succession 
Change. In Michigan our forests have undergone centuries of 
change. This change is called Succession, the orderly replacement of 
one plant community by another . Along with the plant communities, 
the wildlife that inhabits these areas will change, too. This change 
takes place over a long period of time and can occur naturally or with 
human interference. ·· 
Long before Michigan was settled, our state was covered almost 
entirely by forests. On occasion a bolt of lightning would ignite a forest 
·.7fire and the burned timber would create a place for a new plant 
community. The same would happen if an ice storm or tornado 
destroyed parts of the forest. As the new plant community became 
established, the wildlife adapted to the change. 
As Michigan began to become more populated and settlement 
occurred, it was human interference that added a new dimension to 
succession . It was tlie axe, plow, and saw that changed the established 
forest communities . The building of towns, creation of farms, and 
logging of forests accelerated succession . Natural succession is good 
and because it takes time, most wildlife can adapt easily. When it 
occurs at too great a speed, succession can alter the natural habitat of 
wildlife species before they can adapt . Today forest and wildlife 
managers are aware of this concept. On the reverse of this page is an 
example of succession . 
In this diagram, a farm has been deserted leaving only bare soil 
behind. Soon weeds spring up everywhere. Weeds are extremely 
important plants because they readily adapt to disturbance and rush in 
to fill a vacated niche. As the weeds become established they keep the 
soil from eroding . Without weeds, both wind and rain combine to 
remove the soil from the land . Without weeds, some of the rain that 
does fall quickly evaporates. The new weeds hold the moisture in 
place. As weeds die, their nutrients enrich the soil. Not many forms of 
wildlife live in bare soil, but as the weeds are taking over they produce 
food for seed-eating animals. Mice, gophers, quail, and pheasant are 
just a few of these. 
After about fifteen years, the area now becomes dominated by 
shrubs. These sun-loving species of dogwood, sumac, blackberry, and 
hawthorn gradually replace many of the weeds and grasses . New 
mammals and birds (rabbits, groundhogs, bluebirds, etc.) that prefer 
more cover and eat parts of these plants will become more abundant. 
These animals bring new seeds along with them. Some of these seeds 
may have been eaten somewhere else, but are deposited here. Other 
seeds hitchhike on animals due to a prickly outer covering. Some 
seeds, such ilS acorns, may be deposited by squirrels from an adjacent 
forest. And, of course, many seeds arrive by the wind. 
These new seeds may include some sun-loving tree species like 
aspen, black cherry, sassafras, or jack pine. These trees are often 
referred to as pioneers because they are the. first trees to venture into 
these unclaimed territories . Pioneers love the sunlight and soon grow 
above the shrubs and now-disappearing weeds that cannot compete . 
The whitetail deer and ruffed grouse do exceptionally well in these 
early stages of pioneer species growth. After 35 years this young 
forest looks nothing like the farmland it had once been . 
But succession doesn't stop there. Dependent on soil · type, 
moisture, and seed availability, new species continue to move in and 
replace others . The young sun-loving pioneers will eventually have a 
difficult time replacing themselves in the now-shaded understory . 
Trees more tolerant of shade will become established. Oaks, hickorys, 
beech, and sugar maple can grow in less sunlight. In several hundred 
years, an initial forest of aspen and cherry may become a forest of 
sugar maple and beech. 
As this forest become older, different wildlife species will choose it 
for habitat. If the browse line becomes too high and the forest floor too 
shaded for ground cover plants, the deer will become less abundant. 
Cavity-nesting animals drawn to older trees with decaying wood will 
be more common. Woodpeckers, raccoons, and squirrels are examples 
of these . The forest that grows old and allows only more of its own 
shade tolerant kind to grow is referred to as a climax forest . It may 
remain a climax forest for a very long time unless a farmer returns to 
cut down the trees, pull the stumps, and plow the soil. Remember, 
this is how our diagram began. 
As we have seen, succession does not happen overnight . Yet, if you 
are observant, you can see the difference in plant communities and 
understand that wildlife is dependent of them. The meadow that 
children play baseball in today will no doubt grow into a forest 
tomorrow. It's only a matter of time ... and change. 
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PLANT SUCCESSION 
A plant community has some plants which 
tend to control and dominate the community . 
These are called dominate species . Other 
plants in the community are called second-
ary or associates. A plant community 
usually is named for its dominate species. 
When one plant community borders on 
another, there is no clear dividing line. 
Instead, there is a transition zone or eco-
tone where communities overlap. At ---
Blacklick Woods Metropolitan Park, where 
both swamp forest and beech··maple forest 
occur, there are many areas with elm, ash, 
and red maple of the swamp forest, and 
American beech and sugar maple of the beech-
maple forest, all about equally intermixed. 
merican beech, 
sugar maple & 
Horizontal 
Succession 
Change of an area 
in space usually 
due to topography. 
Beech-Maple Forest 
(Climax Forest) 
. --~---Bo ~ccessional Area ~ 
From Field to Forest Name ________ _ 
Through a series of changes, an abandoned farmer's field can develop into a climax forest. 
These changes take an orderly pattern as each new plant or animal population makes 
environmental changes for the new plants and animals that will succeed them. This series of 
orderly changes is called succession. 
ReOd the description of each step of the succession of an abandoned farmer's field in the 
Southeastern United States. 
Farmer's Abandoned 
Field 
Ten years after Farmer 
Brown quit working his 
farm, small pine 
seedlings began to 
grovv in the abandoned 
field along with low-
growing shrubs. grasses 
and herbs. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
Pine Forest 
Twenty-five years have 
passed and the pines 
have grown tall and 
mature Young oak 
trees start to grow 
beneath the pines. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
Oak-Pine Forest 
The oak trees reach 
for the sun between 
the old pine trees. 
Many older pines die. 
and young oaks 
begin to replace the 
pines. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
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Oak Climax Forest 
The large oaks 
dominate the forest. 
Young oaks grow in 
the understory. while 
young pines cannot 
grow in the shade of 
the oaks. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
L-_s_u_c_c_es_s_io_n __ al_A __ r_e_a ________________________________________ ~ j 
From Field to Forest Name _ ___;:_K=E-=-Y __________ _ 
Through a series of changes, an abandoned farmer's field can develop into a climax forest. 
These changes take an orderly pattern as each new plant or animal population makes 
environmental changes for the new plants and animals that will succeed them. This series of 
orderly changes is called succession. 
Read the description of each step of the succession of an abandoned farmer's field in the 
Southeastern United States. 
Farmer's Abandoned 
Field 
Ten years after Farmer 
Brown quit working his 
farm, small pine 
seedlings began to 
grow in the abandoned 
field along with low-
growing shrubs, grasses 
and herbs. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
mice hawks 
rabbits snakes 
groundhog 
Pine Forest Oak-Pine Forest 
Twenty-five years have The oak trees reach 
passed and the pines for the sun between 
have grown tall and the old pine trees. 
mature Young oak Many older pines die, 
trees start to grow and young oaks 
beneath the pines. begin to replace the 
List some animals that pines. 
would live in this habitat. List some animals that 
deer would live in this habitat. 
wood:Qeckers squirrels 
chi12munk raccoon 
fox 
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Oak Climax Forest 
The large oaks 
dominate the forest. 
Young oaks grow in 
the understory, while 
young pines cannot 
grow in the shade of 
the oaks. 
List some animals that 
would live in this habitat. 
turkey 
grouse 
squirrel 
FOREST IN A JAR 
Obje~tiyes Students will be able 
to: 1) observe and describe succession: and 2) 
summarize what they have learned about how 
environments can change. 
Method Students conduct an experi-
ment using soil. water. seeds. a plant. and a jar: 
and then draw a poster to represent their obser-
vations and findings. 
Background Succession is a 
term used to describe the ever-changing environ-
ment and the gradual process by which one 
habitat is replaced by another. Many habitats 
that appear to be stable are changing before us. 
In this activity. students will be able to see in 
miniature how a swampy area can be succeeded 
by a forested habitat. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
to recognize the process of succession. 
Materials pint or quart jars (one 
per student or small groups of students. or one 
for the entire class). water. soil. aquatic plants 
(one per jar). two cups bird seed 
Procedure 
1. Place two inches of soil and three inches of 
water in a jar. Place the jar at a window. with-
out a lid. and allow it to settle overnight. 
2. Plant an aquatic plant in the jar. It should grow 
well in this environment. If your classroom has 
. no windows. substitute a grow-light. 
3. Do not replace the water that evaporates from 
the jar. 
4. Once or twice a week. have students add three 
or four bird seeds to the jar. While there is water 
in the jar. the seeds should germinate and then 
rot. Continue adding seeds even after the water 
evaporates. 
5. As the water evaporates down to the soil. the 
aquatic plant will die. The bird seeds will now 
find the environment suitable for successful 
growth. Sunflower seeds. which grow large. can 
be added to represent forest trees. You will now 
need to add water, as a substitute for rainfall. 
to keep the soil damp to keep things growing. 
6. Have each student make a poster. drawing. or 
other visual representation of what they saw 
happen to their "pond." Ask them to talk about 
what they have learned about how environments 
can change. Introduce the term. "succession:· to 
older students. 
7. OPTIONAL: Thke a field trip to a pond. What 
plants are growing in the water? What plants are 
growing on the shore? What parallels are there 
between this real pond and the"pond"in the jar? 
Make a second drawing of this real pond. Com-
pare the similarities and differences between the 
two. 
NOTE: See "Pond Succession:· and use it as an ex-
tension to this activity. 
Age: Grades K-6 
Subject: Science 
Skills: analysis. application. comparing similarities and 
differences. description. discussion. drawing. general-
ization. invention. media construction. psychomotor 
development. research 
Duration: five to ten minutes for one or two days a 
week for several weeks: 20 to 30 minutes for sum-
mary activity 
Group Size: any 
Setting: indoors: outdoors optional 
Conceptual Framework Reference: Ill .A.. III.A.l.. lli.A.3 .. 
111.8 .• III.C .. III.C.1.. III.C.3 .. III.C.4. 
Key Vocabulary: evaporation. change. succession 
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Evaluation 
Describe three changes you saw happen to what 
was inside the jar. 
Number these drawings to show their order 
from what would be most likely to be first. to 
what would be likely to last. 
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Draw lines from each of these animal names to 
the places above where they would be most likely 
to live. 
fish turtle raccoon squirrel deer 
APPENDIX 
Questions, Questions, and More Questions 
1. True or false: Trees are considered to be annuals. (False. Annuals are plants that 
sprout, reproduce, and die in one season. Trees, though, are a type of perennial, 
which means they live for many seasons.) 
2. True or false: Gymnosperms do not produce true flowers or fruit. (True) 
3. Name a kind of tree that's a gymnosperm. (Spruces, firs, pines, hemlocks, 
redwoods, and other conifers are all gymnosperms.) 
4. What are deciduous trees? (trees that lose their leaves each year) 
5. A tree's outer covering, or __ , protects it from injury, insect damage, and disease. 
(bark) 
6. The sapwood carries __ and __ from the roots to the leaves. (nutrients, water) 
7. True or false: Pine needles are leaves. (True) 
8. What gives green plants their green color? (a pigment called chlorophyll) 
9. Name five products people get from trees. (lumber, paper, food, spices, rubber, 
cork, drugs, fabric-for more examples see pages 65 and 66) 
10. The science of managing forests is called--· (forestry) 
11. List three plant layers found in many forests. (canopy, understory, shrub, herb, for-
est floor, tree trunk, emergent) 
12. True or false: Many wild animals spend most of their time in only one or two layers of 
a forest. (True). 
13. True or false: Evergreen trees never shed their leaves. (False. Most evergreen trees 
gradually replace their leaves, shedding some every year.) 
14. Name one function of a tree's trunk. (support rod, transport system) 
15. True or false: Broad-leaved trees are also called softwoods. (False. Broad-leaved 
trees are also called hardwoods. Needle-leaved trees are called softwoods.) 
16. Some scientists have divided the world's forests into four major groups. What are 
they? (boreal, mixed, deciduous, tropical) 
17. What is a compound leaf? (a leaf made up of many leaflets) 
18. True or false: All broad-leaved trees are deciduous. (False. Some broad-leaved trees 
are evergreens and do not drop all their leaves each year.) 
19. In which leaf layer are stomata found? (epidermis) 
20. What two layers make up a leafs mesophyll? (spongy, palisade) 
21. Why do many deciduous trees' leaves change from green to other colors in fall? (In 
fall chlorophyll breaks down and other pigments in the leaves become visible.) 
22. What are coppiced trees? (trees that grow from the stumps of felled trees) 
23. What is a decomposer? (an organism that helps break down dead tissue and turns it 
into soil) 
24. What are pulpwood trees? (trees that will one day be made into paper) 
25. The inner bark, or --· transports water, sugar, and dissolved nutrients to all parts 
of a tree. (phloem) 
26. Name two ways animals use trees. (for food, shelter, nesting sites) 
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Deer of Sharon Woods 
Objectives: 
+ Understand the basic needs of living things 
+ IdentifY how animals have adapted to their changing environment 
+ IdentifY and describe the effects of human activity on the environment 
+ Read and interpret data and graphs 
What to Teach 
Introduce students to the white-tailed 
deer of Ohio. 
Discuss the white-tailed deer with 
students, in one form or another. The 
following are common questions about 
deer: 
1. How did the deer get its name 
"white-tail"? 
2. What are mature male deer caJJed, 
mature female deer, and baby deer? 
3. How big are deer? 
4. How long do deer live? 
5. What do deer eat? 
6. When is the best time to see deer? 
7. What type of habitat do they like? 
deer I 
Teaching Suggestions 
-Show pictures of deer if possible 
- Question students about their 
sightings and interactions with deer 
in Ohio 
- Refer to the information sheets 
provided, "White-tailed Deer" 
"White-tailed Deer in Ohio" "The 
Year of the Antler" and "Aging 
Deer." 
1. From its large white tail that is 
flipped up when alarmed, called the 
"flag". 
2. Males are bucks, females are does, 
and babies are fawns. 
3. Males weigh 130-200 pounds, 
females weigh 120-150 pounds. 
4. Average age is 3 years old. 
5. Grass, herbs, succulent woody 
vegetation, acorns, and fruits. 
6. Most active at sunrise and sunset. 
7. Mix of forests, brushland, and 
cropland. 
What to Teach 
8. Do they make sounds? 
9. What are antlers? 
10. Do both females and males have antlers? 
11. How many fawns do does have? 
12. Are there more deer in Ohio now than 
in previous years? 
13. How do you age a deer? 
IdentifY the components of deer habitat 
and discuss what Jimits deer populations. 
Discuss with students, through a problem-
solving approach, the deer overpopulation 
problem that occurred (and is still occurring) in 
Sharon Woods. Q: Sharon Woods has too 
many deer. The foliage is decimated. What 
can we do to solve the problem? 
deer 2 
Teaching Suggestions 
8. Thirteen sounds are recognized, 
including snorts, whistles, grunts, 
and wheezes. 
9. Antlers are not horns but 
outgrowths of the skin. Antlers are 
covered with "velvet" while growing 
and later harden and become hom-
like. At this time the velvet is 
scraped off See '"The Year of the 
Antler". 
10. Only males have antlers. 
11. One fawn is born the first year 
and 2-3 per year after that. Fawns 
are born in May and June and are on 
their own by September. 
12. YES 
13. Look at the wear on a deer's 
teeth to determine age. See "Aging 
Deer". 
-Have students participate in the 
activity "Oh Deer!" 
- Define: population 
limiting factors 
-See "Please Don't Feed the Deer", 
the deer population graphs, and for 
teacher information, "The Sharon 
Woods Deer Problem", which 
provides tables and statistics on deer 
numbers. 
What to Teach 
Q: Why did overpopulation occur? 
Q: What problems do too many deer pose? 
Visit to Sharon Woods Metro Park. 
Discuss deer management. 
Student Activity. 
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Teaching Suggestions 
- Loss of habitat in the surrounding 
areas due to urban growth forced 
deer into Sharon Woods. 
- Lack of natural predators. 
- Reduction of control through 
hunting. 
- Increased deer/auto accidents. 
- Damage to the habitat due to 
overgrazmg. 
- Loss of plant and wildlife diversity. 
- Increase of deer diseases and 
starvation. 
- This program offers information 
and a hands-on exhibit of items 
concerning the Metro Parks' deer 
dilemma. Students will learn bow 
the deer population got out of 
control and what can be done to 
slow their growth. We'H also 
discuss the biology of deer and how 
they fit into the food chain. 
-Define management. 
- What is the purpose of 
management? The purpose is to 
provide a deer population that will 
allow maximum recreational 
opportunities while minimizing 
conflicts between deer and humans 
-Who manages the deer in Ohio and 
how is it done? 
- See "Deer Management" and 
"Managing Ohio's Deer Herd" 
- In order for students to better 
understand management decisions, 
do the activity "Checks and 
Balances." 
- As an assignment, have students 
finish this section with the activity 
"Hunting and Wildlife Management" 
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(Odocoileus virginianus) 
These beautiful animals may be as numerous 
today as when settlers first arrived in North America. 
White-tailed deer thrive on the edses of farms. 
weodlots. and wetlands. areas that provide a 
variety of food and cover. Deer browse on buds. 
leaves. and the twiss of woody plants as well as 
acorns and some farm crops. They are the most 
important bis-same animal of eastern North 
America. 
Fawns have no scent for the first three or four days of life and their beautiful spotted 
coat blends in with the vesetation. By lyins 
perfectly still in the srass amons the 
shadows and sunlisht. a fawn usually 
remains unseen by predators. 
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Male deer. called bucks. STOW antlers 
made of solid bone each year. Their ant-
lers display the animal's dominance and 
sexual attractiveness and are sometimes 
used to nsht off rivals. The antler's size 
and shape are a result of nutrition. not ase. 
A layer of fuzzy skin. called velvet. containin.g 
blood vessels and nerve endin.gs covers and nour-
ishes the antlers as they .grow. In late summer 
.growth stops. and the outer skin hardens. Over the 
next month. males rub off the velvet by attackin.g 
saplin.gs and twi,gs with their antlers. a process that 
sometimes leaves blood stains on the antlers. No-
vember heralds the breedin,g season. or rut durin.g 
which time bucks may behave wildly. After breed-
ins, the sheddin,g process be.gins. and the antlers 
fall off sometime between late fall and early 
sprin,g. Mice. chipmunks. and porcupines eat 
the antlers. which contain nutritious miner-
als. calcium. and salt. Some bucks. weakened by .growin,g the lar.ge antlers and nshting 
other deer. may not make it throu.gh the winter. 
The prominent tail ,gives the 
Mwhite-tailM its name. When a deer is 
alanned. the tail flips up and fluffs 
out. providin.g a lar.ge wamin.g st.gnal 
to other deer. 
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METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICT 
COLUMBUS AND FRANKLIN COUNTY 
P'.O. IIOX281. 
COLUMBUS. OHIO 43221 
WHITE-T AJLED DEER 
Deer were abundant when the first 
white settlers arrived in central Ohio_ 
but unregulated hunting and land use 
changes caused their extirpation by the 
end of the nineteenth century. However_ 
in the past 50 years_ reinvasion of deer 
f~om other states and protection under 
Ohio game laws have resulted in the re-
turn of deer to most of the state. Today_ 
central Ohio has a moderate population 
of white-tailed deer; they occur in all the 
Metropolitan Parks. 
It isn't easy to see them though. 
Deer manage to be surprisingly unobtru-
sive for such large animals (a very large 
buck may weigh more than 300 pounds). 
Hoofprints_ droppings_ and other signs 
may be everywhere_ but the most one 
usually sees is a glimpse of a brown flank 
and a white tail raised in alarm as the 
animal bounds away in the underbrush_ 
making a startling crash that is quickly 
followed by complete silence_ as if it had 
run a few yards and then disappeared in 
thin air. The disappearance is an illu-
sion_ of course--the deer has simply 
paused at what it considers a safe distance 
to look back. 
Deer are very curious animals. 
Even today_ in National Parks and in 
areas where they are not often hunted_ 
they are as likely to approach and investi-
gate a human as runaway. In such situ-
ations they can be dangerous_. since they 
are unpredictable and capable of dealing 
fatal blows with their hoofs. Deer have 
hurt many more people than have wolves_ .. 
mountain lions_ or other carnivores. 
Buck deer during the mating period--the 
rut--are extremely dangerous. Fawns 
should always be left strictly alone. as 
the mother may attack if she feels her 
young are threatened. 
Whitetail does usuallv give birth to 
one fawn in their first breeding season; 
in later years they normally bear two. 
occasionally three_ and rarely four. 
Gestation takes about 200 days. Most 
Ohio fawns are born in May and June. 
The fawns lie quietly_ camouflaged in the 
leaf litter by their dappled coats_ for 
about a month before they get up and join 
their mother on her feeding route. Mean-
while. the bucks' antlers have started to 
grow--knobby_ fuzzy growths which at 
first look more like a strange cactus than 
antlers. The antlers are not true horns_ 
but outgrowths of the skin_ like hair_ and 
do n o t become hard and horn -like until 
the fall_ when the "velvet" outer covering 
is scraped off against saplings and tree 
trunks. Antler size and the number of 
points are u n r e 1 i a b 1 e indicators of a 
buck's age. A three and one-half year 
buck may have a much finer rack than a 
six or sevenyear old. Wear and replace-
ment of the teeth_ which occurs in an 
orderly progression_ is a much more 
reliable estimator of age. 
Males spend the summer companion-
ably in groups of two or three. But when 
their antlers have hardened_ they begin to 
lower their heads at each other and spar 
with their new weapons. As the mating 
season progresses. these rivalries be-
come serious_ each buck trying to acquire 
as many does as he can. Harems are 
seldom large in central Ohio because of 
t he scattered population. T h e rutting 
season runs through December or mid-
January. by which time t h e deer have 
traded their red summer coats for the 
dense gray fur of winter. By February_ 
the bucks' antlers have dropped off. 
Cast-off antlers are found less often than 
might be expected because they are nib-
bled on by a multitude of small mammals. 
Deer eat a variety of foods_ depend-
ing on the time of year. In spring_ they 
graze on the green sprouts of grass and 
qther plants. In summer_ they eat a wide 
variety of herbs_ grasses_ and succulent 
woody vegetation. Their autumn diet may 
include 1 ar g e quantities of acorns and 
other nuts_ as well as fruits. Deer may 
become a nuisance in orchards and vin.;.. 
yards at this time. In winter_ deer re-
turn to browsing on leaf buds_ fruits_ 
seeds_ and soft evergreen leaves. They 
may also eat mosses and lichens. 
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Scientific name: Odocoileus virglnianus 
Other common names: Whitetail 
LIFE HISTORY NOTES 
/ 
Mating: polygamous. Breeding period: late. October through mid-January; peak of activity in early to mid-
November. GestaUon: 167-222 days; average 200 days. Birth period: mid-May through July; peak period in late 
May through mid-June. Utters per year: 1. Litter size: 1 in first year; 2 and occasionally 3 in later years. Birth 
weight male .4-141b (1.8-6.4 kg), average 7 lb (3.2 kg); female 3-8 lb (1.4-3.6 kg), average Sib (2.3 kg). Eye• of 
young open: at birth. Young weaned: at 10 weeks. Breeding age: most males at H~years, 50-681!(,of females at 
6-8 months. Adult weight male 130-300 lb (59-136 kg); female 120-150 lb (54-68 kg). Adult body length: 60-95 
inches (152-241 em). Adult tall length: 6-11 Inches (15-26 em). Life expectancy: fewer than 5% reach 4 ~years. 
Movement: home range %--2 square miles (130-516 hectares). Feeding period: variable; peak activity 3 hours 
before sunrise to sunrise, and sunset to 4 hours after sunset. Typical foods: in decreasing order of 
occurrence-wild crabapple, com, sumac leaves and stems. Japanese honeysuckle leaves and stems, grasses, 
greenbrier fruits and leaves, clover leaves, soybean leaves and beans, jewelweed leaves, acorns. dogwood 
· fruits and stems, and miscellaneous woody browse; 
The white-tailed deer Is Ohio's largest game animal. The summer pelage is reddish tan and relatively short, 
thin, and wiry. Tha winter coat Is grayish tan and heavy, with long guard hairs and short, thick underfur that 
provides excellent Insulation. White patches occur on the throat, belly, tail, and Insides of the legs. The large 
white tail, or "flag," is often the most conspicuous part of the deer. 
The buck's antlers begin growing In early April, becoming hard and polished by September, and most are 
shed bY early February. Massive racks with many points are Indicators of good deer range, where food Is 
plentiful and nutritious. Male fawns have "buttons" which protrude only an inch above the hairline. 
Fawns are dropped wherever the doe happens to be at the time. They can walk after one or two hours and 
they nurse two or three times a day for the first few days after birth, remaining hidden between nursing periods. 
At about one month the fawns begin to accompany their mother on foraging trips. The family group of mother 
and fawns stays together until the following spring; occasionally an adult buck can be seen with the group. 
Although deer generally pursue life In relative silence, thirteen sounds have been recognized. The most 
familiar is the snort or whistle of alarm. Others Include grunts, wheezes, bawls, bleats. and mews. 
In the unbroken virgin forests of early Ohio, whitetails probably were not as numerous as they are today. By 
1900, most of Ohio had been converted from forest to cropland; removal of habitat plus unrestricted hunting 
caused the virtual disappearance of deer from the state by the early 1900s. In the 1920s and '30s, limited 
stocking combined with natural Immigration of deec from adjacent states and enforcement of game laws to 
build a herd that now occupies every county. About 60 percent of the herd Is in unglaclated, hilly eastern Ohio, 
where deer densities average 5 to 15 per square mile. In the glaciated western and northeast re9i<>ns, densities 
vary from less than ·one to abOut five per square mile. 
Although classified as forest mammals, whitetails do best in habitats with diverse food and cover types, 
Including different-aged timber stands. Ideal habitat management will provide a mixture of forest, brush land, 
and cropland In blocks of one to two square miles. 
Publication 101 
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Sportsmen and nature lovers generally look with favor on the whitetail, but an excessive deer population can 
be an economic menace to the farmer and forester, and a hazard to the motorist. Overabundant deer can also 
deteriorate their habitat. leading to poor reproduction and physical condition and, eventually, to losses from 
starvation. 
For these reasons, Ohio's deer herd requires management; the legal harvest has proven to be the only 
effective means. The herd today provides countless hours of recreation to more than 250,000 Ohio sportsmen 
and-to the one in five who is successful-many excellent meals. · 
North American Distribution 
-2~"-
HIND FRONT 
Deer per Square Mile In the Fall 
IITilll 5-1 0 ~ 2-5 
DENTAL FORMULA (32 teeth) 
Incisors Canines Premolars Molars 
Upper 0 0 3 3 
Lower 3 1 3 3 
TRACKS 
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THE YEAR OF THE ANTLER 
SPRING 
Every spring, buck deer grow a new 
pair of antlers . from permanent 
bumps on their head. 
EARLY SUMMER 
Antlers are soft and covered with a 
thin, fuzzy skin called velvet. 
Velvet contains blood vessels whioh 
carry nutrients for building 
strong bones. 
MID SUMMER 
By mid summer, antlers are just 
partially grown. 
LATE SUMMER 
antlers have 
'rhey remain 
until the bone 
By late summer the 
reached full size. 
covered with velvet 
becomes solid. 
FALL 
By Fall, antlers are hard. 'l'he velvet 
no longer provides nutrients to the 
bone and it sheds off. 
WINTER 
After the fall rutting (mating) season 
the antlers are no longer needed and 
fall off. Sometimes it is possible to 
find antlers in the forest. 
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0 bj ectives Students will be able to: 
1) identify and describe food, water. and shelter 
as three essential components of· habitat: 2) 
describe the importance of good habitat for ani-
mals; 3) define "limiting factors" and give ex-
amples: and 4) recognize that some fluctuations 
in wildlife populations are natural as ecological 
systems undergo a constant change. 
Method Students become "deer" and 
components of habitat in a highly-involving 
physical activity. 
Background A variety of factors 
affects the ability of wildlife to successfully 
reproduce and to maintain their populations over 
time. Disease. predator/prey relationships. vary-
ing impacts of weather conditions from season 
to season {e.g., early freezing. heavy snows. flood-
ing, drought). accidents. environmental pollution. 
and habitat destruction and degradation are 
among these factors. 
Some naturally-caused as well as culturally-
induced limiting factors serve to prevent wild-
life populations from reproducing in numbers 
greater than their habitat can support. An excess 
of such limiting factors. however. leads to threat-
ening. endangering, and eliminating whole spe-
cies of animals. 
The m·ost fundamental of life's necessities for 
any animal are food, water. shelter. and space in 
a suitable arrangement. Without these essential 
components. animal cannot survive. 
This activity is designed for students to learn 
that: 
a) good habitat is the key to wildlife survival: 
b) a population will continue to increase in size 
until some limiting factors are imposed: 
c) limiting factors contribute to fluctuations in 
wildlife populations: and 
d) nature is never in "balance:· but is constantly 
changing. 
Wildlife populations are not static. They con-
tinuously fluctuate in response to a variety of 
stimulating and limiting factors. We tend to 
speak of limiting factors as applying to a single 
species. although one factor may affect many 
species. Natural limiting factors. or those 
modeled after factors in natural systems. tend 
OH DEER! 
to maintain populations of species at levels 
within predictable ranges. This kind of "balance 
in nature" is not static. but is more like a teeter-
totter than a balance. Some species fluctuate or 
cycle annually. Quail. for example. may start with 
a population of 100 pairs in early spring: grow 
to a population of 1200 birds by late spring: and 
decline slowly to a winter population of 100 pairs 
again. This cycle appears to be almost totally 
controlled by the habitat components of food. 
water. shelter. and space. which are also limiting 
factors. Habitat components are the most funda-
mental and thereby the most critical of limiting 
factors in most natural settings. 
This activity is intended to be a simple but 
powerful way for students to grasp some basic 
concepts: that everything in natural systems is 
interrelated: that populations of organisms are 
continuously affected by elements of their envi-
ronment: and that populations of animals do not 
stay at the same static number year after year 
in their environment. but rather are continually 
changing in a process of maintaining dynamic 
equilibria in natural systems. The major purpose 
of this activity is for students to understand the 
importance of suitable habitat as well as factors 
that may affect wildlife populations in con-
stantly changing ecosystems. 
Materials area-either indoors or 
outdoors-large enough for students to run: e.g .. 
playing field: chalkboard or flip chart: writing 
materials 
Age: Grades 4-12 
Subjects: Science. Math. Social Studies. Physical 
Education 
Skills: application. comparing similarities and differ-
ences. description. discussion. generalization. 
graphing. kinesthetic concept development. observa-
tion. psychomotor development 
Duration: 30-45 minutes 
Group size: 15 and larger recommended 
Setting: indoors or outdoors: large area for running 
needed 
Conceptual Framework Reference: l.C.2 .. 111.8 .. 111.8.2 .. 
ill.8.3 .. 111.8.5 .. III.C .. lii.C.l.. lll.C.2 .. lli.E .. lli.E.1 .. lll.E.2 .. 
lli.F .. lli.F.1.. lli.F.2 .. lll.F.3 .. lll.F.4 .. lll.F.5 .. lV.C., 1V.C.1 ... 
IV.C.2. 
Key Vocabulary: habitat. limiting factors. predator. 
prey. population. balance of nature. ecosystem 
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Procedure 
1. Begin by telling students that they are about 
to participate in an activity that emphasizes the 
most essential things that animals need in order 
to survive. Review the essential components of 
habitat with the students: food, water. shelter. 
and space in a suitable arrangement. This activ-
ity emphasizes three of those habitat com-
ponents-food. water. and shelter-but the 
students should not forget the importance of 
the animals having sufficient space in which to 
live. and that all the components have to be in 
a suitable arrangement or the animals will die. 
z. Ask your students to count off in four's. Have 
all the one's go to one area: all ~wo's, three's, and 
four's go together to another area. Mark two 
parallel lines on the ground or floor ten to ZO 
yards apart. Have the one's line up behind one 
line: the rest of the students line up behind the 
other line. 
3. The one's become "deer." All deer need good 
habitat in order to survive. Ask the students 
what the essential components of habitat are 
again: food, water, shelter, and space In a 
suitable arrangement. For the purposes of this 
activity. we will assume that the deer have 
enough space in w hich to live. We are emphasiz-
ing food. water. and shelter. The deer (the one's) 
need to find food. water. and shelter in order to 
survive. When a deer is looking for food, it should 
clamp its hands over its stomach. When it is look-
ing for water, it puts its hands over its mouth. 
When it is looking for shelter, it holds its hands 
together over its head. A deer can choose to look 
for any one of its needs during each round or seg-
ment of the activity; the deer cannot, however, 
change what it is looking for: e.g., w hen it sees 
what is available. during that round. It can 
change again what it is looking for in the next 
round, If it survives. 
4. The two's, three's, and four 's are food, water, 
and shelter-components of habitat. Each stu-
dent gets to choose at the beginning of each 
round which component he or she will be during 
that round . The students depict which compo-
nent they are in the same way the deer show 
what they are looking for: that is, hands on 
stomach for food , etc. 
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5. The game starts with all players lined up on 
their respective lines (deer on one side: habitat 
components on the other side)-and with their 
backs to the students at the other line. 
6. The facilitator or teacher begins the first 
round by asking all of the students to make their 
signs-each deer deciding what it is looking for. 
each habitat component deciding what it is. Give-
the students a few moments to get their hands 
in place-over stomachs. mouths. or over their 
heads. (As you look at the two lines of students. 
you will normally see a lot of variety-with some 
students water. some food. some shelter. As the 
game proceeds. sometimes the students confer 
with each other and all make the same sign. 
That's okay. although don't encourage it. For ex-
ample. all the students in habitat might decide 
to be shelter. That could represent a drought 
_ year with no available food or water.} 
7. When you can see that the students are ready, 
count: "One ... two . .. three:· At the count of 
three, each deer and each habitat component 
turn to face the opposite group. continuing to 
hold their signs clearly. 
8. When deer see the habitat component they 
need, they are to run to it. Each deer must hold 
the sign of what it is looking for until getting 
to the habitat component person with the same 
sign. Each deer that reaches its necessary 
habitat component takes the "food," "water:· or 
"shelter" back to the deer side of the line. This 
is to represent the deer's successfully meeting 
its needs. and successfully reproducing as a 
result. Any deer that fails to find its food, water. 
or shelter dies and becomes part of the habitat. 
That is. in the next round. the deer that died is 
a habitat component and so is available as food, 
water, or shelter to the deer who are still alive. 
NaTE: When more than one deer reaches a 
habitat component. the student who gets there 
first survives. Habitat components stay in place 
on their line until a deer needs them. If no deer 
needs a particular habitat component during a 
round. the habitat component just stays where 
it is in the habitat. The habitat person can, 
however. change which component it is from 
round to round. 
9. You as the facilitator or teacher keep track of 
how many deer there are at the beginning of the 
game. and at the end of each round you record 
the number of deer also. Continue the game for 
approximately 15 rounds. Keep the pace brisk. 
and the students will thoroughly enjoy it. 
10. At the end of the 15 rounds. gather the 
students together to discuss the activity. 
Encourage them to talk about what they ex-
perienced and saw. For example. they saw a small 
herd of deer (seven students in a class size of 28} 
begin by finding more than enough of its habitat 
needs. The population of deer expanded over two 
to three rounds of the game. until the habitat 
was depleted and there was not sufficient food. 
water. and shelter for all the members of the 
herd. At that point. deer starved or died of thirst 
or lack of shelter. and they returned as part of 
the habitat. Such things happen in nature also. 
11. Using a flip chart pad or an available 
chalkboard. post the data recorded during the 
game. The number of deer at the beginning of 
the game and at the end of each round repre-
sent the number of deer in a series of years. That 
is. the beginning of the game is year one; each 
round is an additional year. Deer can be posted 
by five's for convenience. For example: 
/0 
5 
I Z. ~ "f 5 " 1 ~ 'f 10 II IZ. 
Y£Afi! 
The students will see this visual reminder of 
what they experienced during the game: the 
deer population fluctuated over a period of years. 
This is a natural process. as long as the factors 
which limit the population do not become exces-
sive. to the point where the animals cannot 
successfully reproduce. The wildlife populations 
will tend to peak. decline. and rebuild, peak. 
decline. and rebuild-as long as there is good 
habitat and sufficient numbers of animals to 
successfully reproduce. 
12. In discussion. ask the students to summarize 
some of the things they have learned from this 
activity. What do animals need to survive? What 
are some of the "limiting factors" that affect 
their survival? Are wildlife populations static. or 
do they tend to fluctuate, as part of an overall 
"balance of nature?" Is nature ever really in 
"balance," or are ecological systems involved in 
a process of constant change? 
Extensions 
1. When you have finished tabulating the graph 
data and discussing it. ask the students if they 
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have ever heard of the Hudson Bay trappers in 
American history. Tell them. briefly. who they 
were. 
There is n hundred years. or more. of records of 
the activities of these trappers. In those records 
are some interesting data. These data refer to 
pelts shipped from America to Europe. partic-
ularly the pelts of snowshoe hares and lynx. 
Researchers have found that snowshoe hare 
populations seem to peak about every seven to 
nine years and then crash. repeating the process 
over each comparable time period. So. a snow-
shoe hare population graph would look like this: 
'" 21 'f&A~ 
It has also been discovered that lynx populations 
do the same thing-except that they do it one 
year behind the hare populations. The combined 
graph would look like this: 
~ 
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Graph this right over the deer graph that you 
made, adding first the hares. and then the lynx. 
Ask the students: 
• Which animal is the predator? Which prey? 
• Are predators controlling the prey, or are prey 
controlling the predators? (We have been 
brought up to "know" that predators control the 
prey-and are now discovering that this is not 
so. The number of prey animals available tells us 
how many predators can live in the area.) 
• Is this like the deer habitat game we just 
played? Who controls? (Sometimes the habitat-
when the deer population is not too large; some-
times the habitat-when the deer population 
"gets on top of it" and destroys the vegetative 
food and cover.) 
2. Some recent research has added a new dimen-
sion to the story of the snowshoe hares and the 
lynx. 
It has been found that a major winter food of 
the hare is a small willow. As hare populations 
grow. the use of the willow plants grows too. 
But. when the willow plant has been "hedged" 
or eaten back so far. the plant generates a toxin 
(poison) which precludes use by the hare. That 
is when the hare population crashes. followed by 
the crash of the lynx population about a year 
later. Then the willow. relieved of pressure. 
begins to grow again. The hare population begins 
to grow in response. and last of all. within a year 
or so. the lynx population follows. And the cycle 
has begun again-over and over-every seven to 
nine years. 
Discuss the "balance of nature." Is it ever in 
"balance?" 
Evaluation 
Name three essential components of habitat. 
Define "limiting factors." Give three examples. 
Examine the graph. What factors may have 
caused the following population changes: 
a. between years 1 and 27 
b. between years 3 and 47 
c. between years 5 and 67 
d. between years 7 and 87 
I YEAR 
Which of the following graphs represents the 
more typically balanced population? 
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PLEASE 
DON'T FEED THE DEER 
The white-tailed deer herds at Sharon Woods, B1acklick Woods, 
Highbanks, and the other Metro Parks are· a spectacular sight. 
Thousands of people are thrilled to see these magnificent animals. 
For many, these are the first deer they have seen in the wild. This is 
one of the primary purposes of the Metro Parks-preserving various 
stages of natural habitat to support the wildlife species that belong 
·there. 
In some of the Metro Parks we no longer have small herds of 
wild deer in balance with their natural habitat. Sharon Woods in 
particular has an abnormally large herd of deer. As the Metro Parks 
are becoming increasingly surrounded by developments, and as the 
deer are coming in contact with more and more people, some are 
losing their natural fear of man and becoming semi-tame. 
Whitetails are grazing animals in spring and summer, feeding on 
grasses, herbaceous plants, and tender tree leaves. After a brief 
period of gorging on the fruits, nuts, and grains of nature's fall 
harvest, deer commence browsing. In late fall and winter they feed on 
woody buds, twigs, and bark, plus whatever green plants they can 
find. The Metro Parks still have plenty of natural food for the deer, 
although at Sharon Woods the tender spring wildflowers and some of 
the coniferous trees are suffering damage from overgrazing and 
overbrowsing. 
Feeding deer foods that are not part of their natural diet is 
potentially dangerous to the deer, as some foods cause digestive and 
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other health problems. Feeding them their natural foods is unwise, 
too, as it makes the deer more used to and dependent on man. 
Deer are large, unpredictable, wild animals. If they become 
accustomed to being hand fed, they will lose their natural shyness 
and may become aggressive. People attempting to hand feed deer 
may have their fingers bitten and they may even be knocked down by 
deer eagerly rushing after choice food. 
Metro Parks deer are not permanent inhabitants of any park, but 
move freely in and out, often traveling considerable distances from 
· the protected park areas. As the deer become less afraid of people, 
they are in greater danger outside of the park lands-more likely "to be 
struck by cars, to walk up to hunters, and to damage gardens and 
landscape plantings (thus making more enemies). 
Please help to keep white-tailed deer a part of the wild heritage 
of the Metro Parks. Observe and enjoy them as wild animals. Don't 
feed them or attempt to make them tame. Sufficient natural food is 
available for them in the parks. As these deer become more 
accustomed to people, the problems will mount for all 
involved-especially the deer. 
Additional Safety Concerns 
Park roads are governed by traffic regulations which include NO 
STOPPING. Deer can be observed from several parking areas. 
Stopping along a roadway for any purpose other than an emergency 
is dangerous and forbidden. 
Enjoy the deer in your Metro Parks· while remembering the safety 
regulations for visitors and for wildlife. 
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THE SHARON WOODS DEER PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION: Sharon Woods Metropark is located in nonhero Franklin County. For the past decade, 
netroparks officials have been closely monitoring the white-tailed deer herds in Sharon Woods and other 
metroparks. The white-tailed deer herd at Sharon Woods has now achieved a density of 0.75 deer per acre, or 500 
deer per square mile. Wildlife biologists have ascenained that the optimal carrying capacity of Sharon Woods is 
probably much closer to 30 deer per square mile. Although Sharon Woods once provided prime white-tailed deer 
habitat, encroaching human populations and changing land-use management practices within the vicinity of 
Sharon Woods have eroded the deer-supporting qualities of the park. Sharon Woods no longer provides the deer 
herd access to the successional stages of plant growth and adjacent agricultural lands that many rural Ohio settings 
provide. Metroparks officials have become increasingly concerned during the past two years with finding an 
acceptable solution to controlling the white-tailed deer population within the pn. tected areas of the metroparks. The 
metroparks biologists have conducted numerous public educational programs for several years and have actively-
sought public input regarding the control of the white-tailed deer herd through September 1, 1992. The 
rnetroparks officials are now leaning in favor of lethal means to attempt to curb the size of the white-tailed deer 
herd at Sharon Woods. This choice of population control methods has generated public opposition on moral and 
ethical grounds involving cruelty to animals and animal rights. 
YOUR TASK: You will undenake the roles of the three main human players in the controversy involving the 
white-tailed deer in Sharon Woods. During part A, as an Ohio Department of Natural Resources Wildlife 
Biologist, you will gather facts about the biology and ecology of white-tailed deer in North America, gather facts 
about the ecology of Sharon Woods, and gather facts about the ecology of the Sharon Woods white-tailed deer 
herd. These facts will then be organized into a pamphlet presenting the pertinent information regarding the Sharon 
Woods deer problem to metroparks officials and the public. Then, during part B, as a Community Leader, you 
will gather data regarding community support for possible strategies to solve the Sharon Woods deer problem 
through a survey of other community members. You will then tabulate the data generated from this survey, and 
make recommendations to metroparks officials. Finally, during part C, as a Metroparks Official, you will 
x:amine all of the data presented by the wildlife biologist and community leader to choose a strategy which will 
· not only solve the overpopulation problem of the white-tailed deer in Sharon Woods, but also appease as many 
factions within the community as possible. You will then develop a plan to implement your strategy successfully. 
YOUR RESOURCES & MATERIALS: To begin this endeavor, you will need to take good notes during our 
discussions regarding the Sharon Woods deer problem. You will need to refer to these notes, and to the other 
notes and activities we have completed during Unit A. 
You will also be provided with two folders containing 56 pieces of information. These informational items 
will provide a wide range of viewpoints and opinions from a variety of sources. This folder will not leave the 
classroom, and will be returned to the teacher at the end of each class period. You will not make any marks or 
remove any items from the folder overnight. You may, however, bring change and photocopy any of the items 
from the folder if you would like a personal copy. This may be done in the school library. 
You will probably also need to make use of classroom textbooks and periodicals, and literature found in the 
school and public libraries. We will have one class period to attend the library and locate resources. Other research 
time in the libraries will be during your own time. An additional resource could include phone conversations with 
the actual persons involved with solving the Sharon Woods deer problem. Several important contact persons and 
their phone numbers are: 
ODNR Wildlife Biologist- Dave Graham (614) 265-6300 
U.S. Humane Society Official- Allen T. Rutberg, Ph.D. (202) 452-1100. 
Metroparks Official- Roger Hubble, Director (614) 891-0700. 
A visit to Sharon Woods Metropark to observe the nature of the problem in person would also be a good 
idea There are many types of educational programs still being offered to the public. You could attend one of these 
sessions, or go to the park on your own. Sharon Woods Metropark's phone number is. (614) 891-0700. 
IMELINE: You will have this week to complete this assignment. You will have time every day in the 
" classroom, but you will also need to make good use of homework time as well to complete this assignment with 
a high-quality grade in mind. 
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I DIRECTIONS: To complete work on part A, answer all questions completely, fill in the tables when asked to do so, and plot all graphs. You will need to refer to the 56 informational items in folders A and B to complete 
some of this work. To complete work on part B. conduct a survey of your parents and family as well as the 
parents of you friends. You will need to survey at least ten adults. Then you will need to interpret and analyze 
·'">ur results when asked to do so. You will need to refer to the 56 informational items in folders A and B to 
plete some of this work. To complete work on pan C. you will need to analyze all of the infonnational items 
1
111 folders A and Band in the work done for parts A and B. Write your essays in a concise and complete manner. 
All of your written work needs to be complete and written neatly. If your writing is unreadable, your answer is 
obviously incorrect. Good luck in this endeavor! 
TABLE 1: Ohio & Sharon Woods Deer Statistics 
Year Number of Number of Number of Deer Density Plant 
Ohio Deer SW Deer SW Auto/Deer 
Accidents 
1900 0 
1910 350 
1920 500 
1930 8000 
1Q40 11000 
1950 12000 
1960 13000 3 
1970 30000 30 
1980 90000 50 
1981 110000 60 
1982 170000 75 
1983 230000 95 
1984 280000 120 
1985 290000 150 
1986 -300000 170 8 
1987 310000 180 22 
1988 320000 190 34 
1989 340000 200 42 
1990 370000 220 40 
1991 390000 250 53 
1992 450000 350 **29 
*1993 >500000 >550 >79 -
• predicted values with no cull during winter 1992-1993. 
••partial year to date (September 30, 1992). 
TABLE 2: Ohio Deer Statistics 
of SW 
Age Average Weight Reproductive 
1 100 1 
2 160 2 
3 200 2 
4 220 2 
*5 235 3 
6 260 3 
7 280 3 
8 300 3 
*fewer than five percent reach this age. 
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Dlveralty 
of SW 
350 
400 
450 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
475 
440 
410 
360 
290 
220 
150 
100 
60 
45 
40 
40 
<38 
Rate/Year 
Ver~ebrate 
Diversity 
of SW -
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
23 
22 
22 
21 
18 
17 
14 
12 
9 
8 
7 
7 
<6 
·PART A- ODNR REPORT TO COLUMBUS AND FRANKLIN 
COUNTY METROPARKS OFFICIALS 
WHITE-TAILED DEER IN OHIO AND SHARON WOODS METROPARK 
I RESEARCHERNAME: __________ DATE SUBMiiTED: _____ _ 
1. The size of Sharon Woods Meuopsrk in acres: 
2. The size of Sharon Woods M.etropsrk in square miles: 
3. Fill in the data table column for Sharon Woods M.etropark Deer Density in number of deer per square mile. 
4. Calculate the fertility of vhile~ailed deer by creating the fertility g:reph belov. 
~8 
10 
~ 
Q) 6 
> 
+J g4 
"0 
0 
5,2 
Q) 
~ 
FERTILITY 
·......--
2 4 6 8 
Age of Deer 
5. If you start with tva pairs of vhile ~ailed deer, 2 males and 2 females, aged six momhs: 
Construct the data table belov for exponemial growth of deer. 
~ attemion to the number of offspring a deer can beu 8t each age. 
~ attemion to the number of deerpresem in each age group. 
Assume that 50% of the offsp~ are females, and that none of the offspring perish. 
6. Using the data table, calculate the exponemial growth of deer by creating the g:reph belov. 
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF DEER 
L 
Q) 
Q) 
a 
-0 
L 
Q) 
.0 
E 
:::::1 
z 
Age of Deer 
7. \Vey does t!Us exponemial growth occur for Ohio deer? 
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Adult Deer Offspring Deer 
Year No. Females No. Males Total No. Females No. Males Total Grand Total 
, 
2 
3 • ' 
4 
5 
. 
6 
7 
8 
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8. Calculate the 0 rue deer growth cuzve by cre&ing the grsph below. 
9. Continue the trends of the grsph and predict future numbers of Orue deer. 
OH I 0 DEER GROWTH CURVE 
400,000~-+-+-r~+-+-1---1-+-r~+-+-~-+-+~~ 
L 
~ 30 0,000 ~-+-+-+-r-+--+-+-+-1---1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-1---i'--1 
0 
-0 
L 
Q) 
.c 
E . 
~ 200,000~-4-+~~~4-+-~~-+-+~~4-+-~~~ 
1 00,000 1--t-+~-+--+-+--+---11-+-+-+--+-+-~t-+-+-+--+--+--t 
o_~~~~~~~._~~~~~~~~~~N~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
0 N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 00 ~ 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Veer 
10. What are-the controls or limiting factors effecting Orue's deer population? 
11. What is the ca:aying cspacily of southeastern Orue in the number of deer per square mile? 
12. What are the ecological conditions of prime southeastern 0 rue lands for deer growth? 
13. What is the ca:aying cspacily of Sharon Woods Met:ropark in the number of deer per square mile? 
14. What ecological conditions make Sharon Woods ca:aying capacity lover than southeastern 0 hiD? 
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15. Calculare Sharon Woods deer growth cwve by cresting the g:reph belov. 
16. Cominue to make the g:reph shoving a prediction for the future . 
SHARON \1/00DS DEER GROWTH CURVE 
1... 
~300~~~-+-+-r~~~+-+-+-~~~-+-+-+~~4-+-+-+-~~~~-+-+-+~ 
a 
...... 
0 
1-
Q) 
.0 E· 
~200~~-+-+-+-r~,_;-+-+-+-r-~~-+-+-+~,_;-+-+-r-~~~-+-+-+-+~ 
Veer 
17. wey has deer growth become accelerated in Sharon Woods Nietropark? 
18. What are the factors limiting this growth? 
19. Hov has poor planning comributed to this problem? 
20. What nev problems are occuring today or mey" occur in the future because of the deer? 
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2t. Calculate the loss of pl.anl diversity in Sharon Woods by creating the graph below. 
22 Continue the graph to predict future trends. 
LOSS OF HABITAT (PLANT) DIVERSITY 
~ 
~ 
GJ 
(L 
CJ) 
~400~~~-+-+-r~~~+-+-+-r-~~~-+-+-r~ 
0 
3: 
s:: 
E 
GJ 
.c 
~300~~-+~~~+-+-~~~-+-r~~+-+-~~ 
s:: 
CJ) 
Q) 
·-u 
Q) 
0. 
~200~~-+-+-r~~~+-+-+-~~~-+-+-+-r~, 
. ,.J 
s:: 
GJ 
-(L 
-0 
~ 
~100~~-+-+-+-r~~;-+-+-+-~~~-+-+-+-r~ 
E 
::l 
z 
o_~~~~_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~N~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
o N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vear 
23. What ~ caused these problems? 
24. What are some pl.anls which the deer have not eaten? 
25. How can the loss ofpl.anl diversity affect the ecosystem? 
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26. Calculate the loss of vertebrate diversity vih Sharon Woods by creating the graph belov. 
27. Continue the graph to predict future trends. 
LOSS OF VERTEBRATE DIVERSITY 
25 
~ 
L 
10 
a.. ' 
(/) 
"C 
0 
0 20 3 
c 
0 
L 
10 
.£: 
(J) 
~ 15 
(/) 
Q) 
-u 
Q) 
c. 
(J) 
~ 10 
10 
L 
.c 
Q) 
,.J 
L 
Q) 
> 
-
5 0 
L 
Q) 
.c 
E 
;::, 
z 
0 
...... N 
<D <D <D <D <D <D <D <D <D <D 0 
0 N ~ ~ U1 0' ...... co <D 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vear 
28. ~ haS. this decline occured? 
29. Whai species have actually increased in number or been aided by the deer? 
30. Which species are in the greatest danger of extinction? 
31. Whai vill happen to vertebrate species if the number of deer begins to decline? 
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32. Calculale the risk to automobiles be filling in the graph belov. Predict future trends as 'Veil 
AUTO RISK 
(/) 
~ 
~100~~-+-+-+~~~~~ 
"0 
u 
u 
<{ 
0 
~ 
:J 50 
<{ 
-0 
L 
Q) 
.0 
E 
:J · 0 z 
..0 co 0 N ~ 
co co 0\ 0\ 0\ 
0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 
Veer 
33. "Wcy do deer leave Sharon Woods park? 
34. wey vas this not a problem vhich occured in the past? 
35. What other problems do residents living near Sharon Woods experience because of the deer? 
36. A1. vhal point migm ecological collapse occur? Hov maey- deer? \Vey' has ir not collapsed yet? 
What migm hBppen after the collapse? Provide reasons for each of your ans'Vers. 
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Deer Management 
Robert J. Stoll. Jr .. and Ro~rt W. Donohoe 
W~terfoo Wildlife Experiment ~don. New ~nhfield. Ohio o45766 
P~trid M. Ruble 
Wildlife ~Ngement ~d R~rch. Founuln Squue. Columbus. Ohio C22.C 
The white-tailed deer is Ohio's only big game animal. Beginning with an invasion from neighboring states in 
the early 19J"Os, Ohio's modern-day deer herd has grown considerably. In 1965 there were an estimated 17,000 
deer in the state. by 1970 over 30,000, and by 1985 more than 150,000. Three factors made the return of deer 
possible. First was the improvement in range conditions. which occurred primarily as a resul.t of farm 
abandonment in eastern and southern Ohio. Second was the implementation of harvest managemeht by deer 
zone and county, based on biological principles. The third factor was effective game laws and law enforcement. 
An ups~rge in hunter interest and participation has paralleled the increase in deer. Ucensed deer hunter numbers 
have swelled from 13,000 in 1965 to over 284,000 in 1986. 
Although nearly everyone relishes the presence of the watchful whitetail, when deer become abundant they 
also become controversial. Deer inay be viewed as a superb game trophy by the sportsman, a prized addition to 
the landscape by the nature lover, a threat to crops by the forester and farmer, and a road hazard_by the motorist. 
Agricultural crop damage by deer and ·deer-vehide collisions highlight the deer-people conflict; they also 
intensify the complexity of deer management. The high quality of Ohio's deer range. and the absence of any 
natural predat~rs of deer, dictate harvest management as the best way ·of maintaining deer-populations at 
appropriate levels. These "appropriate levels" are often subject to di~pute because they must be a compromise 
between those who want more deer and those who want fewer. 
The Management Strategy 
The Division of Wildlife is charged with responsibility for managing the deer resource. Our deer management 
objective is to provide a deer population that will allo~ 111aximum re_creational opportunity while minimizing 
conf{icts between agriculture. motor trave~ and other areas of hllman ~ndeavor. To accompli~h this objective_ we 
gather and analyze information relating to the deer resource and to public desires associated ~ith the deer 
resource. From this we determine appropriate deer population levels. and develop a1_1d refine harvest regulations 
to meet those population goals. This is a familiar strategy, one commonly used by managers in many areas of 
endeavor. At this point the similarity ends. because deer presen~ management challenges that are unique: ~n the 
next few pa_ragraphs we will identify some of these challenges and explain . the mariage':"ent solutions. 
lnventorfing Deer . 
Counting deer is o-ne of the most difficult tasks in the management process. Their secretiveness and mobility-
_which varies s~onally and·wjth deer age and sex-m~kes precise population estimates impossible. As a result; we 
have to use a variety of methods to estimate deer populationS: Harvest results from statewide compulsory 
checking stations, deer highway accident records. and ~now .track and aerial censuses in selected areas are used 
annually to determine deer population status. We also monitor the· physical and reproductive condition of the 
deer herd. We d~tc:rriline these. population estim~tes and trend Indicators for·each county. . · 
Optimum Population Levels . . 
After the deer population ha~ been inv~ntoried, the next itep ~n the management process is to dete~ine the · 
best level at which to maintain it. Because of the vastly different desires of people associated with deer, this too is a 
difficult task. Differences among Ohio counties in the amount and quality of deer range_ intensity of agriculture_ 
amount of highway traffic. density of human population, and other factors make it desirable to manage deer on a 
county basis. ·. . 
In the past; the Division determined desirable herd . levels by analysis of deer-vehicle collision records. 
landowner complaints of agricultural crop and pr!>perty damage_ surveys of hunting pressure and hunter success. 
and comments at· public meetings. This information was examined {n relation to deer inventory data and deer 
density goals for each count}'. . · 
However, because of continued conflicting views as to appropriate herd size_ recently we have sought mo.re 
direct input from Ohio's citizens. This input is provided through surveys of rural landowners. We conducted the 
most recent survey about five months before the 1985· hunting ·season, when Ohio's deer herd was at a 
modern-day high. We sent 7,647 questionnaires and rec~ived 5,·190 (68%) usable returns.. All of Ohio's 88 counties 
were represented except Cuyahoga, which has ·comparatively few rural landowners. · 
The key question on the survey was whether the deer herd should be increased, kept the same. or decreased in 
the landowner's area. Almost n% of the respondents indicated that they would like to see the herd size remain 
the same or increase. It should be kept in mind that these were rural landowners responding at a time when the 
deer herd was probably as high as it had ever been. If urban residents had been included in appropriate 
proportions, this percentage no doubt would have been significantly higher. 
l'ublic~tion 87 
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. Although many rural landowners wanted the deer population the same or higher, some were suffering 
significant crop damage and felt that the population was too high. Therefore, we grouped rural landowners who 
said that they were farmers; farmers made up 80% of the rural landowners. Their response was then compared 
with the estimated deer population in their county. By doing this, we derived a farmer-preferred deer density 
level at which about 40% of the farmers surveyed felt the herd should rem~in the same, 30% felt it should be 
decreased, and 30% felt it should be increased. In this fashion we established an optimum deer density level based 
on farmer preferences for each county in the state. . 
We recognized that in about 24 counties the optimum deer density preferred by farmers was too high and 
would result in critically high deer-vehicle accident rates. This situation was most common in the highly urbanized 
counties of northeast and southwest ·ohio. Thus, in these 24 counties we derived the optimum deer dens.ity level 
from deer-vehicle acciden~ rather than farmer preferences. 
In summary, we determ!ne optimum population levels for each county based on landowner attitudes and· 
deer-vehicle accident rates_ We believe that management using these population levels as a guideline currently 
provides the best and most objective basis for meeting the Division's deer management goal of furnishing 
maximum recreation and minimum conflicts with agriculture and motorists on a county basis. Farmer preferences 
and deer-vehicle accidents are the principal inputs used to define appropriate deer densities, because they 
represent the areas most negatively impacted by deer. 
But how does this optimum density level aHect Ohio's deer herd, and the deer hunter, farmer, motorist, and 
general citizen? The county-by-county analysi$ for the 1986 deer season indicated that the herd was above the 
optimum level in only about 20 of Ohio's 88 counties. Not surprisingly, almost all of these counties are in 
east-central and southeast Ohio, the best deer range. In a few of these counties, substantial herd reductions will 
be r~quired to bring deer populations down to optimum le'{efs. Jn counties that are below optimum levels, herd 
increases will partly offset the anticipated decreases in the high density counties. 
Because the 20 counties that will be most affected contain the highest deer densities, they also support a 
disproportionate number of hunters. Initially, hunting success will be high in order to reduce populations. But 
eventually hunting and deer hunters in those counties will be adversely affected. Hunting will still be good, it just 
won't be as good. This population reduction will decrease crop damage and vehicle collisions. Ohio's annual deer 
roadkilf is about 12,000-high, perhaps, but not nearly as high as Michigan's 25,000 and Pennsylvania's 30,000. 
Harvest Regulations 
Currently, the fir~arm harvest is an effective means of regulating herd levels. Although the state is divided into 
three deer hunting zones, the herd is managed on a county basis. This is done through three basic types of gun 
season regulations: (1) the 44buck only" regulation allows for maximum herd growth in counties well below 
optimum density; (2) the 44antlerless permit" regulation provides for a controlled harvest of females in counties· 
approaching or at optimum levels: and (3) the 44either sex" regulation alloWs for a liberal harvest of females in 
countie.s exceeding optimum levels or where antlerless permits have been ineffective in controlling herd growth( 
Population levels are controlled by regulating the harvest of females. · 
The effectiveness of this system will vary somewhat from year to year, depending primarily on the accuracy of 
population estimates, the demand for antlerless permits, and the weather during the firearms season. An 
overharvest or an underharvest in a particular county can be compensated for by increasing or decreasing the 
number of antlerless permits the following year or by shifting counties back and forth between either-sex and 
antlerless-permit seasons. We hope that over the long-term, the number of deer in the state (and in every county) 
can be maintained at approximately the desired level with this harvest management system. _ 
The deer hunter provides im.portant input into the management of Ohio's deer seasons. In addition to -
·receiving voluntary comments in the mail and at meetings, we poll a representative sample of deer hunters about 
one~ every five years. Hunters from every Ohio county are included in the survey, which usually exceeds 5,000 
licensed deer hunters. The survey provides information on hunter opinions and attitudes on topi~ like season 
length, legal hunting weapons, bag limit, hunting pressure, and deer population levels. Where appropriate, ~e 
incorporate this information into the deer management process. These surveys are particularly important to the 
management process because, unlike voluntary comments which may be biased toward special interests, they 
provide a more representative view of hunter opinions and concerns. · 
Special Management Techniques 
By ma.naging for optimum deer densities on a county basis, we expect to prevent or eliminate widespread 
agricultural problems with deer. However, some localized cr~p damage is.stillli~ely to occur. Even with a county 
population at the desired level, deer will move to and concentrate in areas of good habitat. Farm fields...;...and 
particularly orchards-close to good deer habitat are likely to sustain damage. The 44kitchen" is justtoo close to 
the deer's 44living room." · 
We have developed special programs to help landowners in such situations. One program offers technical 
advice on deer repellents and de~r proof fencing. In another program, we issue special damage permits to the 
landowner fot antlerless animals; these permits allow hunters, during the regular shotgun season, to take 
antlerless deer on the lands where damage is occurring and on adjoining lands of cooperating neighbors. Still 
another program allows farmers or landowners experiencing deer damage to shoot nuisance deer out of season. 
Additional information about these programs can be obtained from the local State Game Protector or by writing: 
Division of Wildlife, Wildlife Management and Research, fountain Square, Building C-4, Columbus, Ohio 43224. 
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Managing Ohio's Deer Herd: are based on farmer survey data, except in urban counties where they are based on 
deer-vehicle accidents. Each year, the status 
of the herd relative to this target is evaluated. 
Based on this evaluation, a harvest objective 
is established for each county and harvest 
regulations needed to achieve that objective 
are then implemented. 
The Art and Science by Mike Tonkovich 
The return of the white-tailed deer to Ohio is a wildlife 
success story unparal-
leled in the history of the 
Buckeye State. In 1996, 
for example, Ohio's deer 
harvest in a total of just 
four counties was higher 
than the estimated 
17,000 deer in the entire 
state in 1965. The follow-
ing is the story of deer 
management in Ohio-
then and now. 
The story of Ohio's 
deer herd is similar for 
nearly all states east of 
the Mississippi. Those 
forces that extirpated 
deer from Ohio by 1904 
were at work in other 
states across much of 
the species' range. While 
figures vary, there were 
m estimated 20 to 40 
million whitetails inhabit-
ing the United States 
prior to European settle-
ment. However, extensi""' 
conversion of forests to 
farmland and unregulated 
shooting greatly reduced deer numbers. The 
whitetail was absent from the Buckeye State 
for 20 years in the early part of this century. 
Their phenomenal return was made possible 
by reversing and/or eliminating the same 
factors that originally led to their demise. 
While deer have returned, those factors 
that once regulated their populations (natu-
ral predators, market hunting, and possibly 
wildfires) are 
gone or greatly 
County deer target levels taken from 
opinion surveys of Ohio's farmers are 
updated about every five years. Among other 
things, respondents are asked if they would 
like to see the size of the deer population 
change and if so by what percentage. An 
average percent 
change is computed 
reduced. What 
remains, however, 
is the fact that the 
size of Ohio's 
deer herd still 
represents a com-
promise between 
those people who 
want more deer 
and those who 
want less. Finding 
that balance is 
Ohio's Deer Management Goal: 
[A deer population that will allow] 
for each survey region 
and then applied to 
the deer herd estimate 
to arrive at a target 
level. These surveys 
also provide a profile 
of the farming commu-
nities' opinions of and 
experiences with deer. 
The Division has 
" ... maximum recreational 
opportunity while minimizing 
conflicts with agriculture, motor 
travel, and other areas of 
human activity." 
what the Division of Wildlife is charged with 
by state law: deer management. 
Since at least the late 1950s, the goal of 
Ohio's deer management program has been 
to provide maximum recreational opportunity 
while minimizing conflicts with agriculture, 
motor vehicles, and other areas of human 
activity. In practice, this means establishing 
a population objective or target level of deer 
for each county. County deer target levels 
found that farmers' 
attitudes toward deer 
differ little from the general public's. 
Results from the 1995 survey indicated 
that 40 to 50 percent of farmers enjoy seeing 
and having deer around. About the same 
number of farmers agreed, but also worried 
about the problems deer cause. Only five 
percent of farmers regard deer as a nuisance. 
Recent research from The Ohio State Univer-
sity revealed that despite annual losses 
approaching $50 million, of which deer are 
responsible for half, Ohio's farmers generally 
believe that the benefits of wildlife outweigh 
their costs. Thus, while farmers play the 
largest role in deciding when enough deer 
are enough, their decision is likely to be one 
that most Ohioans can live with. 
So, how well is Ohio doing? Fall 1997 
deer populations are projected to be at target 
levels in 13 counties, above target levels in 
42 counties, and below target levels in 33 
counties. While only 13 counties are on 
target, many counties are only slightly above 
or below the desired mark. Furthermore, 
since increasing the size of a deer herd is 
relatively easy, counties below target are not 
a primary concern. Of greatest concern are 
-.; 
s:: eastern Ohio counties, most of which are in 
~ the state's Hill Country. Some of these 
~== counties continue to remain well above 
\ rule-of-thumll for landowners to rememller is that they need to harvest auout 
0 percent of the deer on their property (a !lout three-fourths of these should ue 
antlerless deer) to maintain a stallle deer herd. By harvesting anything less than 
this numuer of deer, landowners are managing for an increasing deer herd size. 
target level, despite aggressive, focused, 
and innovative deer harvest regulations. 
In nearly every whitetail state, laws exist 
that mandate that the deer herd be managed 
Continued on page 5 
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Managing Ohio's Deer Herd. • • Continued from page 4 
for the good of the public; Ohio is no excep-
tion. But what about the deer themselves, 
the habitat, and other wildlife species? With 
long-term condition data now available for 
Ohio's deer herd, and recent research find-
ings revealing the negative effects that 
unnatnrally high deer populations have on 
the environment and other species, these 
issues are playing a much greater role in the 
management process. A factor that is care-
fully considered is the physical condition of 
the herd. 
While deer condition in western Ohio 
remains unchanged since the mid-1970s, deer 
herd condition (as indicated by measuring 
the antlers of deer approximately one-year 
old) appears to be declining in eastern Ohio. 
Furthermore, a comparison of 1996 deer 
weights with 1982 data revealed that Hill 
Country deer weigh significantly less now 
than in the past. Thus, in addition to exceed-
ing target levels, the deer herd in southeast-
ern Ohio appears to be approaching the 
limits of the available food supply. This is an 
inevitable consequence of two simultaneous 
events: aging of the forests and continued 
deer herd growth. This autumn's harvest 
regulations should help to trim the size of 
the herd in the affected counties. However, 
regulations alone are not enough. 
Successful management of Ohio's deer 
herd in the future will require a cooperative 
effort between Ohio's hunters and land-
owners to eliminate obstacles that currently 
limit the taking of more deer. One obstacle is 
a reluctance on the part of hunters to aban-
don traditional hunting grounds and seek 
new areas that may be harder to access, but 
provide higher deer numbers. A second 
obstacle is a reluctance on the part of land-
owners to grant access of their lands to deer 
hunters. Sportsmen and women must work 
harder to cultivate positive hunter-landowner 
relationships. Landowners can help by 
allowing deer hunting on their property and 
actively recruiting good, ethical deer hunters. 
A rule-of-thumb for landowners to 
remember is that 50 percent of the deer on 
their property needs to be harvested (about 
three-fourths of these should be antlerless 
deer) to maintain a stable deer herd. By 
harvesting anything less than 50 percent, 
landowners are managing for an increasing 
deer herd size. 
Ohio's deer herd is a wildlife population 
in a state of change. And whether you are a 
deer hunter, landowner, or simply a wildlife 
watcher, the Ohio Division of Wildlife is 
asking for your support in helping us manage 
this tremendous natural resource, the white-
tailed deer-once gone, and now restored. 
~ 
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1996-97 
Deer Hunting 
Season Results 
Hunters killed 158,000 
deer during the various 
1996-97 deer hunting 
seasons in Ohio. This 
total represents a 12 
percent decrease from 
the record 1995-96 kill 
of 179,543 deer, and is 
the third highest over-
all. There were 170,527 
deer taken during the 
1994-95 seasons. 
CHECKS AND 
BALANCES 
Objectives Students will be able 
to: 1) evaluate hypothetical wildlife management 
decisions: and 2) identify at least four factors 
which can affect the size of a wildlife population. 
Method Students become managers 
of a herd of animals in a paper-and-pencil and 
discussion-based activity. 
Background Wildlife managers 
attempt to maintain healthy populations of wild 
animals. while factors-both avoidable and 
unavoidable- affect the populations. Some of 
these factors are loss of habitat. weather condi-
t ions. pollution of food and water sources. 
development of other natural resources. 
poaching. and recreation pressures. Many people 
are unaware of how such pressures can affect 
wildlife. 
In the United States. it is the legal responsibil-
ity of state wildlife agencies to manage the 
wildlife populations within their respective 
states. It is the legal responsibility of the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. under the U.S. Department 
of the Interior, to govern some policies and pro-
grams affecting migratory species of animals 
(principally birds) and threatened or endangered 
species. as well as illegal importation and expor-
Age: Grades 6-12 
Subjects: Mathematics. Science. Vocational Agriculture 
Skills: analysis. computation (calculating percentages). 
evaluation 
Duration: one to two 45-minute periods 
Group Size: any 
Setting: classroom 
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.C.3 .. I.C.4 .. I.D .. 
III.A.l.. III.C .• III.C.1., III.C.2., III.E., III."E.l.. III.E.2 .• III.F., 
IV.A.. IV.A.l ., IV.A.2 .. IV.A.3., IV.C .• IV.C.l .. IV.C.2 .. IV.C.3 .. 
IV.D.,IV.D.1 .. 1V.D.2 .• 1V.D.3 .. 1V.D.5 .. 1V.E.. IV.E.1.,1V.E.4., 
IV.E.S .• IV.E.6 .. IV.E.7., IV.E.10 .• IV.E.11 .. VI.A.. VI.A.2., 
VI.A.3 .• VI.A.4 .. VI.B .• VI.C .. VI.C.12., VI.C.15 .. VI.C.16., 
VILA., VII.B .. VII.B.2 .. V11.8.4 .. Vl1.8.7. 
Key Vocabulary: management. population. herd 
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tation of animals and animal products. illegal 
interstate transportation of all species. with 
additional responsibilities related to the overall 
well-being of U.S. wildlife. 
Wildlife management is based on the best scien-
tific and technical knowledge available. Such 
knowledge is growing: however. it is still limited. 
and is continually affected by changes in the 
complex relationships between wildlife. human 
beings. and their shared environments. 
In a sense. everyone shares responsibility for 
wildlife management. Although there are legally 
responsible agencies. their work requires the 
thoughtful and informed cooperation of citizens. 
There are frequently differences of opinion 
about the most appropriate policies and pro-
grams affecting wildlife. Individual citizens. 
private conservation groups. private industry, 
community groups. and others all make impor-
tant contributions to the overall conservation 
and protection of wildlife and its habitat. 
The major purpose of this activity is for students 
hypothetically to assume the role of wildlife 
managers. and thus gain insight into some of the 
complex variables that influence stewardship of 
wildlife. This activity is not designed to provide 
a comprehensive understanding of all possible 
factors which can affect wildlife. 
Materials paper and pencils: paper 
to make condition cards; dice. one per student 
Procedure 
1. Each student is asked to be the manager of 
a moose (or other animal) population. The carry-
ing capacity of the habitat is 100 animals. The 
point of the activity is to end up with a viable 
population after nine rounds. simulating nine 
years. If at any time the student's population 
reaches less than 10 or more than 200 individual 
animals. that student no longer has a viable 
"herd" and watches the other students until the 
conclusion of the activity. 
2. Each student has a beginning population of 
100 animals. The cards are separated into three 
decks of a total of 36 cards: a condition deck 
(18 cards). a reproduction deck (9 cards). and a 
management deck (9 cards). Shuffle the cards 
within each deck. Explain that cards will be 
drawn in the following sequence: condition card. 
reproduction card, condition card, management 
card. This sequence of draw will be repeated. 
each repetition representing an annual cycle (the 
students may think of each draw as represent-
ing a different season. e.g .. autumn. winter. , 
spring, summer}. As each card is drawn. it is read 
aloud to the entire class. Each student then rolls 
his or her die and follows the instructions on the 
card to determine his or her herd population's 
new size. Some computations will result in frac-
tions: numbers may be rounded to the nearest 
whole. NafE: Students may object to the use of 
dice to determine the impact of decisions made 
for wildlife management purposes. Their con-
cerns are appropriate: wildlife management is 
based on more than the chance elements re-
flected in the use of dice. However. chance has 
its impacts as well, as in the case of weather con-
ditions in a given year. Encourage the students 
to discuss and consider what is realistic. and 
what Is unrealistic. about the impact of dice in 
this activity-encouraging the recognition that 
wildlife management is far more complex than 
can be represented through this activity. 
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3. Wrap up the activity with a class discussion. 
Include topics such as: 
• Identify and describe what appeared to be the 
impacts of the condition. reproduction, and 
management cards. 
• Given one of the objectives of this activity-
to evaluate hypothetical management deci-
sions-what seemed to be the benefits and/or 
liabilities. if any. of management decisions 
made? 
• Did populations "managed" under different 
strat~gies by different students show dif-
ferent trends? How do these compare? Would 
students "manage" differently if given a 
second chance? 
• What aspects of this activity seemed realistic? 
Which didn't? 
• What are examples of ways that habitat can 
be improved? Short term? L.Dng term? 
• Is human management of wildlife populations 
necessary? Beneficial? Why or why not? For 
people? For the animals? 
Variation 
Add a monetary aspect to the activity. Students 
allowing hunting might have more available 
revenue for projects like habitat enhancement 
based on income from sale of hunting licenses. 
Other expenses might include salaries of wildlife 
managers, funds for research, feeding animals 
in severe conditions. relocation, etc. 
Evaluation 
Name four factors that can affect the size of a 
wildlife population. 
Some wildlife managers have said that wildlife 
management involves more management of peo-
ple than of wildlife. Explain what they might 
mean by the comment. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
MAKING CARDS 
Make the following cards. according to three 
categories: Reproduction Cards, Condition Cards, 
Management Cards. There are 36 cards in total. 
The number in parentheses indicates how many 
of each card are to be made. NOTE: The numbers 
of cards and the suggestions for numerical 
manipulations. e.g .. three times the roll. are 
relatively arbitrary. They are designed for stu-
dents to recognize that a number of diverse fac-
tors can affect wildlife: the numerical weights 
should not be interpreted literally. 
(After using these cards once, students may 
want to experiment with making additional 
cards. or changing these cards. Students may 
also want to make additional complete sets of 
cards for use by small groups or individual 
students.) 
NOTE: As the cards are read aloud. be certatn to 
note differences in decreasing or increasing herd 
size by percentage or by number. 
Reproduction Cards 
Reproduction Card-Excellent Year (3) 
This has been an excellent reproduction year. 
Increase your herd by (100/your current popula-
tion size) times five times your roll. if your cur-
rent population is over 50 individuals. If your 
population is between 50 and 10. increase your 
population by the number equal to five times 
your roll. If your population is under ten. you may 
not reproduce. 
Reproduction Card-Average Year (6) 
This has been an average reproduction year. 
Increase your herd by (1 00/your current popula-
tion size) times three times your roll, if your cur-
rent population is over 50 individuals. If your 
population is between 50 and 10, increase your 
population by three times your roll. It' your 
population is under 10, don't reproduce. 
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Condition Cards 
Weather Card (Z) 
______ ,(Students need to specify what) 
has had a serious negative impact on the survival 
of the herd. Decrease your herd by the percen-
tage equal to five times your roll. 
Weather Card (Z) 
_____ (Students need to specify what) 
has had a dramatic positive impact on the sur-
vival of the herd. Increase your herd by the 
percentage equal to five times your roll. 
Habitat Destruction Card (Z) 
_ _ _ __ ,(Students needs to specify what) 
has occurred. destroying critical habitat. 
Decrease herd size by the number five times your 
roll. 
Predator Card (1) 
Predation has occurred. affecting the herd size. 
Decrease herd size by the percentage equal to 
your roll. 
Habitat Degradation Card (4) 
_____ (Students need to specify what) 
has occurred. damaging critical habitat. Decrease 
herd by the number equal to three t imes your 
roll , 
Disease Card (1) 
Disease has struck the herd. Decrease herd by 
the percentage equal to your roll. 
Habitat Loss Card (S) 
_____ ,(Students need to specify what) 
has resulted in a loss of critical habitat for the 
herd. Decrease herd by the number equal to five 
times your roll. 
Poaching Card (1) 
Poaching-illegal killing of animals-has reduced 
the size of the herd. Decrease herd by the 
number equal to two times your roll. 
Management Cards 
Habitat Restoration Card (1) 
______ (Students need to specify 
what) has occurred. restoring critical habitat. 
Increase herd by the percentage equal to five 
times your roll. 
Habitat Alteration Card (Z) 
______ (Students need to specify what) 
has occurred. altering critical habitat. Increase 
or decrease (students choose which before roll-
ing the die) herd by the percentage equal to 
three times your roll. 
Habitat Improvement Card (1) 
______ (Students need to specify what) 
has occurred. improving critical habitat. Increase 
herd by five times your roll. 
Research Card (1) 
______ (Students need to specify what) 
research has been successfully accomplished. 
Increase or decrease (students choose which 
before rolling the die) herd by two times your roll. 
Law Enforcement Card (1) 
(Students need to specify 
what) law enforcement activities have protected 
the herd against illegal actions like poaching. 
Increase herd by the percentage equal to two 
times your roll. 
Education Card (1) 
______ (Students need to specify 
what) education activities have led to increased 
understanding of wildlife and habitat. Increase 
or decrease (students choose which before roll-
ing the die) herd by the percentage equal to two 
times your roll, or by two times your roll. 
Habitat Acquisition Card (1) 
Habitat acquisition has increased the area of 
available and suitable habitat. Increase herd by 
five times your roll. 
Hunting Card (1) 
A request for a hunting season has been made. 
Do you wish to allow hunting in your area? If yes. 
decrease your herd by the percentage equal to 
five times your roll. If no. record no change in the 
size of your herd. 
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Hunting 
and 
Wildlife 
Management 
Purpose 
Because of human interven-
tion with wildlife species and 
habitats, some species must 
be actively managed to achieve 
stable and healthy populations. 
In this Activity, students 
. develop a management plan to 
handle deer overpopulation. 
Learning Outcomes 
After completing this Activity, 
students will be able to: 
A. List three reasons why 
people manage deer popula-
tions. 
B. List three strategies that 
might be used in deer 
management. 
C. Write a one-page report 
discussing the advantages and 
disadvantages of various 
wildlife population manage-
ment techniques. 
Organization 
Who: Individual students, and 
groups of four or five 
Where: Indoors 
When: Any time of year 
Time: Two to three hours 
Materials: For Each Student 
• Data Sheets 
• Pencil 
• Paper 
Activity 3 
Directions 
1. In this Activity, students will 
be asked to design a one-year 
management plan for an 
expanding deer herd. Explain 
this goal to the class, pointing 
out the effects of overpopula-
tion on habitat and species . 
Overpopulation leads to 
damage of habitat as herds of 
deer overbrowse an area. More 
deer means less food for each 
individual. This can result in 
malnutrition, starvation, 
disease, and infestation by 
parasites. Overpopulation also 
causes increased deer/vehicle 
collisions and higher crop 
damage to nearby farmlands. 
To prevent these and other 
problems, people must manage 
deer herds to control their 
populations. 
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2. Having established the need 
for management, briefly 
discuss methods of population 
control. Hand out the Data 
Sheets and tell the class they 
are managers in charge of a 
wildlife refuge with an expand-
ing deer herd. Their goal is to 
control deer numbers over a 
one-year period, working within 
a limited budget. They may use 
one method or combine 
methods to achieve their goal. 
3. Discuss the following 
management methods with the 
class, making sure they under-
stand the costs, benefits, and 
effects of each. (Note: All costs 
are rough estimates, but are 
stated as precise figures to 
make the game easier.) 
a. Expand Habitat. A plot of 
land near the refuge is for sale. 
It will cost $50,000 and will 
support 50 more deer. This Is a 
way to increase the carrying 
capacity of the refuge by 50 
deer but what will happen whe~ the herd expands in 
subsequent years? 
b. Improve Habitat. The quality 
of refuge habitat can be im-
proved by planting shrubs 
which provide good food and 
co~r for wildlife. For $50,000, 
100 deer can be accom-
modated. For $80,000, 120 deer 
can be accommodated. For 
$90,000, 130 deer can be ac-
commodated. This method has 
the advantage of improving 
conditions for a wide variety of 
animals besides deer, but the 
carrying capacity of the refuge 
can only be improved to a cer-
tain point. Once this optimum 
carrying capacity is reached, 
spending more money will have 
little positive effect. 
c. Live Trapping and 
Relocating Deer. The refuge 
manager can trap and move 
deer to another area. However, 
it costs $600 per deer to catch 
and move them and few places 
are available where the deer 
can be relocated. 
d. Professional Removal. Done 
by hiring an expert to shoot or 
trap the surplus deer. The pro-
fessional would charge $150 
for each deer removed. 
e. Supplemental Feeding. Corn 
can be bought to support the 
deer population. The necessary 
feed will cost $300 per deer. 
What will happen if the 
manager had to stop feeding in 
the winter? When there are 
more deer born in the spring, 
what will happen the following 
winter? Is supplemental 
feeding a permanent solution 
to the problem? 
f. Sterilization and Introduction 
of Predators. So far, no prac-
tical methods have been found 
to sterilize large numbers of 
deer. Also, as was demon-
strated in Activity 2, predators 
such as wolves and mountain 
lions don't really control deer 
populations. Predator popula-
tions tend to follow the ups 
and downs of the deer herd, 
not cause them. Besides, what 
would be people's reaction 
when the wolves start to ki II 
pets and livestock of nearby 
farms and communities? (Note: 
This option is not included on 
student Data Sheets, but 
should be brought out in class 
discussion.) 
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g. Recreational Hunting. 
Hunters can be allowed to 
remove the surplus deer 
populations. It will cost the 
refuge $20,000 each year to run 
the hunter education program 
and to do patrols and law en· 
forcement work during the 
hunting season to make sure 
the laws and hunt rules are 
observed. At $20,000 the cost 
to remove 200 deer would be 
$100/deer. (Note: The hunters 
will actually return a major 
share of the $20,000 through 
the purchase of hunting 
licenses and tags. However, 
this money would not be paid 
directly to the refuge in most 
cases and is not considered as 
part of this game.) 
4. Have each student devise a 
management plan for their deer 
herd, using information on the 
Data Sheet. Give the class 30 
minutes to develop their plans. 
5. When the students have 
completed their plans, divide 
the class into groups of four or 
five to discuss and pick the 
most effective plan in the 
group.Tell them they can com-
bine plans to come up with one 
best plan. Give the class about 
a half an hour to do so. 
6. Have each group write up 
and present its plan to the 
class. Follow up the Activity by 
discussing the number of com-
binations, strategies, and op-
tions available in wildlife 
management. Stress that there 
is no one right answer and that 
some solutions and options 
might not work depending on 
the area, time limits, species to 
be managed, and resources 
available to the managers. For 
instance, expansion of habitat 
may be limited by surrounding 
development. Live trapping and 
removal is usually not a prac-
tical solution when managing 
large animals. 
Followup 
Have students find 
newspaper articles and talk to 
a wildlife manager about actual 
instances of deer management 
in their particular area. Have 
them compare these cases to 
their own hypothetical manage-
ment plans. Have students 
note the budget and other fac-
tors influencing decisions and 
list these. 
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Activity Review Answers 
1. The following are some 
ways to reduce deer popula-
tions: allow hunting; live trap 
and remove deer to other 
areas; hire biologists to pro-
fessionally remove deer (by 
hunting, etc.). 
2. Overpopulation can lead to 
starvation, disease, infestation 
by parasites, weakening of in-
dividuals, etc., because there is 
less food, water, and cover 
available for animals. 
3. a, c, d. 
4. There may not be enough 
land available to offset the 
population growth. More space 
does not solve the cause of 
overpopulation; it only treats 
the symptom. Also, undevel-
oped land is growing increas-
ingly scarce, and one respons-
ibility of wildlife management 
is to manage wildlife within the 
restrictions of money, time, 
and land available. 
Hunting 
and 
Wildlife 
Management 
Activity 3 Activify Review 
1. Name three possible ways of reducing the size of an overpopulated deer herd. 
a. --------------------~~-------------------------------------------------
b. -------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. -------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Why should wildlife populations be managed if there are too many of one species in a given area? 
List three reasons. 
a. -------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. -------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. ------~-----------------------------------------------------------------
3. If you were a wildlife 
manager deciding on a plan 
to solve an overpopulation 
problem, what would be three 
factors you would consider in 
making your plan? Check 
the three most important 
factors below. 
__ a. Amount of money in 
your budget. 
__ b. Number of hunters in 
your area. 
__ c. Length of time you 
have to reduce your population. 
__ d. Costs of individual 
techniques. 
-- e. Amount of land paid 
for by license fees. 
4. List two reasons why buying more land may not solve an over-
population problem. 
a. ______________________________________________ __ 
b. ______________________________________________ __ 
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